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Executive Summary

The Problem

Nearly twenty percent of the American economy is directly regulated by the states.  State agencies 
wield tremendous power over nearly every facet of economic life, from insurance to land use to 
health care—industries whose financial footprints easily climb into the billions of dollars each. 
Given the expanding scope of state regulatory programs and the present economic climate, there 
has never been a more important time to understand how state regulations are developed.

Yet bureaucrats issue the decrees that shape people’s lives from deep within the labyrinthine halls of 
government, often sheltered from the scrutiny of the press and public.  Inadequate decisionmaking 
procedures can lead to too much regulation—stifling economic growth—or too little, exposing 
the public to unnecessary risks.  To ensure that agencies are making good decisions, systems of 
economic analysis and regulatory review are needed so that the costs and benefits of action are 
properly weighted.

In reality, approaches to regulatory decisionmaking in the states vary greatly in form, quality, and 
effectiveness.  Some states have adopted relatively sophisticated strategies, while others have little 
or no way to ensure that their agencies are genuinely promoting the public good.  In a time of 
continuing economic uncertainty, when the country faces a range of economic, environmental, 
and social risks, systems to promote rational decisionmaking by state agencies are profoundly 
important.

The Research

Focusing on the political and economic review of state-level regulatory decisionmaking, this 
report takes a snapshot of current practices and offers a comprehensive comparative analysis of 
how states are doing.  Through research into the states’ requirements “on the books” as well as their 
actual practice of economic analysis and regulatory review, this report examines how well states 
have set up their regulatory processes, and uncovers whether their systems of regulatory review 
and analysis are up to the task of ensuring high-quality protections at low costs.  

To compile data for the report, dozens of researchers at New York University School of Law studied 
the laws and regulations governing agency decisionmaking in all 50 states, plus Washington D.C. 
and Puerto Rico.  In addition, surveys were circulated to individuals in state government, as well 
as representatives from the business and public interest communities, with over 120 responses 
ultimately collected.  The results were synthesized, and states were compared against each other to 
judge how well they conformed to the best practices for promoting sound and rational regulatory 
decisionmaking.
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Key Findings

•	 States directly regulate 20% of the economy.  Poorly designed regulations threaten 
economic growth and fail to efficiently protect the environment, public health, and safety.

•	 Powerful tools exist for states to promote rational and efficient regulatory decisions.  
Most states choose the wrong tools or wield them ineffectively.

•	 In many states, regulatory review only creates another access point for private interests 
who oppose new regulations; very few states use the review process to calibrate decisions 
and get the most out of regulatory proposals.

•	 Almost no states have mechanisms to check if necessary regulations are missing or to 
coordinate inter-agency conflicts.

•	 Almost no states have balanced or meaningful processes to check the ongoing efficiency 
of existing regulations.  

•	 With exceedingly few (if any) trained economists, limited time, and strained budgets, 
most state agencies struggle to assess the basic costs of regulations—and completely 
forgo any rigorous analysis of benefits or alternative policy choices.  

•	 Based on a fifteen-point scale, no state scores an A; the average grade nationwide is a D+; 
seven states score the lowest possible grade of a D-.

•	 By following a simple, step-by-step course of reforms (transparency, training, inter-state 
sharing, resource prioritization, new guidance documents, revised statutes, and ongoing 
reevaluation), all states can improve the rationality and effectiveness of their regulatory 
systems.

How the States Stack Up

Distilled from existing literature on how best to conduct regulatory review and channel agency 
decisionmaking, fifteen principles were used to evaluate state practices:   

#1: Regulatory review requirements should be realistic given resources.

#2: Regulatory review should calibrate rules, not simply be a check against them.

#3: Regulatory review should not unnecessarily delay or deter rulemaking. 

#4: Regulatory review should be exercised consistently, not only on an ad hoc basis. 

#5: Regulatory review should be guided by substantive standards, to ensure consistency    
and to increase accountability.

#6: At least part of the review process should be devoted to helping agencies coordinate.

#7: At least part of the review process should be devoted to combating agency inaction.

#8: Regulatory review should promote transparency and public participation. 

#9: Periodic reviews of existing regulations should be guided by substantive standards.

#10: Periodic reviews of existing regulations should be balanced, consistent, and    
meaningful.
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#11: Impact analyses should give balanced treatment to both costs and benefits.

#12: Impact analyses should be meaningfully incorporated into the rulemaking process.

#13: Impact analyses should focus on maximizing net benefits, not just on minimizing    
compliance costs.

#14: Impact analyses should consider a range of policy alternatives.

#15: Impact analyses should include a meaningful and balanced distributional analysis.

These principles were applied to grade the states’ regulatory review 
structures on a fifteen-point scale—practices consistent with these 
principles earned states points, which were then translated into 
letter grades:  twelve points or more earned an A, while states with 
practices that matched three of fewer guiding principles received 
a D.

Seven states scored in the B range: Iowa (B+); Vermont and 
Washington (B); and Michigan, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, 
and Virginia (B-).  Seven jurisdictions also scored a D-, having met 
none of the guiding principles: Alaska, Delaware, the District of 
Columbia, Georgia, Louisiana, New Mexico, and Texas.

The average grade was about a D+, and the most frequently awarded 
grade was a D.  Across the nation, regulatory review structures are 
in clear need of an overhaul.

The Diagnosis

Some problems persistently and universally plague state regulatory 
practices:  a lack of resources to conduct analysis and review rules; 
overly complex, duplicative, or obscure review requirements that deter agencies from pursuing 
regulations, reduce consistency, and block public transparency; and a historical bias that gives 
more attention to the potential costs of regulations than to their potential benefits.

Most states have some legislative review mechanism in place and require some economic impact 
analysis of proposed rules; many states also utilize gubernatorial review provisions, regulatory 
flexibility analysis requirements, or other structures.  But most of these systems are not well 
designed to help calibrate regulations and maximize their net benefits.  Over time, these lost 
benefits add up, and a poorly functioning review process cheats the public out of the efficient and 
effective regulatory climate that they deserve.

For example, in Kentucky, the beverage industry used the legislative review process to undermine 
new school nutrition regulations, reneging on a promise to reduce the size of soda bottles in school 
vending machines—all to save well under a million dollars, and without considering the economic 
and social impacts to students’ health.  In West Virginia, the legislature let the coal industry redraft 
rules on water quality, abandoning the proposals carefully negotiated by agency experts.  By 
critiquing each state’s practices and conducting a comparative analysis, this report develops both 
individualized and general recommendations for all fifty-two jurisdictions.

The regulatory review toolbox houses many more instruments than just the rubber stamp and veto 

As   0 states

B+   1 state

B   2 states

B-   4 states

C+  6 states

C  10 states

C-  2 states

D+  5 states

D  15 states

D-  7 states
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pen.  Options for regulatory review include a myriad of mechanisms with the potential to influence 
the content of rules dramatically, for example by emphasizing broad administrative priorities, 
resolving inter-agency conflicts, harmonizing regulatory policies and procedures, or assessing 
distributive impacts.  The legislative and executive branches can also use analytical requirements 
to ensure that agencies will justify their policy choices on rational and accountable grounds, rather 
than exercise their regulatory discretion according to personal whim or backroom negotiations.

But states are not adequately using this toolkit, either ignoring it, reaching for the wrong tools, or 
wielding the tools inefficiently.  The results:  poorly structured regulations that harm the economy 
and deliver inadequate benefits for too high a price.

Recommendations

No state has earned a perfect score:  all regulatory review structures nationwide could stand 
improvement to increase their rationality and effectiveness.  Drawn from a set of best practices, 
this report recommends a simple, five-step course of reform all states can pursue:

The central theme of this report is that state regulatory review structures are powerful, poorly 
understood, and deserve much more attention than they have received to date.  For eighty years, 
state governments have experimented with countless different regulatory review structures.  Yet 
far too infrequently did they clearly define the problems they were trying to solve, assess whether 
their experimental tactics had succeeded, or stop to check if a better method had already been 
invented someplace else.

This report should encourage states to take stock and try to answer four fundamental questions:  
Where have we been?  Where are we now?  Where are we trying to go?  And—ultimately—how 
do we get there?  With answers to these questions in hand, states will be in a better position to use 
their tremendous regulatory powers to shape economic decisions in a way that most benefits the 
public, promotes economic growth, and provides efficient levels of protection.

Step-by-Step Recommendations

#1: Low-Hanging Fruit
•	 Transparency: post more impact statements and agendas online
•	 Training: host seminars for rule writers, rule reviewers, and the public
•	 National Professional Association: create a body to facilitate interstate communication
•	 Inter-State and Intra-State Sharing: share resources and best practices

#2: Research and Resource Prioritization
•	 Conduct deeper survey of individual state practices
•	 Prioritize agencies or reviewers that would benefit most from additional resources

#3: Stroke of the Pen Changes
•	 Adopt off-the-shelf recommendations, like the Draft Order featured in the Appendix
•	 Or design original guidance documents, promoting balance in analysis and reviews

#4: Process-Intensive Changes
•	 Update the state’s Administrative Procedure Act
•	 Reform the state’s Regulatory Flexibility Act to promote balanced analysis

#5: Continual Reevaluation
•	 Monitor individual state practices
•	 Support academic, empirical research into what works
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Introduction
Be careful if you don’t know where you’re going,  

because you might not get there. 
—Yogi Berra1

Since at least the 1930s, the tremendous expansion of regulatory powers and functions at the 
state level has caused “persistent apprehension” among government officials and scholars alike.2  
Ever the “laboratories of our democracy,”3 states have experimented boldly and continually with 
methods for checking and managing that growth:  from executive approval of all new rules to the 
legislative veto, and from automatic sunset periods on existing regulations to mandatory economic 
analysis. 
 
Unfortunately, states have not always articulated their goals for these experiments in governance 
with great clarity or consistency,4 and attempts in the academic literature to measure practices, 
effects, and successes are just as rare.  Now, after eighty years of experimentation, where do the 
states stand on regulatory review?  More importantly, where are they trying to go, and how will 
they know when they get there?

This report updates and expands on previous work, not only to capture what the laws of all fifty 
states (plus the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico) technically require in terms of regulatory 
review, but also to begin describing the actual execution of those requirements.  By synthesizing 
the theoretical goals of regulatory review, taking a snapshot of current structures, and offering a 
comprehensive comparative analysis, this report should help states learn from each other’s best 
practices, reassess the objectives of their own efforts, and then chart a new course to reach that 
destination.

What Is Regulatory Review?

Regulatory review can encompass any of the legislative and executive branches’ checks on the 
rulemaking discretion afforded to administrative agencies.  Starting in the twentieth century, 
legislatures have increasingly turned to agencies to translate their often-vague statutory 
pronouncements into actual laws.  In areas ranging from environmental protection to business 
licensing, legislatures typically lack the expertise, time, and political insulation to design effective 
policies.  Developing regulation requires decisionmakers to answer complex and potentially 
contentious questions:  what is the dose-response of a toxin?  which engineering solution best 
avoids contaminant usage?  what are the risk preferences of citizens in this state?  Legislatures 
rely on agencies to bring together data from a variety of disciplines, identify technical solutions, 
anticipate economic effects, and respond expeditiously to changing circumstances.  Legislatures 
themselves usually cannot make such complex decisions in a timely manner.
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Yet the large amount of power delegated to agencies raises 
concerns about rationality and democratic accountability.  
Bureaucrats issue the decrees that shape people’s lives from 
deep within the labyrinthine halls of government, often 
sheltered from the scrutiny of the press and public:  how 
can the people be sure that their needs and concerns are 
addressed?  Given the incredible control, autonomy, and 
privacy that agencies enjoy, there is a persistent concern that 
delegating too much authority to agencies undermines the 
democratic system.

Regulatory review allows the legislative and executive 
branches to reassess the legality, political acceptance, 
efficiency, and fairness of the rules passed by agencies.  For 
example, agencies might not be permitted to issue new rules 
or to continue enforcing existing rules without receiving 
the consent or comments of a reviewer.  But the regulatory 
review toolbox houses many more instruments than just 
the rubber stamp and veto pen.  Options for regulatory 
review include a myriad of mechanisms with the potential 
to influence the content of rules dramatically, for example by emphasizing broad administrative 
priorities, resolving inter-agency conflicts, harmonizing regulatory policies and procedures, or 
assessing distributive impacts.  Regulatory review can also help agencies identify areas where 
beneficial regulation is lacking.  Or, depending on the government’s goals, the tools of regulatory 
review might instead be designed and wielded to slow down the rulemaking process or to create a 
new access point for interest groups.

Sometimes the legislative or executive branch uses analytical requirements to ensure that agencies 
will justify their policy choices on rational and accountable grounds, rather than exercise their 
regulatory discretion according to personal whim or backroom negotiations.  Analytical mandates 
may require agencies to quantify or consider the potential impacts of their regulations on 
government revenue, the statewide economy, the environment, a particular class of citizens or 
businesses, or any other combination of costs and benefits.  Such analyses may become part of the 
executive or legislature’s review process, or the requirements may be designed to influence agency 
decisionmaking even without a subsequent political check.

Evaluation of regulatory review structures, therefore, enriches the fundamental understanding of 
how governments craft policies.  That understanding equips the public with the ability to participate 
more actively in policy formation, and it reveals which characteristics—rationality, transparency, 
or accountability—the people and their governments value.  The study of regulatory review also 
affords politicians the opportunity to reassess their power to check the legality, political acceptance, 
efficiency, and fairness of agency decisions.  This type of evaluation is both particularly vital and 
particularly under-developed for the regulatory review structures of the U.S. state governments.

Regulatory review 
can encompass 

any of the legislative 
and executive 

branches’ checks 
on the rulemaking 
discretion afforded 
to administrative 
agencies.  The 

regulatory review 
toolbox houses many 

more instruments 
than just the rubber 
stamp and veto pen.
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Why Study the States?

Despite the growth of the national government, the push toward federal preemption, and the 
appearance of supranational regulatory authorities during the twentieth century, states have 
maintained their far-reaching regulatory scope.  If anything, since 1980 states have countered a 
federal trend toward deregulation with their own “reinforcement” policies, solidifying their local 
regulatory powers and expanding coverage.5  In fact, some academics and public policy experts 
have argued that states should take on an even greater role in the federalist system.6

In 1965, administrative law scholar Frank Cooper listed at least one subject matter controlled by 
the states for nearly every letter of the alphabet,7 and the list has only grown from there.  States 
have significant regulatory powers over the insurance industry, land use, health care, and labor 
issues.  Sometimes states are the only regulators; sometimes they share authority with the 
federal government; sometimes they implement federal standards, but retain the ability to push 
beyond minimum requirements.8  But even in areas where there is already a significant federal 
regulatory presence—like groundwater quality and wetlands protection, automotive emissions, 
and hazardous waste regulation—states often continue to play an important role.9  Other times, 
states take the lead and set an example for the federal government.  The states beat the federal 
government to antitrust regulation, trucking regulation, and corporate governance (and were also 
the first to relax regulations on Savings and Loans and have experimented with other deregulatory 
schemes).10  More recently, states have taken independent actions, signed regional accords, and 
driven national policy forward on climate change.11

The history of state regulation is filled with examples of both innovative successes and regrettable 
failures, but perhaps most often state regulation leads to the kind of subtle economic and social 
effects that cumulatively have profound impacts, yet often go overlooked.12  The federal government 
believes that any regulation with a nationwide impact of $100 million or more deserves careful 
analysis and review.13  States routinely regulate industries whose size and economic footprint 
dwarf that figure.  For example, states are heavily involved in the regulation of managed healthcare, 
an industry with combined annual revenues over $350 billion.14  In California alone, state-level 
appliance and building efficiency policies have saved consumers an estimated $1.5 billion per 
year.15  Nearly twenty percent of the American economy is directly regulated by states.16 Given 
the expanding scope of state regulatory programs, there has never been a more important time to 
understand how such programs are developed.

The Need to Update and Expand the Literature

The frequency and persistence over time with which scholars have noted the lack of attention to 
state regulatory review nearly contradicts the sentiment of the statement.  In 1965, Frank Cooper 
wrote: “In marked contrast to the incandescent glare of investigation and debate, which since 1941 
has been focused on the functions of federal administrative agencies (a glare which has at times 
produced more heat than light), comparatively little attention has been paid to the multiform 
agencies operating within the states.”17  Twenty years later, Arthur Bonfield still wondered why, as 
state administrative functions had grown and were at least as varied and pervasive as the federal 
government, scholarship continued to focus almost entirely on the federal process alone.18  And 
after another twenty years, Paul Teske bemoaned that “very little is known about how states 
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actually regulate.”19

Similarly, Richard Whisnant and Diane Cherry have pointed out that “[d]iscussion of the states’ 
experience in economic analysis of rules is almost completely absent from the administrative law 
literature.”20  Robert Hahn called the academic neglect of state-level regulatory analysis a “serious 
oversight.”21  In particular, many scholars note “[state] rule review procedures have received scant 
empirical attention.”22

This report is indebted to the work of the scholars named above; their contributions, as well as 
the theoretical and empirical findings of many other important authors, are summarized in the 
chapters that follow.  Nevertheless, all experts in this field of study agree that many crucial questions 
about state-level regulatory review remain unanswered.  Especially given the rapid evolution of 
state regulatory review programs in the last decade, the current scholarship desperately needs an 
update and expansion.  This report synthesizes the existing literature but then moves to present a 
more up-to-date and comprehensive picture of state-level practices.

The Structure of this Report

Yogi Berra warned us to “be careful if you don’t 
know where you’re going, because you might not get 
there.”  To apply the master of baseball and witticism’s 
framework for navigation, Part One of this report 
summarizes where the states have already been and 
where they might want regulatory review to take them; 
Part Two investigates where they are now; and finally 
Part Three makes recommendations for how states 
can chart a course from their current location to their 
ultimate destination.

In Part One, Chapter One defines the options for 
regulatory review available to the states and synthesizes 
the advantages and disadvantages of those various 
mechanisms.  Chapter Two looks at the historical 
phases of regulatory review in the states, especially as 
shaped by model recommendations that have been 
proposed in the past.  Chapter Three reviews the 
existing literature on how regulatory review is actually 
practiced in the states, with special attention to some 
of the more recent empirical work.  Chapter Four explores what lessons the states can or cannot 
learn from the history of federal regulatory review.  Chapter Five distills the entire section into a 
basic set of principles for evaluating a state’s regulatory review structure.

Part Two then moves to state-by-state summaries, comparisons, and evaluations of current 
practices.  The section first outlines the methodology used to collect materials for this study.  
In addition to key source materials—statutes and executive orders, minutes from meetings, 
sample impact analyses, and news items on controversial cases of regulatory review—this project 

“In marked contrast to 
the incandescent glare 

of investigation and 
debate, which since 

1941 has been focused 
on the functions of 

federal administrative 
agencies (a glare which 
has at times produced 
more heat than light), 

comparatively little 
attention has been 

paid to the multiform 
agencies operating 
within the states.”

—Frank Cooper
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conducted over 120 surveys with reviewing entities, rulemaking agencies, and interested third 
parties in 52 jurisdictions (all the states plus Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia).  Drawing 
from those materials, most state write-ups divide into three sections:  a thorough summary of 
regulatory review practices required by law (the “process on paper”); an initial effort to understand 
how regulatory review is actually conducted (the “process in practice”); and a brief analysis or 
outlook for the future.  This part addresses such questions as:

•	 What is the legal source of regulatory review obligations, and how does that affect the 
authority of reviewers or their ability to influence regulatory content? 

•	 Who is technically responsible for fulfilling review requirements, who actually fulfills 
these requirements, and how do multiple reviewers interact?

•	 When is review supposed to occur, and when does review actually occur?  What is 
the scope of regulatory review obligations, and which rules attract the attention of 
reviewers?

•	 For what purpose are regulations reviewed:  legality, political accountability, 
efficiency, or fairness?  Do reviewers investigate alternative options, costs and 
benefits, or distributional effects?

•	 What form does the review assume?  Are there guidelines, rules, or standard 
documents to guide the evaluation efforts?  Do reviewers exercise their influence 
through formal public hearings, or through informal private communications? 

•	 If economic analysis is required, are there biases in the way it is conducted?  Are both 
countervailing costs and ancillary benefits examined? Are approaches to economic 
analysis consistent among agencies, or might agencies assign different values to the 
same risks or benefits?

•	 Do agency analysts and regulatory reviewers have the time and resources necessary to 
comply with statutory requirements?  How often does the regulatory review process 
conceived on paper match the regulatory review process exercised in practice?

Part Two also distills those 52 summaries into a series of comparative charts on the various 
regulatory review structures adopted by the states.  The comparative charts facilitate contrasting 
individual states against each other, as well as with federal practices and the existing sets of model 
recommendations to the states.  Finally, Part Two evaluates each state’s process against the guiding 
principles developed in Part One, assigning each state’s current efforts a grade.  Grades range from 
“A (Solid Structure)” and “B (Room for Improvement)” down to “C (Problem Areas)” and “D 
(Rethink and Rebuild).”

Part Three highlights some innovative features from various states’ review structures and then 
presents some recommendations for how the states can further share ideas, reassess their goals for 
regulatory review, and begin to move to achieve those goals.  Given the diversity of mechanisms 
that states have put in place, there will be a wide range of potential designs that can be evaluated, 
both for theoretical soundness, as well as actual results.  From that diversity, this report identifies 
common elements of those practices that best forward the legitimate goals of regulatory review and 
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cost-benefit analysis:  adding rationality, rigor, transparency, and accountability to administrative 
decisionmaking.

The best practice guidelines will both identify those states that are acting as innovators in the area 
of regulatory review, and help disseminate ideas and knowledge about how states can effectively 
structure regulatory review systems.  These findings may also have some potential to inform 
the design or implementation of regulatory review practices by the federal government, foreign 
governments, or even international governing bodies.

For eighty years, state governments have experimented with countless different regulatory review 
structures.  Yet far too infrequently did they clearly define the problems they were trying to solve, 
assess whether their experimental tactics had succeeded, or stop to check if a better method had 
already been invented someplace else.  This report should encourage states to slow down, take 
stock, and try to answer four fundamental questions:  Where have we been?  Where are we now?  
Where are we trying to go?  And—ultimately—how do we get there?
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Part One
Where We’ve Been and Where We’re Trying To Go

Holding those who write rules accountable for the 
decisions they make and the manner in which they make 

them is critical to the maintenance of our democracy.
—Cornelius Kerwin1 
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Chapter One
Weighing the Options

Eighty years of state experimentation with regulatory review has produced tremendous variety, 
but all states started off with access to roughly the same basic reagents:  legislative review, executive 
review, periodic review, procedural constraints, and impact analyses.  The reagents each have 
strengths and weaknesses, and states can adjust their configurations and combine them in different 
proportions.  This chapter will first define the types of regulatory review ingredients to be analyzed 
in this report.  Then this chapter overviews some of the special characteristics of state government 
that may alter the access to, power of, and need for certain regulatory review options.  Finally, this 
chapter synthesizes the theoretical advantages and disadvantages of each variation.

The Scope of “Regulatory Review”

Regulatory review can encompass any of the legislative and executive branches’ checks on the 
rulemaking discretion afforded to administrative agencies.  Generally, regulatory review allows 
the legislative and executive branches to reassess the legality, political acceptance, efficiency, and 
fairness of the rules passed by agencies.  This report will focus on the systematic review of proposed 
or existing regulations by the executive and legislative branches, as well as on certain requirements 
for agencies to conduct special analyses during the design or justification of proposed or existing 
regulations.

Administrative Functions Subject to Review

The primary focus of this report is the review of rules and regulations (terms used interchangeably 
here), whether newly proposed or existing, and including deregulation.  Regulatory review may 
also train its attentions on the lack of necessary or beneficial regulation, and it may investigate 
agency pronouncements that do not carry the force of law, such as guidance documents or 
voluntary programs.

Many related administrative functions that may also be subject to oversight, however, are not 
covered in this report.  For example, executive or legislative reviews of an agency’s enforcement 
of regulations or implementation of programs are excluded.  Similarly, audits of administrative 
efficiency, grant distribution, tax collection, financial administration, technological policies, or any 
other non-rulemaking agency function are beyond the scope of this study.
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States sometimes impose periodic and automatic expiration dates on regulations as well as on 
agency programs or even entire agencies.  The terminology in this area can quickly get confusing.  
Expiration and review of individual rules (which this report will call “sunset” reviews) will be 
included; review of programs or agencies (referred to here as “sundown” reviews) will not.

Elements of the Rulemaking Process

Again, the primary focus of this report is the review of rules and regulations and does not extend 
to the entire rulemaking process.  Reviews by non-agency government actors (namely, the 
legislature, the executive, or an independent commission), regulatory impact analyses, and any 
other systematic review of regulations, including mandatory and periodic reviews of existing rules 
conducted by the agencies themselves, are the chief targets for analysis.  On the other hand, reviews 
conducted principally for form or technical errors prior to official publication—while essential to 
the rulemaking process—will not be assessed; this report focuses on substantive reviews.

To some extent, any procedural constraint imposed 
on an agency’s discretion and rulemaking efforts can 
offer the legislature or executive the power to “stack 
the deck” and indirectly influence all regulatory 
content.2  Nevertheless, despite their tremendous 
potential to serve a crucial review function by 
forcing agencies to consider the desirability and 
propriety of rules, the following elements will not 
generally be discussed:  the judicial review of rules;3 
the practices of declaratory orders, adjudications, 
and administrative hearings; or requirements for 
agencies to give notice to and receive comments 
from the public on rule proposals.4  However, public 
comment and public petitions for rulemakings can 
play an important role in triggering other regulatory review functions,5 and so will be discussed in 
that context when relevant.

Generally, this report concentrates on review requirements applicable to the majority of original 
and permanent regulations.  Special exemptions or unique processes for certain agencies are 
not typically discussed, and unless relevant to the standard review process, this report will not 
usually devote separate attention to the processes for issuing emergency or temporary regulations, 
engaging in negotiated rulemakings, or adopting rules by reference or incorporation.

Legislative Oversight

The options for systematic legislative oversight of new and existing rules cover a wide spectrum, 
from mere notification requirements at one end to the legislative veto at the other.  (The legislative 
veto is a statutory provision that preserves power for the legislature, a legislative chamber, or a 
legislative committee to quickly block regulations of a particular agency, subject matter, or type 
without resorting to the full process of enacting new legislation—and especially without needing 
a signature from the executive branch.)

To some extent, any 
procedural constraint 

imposed on an agency’s 
discretion and rulemaking 

efforts can offer the 
legislature or executive the 
power to “stack the deck” 
and indirectly influence all 

regulatory content.
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In between those two extremes, legislatures might exercise review powers by returning comments 
to agencies on their rules, formally objecting to a rule, or temporarily suspending a rule’s 
implementation.  The legislature might also be able to influence rule content more informally, by 
holding hearings or communicating privately with agencies.  Legislatures may delegate the review 
responsibilities to an office of legislative counsel or staff, to various committees with jurisdiction 
over different agencies, or to a specially created review committee.

Notably, all legislatures have the ability to adjust an agency’s authority or directly nullify a rule by 
passing a new statute (with the governor’s signature), and so this non-systematic power to “review” 
regulations by statutory adjustment should be assumed even if not always specifically discussed.  
This report will not generally discuss the indirect, non-systematic, or traditional methods of 
legislative oversight, such as narrowly drafting original statutes or using the powers of the purse, 
investigations, and appointments to control agency decisions.

Executive Oversight

As with the legislature, options for review on the executive side run the gamut, from perfunctory 
notification to mandatory approval.  Most typically, the governor may have authority to modify, 
approve or disapprove, or choose not to file a regulation.  “Filing” a regulation, typically by 
publishing it in the state’s Register and Administrative Code, is necessary for a rule to take effect.
Other executive officers may also have review authorities.  In particular, the attorney general may 
review rules for legality, or particular agencies may review rules for impacts relevant to their areas 
of expertise (for example, a small business office may review and comment on small business 
impacts).  Similarly, the agency promulgating the rule in question may itself be given enhanced 
review obligations beyond its own internal, discretionary policies.  An agency head or legal counsel 
may be required to review and sign off on certain aspects of rule proposals, or the agency may 
periodically have to review all its existing regulations.

Generally, this report will not discuss the indirect, non-systematic, or traditional methods of 
executive oversight and persuasion, including budgetary requests and appointment powers.

Regulatory Impact Analyses

This report pays special attention to economic analyses, including fiscal notes, cost-effectiveness 
analysis, and cost-benefit analysis.  The required rigor of such analyses can vary, from simple 
instructions for agencies to consider possible costs, to detailed guidelines for quantification of 
all direct and indirect costs and benefits.  Distributional analyses also receive scrutiny, including 
analyses limited to exploring the effects of regulation on small businesses (often called “regulatory 
flexibility analysis”).

Other types of specialized analyses that are generally reviewed only for completion or by the courts, 
and are not a substantive part of the review process, are excluded from this report.  For example, 
environmental impact statements will not usually be discussed, unless substantive assessment of 
such statements is incorporated into a broader executive or legislative review process.  The primary 
focus on economic analysis and regulatory flexibility analysis is appropriate given the centrality of 
the former in the federal review system (see Chapter Four) and the recently expanding role of the 
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latter at the state level (see Chapter Three).

Retrospective Reviews

Finally, this report will address retrospective reviews of existing regulations.  Agencies may be 
periodically required to review their own regulations.  Legislative and executive reviewers may 
also have authority to review certain existing regulations.  In the most aggressive form of such 
review, rules may be automatically scheduled to “sunset”—that is, expire—after a certain number 
of years unless agencies justify their continued existence or receive permission from a reviewer.
More typically, agencies might review existing regulations on their own initiative, as enforcement 
problems or changed circumstances come to light.  Such discretionary, ad hoc reviews are not 
assessed here.

Are the States Special?

State governments may exhibit certain characteristics that alter their access to, the power of, or 
the need for various regulatory review options.  By contrasting state governments with the federal 
government, a few key legal, political, and practical differences emerge.

Legal Differences

Plenary Legislative Authority:  The basic constitutional text, separation of powers, and fundamental 
authority of the legislative branch may be different in many states compared to the federal 
government.6  Some state constitutions may explicitly define the legislature’s ability to review or 
suspend agency regulations.  More generally, whereas Congress has only those powers enumerated 
in the U.S. constitution, most modern state legislatures exercise plenary power.7

Non-Unitary Executive Branch:  With a few exceptions 
(such as Alaska, Hawaii, and New Jersey), most states do 
not have a unitary executive and instead hold elections 
for various executive officers besides the governor.8  Key 
officials like the attorney general, treasurer, and secretary 
of state are elected in at least three-fourths of states; in 
many states, agency heads for agriculture, education, 
insurance, and so forth are elected as well.9  On average, 
each state elects eight executive officials.10  Sometimes, 
those elected do not even belong to the governor’s same 
political party.11  Still other state agencies are led by 
boards or commissions not directly appointed by the 
governor.12  A state’s executive branch may consequently 
exist as “an amalgam of separate fiefdoms,”13 interfering 

with the governor’s power to lead and supervise the bureaucracy effectively.14  The lack of effective 
executive supervision in some states may justify a relatively greater level of legislative review.15 

Court Capacities:  Not only are state courts aware of the legal, institutional, and practical differences 
that may justify “some degree of divergence in the jurisprudential approaches to legislative control 
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of the agency rulemaking process between federal and state courts,”16 but state courts may also 
have less capacity to review economically complex analyses of regulatory impacts.  In general, 
there is a concern that every un-provable assumption and rough estimate of a regulatory impact 
analysis could be challenged in court.  But that vulnerability may be especially problematic for 
states, “where the available resources and expertise for conducting sophisticated cost-benefit 
analysis are much scarcer than at the federal level.  Moreover, the need to evaluate the agency’s 
effort against specialized professional norms of policy analysis would strain at the outer limits of 
[state] judicial competence.”17

Political Differences

Elected Officials:  States may elect their attorneys general or other agency heads, making them, as 
both reviewers and promulgators of regulation, potentially more accountable to and influenced 
by the electorate or the election cycle.18  Meanwhile, some state legislators may be term-limited or 
may have national ambitions, which can change their interest in and goals for regulatory review.19

Party Control:  In some states, a single political party may continually dominate the legislative 
branch, executive branch, or both.  Long-standing political feuds or engrained political ties may 
shape the dynamics between the legislative and executive branches, with agencies caught in 
between.20

Public Access:  Versus their federal counterparts, state agencies are responsible to much smaller 
constituencies, and as a result the agencies themselves tend to be smaller.  As a function of that 
size and relationship with the public, state processes may be more visible and accessible than 
those at the federal level,21 though geographical and physical access matter somewhat less these 
days.  Similarly, “because of geographical proximity and economic and cultural similarities, the 
organization and mobilization of interest groups . . . is much easier at the state level,” and state 
interest groups may experience relatively more political influence over the legislature, executive, 
or agencies.22

Practical Differences

Legislative Professionalism:  Though average legislative professionalism has increased in recent 
years, many state legislators do not enjoy levels of staffing, salary, or training comparable to federal 
legislators.23  In thirty-eight states, legislators have no paid staffers (though most have access to 
some committee staff).24  Modern state legislatures also undergo a high degree of turnover versus 
the U.S. Congress, in part because of term limits.25  Lack of professionalism—especially lack of 
adequate staff to provide an independent source of analysis—may leave legislators open to the 
risk of capture:  one 2000 study found five registered state lobbyists for every state legislator.26  By 
contrast, over the last thirty years, the average governor’s length of time in office has doubled, and 
their average staff increased from around eleven to over fifty.27

Short Legislative Calendars:  Most state legislatures only meet for a few months each year.28  Only 
seven state legislatures operate full-time; in six states the legislature convenes only every other 
year.29  When in session, state legislatures have limited time to conduct either traditional oversight 
of agencies or more focused regulatory review functions.  For example, “[i]n the states, by contrast 
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[to the federal level], agency-specific oversight hearings 
are rarely held.”30  State legislatures may have little time 
to devote to agency oversight beyond a few high-profile 
issues.31

Limited Resources:  As a function of size and chronic under-
financing, state agencies often cannot obtain the quantity 
or quality of technical and legal expertise available at the 
federal level.32  States’ experiences with economic analysis 
are “problematic and unique for three main reasons:  the 
lack of resources typically devoted to analysis of rules at 
the state level, the absence of staff expertise to conduct 
traditional benefit-cost analysis, and the minimal state 
judicial experience to review these analyses.”33  Due to 
such resource constraints, state agencies may rely somewhat more on informal procedures.34  State 
agencies have also tended to rely much more (and maybe exclusively) on the attorney general for 
legal advice, even though state attorneys general are much more under-staffed than the federal 
department of justice.35

While such fundamental characteristics and constraints cannot be ignored, neither should 
these differences be overblown.  For traits like legislative and agency professionalism, states 
are gaining ground and increasingly resemble the federal government.  Other differences that 
seemed important in the past, like geographic proximity and physical access for the public and 
interest groups, matter less in the internet age.  Moreover, some differences that scholars might 
predict would affect the practice of regulatory review may, empirically, make little difference.  For 
example, it is perhaps telling that in one study, the size of state agencies did not change the average 
perceptions of agency administrators of the level of political influence over rulemaking.36  In short, 
size matters, but perhaps not as much as originally thought.

Theoretical Advantages and Disadvantages

This section synthesizes the most common and representative theories from the literature on 
whether regulatory review is a good idea for the states and, if so, how it should be structured.  
For most key questions, the arguments for and against are simply presented without drawing a 
conclusion, though ultimate judgments are given where most experts agree.  However, every state 
has its own unique legal and practical considerations when designing a regulatory review structure, 
so understanding the range of options and arguments may be more important than trying to draw 
universal conclusions.

One central theme that emerges from this synthesis is that regulatory review often attempts to 
pursue conflicting goals:  adding analytical mandates may increase the rationality of rulemaking, 
but they may also cause delays and so decrease responsiveness; permitting strong legislative review 
could enhance democratic accountability, but it might interfere with bureaucratic discretion 
to pursue the most efficient policy designs.  To structure their regulatory review processes, 
governments must balance the competing aims of rationality, accountability, and administrative 
workability:  it is an exercise in value judgments, not a question with a single, clear answer.
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“Rationality and responsiveness, while both 
traditional values in administration, reflect contradictory 

assumptions about the nature of administration.”
—Patty D. Renfrow and David J. Houston37

Is Regulatory Review Necessary and Appropriate?

The most basic question to address is whether states should conduct regulatory review at all.  
Judicial review of rules, the non-systematic oversight authority of the legislature and the executive, 
and public participation in the rulemaking process could sufficiently achieve the goals of rationality 
and responsiveness.  Governors and legislators, too, could take advantage of public participation 
procedures and submit their comments on proposed policies during the regular notice-and-
comment period.38

Moreover, regulatory review might do more harm than good, by undermining agency authority 
or injecting bias into the rulemaking process.  Neither the governor nor the legislators (nor their 
staff) have the expertise or time to adequately consider all evidence for all rules.  Plus they may 
be subject to undue political pressure, irrational popular passions, and the whims of the election 
cycle.  Some scholars fear that regulatory review simply adds a new access point for special interest 
groups who already are highly influential over the content of rules.  Indeed, some studies show that 
the perception of political influence increases with the robustness of regulatory review authority,39 
and that the stringency of regulations may decrease with the application of regulatory review 
procedures.40  The more burdensome or unfair agencies perceive the review process to be, the 
more likely agencies will be tempted to evade the public rulemaking process and rely more heavily 
on the undesirable ad hoc process of rulemaking by adjudication or by un-reviewed guidance 
documents.41  

But most experts agree that some version of regulatory review is both necessary and appropriate.  
To start, judicial review of regulation alone is inadequate.  Judicial review is slow, expensive, 
sometimes difficult to invoke, and a rather blunt hammer to apply.  Other regulatory review 
processes can be simpler, cheaper, faster, softer,42 and fairer (since the burdens of litigation fall 
on just a few unlucky individuals, while the whole government shares the burdens of regulatory 
review).43  In addition to such practical arguments, judicial review is mainly limited to questions of 
legality and cannot check the desirability or political acceptance of a rule, nor can it help coordinate 
between agencies.44  Similarly, the traditional, non-systematic oversight powers available to the 
legislative and executive branches may be quite limited and difficult to exercise,45 and they lack 
consistency and transparency as to the scope of influence.46

Regulatory review may also correct some problems inherent in the rulemaking system.  Agencies 
may, at times, pursue policies inconsistent with prevailing social opinion and goals,47 perhaps the 
result of capture by interest groups or the career ambitions of bureaucrats.  Agencies may also 
neglect their institutional missions, diverting resources to other projects or simply to their own 
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leisure time.48  Bureaucrats suffer from the same institutional and cognitive limitations that plague 
all decisionmakers, and so may not always identify the optimal policy choice.49  Finally, agencies 
tend to focus only on active rulemakings under their jurisdiction; neither individual agencies nor 
the courts can coordinate the government’s entire suite of regulatory policies.50  Regulatory review 
is one way to begin addressing and correcting such problems.51

Even if regulatory review were not systematically implemented, legislatures would still retain some 
ability to check rule by enacting new statutes.  As long as some “review” authority always exists, it 
may make sense to systematize the power so it is exercised efficiently and transparently.52

Regulatory review certainly has its costs.  Complying with analytical mandates takes time 
and money; the preferences of oversight authorities may inefficiently distort the amount of 
effort agencies devote to particular rules, policies, or analyses; regulatory review may delay the 
promulgation of new rules, causing uncertainty for regulated parties and deferring the realization 
of benefits; and some efficient policies may get rejected or may never be introduced for fear 
of rejection.53  Nevertheless, in many cases, regulatory review vastly improves the quality of 
regulation.54  Though difficult to prove, the benefits most likely outweigh the costs.55

Moreover, regulatory review and analytical mandates need not be universally applied:  they can be 
tailored in ways that maximize their benefits.  For example, thresholds for significance, such as a 
minimum economic impact, could trigger when regulatory analysis is required.  Rigorous reviews 
may be selective or discretionary.  Universal requirements can quickly either monopolize time and 
resources or else lead to pointless, perfunctory analyses.  But if properly structured, the costs of 
regulatory review can be minimized even as the benefits are enhanced.

Legislative versus Executive Review

Regulatory review may be worthwhile, but who should exercise the authority:  the legislature 
branch, the executive branch, or both?

Some see legislative review as a “fundamental check and balance.”56  Legislative review brings the 
legislative branch into close contact with the administrative branch; it increases the administrative 
responsibility of the legislature; and it permits agencies to call upon the legislature to take 
responsibility for difficult policy problems. While of course the legislature always has the power 
to alter agency authority or nullify a rule by enacting a new statute, creating a systematic and 
institutionalized review process makes it much more likely that the legislature will exercise its 
oversight authorities.57

On the other hand, the legislature faces serious limits on its time, resources, expertise, and interest 
level, and may not be able to monitor agencies effectively.58  Given limited time, political ambitions, 
and the low-visibility of the regulatory process, legislators may be unlikely to prioritize review 
functions ahead of other more electorally advantageous activities, such as passing new legislation 
or providing constituent services.59
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“There is always so much the committee has to do 
with important legislation, we just can’t take the time to 
worry about what an agency is doing with something 

we drafted five or ten years ago.  The agency’s going to 
be on its own for the most part. Because nobody 

wants to do the job of checking up on it.”
—Anonymous Legislative Committee Chair (1963)60  

Then again, the frequency of the formal exercise of review power may not be the best measure 
of effectiveness.  Legislatures may use informal mechanisms or may rely on public complaints 
to trigger their review in rare, controversial, high value cases.61  In such arrangements, limited 
legislative interest and resources may be irrelevant.  The mere possibility of legislative review, even 
if not exercised, may have “a powerful controlling effect” on agencies.62

Regardless of how often it is exercised, overly powerful legislative review may confuse the locus 
of responsibility for administrative rules.  Legislative review—and perhaps most especially the 
legislative veto—has the potential to undermine the rulemaking process, since some stakeholders 
may concentrate their efforts on lobbying the legislature and so ignore the initial rulemaking 
proceedings.  The recommendations of legislative staff may end up being decisive, with the 
legislature operating through informal compromises with agencies that lack adequate public 
disclosure and transparency.63  By diluting agency authority and shifting final decisionmaking 
power to the legislature, legislative review may confuse the public about who is truly responsible 
for the content of regulations.  Public confusion about the locus of responsibility undermines 
accountability to the electorate.64

For those reasons, some prefer executive review.  Governors, as head of the executive branch, 
generally have more direct control over agency actions.  Moreover, legislatures are composed of 
many individuals with varied preferences, making it hard for them to act concertedly.  Some scholars 
have theorized that solitary executives, because they have no coordination problems associated 
with collective action, are more effective at influencing the bureaucracy than legislatures.65  On the 
other hand, the lack of a unitary executive branch in most states and the “consequent fragmentation 
of executive authority” seriously complicate gubernatorial review.66

Still, as a single official, the governor is perhaps the most logical choice to try to coordinate and 
rationalize all agency activity.67  But in some states, the review power might not be exercised by 
the governor or another politically accountable official, but instead delegated to a bureaucratic 
agency, like a budgetary or policy office.  In that case, there is some concern that the reviewer 
has its own institutional interests and lacks accountability to the electorate, especially because its 
lower visibility to the public makes it harder to monitor.68
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Another perspective is that the choice between the legislature and the governor is of little 
consequence.  In either case, staff is likely to end up performing the actual review, not the elected 
official.69  As a result, the structure of the review power may matter more than who nominally 
wields that authority.

How Should Legislative Review Be Structured?

If legislative review is a right of “institutional self-preservation,” through which the legislature 
checks that the power it delegated to an agency is exercised according to its original intent and the 
“will of the general public,”70 then arguably the legislature should be able to review a regulation 
on any grounds: its legality; its consistency with statutory authority and legislative intent; its 
efficiency and fairness.  

Others insist that legislative review should focus on a rule’s legality and statutory authority alone, 
since legislative intent is impossible to determine and cost-benefit justifications may be too 
complex for legislative review.71  Overly broad review criteria run the risk of encouraging arbitrary 
actions motivated by unchecked political considerations.  On the other hand, reviewers might 
try to shoehorn policy objections into narrowly crafted review criteria or into informal channels 
of control, thereby producing the same review outcome only with less public transparency.  But 
despite the chance that the legislature will misperceive or abuse the jurisdiction of its review, 
legislative oversight is worth the risk, and clear statutory criteria for review might help minimize 
the risk.

Once criteria are set, the next consideration is who within the legislature should conduct the 
review.  Because of the size of state legislatures, the most effective method of review is through 
the committee process.72  Though standing committees do have subject matter expertise and 
experience with particular agencies, having separate committees in each chamber with overlapping 
review authority could lead to disagreements and confusion,73 and standing committees may be too 
subjective on the question of legislative intent.  Plus standing committees have heavy workloads 
and do not frequently meet during interims when the legislature is not in session.74

Many experts recommend a single, joint committee, with members drawn from both legislative 
chambers and with the ability to meet regularly, even during the interim sessions.  Such a committee 
should have the time and motivation to conduct its review seriously and effectively.75  Even still, 
successful review will require continuous monitoring of agency activity, with considerable daily 
work.  As such, the presence of sufficient, qualified staff will, in practice, determine the committee’s 
success.76

What should the consequences of legislative review be, and especially what actions should a 
committee be entitled to take on its own?77  The main criticism of making approval or ratification 
mandatory for all rules is that then “no more than legislative procrastination is required to abolish 
a rule.”78  Given the heavy workload of legislatures, few support that expansive power.

The mirror equivalent of mandatory approval is the legislative veto.  While the legislative veto 
certainly has its proponents,79 detractors may now outnumber them.  Besides the possible 
constitutional problems (which are pervasive but state-specific, see Chapter Two), most scholars 
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and courts80 believe that, essentially, the legislative veto encourages “secretive, poorly informed, 
and politically unaccountable legislative action.”81  The legislative veto is also a one-way ratchet, 
eliminating rules without replacing them—nor does the legislature have the time or expertise to 
replace the rule; that is why they delegated authority to the agency in the first place.

Agencies typically view the legislative veto as the most unfair review mechanism, and so its mere 
existence could lead agencies to avoid the rulemaking process and use ad hoc adjudication or 
guidance documents instead.82  Finally, the legislative veto may actually reduce serious efforts of 
the legislature to review rules:  the veto is seen as a panacea, but ultimately it will be difficult to 
exercise on more than rare occasions; thus, it gives a false sense of security, which leads to under-
use of more effective ways to influence rules.83

And, indeed, the veto is not the only option to give legislative review real bite.  A rule suspension 
allows a review committee to temporarily delay implementation of an objectionable rule, often for 
up to a year.  Typically intended to give the full legislature enough time to consider enacting a new 
statute to nullify the rule, the lengthy delay might be incentive enough to force agency compliance 
with the committee’s objections.  Criticized by some as a de facto legislative veto,84 the suspension 
is not guaranteed to avoid all constitutional objections.  But it may be a practical and necessary 
tool for states with short legislative calendars, where the full legislature can not always be on call 
to respond to problematic regulations.  If a suspension only applies during the interim session, 
according to strict statutory criteria, for a limited time, and using public procedures, the power is 
probably justifiable.85

Another option to give a committee’s comments on a proposed rule more teeth is the burden-
shifting technique.  Under this structure, if the legislative review committee issues a formal 
objection to a rule, in any subsequent litigation over the rule’s legality, the burden of proof shifts 
from the petitioner to the agency.  Burden-shifting is intended to make agencies more careful in 
the drafting process, to encourage the withdrawal of objectionable rules (sparing the public the 
cost of complying or litigation), and to assist credible private legal challenges.86

How Should Executive Review Be Structured?

The practice and theory of executive review is somewhat less developed at the state level, so most 
lessons for the proper structure and scope will instead be drawn from federal experience (see 
Chapter Four).  Many of the concerns raised about legislative review structure do apply with equal 
force to executive review:  for example, the value of establishing clear review criteria and providing 
sufficient staff and resources.  Public participation safeguards and transparency requirements may 
also be appropriate if the governor is given a strong veto power that can be exercised early in the 
rulemaking process.

The governor is not the only potential reviewer from the executive branch.  From the start, reviews 
by attorneys general for a rule’s legality have been “a little more common” than gubernatorial 
reviews; but equally from the start, they have been criticized for causing delays and for the 
impossibility of limiting the review to non-policy questions of legality alone.87  Theoretically, 
attorney general reviews for legality save the public the burden of complying with or litigating 
against an illegal rule, and they give agencies a valuable opportunity to make necessary corrections.  
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But in practice, reviews may tend toward one of two extremes.  Either they will be perfunctory and 
“amount to little more than one [government attorney] obtaining the assent of another to the 
filing of the work-product of the first.”  Or else the reviews will inevitably creep from issues of 
pure illegality to issues of impropriety and policy, which would mean that “the discretion vested 
in law in the agency was being exercised in fact by the 
Attorney General.”88

Finally, as already discussed, the review power might 
not be exercised by the governor or another politically 
accountable official, but instead delegated to a 
bureaucratic agency, like a budgetary or policy office.  
In that case, there is some concern that the reviewer has 
its own institutional interests and lacks accountability 
to the electorate, especially because its lower visibility 
to the public makes it harder to monitor.89  On the 
other hand, unlike the governor or attorney general, 
a dedicated rule review office within the executive 
can devote the time and resources to developing 
real expertise in the regulatory process and can offer 
agencies more consistent guidance on the development 
of rules.  This may be especially true for the review of 
complex impact analyses.

Should States Conduct Impact Analyses?

Though not everyone agrees on the role of cost-benefit 
analysis in government decisionmaking,90 impact 
analysis can help promote rationality, accountability, and 
transparency when placed at the heart of a regulatory review structure.  By requiring governments 
to justify their regulatory choices in the language of science and economics, cost-benefit analysis 
helps ensure that decisions are not made on the basis of special interest politics.  Instead, a 
regulatory review process places decisions on the public record, encouraging transparency and 
accountability.  When decisions are made in the open, using the best information, and in response 
to public participation, democracy flourishes.  

Resources and capacity, both to conduct meaningful analysis and to review them, are a real concern 
at the state level.  If not carefully integrated into the decisionmaking process, analytical mandates 
risk producing perfunctory studies that simply justify what the agency has already decided to do:  
“more lonely numbers” that policymakers will ignore.91  But after balancing the advantages and 
disadvantages, many respected experts and organizations endorse at least some economic analysis 
for the states.92

Small business impact analysis, or regulatory flexibility analysis, has become a hot topic in state 
administrative law (see Chapter Two).  Special attention for small entities may be appropriate if 
groups with limited resources need extra help to make sure their interests are considered.93  Some 
argue that small firms face disproportionate compliance costs, mostly because they cannot as 
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easily take advantage of economies of scale.94  But in general, devoting considerable analytical 
attention to just one group of affected entities may not be a justifiable use of limited resources.95  In 
particular, small businesses may not need any special political protection:  the mere fact that small 
business interests consistently win direct government subsidies, regulatory exemptions, and other 
special treatment suggests that small businesses are a potent interest group and do not need a leg 
up in politics.96  A broader distributional analysis, that considers the distribution of regulatory 
benefits and burdens on all affected parties, might be a more appropriate use of limited analytical 
resources.

How Should Impact Analyses Be Structured?

The theory of cost-benefit analysis is more developed at the federal level, and so lessons will be 
drawn mostly from that context (see Chapter Four).  But, as discussed above, states face special 
constraints on resources and capacity.  Overly universal requirements for rigorous economic 
analysis might divert agency resources, lead to haphazard analysis, and motivate agencies to use 
back-door rulemakings to avoid the requirement.  Ideally, a significance threshold should be set, 
and only rules with the potential to have a minimum economic impact should go through full cost-
benefit analysis.  Of course, the trouble is predicting the size of the impact before the full range of 
impacts has been analyzed.  Depending on a state’s resources and preferences, an alternate trigger 
may be desirable, such as requiring analysis upon the petition of an elected official, a political 
subdivision, or a sufficient number of affected citizens.97

States may also have different motivations for requiring economic analysis:  they may want to 
improve efficiency, enhance the quality of public debate, minimize regulatory burdens, or ensure 
legislative intent.  Especially with limited resources, it may be impossible to pursue all these aims 
at once, and different motivating forces may dictate different methodological choices for the 
analysis.98  For example, if the goal is to enhance public debate, analytical requirements might 
focus more on the disclosure of all studies used in the preparation of the rule or on illuminating 
distributional consequences, and choose to emphasize the quantification of costs and benefits 
somewhat less.99

Most importantly, though, impact analyses should never be 
structured in biased ways.  Regulatory flexibility analyses 
provide an important example.  Like all analyses, regulatory 
flexibility should be structured to focus on net benefits, not 
just on exemptions.100  Traditionally, regulatory flexibility 
analysis strives to minimize costs for small businesses by 
creating special regulatory exemptions for them, rather 
than to maximize net benefits through the strategic use of 
exemptions.  As such, analysis often ignores the transaction 
costs of exemptions, such as increased enforcement costs 
to government and the increased information costs to 
regulated parties (to determine who is covered or not).  
Plus there are administrative and procedural costs to conducting the analysis and creating 
the exemption, and there are costs associated with firms’ strategic behavior as they try to force 
themselves into the exemption.101  Any regulatory flexibility act that blindly creates exemptions 
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without weighing whether those exemptions really enhance net benefits does not accomplish its 
goals.102

Inaction and Review of Existing Regulations

Agency inaction is a pervasive problem.  So long as agencies retain final discretion on whether 
to issue a regulation and in what form, there is 
little downside to allowing both the legislature 
and the governor to prompt an agency to 
initiate a public rulemaking proceeding.103

Agencies also tend not to review their existing 
regulations collectively or systematically.  
There are many reasons why a rule may no 
longer be as efficient, fair, or legal as it was 
when first adopted:  laws or administrative 
policy may change; technology may 
advance; the economic landscape may shift; 
unexpected implementation problems may 
crop up; and regulated parties may respond to 
regulation in unpredictable ways.104  Though 
it may be challenging to change a politically, 
institutionally, and economically entrenched 
regulation,105 it may nonetheless be quite 
necessary.

Most agencies will conduct informal, ad hoc reviews of regulations as problems arise, and they 
certainly receive reports, recommendations, complaints, and petitions.106  Agencies may worry 
that they lack the resources to develop a more formal process for evaluating existing rules.  
Retrospective reviews are taxing:  identifying and collecting new data to demonstrate the results of 
a rule is time- and resource-intensive; diverse factors affect those results, and may be impossible to 
tease apart from the rule’s impact; and some results do not materialize for long periods of time.107  
Agencies may prefer to adopt a wait-and-see approach to existing regulations, assuming that if a 
problem arises or if circumstances change, they will hear about it from the public.108

Still, most agencies acknowledge the need for more formal reviews of existing regulations.109  
Without proper motivation, agencies will always and indefinitely delay optional reviews due to 
workloads and understaffing.  Additionally, both mandatory and discretionary reviews may have 
different but compatible roles.  One study of federal agencies found that discretionary reviews 
were more likely to involve the public and to result in actual rule changes, but mandatory reviews 
were more likely to be conducted by substantive standards and to be documented.110

One especially aggressive form of retrospective review—sunset periods—in practice is unlikely to 
accomplish more than just a superficial review of merits and a standard re-adoption of all rules.111  
Some studies suggest that both one-time and continuous sunset reviews can be productive in the 
states.  By one account, such provisions have been responsible for the analysis of thousands of 
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state regulations and, on average, the repeal of twenty to thirty percent of existing regulations and 
the modification of another forty percent.112  But most scholarship suggests the benefits of sunset 
laws are largely intangible and likely insignificant compared to the costs.113  Moreover, the burdens 
of such mandatory reviews can draw staff away from performing other vital oversight duties.114   
Generally, sunset requirements produce perfunctory reviews and waste resources.115

States have available a truly dizzying array of options for conducting regulatory review.  There is 
no single right answer for how the regulatory review process should be designed.  Instead, building 
a regulatory review process is an exercise in value judgments, calling for governments to balance 
the competing goals of rationality, accountability, transparency, and workability.  The next chapter 
looks at some early experiments with achieving that balance.
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While this report’s chief goal is to help states navigate the path from where they are to where they 
want to be on regulatory review, a quick trip through history may prove illuminating.  In particular, 
history can reveal original motivations and can remind states of which roads were dead ends.  This 
chapter highlights a few key phases of state practices, including the rise, fall, and potential rebirth 
of the legislative veto and sunset mechanisms; the influence of the Model State Administrative 
Procedure Act; and the recent influence of the Model Regulatory Flexibility Act.

Early Experiments in Administrative Process and Economic Analysis

The practice of legislative review can be traced back to England’s system of laying regulations before 
Parliament.  Notably, under the Parliamentary system, the legislative and executive branches are 
much more closely related than they are in most U.S. states.1  Still, the success of regulatory review 
in England was largely responsible for the push to expand the practice in the United States.2

Kansas was the first state to adopt legislative review, in 1939,3 and Michigan followed suit a few 
years later.4  But it was not until the 1970s that oversight of administrative agencies emerged as an 
issue of dominant concern for most state legislatures.5  That period coincided with a mid-century 
wave of regulatory reform initiatives aimed at increasing the public sector’s efficiency, economy, 
and responsiveness.6  It also tracked the rise of legislative professionalism, when legislatures sought 
to assert themselves as more co-equal with the executive branch.  Beginning in the 1970s, state 
legislators generally began “staying [in office] longer, participating in longer and more frequent 
legislative sessions, and enjoying greater resources.”7  Though 
legislative professionalism could have conflicting impacts on the 
nature of regulatory review,8 its general rise seems to correlate 
with the increased adoption of legislative oversight authority.9  
Others feel the expansion of the legislative review function is 
more likely explained by pure self-interest of legislators and 
the tremendous growth of public interest lobbies that occurred 
during the same time period.10  Regardless of motivation, 
by 1993 every state but three had experimented with some 
variation on legislative review.11

But by the late 1970s and 1980s, some states also began thinking of shifting the balance of oversight 
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authority away from the legislature and back to the executive, again in an attempt to improve 
administrative effectiveness, efficiency, and economy.12  Indiana was perhaps the earliest state to 
give the governor some review powers, in 1943,13 and Wyoming created an executive veto in 1977.  
California established an “independent” review agency in 1980, and Arizona created an executive 
regulatory oversight office the next year.  A few states, liked Colorado and Pennsylvania followed 
quickly thereafter, and interest in executive oversight surged again after the 1994 Republican 
“Contract with America.”14  

With these shifting dynamics in oversight authority, it is not surprising that struggles frequently 
broke out between governors and legislatures battling for control of the administrative process.  
Despite some limited communication and information-sharing between legislative review staff 
and executive review staff, the relationship in the 1980s tended to be quite adversarial along the 
front of regulatory review.15  The judiciary often found itself in the 1980s and 1990s arbitrating 
such protracted disputes about separation of powers and constitutional authority to review 
rulemakings. In addition to the numerous cases on the legislative veto and suspension powers (see 
next section, below), some litigation targeted the powers claimed by governors through executive 
orders.  For example, New York’s Governor was the object of a class action suit arguing that the 
Governor’s Office of Regulatory Reform infringed on legislative powers (in that case, the court 
determined it did not).16

Interest in economic analysis also grew popular during the 1960s and 1970s, in a period of “growing 
dissatisfaction with the outcomes of the regulatory process.”17  The 1990s were a fertile period for 
the “implementation and refinement of [states’] rudimentary systems for economic analysis as 
a means of regulatory reform.”18  Early interest in administrative practice was more concerned 
with public transparency and political oversight, rather than the actual formulation of rules, and 
so economic analysis did not become a priority until the second half of the twentieth century.19  
Analytical mandates might also have had to wait until governments had the revenue or agencies 
had access to the regulatory fees necessary to support such resource-intensive analytical efforts.20

The Rise, Decline, and Resurrection of 
Legislative Vetoes and Sunsets

Over two dozen states have experimented with legislative vetoes and rule suspension powers 
at some point.  But starting around 1979, many of those provisions were repealed or ruled 
unconstitutional.21  State courts in Alaska, Connecticut, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, 
New Hampshire, New Jersey, Oregon, and West Virginia all declared that legislative vetoes interfere 
with the separation of powers.22  According to these courts, agencies exercise executive functions 
when they promulgate rules, and so the legislature can only check those functions by enacting new 
statutes according to standard constitutional procedure, which typically requires legislation to pass 
both houses and be presented to the governor for signature.  Kentucky’s Supreme Court similarly 
held legislative suspension powers were unconstitutional.23  Tennessee repealed its suspension 
procedure and Virginia repealed its legislative veto following opinions issued by their attorneys 
general that those mechanisms were unconstitutional.24 

It seemed that legislative vetoes were on their way out.  Interestingly, court cases and attorneys 
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general opinions (particularly the federal case on Congress’s legislative veto power, see Chapter 
Four), appeared to have had some influence even beyond their respective jurisdictions, 
discouraging the spread of the legislative veto in other states:25 for example, Florida shied away 
from the legislative veto, wanting to “take no constitutional chances.”26  The recommendations of 
the National Conference of State Legislatures and the National Conference of Commissioners on 
Uniform State Laws also reflected the apparently shifting mood against the legislative veto.27

But reports of the death of the legislative veto may have been premature.  To start, not all courts 
have found legislative vetoes unconstitutional.  Idaho’s Supreme Court held that its legislative veto 
passed constitutional muster,28 and states like Wisconsin have found at least limited suspension 
powers are constitutional.29  In other states, such as North Carolina, the courts have so far declined 
to rule on the constitutionality of their review structures.30

Constitutional amendments are another route back to the legislative veto.  The voters of Michigan 
and South Dakota amended their constitutions to explicitly allow for committee suspensions 
during legislative interim sessions,31 and Connecticut, Iowa, Nevada, and New Jersey all amended 
their constitutions to permit legislative vetoes.32

But even quite recently, states are also using 
regular statutes to grant their legislature 
enhanced review powers:  Illinois did so in 
2004.33  Other states have more creatively 
overcome potential constitutional problems.  
North Dakota granted its review committee 
veto power in 1995, but built in a backup 
system, through which its committee retains 
a weaker suspension power if a state court 
ever declares the veto is unconstitutional. 
West Virginia now no longer delegates any 
real rulemaking authority, reserving the right 
to approve all requests to promulgate a rule.  
And both Colorado and Tennessee have tied 
their review committees’ powers to a short 
sunset period:  all rules automatically expire 
in a matter of months unless the legislature 
chooses to extend them.34

Indeed, sunset laws have followed a similar trajectory to the veto.  Sunset and sundown laws—
automatically terminating rules or entire agencies—were considered by all states and adopted by 
thirty-six by the end of 1981.35  By some reports, such provisions were responsible for the analysis 
of thousands of state regulations and, on average, the repeal of twenty to thirty percent of existing 
regulations and the modification of another forty percent.36  But for many states, “sunset provisions 
quickly proved to be an expensive, cumbersome, and disappointing method for enhancing 
legislative control.”  North Carolina was first to repeal its sunset law, and many other states quickly 
followed suit.37  Though not as pervasive as they once were, they remain an important element of 
several states’ review structures.38
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The Influence of Model Rules

The creation of model rules has had a tremendous influence on state regulatory review practices.  
Most states have adopted some version of either the 1961 or 1981 Model State Administrative 
Procedure Act (“MSAPA”), as recommended by the National Conference of Commissioners on 
Uniform State Laws (“NCCUSL”).  A majority of states have also adopted some version of the 
Model Regulatory Flexibility Act, developed by the U.S. Small Business Administration’s Office 
of Advocacy.

Many scholars see the creation of such model rules by interstate or national bodies as advantageous, 
in that it insulates state lawmaking from interest group influences.  However, others suggest that 
interest groups do use model or uniform laws to leverage state lawmakings,39 and the initial 
adoption of state APAs does appear to have a partisan bias.40  The successful push from the federal 
Small Business Administration on the adoption of regulatory flexibility mechanisms might also 
have had partisan goals.

Model State Administrative Procedure Act

In July 2010, the NCCUSL approved a major update to MSAPA, the first full revision since 1981.41  
Historically, the MSAPA has been highly influential on the adoption of Administrative Procedure 
Acts in the states,42 and a new version could prove just as influential.  But in turn, the existing 
regulatory review structures in various states also heavily inform the recommendations made in 
the revisions, with many provisions originally based on the statutes of Florida, Iowa, and other 
states.

When issuing a new version of MSAPA, the NCCUSL’s drafting committee reviews all existing 
laws and proposals for reform, and actively consults with state government officials, American Bar 
Association entities, practicing lawyers, and academics.43

The Original 1946 MSAPA and the 1961 Revision:  MSAPA was written as a “model act” rather than 
a “uniform act” because:

as the study of the subject advanced, it became apparent that there were wide and, indeed, 
irreconcilable diversities in statutory practices in effect in various states of the Union.  It 
was deemed unwise to attempt to unify these diverse practices.  In fact, there is good 
reason to favor diversity as a stimulus to experimentation in a new and highly fluid area of 
statute law where there is yet much to learn.44

The model act deliberately did not try to work out all details, but to the extent it was concerned with 
the review of agency decisionmaking, it focused its attentions on encouraging public participation, 
ensuring responsible oversight by agency heads, and applying consistent standards for judicial 
review.  Notably, the model act allowed for the public to petition agencies to adopt rules.45

The 1961 revisions did not make any changes relevant to regulatory review.46  Because legislative 
review was such a “recent innovation” that had “not been sufficiently tested to permit the 
establishment of a firm judgment as to its merits,” the MSAPA drafters in 1961 did not recommend 
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any provisions for such review.47

The 1981 MSAPA Revision:  In 1981, the model act was substantially revised, including the addition 
of new language both on regulatory analysis and regulatory review.  In fact, Arthur Bonfield, one of 
the drafters of the revision, called it “an entirely new statute, and not just a revision.”48  More details 
were provided, because “states badly need and want more specific guidance.”49 (See Appendix for 
relevant text from the 1981 MSAPA.)

Bonfield explained that a requirement for regulatory impact analysis was added because the 
burden of full analysis was worth the costs for rules that were controversial or that might generate 
significant public impact.50  Several states (but “less than a handful”51) had already begun adopting 
provisions on regulatory analysis, and MSAPA substantially modified and expanded a version 
of Florida’s requirements.52  To limit the burdens 
and expense, analysis would be required only if 
requested by certain political or public actors; 
drafters worried that a more universal requirement 
would divert agency resources, lead to haphazard 
analysis, and motivate agencies to use back-door 
rulemakings to avoid the requirement.  A good faith 
exception for judicial review of regulatory analysis 
was added out of concern that expansive judicial 
review would lead to delay and obstructionism, 
because calculations can never be that precise and 
can always be questioned.53

MSAPA also added a regular review of existing 
rules by the agency itself, to respond to changing 
circumstances and help combat overregulation.  
Trying to balance effective review against undue 
burdens, the provision called for agencies to 
review a rule at least once every seven years, 
after accumulating all data that is accessible at a 
reasonable cost.  The hope was agencies would 
monitor and report on emerging information and 
public controversy related to rules, and, by making 
the review of a poorly-drafted rule at least slightly 
“onerous,” to incentivize good upfront rulemaking.55

The 1981 MSAPA reflected a belief that, as a single official, the governor is the most logical choice 
to coordinate and rationalize all agency activity.  Therefore, MSAPA allowed the governor to 
summarily terminate any rulemaking proceeding, and also to veto any severable portion of any rule 
at any time after it becomes final.  The governor’s veto power had to be exercised through a public 
rulemaking procedure, and MSAPA did not give the governor the power to adopt rules.56  Still, 
these were aggressive review powers, and some scholars worried there were far too few procedural 
checks, public participation safeguards, transparency requirements, or statutory criteria for this 
expansive gubernatorial oversight.57  (Later, Bonfield admitted that the governor probably should 
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not be able to terminate a rulemaking proceeding until after the public comment process had been 
complete, so as to collect all information before making a determination.58)  

But the drafters of MSAPA expected that early negotiations and compromises would be the 
norm, not formal disapproval from the governor.  To that end, MSAPA adapted a structure from 
Iowa and recommended the creation of an administrative rules counsel to advise the governor, 
liaise with agencies, and be a “persuasive participant” in the rulemaking process: “To avoid later 
confrontations between agencies and the governor and to avoid political embarrassment of the 
chief executive, the administrative rules counsel is likely to be actively and continuously involved 
on a consultative basis.”59

MSAPA’s recommendations on legislative review drew heavily from Iowa’s and Nebraska’s 
structures.  MSAPA tried to “create a fully institutionalized, general scheme of legislative review 
of rules with bite” by recommending a single-purpose, joint committee with authority to review 
all rules and to affect their content by means other than just revising the underlying statute.60  
MSAPA recommended a joint committee structure, but did not preclude standing committees 
from reviewing particular rules on their own motion.

MSAPA gave the legislative committee discretion on which rules to review and how to review 
them, because any universal requirement would take too much time and would lead to pointless, 
perfunctory reviews; most reviews do not really need review.  It was expected that the committee’s 
staff and public complaints would help the committee construct its agenda for review.61

In 1981, there was a clear “consensus of the NCCUSL that the legislature should not be authorized 
to nullify or suspend an agency rule by means other than the enactment of a statute.”62  Based on 
constitutional concerns and policy considerations, MSAPA preferred a system that combined the 
legislative committee’s power to object with the governor’s ability to nullify.  Under MSAPA, the 
legislative committee could object because a rule is procedurally or substantially beyond authority, 
arbitrary and capricious, or unreasonable, but not just because it is “unwise.”63  If the committee 
objected, the burden of proof would shift from the petitioner to the agency in any subsequent legal 
challenge to the rule.

The committee could also, importantly, recommend the adoption of rules, incentivized by political 
pressures and the requirement to initiate public proceedings.  The outcome of the rulemaking 
proceeding was left up to the agency, but the requirement ensured a fully informed and public 
decisionmaking.64  Scholars agreed that this power might be more significant than the committee’s 
formal objection powers, since the requirement for a public process would cause most agencies to 
comply or negotiate with the committee.65

Current MSAPA Revisions:  Beginning in 2004, the NCCUSL started to revise MSAPA for the first 
time in over two decades.  At first, the new drafting committee did little to change the content 
of the 1981 provisions on regulatory analysis and rule review, except to label both as “optional” 
rather than “core” provisions.66  But by April 2007, new language was beginning to take shape, and 
by July 2010, the NCCUSL had adopted significant amendments. (See Appendix for relevant text 
from both the April 2007 draft and the July 2010 adopted version, as well as section-by-section 
comparisons with the 1981 version.)
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In the latest version, regulatory analysis is mandatory for all economically significant rules; a 
precise monetary threshold is not set, but states are advised to choose a sufficiently high level 
to preserve resources.  Petitions from either government officials or the public no longer can 
trigger analysis for minor rules.  Quantification is emphasized less, but agencies are instructed that 
benefits should “justify” costs.  (At one point, the drafting committee even considered dropping 
the use of the terms “costs” and “benefits” entirely, because it did not want to imply a requirement 
for expensive cost-benefit analysis conducted by hired economists.67)  Analysis of alternatives 
is explicitly required and is now oriented more toward maximizing net benefits, rather than just 
minimizing burdens. 

Several elements of the review structure were deleted from the text.  Most importantly, the 
recommendations on the governor’s review authority were removed, giving implicit preference 
to a legislative-based structure.  Ongoing review of existing rules by agencies was also deleted, 
and legislature’s power to review existing rules is left highly discretionary and seemingly without 
consequences.  Importantly, the legislature no longer can affirmatively recommend to agencies 
the adoption of new rules, or require agencies to begin public proceedings pursuant to such 
recommendations.

In general, legislative review was kept discretionary, at the recommendation of one of the NCCUSL’s 
commissioners “who had participated in his legislature’s review process,” who claimed: “We were 
just swamped with all the rules.  We had no idea how many rules were being issued.  Many of them 
were so perfunctory that they really didn’t need to be reviewed, but under our statute initially they 
all had to be.”68  In response, the drafting committee considered whether to limit mandatory review 
to rules for which regulatory impact analysis had been prepared, but ultimately felt legislature 
would demand the discretion to review all rules.69

The legislative review committee’s powers were also 
adjusted.  The committee now explicitly has authority 
to review rules broadly for legislative intent, for 
reasonableness, and for analysis of costs, benefits, and 
alternatives.  And instead of committee objections 
shifting the burdens at trial, the committee now can 
temporarily suspend objectionable rules, to allow the 
full legislature the chance to consider adopting a statute 
or resolution to nullify the rule.  The drafting committee 
did have concerns about giving the legislative review 
committee the power to suspend rules, considering “the 
checks on that power are quite limited,” but ultimately felt 
the option was necessary for legislatures that did not meet 
year-round.70

The drafting committee considered some other possible 
variations during their deliberations, but ultimately 
rejected the following proposals: letting the governor’s 
objections to rules result in burden-shifting in subsequent 
litigation; making legislative review of new and existing 
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rules mandatory instead of selective; requiring attorney general review of legality and procedure; 
requiring summary of all data that served as the basis for a rule.71

The NCCUSL approved substantial changes to its recommendations on both economic analysis 
and regulatory review.  Whether states will continue the historical pattern of adopting those 
recommendations may be seen in the coming years.  At any rate, the creation of a new MSAPA 
should signal to states that there have been significant developments in the theory of regulatory 
review over the last three decades, and now is the perfect time to reassess their own structures.

Model Regulatory Flexibility Act

In December 2002, the U.S. Small Business Administration’s (“SBA”) Office of Advocacy 
developed model regulatory flexibility legislation for the states.  Concerned that small businesses 
and their disproportionate regulatory burdens were being systematically overlooked in the states, 
the SBA hoped the model legislation would “foster a climate for entrepreneurial success in the 
states.”72

The model legislation requires that, before proposing any regulation that may have an adverse 
impact on small businesses, agencies prepare an economic impact statement to describe probable 
effects, estimate recordkeeping costs, and describe any less intrusive alternatives to achieve the 
regulatory purpose.  Then, before adopting any regulation, the agency must prepare a regulatory 
flexibility analysis to minimize adverse impacts on small businesses, “consistent with health, safety, 
environmental, and economic welfare.”  The analysis must, “without limitation,” examine ways to 
tailor the regulation or exempt small businesses.73  The model legislation also provides for judicial 
review of the analysis, “to give the law teeth.”74  Finally, the model legislation requires periodic 
review every five years of existing regulations with potential small business effects.  The aim is 
again to minimize adverse impacts, by examining a regulation’s continued need, the complaints 
or comments received from the public, and any changed circumstances since the regulation was 
adopted.

The SBA worked hard to advocate for the adoption of the legislation across the country.  They 
sponsored educational sessions, testified at legislative hearings, and worked directly with state 
legislators.  They also secured the support of the American Legislative Exchange Council, the 
National Federation of Independent Business, state chambers of commerce, the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce, and other national organizations.75

The campaign appeared to be highly successful.  Since 2002, forty-four states have enacted the 
model bill, at least in part, through legislation or an executive order.  Efforts to refine existing 
structures and encourage enactment in new states continue:  every year dozens of states consider 
legislative refinements.76  According to the SBA’s statistics as of August 2010, eighteen states and 
Puerto Rico have active regulatory flexibility statutes; twenty-six states have partial or partially 
used regulatory flexibility statutes; and only six states (Alabama, Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, 
North Carolina, and Wyoming) and the District of Columbia have no regulatory flexibility laws.77 

But these official counts from the SBA do not tell the whole story.  Some states identified by 
the SBA as having “partially used statutes,” such as Kansas, really require nothing more than a 
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description of small business costs and do little to encourage agencies to explore small business 
exemptions.78  Consistent practice of regulatory flexibility requirements is rare.  In some states, 
operations essentially ceased when a new governor came to office,79 or never were really active 
to begin with.80  The SBA reports that it is still pursuing its state advocacy initiative, but it is now 
focused more on state implementation of existing laws.81  However, many key positions at the SBA 
have not yet been filled since the start of the Obama Presidency, and so state-level advocacy has 
slowed somewhat.82  It will be interesting to see whether the SBA’s orientation shifts as Obama 
appointees and hires enter the ranks.
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Previous Studies on State Practices

Chapter Three

Just as states should learn from each other’s experiments with regulatory review, this report does 
not try to reinvent the wheel.  Numerous, valuable studies have already catalogued state structures 
as they exist “on paper” in statutes and executive orders, and have already investigated the exercise 
of regulatory review “in practice” using both qualitative and empirical analysis.  This tremendous 
body of work offers important insights, but due to limitations, it must be updated and expanded.

Catalogues of Processes “On Paper”

Several entities try to keep ongoing, up-to-date tallies of basic review structures:  the National 
Conference of State Legislatures keeps a running count of states with various legislative oversight 
powers;1 the National Association of Secretaries of State’s Administrative Codes and Register 
Section conducts a regular survey on prerequisites for filing rules;2 and, most importantly, every 
year for the last several decades, the Council of State Governments has published the Book of the 
States, which contains tables detailing the latest information on legislative and attorney general 
oversight authority.3  The information from these catalogues has informed this report, but these 
catalogues do not offer much fine-grained distinctions, do not cover regulatory impact analyses, 
and do not reveal how regulatory review is actually conducted.

Other entities have conducted more selective or one-time surveys of regulatory review.  For 
example, during its revision of MSAPA, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform 
State Laws surveyed a selection of states with regard to their regulatory review and impact analysis 
practices.4  Some states, in particular Virginia, have at times conducted their own thorough surveys 
of other states’ practices.5

Academics as well have captured processes as they existed on paper at select moments in time.6  
Robert Hahn utilized and augmented the National Association on Administrative Rule Review’s 
1996 survey (covering forty-nine states and Puerto Rico, but Rhode Island did not respond)7 to 
catalogue state practices on economic analysis and regulatory oversight.8  Hahn concluded that:

While states generally require agencies to analyze the economic impact of rules, most states 
shy away from more stringent requirements, such as benefit-cost analysis and risk assessment. 
. . . [S]tates also seem hesitant to establish comprehensive oversight processes.  While most 
states have some form of oversight entity, these entities are not typically responsible for 
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review of the agency’s economic analysis.9

Dennis Grady and Kathleen Simon also conducted surveys in 1996 under the direction of the 
National Association on Administrative Rules Review.  Using a combination of mail surveys, 
telephone surveys, and interviews with individuals involved in the promulgation or review of 
administrative rules, Grady and Simon eventually reached all fifty states and categorized the rule 
review powers accorded to each executive and legislative branch.10  From that information, they 
developed an eight-point summary index for each actor:

These indexes take a rather detailed snapshot of the “paper” regulatory review practices in 1996.  

Table 1—Grady & Simon’s Executive Rule Review Power Index
8.0 Formal procedure to review all existing and all proposed rules (5 states)
7.0 Formal procedure to review all proposed and some existing rules (3 states)
6.0 Formal procedure to review some existing and some proposed rules (4 states)
5.0 Formal procedure to review only proposed rules (6 states)
4.0 Formal procedure to review only some existing rules (1 states)
3.0 Formal procedure to review only some proposed rules (6 states)
2.0 Procedure to review rules but may not void any rules (1 states)
1.0 No formal power to review rules but informal political power over agencies (24 states)
0.0 No power to review rules or political power over agency (0 states)

Table 2—Grady & Simon’s Legislative Rule Review Power Index
8.0 Power to veto without gubernatorial concurrence (2 states)
7.0 Power to veto subject to gubernatorial veto (2 states)
6.0 Power to permanently suspend or sunset a rule subject to later legislative action (4 states)
5.5 Power to temporarily suspend or sunset a rule subject to later legislative action, without 

gubernatorial concurrence (3 states)
5.0 Power to temporarily suspend or sunset a law subject to later legislative action (9 states)
4.5 Power to temporarily suspend rule, with gubernatorial concurrence, pending later legisla-

tive action (2 states)
3.5 Power to object, with objection forwarded to governor and placed in register or forwarded 

to legislature for action not subjected to gubernatorial concurrence (2 states)
3.0 Power to approve rule and advise full legislature of its opinion for action, not subject to 

gubernatorial concurrence (1 states)
2.5 Power to review rule and advise full legislature of its opinion for action, not subject to 

gubernatorial concurrence (1 states)
2.0 Power to review rule and advise full legislature/governor/agency of its opinion (11 states)
1.0 Power to review only a special type of rule (1 states)
0.5 Power to create committee to review rules provided for but never done (2 states)
0.0 No formal power to review agency rules (5 states)
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Grady and Simon also catalogued the number of states where the public may petition the review 
entity to hold a hearing (twenty-two) or petition the agency or reviewer to prepare an economic 
analysis (eighteen).11

Of course, many authors have written about single or selective states; their findings will be 
discussed in the state-by-state summaries in Part Two.

Paper and Practice Do Not Always Match

Previous works have also used surveys to confirm that processes on paper do not always match 
processes in practice.  In 2001, Virginia’s Administrative Law Advisory Committee surveyed forty-
nine states and found “paper” requirements for legislative review in forty of them.  However:

On balance, it was apparent that very few states have extensive legislative involvement in the 
regulation process, even if such a role is authorized by statute….Most persons interviewed 
seemed to feel that the ultimate power of review rested in the power to grant and withdraw 
regulating powers through authorizing statutes. The comment most commonly heard was 
that if the legislature was extremely unhappy with what a particular agency was doing, the 
best way to control the agency action was to amend its authorizing statute.12

Similarly, Hahn concluded that “survey data are sometimes misleading because they credit states 
for initiating potentially ineffective reform efforts.”  For example, Connecticut reported that its 
agencies used cost-benefit analysis to develop regulations, but Hahn discovered the agencies did 
not consider private sector impacts or generally identify the benefits of a rule (let alone quantify 

them): “in practice, Connecticut’s efforts fall far short 
of widely accepted standards for such analysis.”13  More 
generally, Hahn believed that:

a mandate to analyze proposed regulations does not 
ensure that agencies will comply.  Vague statutory 
language and a lack of oversight often allow agencies to 
comply only partially with requirements or not comply at 
all.  A study in Virginia, for example, found that agencies 
complied with review requirements less than 20 percent 
of the time before recent reforms. . . .[M]ost states need 
to develop more effective means through which to hold 
agencies accountable for their analyses.14 

Finally, government officials are not even always aware of the review requirements in their own 
states.  Interviewers who surveyed Michigan legislators in 1998 and 2004 were “alarmed to discover 
that nearly one-third of those serving on the Appropriations Committee, the institutional locus of 
monitoring, did not acknowledge their responsibility for oversight.  Further, we were startled by 
the . . . knowledge vacuum regarding the institutional checks and balances embodied in legislative 
monitoring of the executive branch.”15

 “There is, 
unfortunately, and 

ironically, little good 
data about the level of 
resources needed for 
optimal [regulatory.”
impact] analysis.”

—Richard Whisnant and 
Diane Cherry16
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Empirical Studies of Processes “In Practice”

A few studies have attempted to tease out the policy impacts of regulatory review structures, using 
quantitative analysis.  Others have conducted empirical studies of regulatory review by surveying 
bureaucrat’s opinions about the perceived influence of various political actors.

Impacts on Policy

In the 1980s, Marcus Ethridge studied the impacts of regulatory review on rule stringency.  
Comparing the sulfur dioxide emissions limitations set by various states, Ethridge found that 
states with legislative review committees had less strict and considerably less complex regulations; 
Ethridge further hypothesized that complexity was more affected than stringency because the 
influences working through the legislative review process focused on the less visible (but still 
important) aspects of the rule—namely, complexity rather than stringency.17  While Ethridge 
cautioned against generalizing about the directionality of effects (the review may either be 
weakening optimal regulations or correcting for biased, overly-strict regulations), his study did 
suggest that review of regulation is not neutral on policy impact.18

In 1984, Ethridge followed that study with a closer look at the hundreds of reviews conducted 
by legislative committees in Michigan, Tennessee, and Wisconsin over a period of several years. 
Ethridge found that, at least in Michigan and Tennessee, committee objections were especially 
likely for regulatory proposals that restrict private business activity, and the review committees 
treated occupational licensing boards with special favor.19

In Wisconsin, there was no discernible tendency for committee review to focus on either particular 
regulatory bureaus or on restrictive proposals, which led Ethridge to conclude that review was 
either neutrally applied or inconsistently applied.  Perhaps significantly, Wisconsin’s centralized 
review committee had achieved higher political visibility than the committees in Michigan or 
Tennessee, thanks to the aggressive efforts of the Wisconsin committee co-chair.  That suggests 
individual leadership can potentially exert significant influence on oversight behavior.  The 
Wisconsin co-chair only reviewed controversial proposals and aggressively sought public support 
for the committee’s pro-regulatory activity.20

Overall, Ethridge could not conclude that all restrictive regulatory proposals will inevitably attract 
a review committee’s objection.  Instead, the findings suggest that committees are “sensitive to 
changing political balances.”  For example, larger agencies may have fared better because they were 
able to mobilize a broader base of support for their proposals.  Similarly, regulatory proposals 
that went through extensive public hearings fared better before the legislative review committees. 
Review at least has the potential to “create a new access point for interests already successful in 
obtaining influence,” and political influence was an “important determinant” of committee action.21

Paul Teske has also tried to empirically measure the relationships between regulatory outcomes 
and explanatory factors in the states.  Teske found that legislatures are among the most important 
and influential institutional actors on state regulatory decisions, with regulatory policy differences 
associated with legislative professionalism and ideology in eight out of ten case studies. Given 
the low average professionalism of legislatures and the fact that some agencies are fairly insulated, 
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Teske was surprised to find legislative influence in the “average” state, but noted the influence 
of legislative ideology is maybe a positive result for democratic accountability.22  By comparison, 
Teske’s quantitative evidence did not demonstrate a clear impact of state governors on regulation, 
“though this is probably due to the lack of good measures of gubernatorial power and ideology.”23

In 2007, Dorothy Daley and colleagues used data to test whether four different veto points over 
regulation (legislative veto; legislative committee discharge of proposed legislation; formal 
policy power of governor; and citizen initiatives, as in western states) resulted in lower regulatory 
compliance costs in forty-eight states.24  They found that legislative review was the only oversight 
mechanism examined that significantly reduced compliance costs.  Notably, the formal powers of 
governors appeared to have little influence.25

But generally, attempts to study the impact of regulatory review structures are frustrated by a lack 
of data.  For example, Hahn noted that “Some states claim their regulations are more effective and 
less costly as a result of improvements to the regulatory process, but the analytical support for 
such claims is generally weak. . . . Although some of these approaches seem comprehensive, the 
actual impact of state requirements is not clear because they are relatively untested and difficult 
to enforce and because most states do not consistently or accurately document the impact of the 
changes on the regulatory process.”26

Governors’ Policy Offices

In 2004, the National Governors Association’s 
Center for Best Practices surveyed thirty-seven states 
about governors’ policy offices.  Governors typically 
have between two and ten policy advisors. Seventy-
one percent of the states surveyed operated a formal 
policy office (up from twenty-eight percent in 
1997), but sixty-four percent of policy directors split 
their time serving other roles, such as legal counsel, 
chief of staff, intergovernmental affairs, or legislative 
affairs.  Limited resources is a real concern:  policy 
offices have little funding for analysts or advisors, 
and the legislature is hesitant to fund additional 
staff for the governor.  Staff is stretched thin, and it is 
difficult to retain experienced personnel.27

Policy advisors feel that regular communication 
with agency executives is critical to the success of the 
governor’s policy agenda.  Fifty-six percent of states 
reported that the policy office was highly responsible 
for ensuring agencies conform with the governor’s 
agenda, by overseeing agency activities, reviewing 
budget requests, and reviewing regulations. 
Agencies are monitored through several channels, 
including document reviews, periodic meeting, and 

When asked who 
exercises greater control 

over agencies, forty-
five percent of state 

agency administrators 
report the governor; 
thirty percent say the 

legislature; and twenty-
five percent answer that 
their influence is equal.  

When asked who should 
exercise more control, 

thirty-four percent name 
the governor, and only 

seventeen percent 
choose the legislature. 
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collaboration on policy.  Over ninety percent of policy offices reported regular collaboration with 
agencies on policy development.28  

Perceptions of Political Influence (Woods)

In 2000, Neal Woods surveyed 991 agency directors in fifteen states about their perceptions of the 
influence that governors, legislators, and third parties have over rulemaking.

Review Powers:  Woods found that increases in executive review power significantly increased the 
reported influence of the governor in rulemaking.29  By contrast, greater legislative review powers 
did not significantly increase the reported power of state legislators.30  In particular, a legislative 
veto did not have a significant effect on legislative influence; however, the existence of a legislative 
veto did lead to lower reported levels of influence by both the governor and other agencies.31

Greater gubernatorial and legislative rule review powers also significantly decreased the perceived 
impact of interest groups on rulemaking.  This evidence supports the argument that regulatory 
review ameliorates, rather than exacerbates, special interest capture.32

Economic Analysis:  Requirements that agency rules undergo an economic analysis conducted by 
a separate executive branch agency are associated with increases in the reported influence of both 
other agencies and the governor.33

Legislative Professionalism:  Woods and colleagues have found that, overall, increases in legislative 
professionalism do not increase perceived influence over agencies, and may in fact significantly 
decrease legislative influence.34  But legislative professionalism can be teased out into two factors 
with different impacts:  increases in legislative resources increase legislative influence, while 
increases in legislative careerism decrease it (likely because agency oversight is seen as having low 
electoral value).35  Interestingly, increases in legislative professionalism caused interest groups to 
be regarded as more influential.36

Contacts and Perceptions of Influence (ASAP)

For the last several decades, Auburn’s Center for Government Services has conducted the American 
State Administrators Project (“ASAP”), periodically surveying hundreds of agency administrators 
from across the fifty states.37  The surveys cover perceptions of political influence over rulemaking 
and other functions, as well as the extent of contact with political and external actors.

Contact:  Though many agencies report daily or weekly contact with the governor’s office or staff,38 
two thirds of all agency heads are so peripheral to the governor’s orbit that they have less-than-
monthly contacts with the governor, and nearly one third have less-than-monthly contact with the 
governor’s staff.39

Daily and weekly contact with legislative staff seems to have fallen off, from a high of sixty-one 
percent of administrators reporting daily contact in 1974, to only thirty percent reporting daily 
contact in 2004.40
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Perceived Influence Levels:  Two thirds of agency heads indicate that the governor did not exercise 
substantial influence on agency rulemaking—a much higher level of reported autonomy than for 
other agency functions, like budgeting or general policy work.41

When asked who exercises greater control over an agency, forty-five percent report the governor; 
thirty percent say the legislature; and twenty-five percent answer that their influence is equal.  
When asked who should exercise more control, thirty-four percent name the governor, and only 
seventeen percent choose the legislature.42  In general, the surveys reveal a consistent pattern 
of “influence deficits, rather than influence surpluses”—in other words, agency administrators 
generally want more influence, especially from governors.43

Over the years, the levels of reported influence have shown “remarkable stability,” with the governor 
and legislature consistently perceived as more influential than courts, professional associations, or 
interest groups.44

Factors Changing Perceived Influence:  Contrary to Woods’s conclusions reported above, using 
ASAP data, Cherie Maestas, Brian Gerber, and Nelson Dometrius find that, in states with relatively 
stronger review authority (as categorized by the 1994 Book of the States), legislators are reported 
to have more influence over agency rulemaking decisions.45  Though their model could not 
distinguish between legislatures with advisory review powers and those with no review powers,46 
empirically, “the dividing line seems to be the availability of veto power to legislators.”47  They 
also found that a divided government (where the executive and legislative branches are controlled 
by different political parties) significantly increased legislative influence, as did politically unified 
legislative chambers.  

Administrative officials confirmed by the legislature were no more likely to view the legislature as 
influential, but those having extensive contact with legislative staff did view the legislature as more 
influential.48  By contrast, the governor’s perceived influence does seem to increase for appointed 
agency heads.49  Increased contact with the governor’s staff also increased perceived influence,50 
and the level of agency contact with the governor’s staff is very sensitive to the governor’s approval 
ratings.51  Agency size (by either staff or budget), however, appears to have no impact on the level 
of influence by political or public actors.52

The literature on state-level regulatory review is insightful, but it is also limited, and it is dwarfed by 
the body of work covering the federal level.  Federal practice is therefore the next place states can 
look to learn more about the structure of regulatory review.
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Federal practices do not necessarily offer states a perfect model for their own regulatory review 
structures.  To the contrary, some scholars have recently argued that state legislatures have done 
a better job of “institutionaliz[ing] and professionaliz[ing] their review of administrative rules,” 
and the federal government “should take a cue” from them.”1  Indeed, thorough executive review 
of regulation in some states predates federal efforts, and states have experimented with more 
variations on legislative oversight of agency rules than Congress has.2

Perhaps more importantly, state governments face very real legal, political, and practical differences 
from the federal government, which may limit the usefulness of the federal system as a template 
(see Chapter One).  Though not everyone agrees that the states’ experiences with regulation are 
significantly different than the federal government’s,3 most scholars believe there are at least some 
undeniable distinctions.  Nevertheless, the federal system can be a useful “reference point” for 
evaluating the features and successes of state institutions.4  Put another way, federal lessons can be 
“relevant” but “not controlling,” since federal experiences cannot always lead to solutions for the 
unique challenges that face the states.5

Brief History of Federal Executive Review

The process of federal regulatory review has evolved over the course of several presidential 
administrations.  History shows both the dangers and the promises of a centralized system based 
on executive oversight and mandatory cost‐benefit analysis.6

Elected on a platform of deregulation, President Reagan quickly asserted an unprecedented level 
of control over the federal administrative apparatus upon taking office in 1981.  Within a month of 
his inauguration, Reagan issued Executive Order 12,291, creating the essential architecture for the 
centralized review of agency action that still governs today.7

That Executive Order required agencies to prepare detailed cost‐benefit analyses of any proposed 
regulation with a significant impact on the economy; if a regulation’s expected costs exceeded its 
expected benefits, it could not move forward.  Reviewing those analyses and deciding regulations’ 
fates were tasks assigned to the officials at the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs 
(OIRA), which soon earned the nickname “the regulatory black hole.”8

Lessons from Federal Practice

Chapter Four
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Under Reagan, “cost‐benefit analysis” became code for “deregulation.”  Influential backchannel 
communications from industry, combined with OIRA’s tendency to focus more on potential 
costs than on potential benefits, precipitated the demise of many proposed regulations.  Agencies 
received OIRA’s demanding inputs and changes so late in the rulemaking process that it was 
nearly impossible to respond meaningfully.  The size of OIRA’s staff—tiny relative to the number 
of regulations it was meant to review—created costly and lengthy delays.  Moreover, the entire 

review process was shrouded in secrecy, hidden from 
public scrutiny.  Vice President George H.W. Bush played 
a key role in developing Executive Order 12,291, and he 
largely continued Reagan’s legacy during his presidency.

When President Clinton took office in 1993, he carefully 
weighed the pros and cons of centralized review.  Under 
Reagan, regulatory review had been criticized heavily 
for stripping power from agency experts, reducing 
the transparency of the regulatory process, creating 
unnecessary delay, and giving OIRA undue influence 
over the regulatory process.  However, there were also 
benefits of regulatory review, including quality‐control 

over a growing and increasingly important regulatory state, a dispassionate second opinion 
concerning new regulation, and the introduction of a broader perspective into the sometimes-
parochial rulemaking process.  Recognizing that regulatory review and cost‐benefit analysis were 
not inherently biased or anti-regulatory, Clinton chose to preserve Reagan’s Executive Order, but 
with some key modifications.

Reissued as Executive Order 12,866, Clinton’s directive maintained the basic existing structure, 
with OIRA reviewing cost‐benefit analyses for significant regulatory actions.9  However, Clinton 
changed the tone and substance of the Order.  The review process followed firmer deadlines and 
more robust transparency requirements.  Analysts were instructed to give due consideration to 
qualitative measures of costs and benefits, as well as to weigh the potential distributive impacts 
of regulations.  These were crucial improvements, and cost‐benefit analysis under Clinton moved 
closer to becoming a neutral tool for rational decisionmaking.  These reforms were important first 
steps, but the overall structure of regulatory review and many of the methodologies of cost-benefit 
analysis continued to include important flaws.

For the first six years of his presidency, George W. Bush maintained Clinton’s Executive Order 
entirely intact.  However, the actual practice of regulatory review changed significantly.  While 
some aspects of transparency and timeliness improved during the Bush Administration, many 
others suffered.  In particular, by augmenting the use of “informal” review, OIRA skirted around 
transparency requirements and formal review requirements.  Agencies also felt that OIRA 
overstepped its role and interfered in their areas of expertise.  Although Clinton’s additions on 
qualitative measures and distributive impacts remained in effect, such instructions often went 
unheeded.

When President Bush did announce a revised Executive Order in January 2007, it tended to forge 
an even closer link between cost‐benefit analysis and a larger deregulatory agenda.  Executive 
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Order 13,422 instituted the following key changes: it required agencies to identify a market failure 
before moving forward with proposed regulations; and it placed political appointees in agencies as 
Regulatory Policy Review Officers, further cementing presidential political influence over agency 
scientist and experts.10

At the start of his term in 2009, President Obama quickly rescinded Bush’s amendments and 
reverted back to Clinton’s original Executive Order 12,866, emphasizing his belief that “if properly 
conducted, centralized review is both legitimate and appropriate as a means of promoting 
regulatory goals.”11  At the same time, he issued a call for recommendations on revising the 
regulatory review process, which would: 

offer suggestions for the relationship between OIRA and the agencies; provide guidance 
on disclosure and transparency; encourage public participation in agency regulatory 
processes; offer suggestions on the role of cost-benefit analysis; address the role of 
distributional considerations, fairness, and concern for the interests of future generations; 
identify methods of ensuring that regulatory review does not produce undue delay; 
clarify the role of the behavioral sciences in formulating regulatory policy; and identify 
the best tools for achieving public goals through the regulatory process.

A re-imagined Executive Order has not yet materialized, but OIRA has already announced some 
new protocols.  For example, OIRA has advised agencies “that significant regulations should be 
accompanied with clear, tabular presentations of both benefits and costs, including nonquantifiable 
variables; that analysis should take account, where relevant, of the effects of the regulation on 
future generations and the least well-off; and that continuing efforts should be made to meet some 
difficult challenges posed by regulatory impact analysis, including treatment of variables that are 
difficult to quantify and monetize.”12

Current Structure of Federal Executive Review

Executive Order 12,86613 calls for agencies to assess all costs and benefits of regulatory alternatives, 
to choose regulatory options where the benefits justify the costs, and to tailor regulations to 
accomplish the policy objectives while minimizing the regulatory burdens.  Agencies must submit 
“significant” rules to OIRA for review both before proposal and before adoption.  OIRA both 
reviews the significant rules itself and also coordinates an inter-agency review.  “Significant” rules 
are those likely to have an annual effect on the economy of over $100 million, or another adverse 
effect on the economy, the environment, or health, as well as those rules creating a serious inter-
agency conflict or raising a novel issue of law or policy.  If a rule is “economically significant” or may 
have an adverse effect on the economy, environment, or health, the agency must not only assess 
costs and benefits, but must quantify both to the extent possible.  Agencies must also prepare a 
regulatory agenda of their intended rulemaking activities.

In addition to its formal review, OIRA also meets with public stakeholders and discusses regulatory 
options informally with agencies.  Some analyses find that OIRA reviews have a fairly consistent and 
significant impact on the substance of rules,14 while others question whether federal requirements 
for economic analysis and review have any real impact.15
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Though Executive Order 12,866 calls for agencies to develop a program for periodic review of 
their significant existing regulations, agency compliance with mandates for retrospective reviews 
is inconsistent at best, and agencies are more likely to conduct reviews on their own discretion or 
upon public petition.16  Incoming presidents also now routinely have their newly installed agency 
heads review the most recently finalized regulations of the previous administration,17 and OIRA 
has from time to time used its annual reports to solicit comments from the public on existing 
regulations to target for review.18

Brief History of Federal Legislative Review

The legislative veto is a statutory provision that preserves power for the legislature, a legislative 
chamber, or a legislative committee to quickly block regulations of a particular agency, subject 
matter, or type without resorting to the full process of enacting new legislation—and especially 
without needing a signature from the executive branch.  At the peak of usage, Congress had once 
deployed some 350 separate versions of this aggressive regulatory review mechanism.21

But in 1983, the Supreme Court declared the practice unconstitutional (at least at the federal 
level).  In the case I.N.S. v. Chadha, the Court held that vetoing agency regulations was a lawmaking 
function, and Congress can only exercise such power if both chambers first approve a measure 
and then present it to the President for signature or veto.22  Nullifying a regulation through other 
means does not pass constitutional muster.23

A few tailored, subject-matter-specific, implicit 
legislative vetoes, or informal committee veto 
arrangements (essentially enforced with the heavy 
stick of Congress’s budgetary and lawmaking 
powers), did survive after the Chadha ruling, but 
they are rare and might not pass a serious judicial 
challenge.24  Much more frequently, Congress 
attaches substantive riders to annual appropriations 
bills that block agencies from spending money during 
that fiscal year on the creation or enforcement of 
certain rules.  These appropriations riders can act as 
an indirect legislative veto on either new or existing 
regulations.  Though technically riders can only 
temporarily suspend an agency’s ability to spend 
money on a particular rulemaking, the technique 
can have long-term regulatory impacts.  For example, 
Congress once used the appropriations process 
to block the Department of Transportation for six 
years running from promulgating any new regulations to increase the fuel efficiency of cars.25  
Appropriations riders are a common and often effective check on the regulatory process, but they 
are highly criticized as being incredibly opaque, a “low-visibility means of derailing programs.”26

In 1996, as a replacement for the legislative veto, Congress passed the Congressional Review 
Act (“CRA”) to create a formal mechanism for the speedy disapproval of newly proposed rules.  

“The once rather vibrant 
legal and policy debate 
over the pros and cons 
of presidential review 
has gradually evolved 

into a fairly broad 
agreement that it is not 

only legal, but that if 
properly administered, it 
is essential to effective 

executive branch 
management.”

—Jeffrey S. Lubbers19
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The CRA requires agencies to submit all new regulations to Congress and temporarily delays the 
effective date of major regulations to allow for congressional review.27  Congress can then use 
expedited legislative procedures to pass a joint resolution disapproving the regulation.  But since 
the resolution must be presented to the President to become law, and the President will normally 
support the regulations promulgated in his administration, only unique circumstances set up a 
successful application of the CRA.  Between 1996 and 2008, of nearly 48,000 final rules submitted 
to Congress by agencies, just forty-seven CRA joint resolutions of disapproval were introduced 
regarding thirty-five rules; only one rule was overturned, right after a presidential election 
changed political control of the White House.28  Though the mere possibility of congressional 
rejection could theoretically affect the shape of rules,29 most agency officials report an “attitude of 
nonchalance” toward the CRA, given its limited potential for effective use.30

As a result of these limitations on its direct regulatory 
review powers, Congress now mostly reviews rules non-
systematically, using traditional oversight powers such as 
holding hearings on agency actions.  Many agencies report 
active communications with legislators and congressional 
staff during the course of individual rulemakings.31  Once 
dismissed as “erratic, superficial, politically motivated, 
and largely ineffective,” ad hoc staff communications and 
congressional hearings can be effective review tactics—
indeed, congressional staff rank such indirect oversight 
mechanisms as more effective than legislative vetoes or 
systematic analysis of rules.32  Still, some scholars fear that 
such non-systematic review can lead to undemocratic 
outcomes, or at least the appearance of such.33

Congress can also try to influence rules ex ante, by tightly limiting the discretion delegated to 
agencies in original enabling statutes, or by exercising its role in the appointment process.  Congress 
has tremendous power to “stack the rulemaking deck” by imposing procedural constraints or 
budgetary controls.34  One of Congress’s most active ex ante techniques is to require agencies to 
prepare regulatory impact analyses, which can not only influence the content of rules, but are also 
subject to the regulatory review authority of the courts or the executive branch.

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 was the first federal statute to require an “impact 
statement,” but it was not the last.  For example, the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 
requires agencies to analyze any large fiscal impacts of their rules on local governments and 
the private sector; agencies must also consider alternatives and justify its decision if the least 
burdensome option was not selected.35

The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, as amended by the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement 
Fairness Act of 1996, is of particular importance.36  The Act requires agencies to conduct a regulatory 
flexibility analysis for all rules with a “significant economic impact on a substantial number” of 
small businesses.37  The flexibility analysis must detail the rule’s goals, the types and number of 
entities that will be affected, the anticipated compliance requirements, and any alternative policy 
options that would achieve the agency’s objectives with fewer burdens placed on small business.  

“Our form of 
government simply 
could not function 

effectively or rationally 
if key executive 

policymakers were 
isolated from each 
other and from the 
Chief Executive.”

—D.C. Circuit Court of 
Appeals20
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The Act also requires agencies to review existing regulations with small business impacts every 
ten years, to ensure that they are still necessary and to determine whether their impact can be 
minimized.

Congress sometimes drafts the executive and judicial branches into the review of these impact 
analysis requirements:  the White House sets guidelines for the preparation of environmental 
impact statements; OIRA collects unfunded mandate reports; the federal Small Business 
Administration submits comments on regulatory flexibility analyses; and the adequacy of some 
statements can be challenged in court.38

Such impact analyses and retrospective review requirements have had mixed success.  A 2004 
report indicates that the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act has not always had the intended 
coverage or effect.39  And while some agencies hold back regulatory proposals they feel would not 
pass OIRA’s scrutiny due to their flexibility analyses,40 agencies retain a good deal of discretion in 
implementing the Regulatory Flexibility Act.  For example, key terms like “significant economic 
impact” are left open to interpretation,41 and some critics feel that retrospective reviews, if they are 
carried out at all, have little practical impact.42

A Flawed System with Great Potential

Though the federal regulatory review system is neither perfect in conception or execution,43 
bipartisan support for the practice’s potential has evolved at the federal level.  First conceived by 
President Reagan as a tool to eliminate overly-burdensome regulations, the process was modified 
by President Clinton into a broader and more neutral tool for rational decisionmaking.  Both 
Republicans and Democrats recognize the many 
benefits of regulatory review, including quality-
control over a growing and increasingly important 
regulatory state, a dispassionate second opinion 
concerning new regulation, and the introduction of 
a broader perspective into the sometimes parochial 
rulemaking process.

While cost-benefit analysis and regulatory review 
at the federal level have not had a blemish-free 
record of success, numerous examples testify to the 
tremendous potential benefits of the practice.  Cost-
benefit analysis can help insulate good rules from 
attacks by special interests.  When President George 
W. Bush took office in 2001, there was strong 
pressure from industry for the new administration to 
overturn a Clinton-era regulation on diesel exhaust 
from heavy trucks.  However, the White House used 
cost-benefit analysis to show that the regulation’s 
costs ($3 to $5 billion per year) were far outweighed 
by the benefits (8,300 premature deaths, 5,500 cases 
of bronchitis, and 361,400 asthma attacks avoided 
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each year—the equivalent of over $60 billion in benefits).  In fact, using such analysis, the White 
House encouraged the Environmental Protection Agency to expand the regulations to cover off-
road vehicles as well.44

The regulatory review process can also help agencies identify the most cost-effective approach 
early in their rulemaking endeavors, thereby conserving government resources.  For example, in 
1994-1995, the Food and Drug Administration wanted to begin issuing new standards for seafood, 
but was uncertain about the optimal form of regulation.  Through conversations with the White 
House, the agency was able to pick which of three alternate courses was likely to produce the best 
results, leading to a smooth rulemaking and an effective regulation.45

Finally, regulatory review can also help agencies identify areas where beneficial regulation is 
lacking.  In recent years, the White House has used the regulatory review process to encourage the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration to promote use of automatic external defibrillators 
in the workplace, and has prompted the Food and Drug Administration to finish a rule requiring 
food labels on trans-fat content, a consumer protection measure that had been stalled for years.46  
Though chronically underused, the ability of the review process to identify gaps in regulatory 
coverage can balance out what is sometimes viewed as an inherently anti-regulatory structure.47

As these examples demonstrate, regulatory review yields far more benefits than just encouraging 
proper economic and scientific analysis.  Regulatory review promotes democracy.  By requiring 
governments to justify their regulatory choices in the language of science and economics, cost-
benefit analysis helps ensure that decisions are not made on the basis of special interest politics.  
Instead, a regulatory review process places decisions on the public record, encouraging transparency 
and accountability.  When decisions are made in the open, using the best information, and in 
response to public participation, democracy flourishes.

Lessons States Can Learn from the Federal System

In 2008, the Institute for Policy Integrity brought together a number of experts on the federal 
regulatory process, representing different backgrounds and different political perspectives, to 
discuss lessons learned and recommendations for reform.48  Many of these lessons could apply to 
the states as well.

First, the history of federal regulatory review teaches that execution matters at least as much as 
text.  The same Executive Order 12,866 has been wielded very differently under three different 
presidential administrations.  Not only does that teach scholars to look beyond the text when 
studying state practices, but it also suggests to the states that the fundamental architecture 
for regulatory review can have surprising staying power, and should be designed to produce 
consistent results over time and during different political administrations.  Even within a single 
administration, different federal agencies have complied with the analytical requirements of 
Executive Order 12,866 and the Regulatory Flexibility Act with inconsistent frequency and 
rigor.49  For more consistent compliance, state agencies must be given the necessary resources to 
conduct the analysis, the clear guidelines to frame the analysis, and the incentive that failure will 
carry real consequences.
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A key but often neglected role for regulatory review is to facilitate coordination between agencies. 
Many risks are not easily cordoned off along bureaucratic lines.  Perhaps the clearest example is 
energy policy, which touches on issues as far flung as environmental emissions standards and 
procurement processes for lighting in government buildings.  Agencies can, and sometimes do, 
engage in turf battles, work at cross‐purposes, enact redundant regulation, or shuffle off difficult 
problems.  These failures of coordination waste resources and reduce the effectiveness of agencies. 
Under the Clinton Administration, a federal Regulatory Working Group met monthly to discuss 
issues, agendas, and regulatory gaps.  Though originally productive, the practice died when the 
Bush Administration came to power.  States may consider options for building a permanent 
coordinative role into some of their review processes.

An element related to coordination is the review of 
inaction.  Agency inaction is currently not subject to 
the same scrutiny at the federal level as agency action, 
leading to a fundamental anti-regulatory bias in how 
regulatory review operates.  OIRA has at times used 
“prompt letters” to attempt to prod agencies to take 
action on under‐regulated issues.  However, the practice 
occurs inconsistently and infrequently, as an ad hoc 
mechanism that is not enshrined in the Executive Order.  
Unfortunately, given the potentially unlimited universe 
of possible agency inaction, requiring reviewers to study 
every regulatory gap and make recommendations would 
place unbearable burdens on an already resource‐strapped 
agency—even at the federal level, let alone at the more 

resource-limited state level.  States may consider how to engage the public more in their regulatory 
review practices, since the public can play a valuable role in alerting reviewers to important issues 
that agencies have overlooked, especially through formal petitions and comments.

When it comes to informal reviews, federal practice teaches states that there is a delicate balance to 
be drawn between the competing goals of transparency and expediency.  In recent years, OIRA has 
increasingly used an “informal” review process to inject its comments earlier into the rulemaking 
process.  Though OIRA claims this practice is motivated by concerns about scarce resources and 
quick deadlines, many experts feel informal review is neither a response to nor a solution for the 
timeliness problem, but has instead been an opportunity for OIRA to influence rulemaking off‐
the‐record, before most transparency requirements kick in.  On the other hand, early review can 
serve a very useful purpose. During the Clinton Administration, agencies often approached OIRA 
in the pre‐rule stage, asking for guidance on how to proceed.  These informal consultations helped 
agencies choose the most efficient and effective rulemaking tactics.  

And while the importance of transparency is clear, absolute transparency also presents some 
downsides. Candid conversations can be vital to the rulemaking process, but agency staff may feel 
the need to censor themselves and their ideas if every communication becomes part of the public 
record.  Moreover, full transparency can tax limited resources:  though the cost of disclosing a 
single communication may seem small, the cumulative effort required to draft or transcribe, edit, 
and post every individual communication and document would demand substantial resources.  

“When agencies are 
told that they ‘may,’ 
at their discretion, 

take some action that 
requires substantial 

cost or effort on their 
part, at least some 

agencies will seek to 
avoid it.”

—Curtis W. Copeland50
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While many states may aspire to fuller transparency, they should think carefully about how to 
increase transparency without sacrificing the beneficial elements of early and informal reviews.

Historically, deregulation is often subjected to less stringent review than new regulations.  There 
is no justification for this bias, because inefficient deregulation can be as costly, in terms of 
social welfare, as inefficient regulation.  There are many examples where deregulation has been 
subjected to a lower level of scrutiny by the federal review process.  Perhaps the most egregious 
recent example was large-scale changes made to the New Source Review Program under the Clean 
Air Act that extended grandfathering provision that protect old dirty power plants.  Most states 
include deregulatory actions in their definition of a “rule” that can be reviewed, but states should 
be vigilant to ensure that regulation and deregulation get the same treatment.

Similarly, federal practice shows a need to balance 
the treatment of costs and benefits in the drafting 
and review of economic analysis.  Decades ago the 
federal government placed cost-benefit analysis at 
the heart of its regulatory review structure.  Cost-
benefit analysis, with its reliance on economic 
principles and scientific inputs, helps translate 
thorny policy decisions into tractable and discrete 
sets of issues.  The technique provides a generally 
applicable framework for asking the appropriate 
empirical questions to identify wealth-maximizing 
regulations.  While not the ultimate answer, cost-
benefit analysis is an extremely useful tool both to 
structure agency decisionmaking and to ensure that 
decisions are made on the basis of data, rather than 
special interests or partisan politics.

However, some unfortunate (but correctable) biases have crept into the practice of cost-benefit 
analysis in federal government.  The history of federal practice reveals a tendency to focus more 
on costs than benefits.  But history also reveals that minimizing regulatory costs is insufficient 
to maximize net benefits.  Similarly, there is no sound economic reason to believe that ancillary 
benefits are more rare than countervailing risks, yet ancillary benefits are often ignored.  In the 
same vein, there is a tendency for agencies to overestimate compliance costs by ignoring the 
production process changes and technological innovations that may occur in response to new 
regulation.  Federal courts have ruled that ignoring significant ancillary benefits can be arbitrary 
and capricious,51 and states should take that legal precedent to heart:  treat costs and benefits 
differently at the peril of producing inefficient and legally insufficient regulations.

Finally, since 1993, the federal Executive Order has directed agencies to consider the distributional 
consequences of regulation—to assess whether and how a regulation affects certain subpopulations 
of society.  However, that Order treats distributional consequences as a potential “cost” of 
regulation, which is not analytically sensible and does not integrate distributional analysis into 
the system of regulatory review.  States should learn from federal practice that merely mentioning 
“distribution” in the legal text is insufficient to encourage serious analysis of distributive impacts.

Federal courts have ruled 
that ignoring significant 
ancillary benefits can be 
arbitrary and capricious, 
and states should take 
that legal precedent to 
heart: treat costs and 
benefits differently at 
the peril of producing 
inefficient and legally 

insufficient regulations. 
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The overarching goal of regulatory review is to ensure that rules are legal, politically accountable, 
efficient, and fair, without sacrificing the workability of the rulemaking process.1  These are 
potentially contradictory objectives and so require careful balance.2  There is no single answer 
to the question of how regulatory review should be conducted.  Different states have different 
resources and legal structures,3 and inter-jurisdictional policy competition can be good:  states 
should continue to experiment.  But some guiding principles can be distilled from the theories and 
historical practices outlined in the previous four chapters:

•	 Regulatory review requirements should be realistic given resources.  Overly complex 
or unnecessarily repetitive structures are likely to produce more error, confusion, and 
litigation; to be more expensive; and ultimately to be less effective.  Overly ambitious goals 
will produce inconsistent, arbitrary practices, or will lead to wholly superficial reviews, 
which wastes money.  Agencies may be tempted to avoid burdensome procedures, and so 
turn to less transparent, less reviewable means of rulemaking (such as ad hoc adjudications 
or guidance documents).  Requirements should be appropriately scaled to available staff 
and resources, because even if the resulting process is no longer ideal, it is better to at least 
be able to execute what is on paper.  Otherwise, public transparency and rationality suffer.  
Of course, increasing available resources is always another response.

•	 Regulatory review should calibrate rules, not simply be a check against them.  The 
most appropriate and natural role for regulatory review is to help find the “regulatory 
sweet spot.”  Cost-benefit analysis can help achieve efficient levels of regulation, but 
that does not always mean reducing stringency.  To maximize social welfare, sometimes 
review should prescribe more lenient rules; other times, stricter rules.

•	 Regulatory review should not unnecessarily delay or deter rulemaking.  If the review 
process drags on too long or is otherwise too cumbersome, agencies will avoid rulemaking 
and turn to less transparent, less reviewable means, like guidance documents.  If routine, 
non-controversial, and well-designed regulations have to wait for months on end before 
taking effect, the public loses out on the benefits those rules would have delivered had 
they been implemented sooner.  Regulatory review periods should have clear deadlines, 
and analytical requirements should not force agencies to expend unreasonable amounts 
of time or resources.

Principles for Evaluation and Comparison

Chapter Five
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•	 Regulatory review should be exercised consistently, not only on an ad hoc basis. 
Relying on public outcry over controversial rules to trigger additional legislative or 
executive scrutiny can be a useful and justifiable element of the review process.  Indeed, 
some public participation in the review process is advisable.  But exclusively relying on 
such a trigger can lead to both the perception and the reality of regulatory review as 
simply another access point for special interest politics.  Building consistency into the 
practice, so that every regulation is subject to at least some basic level of review, will not 
only help guarantee the process’s credibility, but will also help ensure the process remains 
tied to substantive review standards and not dominated purely by special interests.

•	 Substantive standards of review are necessary to ensure consistency and to increase 
accountability.  Given the discretion afforded administrative agencies and central 
reviewers, as well as the technical nature of many regulatory decisions, regulatory review 
must be based on objective measurements to guarantee that decisions are transparent and 
free of special-interest politics.  This principle applies both the review of new regulations 
and the periodic review of existing regulations.

•	 At least part of the review process should be devoted to helping agencies coordinate.  
The coordination role of regulatory review has long been neglected.  While most review 
structures take a cursory look at whether proposed rules would conflict with other 
agencies’ existing rules, something more is needed to tackle cross-jurisdictional problems 
and to resolve bureaucratic turf wars.  Inter-agency review of new regulations, inter-
agency meetings, and common standards to harmonize inter-agency processes can all be 
beneficial.

•	 At least part of the review process should be devoted to combating agency inaction.  
The absence of regulation where regulation is necessary can be just as costly to social 
welfare as overly burdensome regulation.  Regulatory reviewers should be empowered to 
recommend that agencies explore under-regulated areas.

•	 Regulatory review should promote transparency and public participation.  There 
is a delicate balance between the competing goals of transparency and expediency, but 
regulatory review should not take place in the dark.  Review meetings should be open 
to the public; review decisions and analytical statements should be widely available 
and should include enough information to allow citizens and interested stakeholders to 
understand and meaningfully engage in the process.  Some form of public participation 
beyond the standard notice-and-comment period should be actively encouraged.

•	 Periodic reviews of existing regulations should be balanced, consistent, and 
meaningful.  Periodic reviews often focus only on deleting obsolete rules and striking 
down overly burdensome rules.  Without devoting any significant additional resources, 
the same review process could easily also identify rules that are lacking or where 
increased stringency would better maximize net benefits.  Such opportunities to review 
rules in a balanced fashion should not be wasted.  Periodic reviews should be tailored to 
available resources so they are meaningful; perfunctory reviews pursuant to a sunset law 
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are unlikely to be beneficial.  And, as mentioned above, periodic reviews should also be 
guided by substantive standards.

•	 Impact analyses should give balanced treatment to both costs and benefits. When 
resources are limited, just looking at costs is not the only available response.  Indeed, 
analyzing just the benefits could be equally useful in assessing how effectively an agency 
is achieving its mission.  Ideally, both costs and benefits, including indirect costs and 
benefits, should be quantified whenever possible; translating costs and benefits into the 
common metric of money (monetization) is the most straightforward way of promoting 
equal treatment.  Un-quantifiable costs and benefits must be given detailed qualitative 
descriptions and incorporated into the analysis.  That said, carefully setting the threshold 
for when impact analyses are required, or permitting assessment of costs and benefits in 
terms of thorough but “rough” proportionality may better accord with realistic constraints 
on states’ time, resources, data, and expertise. Though cost-benefit analysis is not always 
a perfect policymaking tool, it is better at promoting welfare and good decisionmaking 
than most alternatives.  The debate should be over how to refine cost-benefit analysis so it 
is most productive and not biased against rational regulations.

•	 Analytical requirements should be meaningfully incorporated into the rulemaking 
process.  If merely tacked on at the end of the process as a way to justify the choice an 
agency has already made, analysis is unlikely to achieve its goal of improving the quality 
of rules.  While that kind of post hoc regulatory analysis can play a role in disclosing 
information and enhancing the public debate, that role still depends on including enough 
detail on the costs and benefits of various alternatives to let the public understand the 
rule’s justification.  Preparing a sparse analytical statement after the rule’s form has already 
been finalized does not promote rational decisionmaking, assist the review process, or 
engage the public.

•	 Impact analyses should focus on maximizing net benefits, not just on minimizing 
compliance costs.  Regulations should be designed to promote overall social welfare and 
not simply to keep the burdens to the regulated community to a bare minimum.  Selecting 
the lowest-cost regulatory option is not nearly as important as selecting the option that 
equitably delivers the most benefits to the public.

•	 Impact analyses should consider a range of policy alternatives.  Assessing the costs 
and benefits of a single policy choice in a vacuum cannot help calibrate a rule.  Developing 
a range of reasonable alternatives—more and less stringent versions; performance 
standards versus design standards versus market-based approaches; no regulation or 
voluntary approaches—is essential to selecting the option that will best maximize net 
benefits.

•	 Impact analyses should include a meaningful and balanced distributional analysis.  
Analyses should not single out just a few select groups (such as small business) for special 
protection.  Instead, analyses should assess how the costs and benefits of regulatory 
alternatives fall across the entire public, including all vulnerable groups.  Though 
any regulation will inevitably have some winners and some losers, the overall goal of 
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distributional analysis is to further maximize net benefits and, over the long run, advance 
equity.  

These guiding principles focus on high-level objectives and do not detail the specifics of how to 
achieve a particular outcome.  Flexibility is essential so states can tailor their regulatory review 
structures to their resources and needs, and practical pursuit of these principles may yet reveal 
some inherent tension.  For example, it is theoretically possible to both promote transparency 
and protect against delay; practically, that balance entails a delicate tightrope walk and requires a 
state-specific solution.

But even though there is no one-size-fits-all approach to the specific structure and details of state-
level regulatory review, all state-level review processes can be evaluated using this list of principles.
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2 See Council of State Gov’ts, Administrative Rule-Making Procedure in the States 11 (1961) (“If 
trends further to encumber administrative agencies are carried too far, the very purposes and objectives for which 
the administrative process has been resorted to—speed, flexibility, and expertise—will be defeated.”).
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Ideals in the States, 52 Vand. L. Rev. 1167, 1226-27 (1999); id. at 1231-32 (noting that “state legislatures hold on 
dearly to rules review mechanisms, such as the legislative veto.  As a practical matter, a state legislature’s rules review 
mechanism, even if unconstitutional, is unlikely to be challenged successfully because any agency doing so is almost 
certain to be subject to retaliation”); id. at 1237 (noting that legislative review has not been fully litigated in many 
states).



Part Two
Where We Are Now

It would be an impossible task to present a complete, 
thorough, and accurate survey of all the statutory 

[administrative] law in the fifty states.
—Frank Cooper (1965)1 
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The methodology outlined in this chapter explains how primary and secondary sources were 
collected and how actors involved in regulatory review were interviewed.

Fifty-Two Jurisdictions

In addition to studying the fifty states, for a truly comprehensive analysis of state-level review 
structures this project also surveyed the laws of the District of Columbia and the Commonwealth 
of Puerto Rico.  Though Washington, D.C. was largely included because of the unique review 
power of the U.S. Congress over its local laws, its inclusion does raise the question of whether 
large municipalities generally have their own regulatory review structures.  Indeed, some 
cities, such as New York City, have explored regulatory review practices.2  However, given the 
complex relationships between municipal and state governments and the sheer number of local 
governments, this survey does not cover any municipal regulatory review structures.

Additionally, the quasi-sovereign Native American nations have not been surveyed.  Besides 
Puerto Rico, this survey does not include other unincorporated U.S. territories.  Guam, American 
Samoa, and the U.S. Virgin Islands have sometimes been included in past summaries of state-level 
review practices,3 and they might be surveyed in any future updates of this work.  

Existing Literature

This project began with an exhaustive study of existing research on the issue of state-level 
regulatory review.  A thorough search of academic publications—including law journals, public 
policy journals, books, and other published reports—was conducted.

A targeted number of law and public policy journals were selected for a complete article-by-article 
review of the last ten to twenty years, depending on availability and relevance:  Administrative Law 
Journal of the American University, Administrative Law Review, American Political Science Review, 
American Review of Public Administration, Legislative Studies Quarterly, Political Research Quarterly, 
Political Science Quarterly, Politics and Policy, Public Administration Review, Public Administration 
Quarterly, Regulation, State and Local Government Review, State Politics and Policy Quarterly, and 
the Yale Journal on Regulation.  At least one major law journal in each state was searched for terms 
relating to general and state-specific regulatory review.  Other law journals, public policy journals, 

Research Methodology

Chapter Six
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and books were also searched for key terms, using a number of different search engines (including 
LexisNexis, Westlaw, Proquest, HeinOnline, WorldCat, and the Social Science Research Network).  

In addition to the academic literature, the review focused on national or interstate groups that 
work on issues of state-level government and have independently produced relevant studies or 
reports, such as the National Association of Secretaries of State (and particularly its Administrative 
Codes and Register Section), the National Conference of Commissions on Uniform State Laws, 
the Council of State Governments, the National Association on Administrative Rules Review, the 
National Governors Association, the National Conference of State Legislators, and the U.S. Small 
Business Administration’s Office of Advocacy.  Searching for materials published by national or 
state bar associations did not yield any significant new finds.

Government studies, both at the national level by entities like the Government Accountability 
Office and the Congressional Research Service, and at the state level by task forces on the 
regulatory process, were searched.  Review entities and task forces commissioned by individual 
states (in particular those of Virginia and California) have also published useful summaries of 
state-level practices, both generally and specific to their states.

Recent scholarship demonstrating substantive and institutional biases in the federal rulemaking 
and review process also added significant value to examining state-level programs.  

Finally, while a general news search for articles about trends in state-level regulatory review failed 
to yield useful results, the efforts did lead to an important outgrowth of the literature review:  
namely, news articles on individual states.  Searching for the names of state-level regulatory review 
bodies (such as Kentucky’s Administrative Regulation Review Subcommittee) in LexisNexis and 
other news aggregators returned many valuable case studies of particular (and often controversial) 
instances of regulatory review actions, which informed the state-by-state summaries.

State Laws and Other Primary Sources

To describe the current landscape of regulatory review requirements as they exist on paper, this 
project next collected all relevant laws and official guidelines from the fifty-two jurisdictions.  Most 
states have used statutes to structure their regulatory review process, enacting some version of a 
state administrative procedure act.  But executive orders have been an equally powerful vehicle for 
creating and amending the regulatory review process.

State constitutions, statutory compilations, and administrative codes were fully searched, as were 
collections of executive orders.  In some states, additional documents shed light on the legislative 
history of regulatory review statutes, as well as on relevant statutory proposals currently before 
the legislature or that were considered but ultimately not enacted.  Guidance documents, reports, 
memoranda, and standard forms developed for the regulatory review process were also pulled 
from government websites.  The vast majority of documents were identified and collected by 
independent research into the state regulatory process; in some cases, additional sources were 
suggested or supplied by the recipients of our surveys (see below).

For several states, the meeting agendas and minutes of the regulatory review bodies are publicly 
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available, and those records reveal one key perspective of the review process.  More generally, 
websites for those review bodies often contain valuable summaries, forms, or other background 
information.  Similarly, regulatory impact analyses and other rulemaking documents, as well as 
notices and announcements published in the State Register or analogous periodicals, can provide 
useful case studies of how the regulatory review process was carried out in particular instances.

Of course, extrapolation from public records and case studies must be done carefully, since many 
aspects of the regulatory review process take place “behind the scenes, relatively invisible.”4  Still, 
such sources offer an invaluable glimpse into how regulatory review sometimes works in practice.  

In several states, important court cases have developed around the regulatory review process 
(particularly with respect to the legislative veto), and such cases were studied.

Survey of State Actors and Stakeholders

Carefully cataloging how regulatory review is supposed to be conducted according to a state’s laws 
is of limited analytical value if the hypothetical structure designed on paper bears little resemblance 
to actual practices.  To begin to understand the reality of regulatory review in the states, this project 
surveyed government officials and public stakeholders involved in the regulatory review practices 
of all fifty-two jurisdictions.

This study did not attempt to conduct a statistical survey:  this was not a data-gathering survey in 
support of a quantitative analysis.  Rather, the purpose of the survey was to generate qualitative 
descriptions of the review process, to complement analysis of laws as they exist “on paper.”  
Questionnaires were designed both to help confirm that our “on paper” study was comprehensive 
and up-to-date, and also to generate vital information about how review is conducted—how 
often? by whom? under what guidance?—that would be difficult or impossible to obtain strictly 
through a “paper” search of laws and regulations.  At times, the questionnaires asked for responses 
with subjective terms, like whether informal contact between rulemaking agencies and reviewing 
entities occurs “rarely,” “sometimes,” or “frequently.”  Though imprecise, such subjective measures 
are commonly used in surveys of the state administrative process, and they are appropriate in 
cases where “it is the perceptions of administrators who create the ‘enacted environment’ within 
which administrators function.”5  In other words, whether an agency administrator believes that 
the legislature influences the rulemaking process “frequently” can be as revealing as whether the 
legislature actually influences the rulemaking process “frequently” by some quantitative measure.

For reasons of practicality, there was no attempt to generate a random sample or to survey a 
sufficiently large population to enable quantitative analysis.  Instead, the survey first targeted 
government officials responsible for regulatory review functions in every jurisdiction.  For each 
jurisdiction, a reviewing body or bodies were identified where possible; where not immediately 
apparent, initial contact was made with the state’s attorney general, secretary of state, governor’s 
office, legislature, or regulatory agencies, as appropriate, who then helped to identify the proper 
contacts.  Surveys were distributed primarily by email, with follow-up contacts made by telephone, 
e-mail, and in some cases postal mail.  A minority of respondents preferred to participate by 
telephone interview.
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At least one survey was collected from every state.  In states with multiple reviewing bodies, 
attempts were made to collect multiple surveys, with an emphasis on those reviewers with the 
most substantive or frequent reviews.6  A small number of reviewers refused to participate or 
were only able to return partial responses.  Time and resources were again possible limitations, 
but political concerns may also have been a factor.  For example, Virginia’s Joint Commission on 
Administrative Rules felt too many questions had “political connotations” they could not address.7 

(But note that other surveys were collected for Virginia.)

This survey process did not generally collect more than one response per reviewing entity.  Often 
it appeared that a mid-level staff member would complete the survey and have it reviewed by 
the entity’s leader, head of legal services, or some other senior official for final approval before 
submission.  Other times, it was evident that the senior official in charge of review functions 
directly completed the questionnaire.

Regardless, drawing generalized conclusions about statewide practices from the opinions of just 
one survey per reviewing entity has risks.  For example, officials may be prone to sugar coat their 
evaluations of their review processes, either to make themselves or their state look good, or to 
prevent any sanctions from current or future supervisors.  Moreover, as an initial and informal 
survey of New York State revealed, expertise in cost-benefit analysis and comprehension of the 
regulatory review process may vary widely between agency heads and the staff-level employees 
who actually conduct the reviews.  That said, when used carefully and appropriately, such surveys 
can offer tremendous detail and perspective on the actual practice of regulatory review.

A select number of states were identified for additional outreach efforts, due to the complexity, 
scale, or unique features of their processes: Arizona, California, Florida, Indiana, Michigan, New 
York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia.  For these states, follow-up questionnaires were developed for the 
reviewing bodies in those states, and additional surveys (see Appendix) were designed for both the 
regulatory agencies and the non-governmental organizations most active in that state’s regulatory 
review process.  Contacting these additional government officials and public stakeholders 
offered new perspectives on the regulatory review process.  Active regulatory agencies and non-
governmental organizations were identified from a review of the state register announcements, 
from the Leadership Directories online listings of state government and associational contacts, 
and from internet searches, and additional names were provided by other survey recipients.

Collecting surveys from non-governmental organizations was the least successful step of this 
research effort.  Identifying those groups actively involved in regulatory review as distinct from 
the broader rulemaking process proved difficult.  To start, many advocacy groups do not engage 
in regulatory review.8  And while the questionnaires’ preamble explained the distinction between 
regulatory review and the broader rulemaking process in each state, both advocacy groups and 
trade associations sometimes conflated the two.9  The overly complex structure of some review 
systems and the limited resources of some groups to participate in the review process are both 
partly to blame for non-government groups’ general unfamiliarity with their state’s review system.  
Regardless, some surveys collected did not contain much useful information on the regulatory 
review process.
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Over 120 surveys were collected in total—at least one from every jurisdiction.  For a list of the 
entities successfully surveyed in the various jurisdictions, please see the Appendix.

Limitations

States continually think of ways to improve their regulatory review structures, and they may at any 
point adopt new legislation, issue new executive orders, or tweak their guidelines.  Unfortunately, 
any analysis must freeze the states’ bodies of law in a single point in time and cannot hope to 
incorporate the very latest or future amendments to the legal structure.  This report attempts to 
be as up-to-date as possible and incorporates extremely recent developments where possible.  But 
generally, this report can only claim reasonable accuracy and comprehensiveness through January 
2010.

As discussed above, this report also only begins to describe regulatory review structures as they 
work in practice.  Over-generalizing from the limited information available—surveys, minutes 
from regulatory review committees, examples of regulatory impact analysis, and news reports—
is dangerous, especially since much of the regulatory review process can be expected to occur 
behind the scenes, invisibly.  This report can offer case studies, revealing glimpses, and preliminary 
conclusions, but it cannot definitively characterize the practice of regulatory review in any state.
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Notes
1 Frank Cooper, State Administrative Law: Vol. One, at 5 (1965). 
2 New York City Council, Regulatory Review Panel, http://council.nyc.gov/html/action_center/rrp.shtml.
3 Council of State Gov’ts, The Book of the States 147-153, tbls. 3.35 & 3.26 (vol. 41, 2009 ed.).  The Coun-

cil of State Governments reports that American Samoa’s legislative body can review existing rules in standing com-
mittees, but also notes that no law can be enacted except by statute.  The standing committees of Guam’s legislative 
body can review proposed rules within forty-five days of their submission, but can only disapprove of rules by enact-
ing standard legislation.  The U.S. Virgin Islands have no formal review by the legislative or executive branch.  The 
Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands and other unincorporated territories were not included in the Book of 
the States or other surveys of state-level review practices.

4 Arthur E. Bonfield, State Administrative Rule Making 493 n.27 (1986).
5 Neal Woods, Promoting Participation? An Examination of Rulemaking Notification and Access Procedures, 69 Pub. Ad-

min. Rev. 518 (2009) (citing Brudney and Hebert (1987)).
6 Except that in states where multiple standing legislative committees have review authority over various agencies, no 

attempt was made to contact them all individually.
7 Interview with Elizabeth Palen, Virginia’s Joint Comm’n on Admin. Rules staff, Feb. 10, 2010.
8 See Michael A. Livermore, Is It a Problem that More Industry Groups Are Meeting with Key Regulatory Officials Than 

Enviros?, Grist, Mar. 8, 2010, available at http://www.grist.org/article/2010-03-08-is-it-a-problem-that-industry-
groups-are-meeting-with-regulators.

9 See, e.g., Survey from Florida Assoc. of Insurance Agents (2009, on file with author).
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Grades and Comparative Charts

Chapter Seven

Based on the research and analysis presented in the individual state-by-state summaries (see 
Chapter Eight), this chapter evaluates each state’s performance, compares the various structures 
states have selected, and identifies some patterns and trends.  The clear conclusion is that while 
states are continuing to experiment, current structures do not fully take advantage of regulatory 
review’s potential, and there is substantial room for improvement across the country. 

Guiding Principles Grades

Each of the fifteen principles distilled in Chapter Five (the substantive standards principle 
applies to the review of both new and existing regulations) can be used to evaluate and grade 
the states’ regulatory review structures on a fifteen-point scale.  States with review practices 
consistent with twelve to fifteen guiding principles receive an “A,” for demonstrating a solid 
structure.  Achieving eight to eleven principles earns states a “B,” indicating there is room for 
improvement.  A “C” designates states that comply with four to seven principles:  these states 
show some promise, but there are clear problem areas.  Finally, if the review structure matched 
three or fewer guiding principles, states are given a “D” and are encouraged to rethink and 
rebuild their approaches.

The grading system is, inevitably, subjective.  To the degree possible, grades are based on the 
actual practice of regulatory review in each individual state, but collecting the entire universe of 
relevant data on practices would be impossible.  To a certain extent, simply selecting a state for 
more targeted and deeper research increased the chances of uncovering at least some evidence of 
inconsistent or imperfect practices; states that made less information publicly available may have 
had an easier time hiding their mistakes.  In particular, in cases of incomplete or inconclusive 
evidence of whether a structure on paper was used consistently in practice, states were typically 
given the benefit of the doubt.  Pluses and minuses were sometimes awarded to or stripped off of 
the base letter grades if a state was close on several factors.

Earning a check mark on a particular guiding principle does not indicate perfection:  though this 
report did not employ a grading curve, as mentioned above, states were sometimes given the 
benefit of the doubt.  Every state—even those that score relatively high—can use improvement.  
For example, the federal government would do quite well if it were graded on this scale, even 
though the federal system is far from perfect.  Nor does a state’s failure to match a particular 
guiding principle mean that its process is irredeemable.  Each state demonstrated some positive 
and some less ideal features, but a check mark was only given if, for that category, the good 
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outweighed the bad.

Final grades broke down as follows:

Table 3 Guiding Principles Grade
A 0 states

B+ 1 state
B 2 states
B- 4 states
C+ 6 states
C 10 states
C- 2 states
D+ 5 states
D 15 states
D- 7 states

Seven states scored in the B-range: Iowa (B+); Vermont and Washington (B); and Michigan, 
New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, and Virginia (B-).  Seven jurisdictions also scored a D-, having 
met none of the guiding principles: Alaska, Delaware, the District of Columbia, Georgia, 
Louisiana, New Mexico, and Texas.  The average grade was about a D+, and the most frequently 
awarded grade was a D.  Across the nation, regulatory review structures are in clear need of an 
overhaul.

Specific problem areas begin to emerge when scores are viewed by guiding principle:

Table 4 Number of States Achieving Each Guiding Principle 
Principle #1 Reasonable Requirements Given Resources: 11 states
Principle #2 Structure Calibrates Rules, Does Not Just Check Them: 11 states
Principle #3 Protection Against Delaying or Deterring Rules: 19 states
Principle #4 Review is Exercised Consistently, Not Ad Hoc: 30 states
Principle #5 Review Is Guided by Substantive Standards: 18 states
Principle #6 Review Promotes Inter-Agency Coordination: 5 states
Principle #7 Review Combats Agency Inaction: 13 states
Principle #8 Review Promotes Transparency and Participation: 20 states
Principle #9 Periodic Review is Guided by Substantive Standards: 18 states

Principle #10 Periodic Review is Balanced and Consistent: 4 states
Principle #11 Analysis Treats Costs and Benefits Equally:  11 states
Principle #12 Analysis Is Integrated into Decisionmaking: 14 states
Principle #13 Analysis Focuses on Maximizing Net Benefits: 7 states
Principle #14 Analysis Considers a Range of Alternatives: 14 states
Principle #15 Analysis Includes a Balanced Distributional Assessment: 7 states

Most states struggle to keep their review structures reasonable given resources.  Some states 
have multiple, possibly duplicative layers of review that agencies feel are too cumbersome.  In 
many more states, agencies do not have the time, data, staff, or motivation to consistently 
produce high-quality analytical statements.  For example, California’s Department of Insurance 
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regulates an industry that takes in $130 billion in insurance premiums, and yet the agency lacks 
the resources it needs to conduct the optimal level of analysis before regulating.1  In times of 
budget cuts and economic hardship, it is all the more important for government to make sure its 
regulations maximize benefits and operate efficiently.

Sparse and inconsistent impact statements (especially on quantifying and describing benefits), 
combined with the failure in most states to emphasize the goal of maximizing net benefits, 
inevitably means that most state reviews operate more as gatekeepers than as calibrators:  rules 
are rejected for being too burdensome or illegal or beyond statutory authority, but are far less 
often refined and improved to enhance social welfare.

Continuing that theme, reviews do not frequently target agency inaction.  Very few states grant 
their reviewers clear authority to recommend new regulations to agencies.  Nor do many review 
structures help coordinate inter-agency conflicts.

Periodic review remains a weak spot, with many states relying at most on perfunctory reviews 
every few years or pro forma re-adoptions whenever rules are scheduled to sunset.

Finally, balanced distributional analysis is exceedingly rare.  While the vast majority of states have 
some special protections in place to analyze and reduce burdens to small businesses, few states 
assess whether those small business exemptions are cost-benefit justified or really scrutinize how 
rules might impact other vulnerable populations.

A few patterns are more promising.  For example, in states with regulatory review structures, 
many of the reviewers do at least meet regularly to consistently apply substantive standards, 
with meetings and records open to public inspection and participation.2  But all in all, there is 
certainly room for improvement nationwide.
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Alabama X ✓ ✓ X X X X X X X ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ C (but unclear whether analytical requirements are 
consistently achieved in practice)

Alaska X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X D- (review tools are powerful but not ideally designed)

Arizona ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X X X X X ✓ X
C (as epitomized by current moratorium, 
Arizona tends to view rules as burdens)

Arkansas ✓ X X X X X ✓ ✓ X X X X X ✓ X
C- (should systematize legislative review, periodic 

review, and analysis)

California X X X ✓ ✓ X X X X X X X X X X
D (agencies should be given the guidance and 

resources to conduct better analysis)

Colorado X X X ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X X ✓ X X ✓ ✓ C+ (balanced analytical requirements, but scope 
and timing of review should be rethought)

Connecticut X X ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X X X X X X X X D+ (review tools are powerful but not ideally designed)

Delaware X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X D- (essentially no review structure exists)

District of 
Columbia

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
D- (besides attorney general review for legality, 

no consistent review mechanism exists)

Florida X X ✓ ✓ X X X ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X ✓ X
C (entire process should focus on maximizing net 

benefits, not just reducing regulatory costs)

Georgia X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
D- (legislative review exists as a sledgehammer 

that is rarely picked up; no real analysis)

Hawaii X X ✓ ✓ X X X ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X X X
C (resources could be spent on deeper, more balanced 

analysis, rather than multiple, duplicative reviews)

Idaho X X X ✓ X X X X X X X X X X X
D (executive branch review should be on the books, 

transparent, and focused on maximizing benefits)

Illinois X X ✓ ✓ ✓ X X ✓ ✓ X X X X X X
C (review committee and analysis both consciously 

focused on reducing burdens, not maximizing benefits)

Indiana ✓ X ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X ✓ X X ✓ X ✓ X
C+ (analysis needs to consider benefits, and legislative 

review needs more resources to be meaningful)

Iowa X X X ✓ X ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ B+ (analytical consistency needs improvement, and 
multiple reviews may focus too much on checking)

Kansas ✓ X X ✓ X X X ✓ X X X X X X X
D+ (review is advisory only, but still could 

focus more on maximizing net benefits)

Kentucky X X X X X X ✓ X X X X X X X X
D (still plenty of review power, but should be exercised 

transparently and with emphasis on net benefits)

Louisiana X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
D- (legislative review exists as a sledgehammer that is 
rarely picked up; no meaningful analysis of benefits)

Maine X X ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X X X
C+ (analysis needs to consider benefits, and legislative 

review needs more resources to allow calibration)

Maryland X X ✓ ✓ X ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ X X X X X
C (solid periodic review, but weak legislative

 review and analytical requirements)

Massachusetts X X ✓ ✓ X ✓ X X X X X ✓ X X X C- (limited analysis and limited transparency)

Michigan X ✓ X X X X ✓ X ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ B- (strong analytical requirements; executive review 
needs standards and transparency)

Minnesota X ✓ X ✓ X X X X ✓ X X ✓ X X ✓ C (governor's review lacks transparent standards; "net 
benefits" language from Exec. Order should be revived)

Mississippi X X X X X X X X X X ✓ ✓ X ✓ X
D (analytical requirements show promise, but

 overall regulatory review is non-existent)

Missouri X X ✓ X X X X X X X X X X X X
D (analysis and review not well-designed to 
calibrate rules and maximize net benefits)

8382
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Montana X X ✓ X X X ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ C+ (scope of analyses should be broader; legislative 
review needs consistency and standards)

Nebraska X X X ✓ X X X X X X X X X X X
D (executive review should be more transparent and 

based on standards that promote maximizing benefits)

Nevada X X X ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X X X X X X X
D+ (has been reforming its process in recent years, 

but still needs improvement)

New Hampshire ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X X X X
B- (periodic review and analytical requirements 

need to be better designed)

New Jersey X X X X ✓ X ✓ X X X X X X X X
D (process on paper does not translate 

to effective practice)

New Mexico X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X D- (no review structure exists)

New York X X X ✓ ✓ X ✓ X X X X X X X X
D+ (plenty of review power, but must be exercised more 

transparently and with emphasis on net benefits)

North Carolina ✓ ✓ X ✓ X X X X X X ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ X
C+ (strong analysis with appropriate threshold; but 

review needs to work on transparency and delay)

North Dakota ✓ X X X X X ✓ X X X X X X X X
D (analysis and review not well-designed to calibrate 

rules and maximize net benefits)

Ohio X X ✓ X ✓ X X X ✓ X X X X X X
D+ (review is advisory only, but still could focus 

more on maximizing net benefits)

Oklahoma X X ✓ X X X X X X X X X X X X
D (plenty of review power, but must be exercised more 

transparently and with emphasis on net benefits)

Oregon X X ✓ ✓ ✓ X X X ✓ X X ✓ X X X
C (entire process should focus on maximizing net 

benefits, not just reducing regulatory costs)

Pennsylvania X ✓ X ✓ ✓ X X ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X ✓ ✓ B- (review could be streamlined; analytical
 consistency and balance need improvement)

Puerto Rico ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ X X ✓ ✓ ✓ X X X X X
C+ (needs to expand beyond just small 

business analysis and review)

Rhode Island X X ✓ X X X X X ✓ X X X X X X
D (needs to expand beyond just small 

business analysis and review)

South Carolina X X X X X X X X ✓ X ✓ X X X X
D (legislative review is inconsistent, and analytical 

requirements are not rigorously enforced)

South Dakota X ✓ X ✓ X X X ✓ X X X X X X X
D (plenty of review power, but not exercised 

consistently or with emphasis on net benefits)

Tennessee X X X X ✓ X X X X X X X X X X
D (though future practice could improve, currently 

analysis is weak and review is inconsistent)

Texas X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
D- (essentially no review structure exists, and analytical 

requirements are not ideally designed)

Utah X ✓ X ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ X X X X X X X
C (sunset likely wastes resources; should reinvigorate 

what were balanced analytical requirements)

Vermont ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ X X ✓ X X ✓ X
B (compliance with analytical requirements 

needs to be more consistent)

Virginia ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ X X ✓ ✓ X X ✓ ✓ X X
B- (with more resources, analysis could be 

fuller and more balanced)

Washington X X X X X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X
B (strong analytical practices, but review 
process needs to improve consistency)

West Virginia X X X ✓ X X X X X X X X X X X
D (analysis and review not well-designed to calibrate 

rules and maximize net benefits)

Wisconsin ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ X X X ✓ X X X X X X
C (current analytical requirements have little

 practical effect on rulemaking process)

Wyoming X X X ✓ X X X X X X X X X X X
D (no analytical requirements, and too 

much review happens behind the scenes)

8584
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Comparative Structures

The next series of charts boils the states’ regulatory review structures down to their most 
essential elements and enables comparison between states, federal practice, and model 
recommendations.  These charts and the summaries presented below mostly reflect the legal 
requirements as they exist on paper, though are modified in cases where practice clearly 
contradicts or moves beyond the technical requirements.

Executive Review of New Rules:  16 states require their attorney general’s office to approve all rules 
for legality, and 30 states grant the governor or some executive agency review powers.  Besides 
the attorney general, executive reviewers are often given considerable discretion in exercising 
their powers, with few substantive standards or criteria for review established by law.  Though 
a few states only allow executive reviewers to comment on rules, and Iowa gives its governor a 
burden-shifting objection power, most states that employ executive review have opted for either 
mandatory approval or a rescission/veto power.

Legislative Review of New Rules:  Though all legislatures can “review” rules by enacting new bills to 
change statutory authority, 46 jurisdictions have granted their legislature at least some additional 
review powers (though a few are quite limited or essentially inactive).  28 use some form of a 
dedicated review committee to exercise the authority.  States often define a specific set of criteria 
for legislative review of new rules, but equally often use terms like “necessity” and “authority” 
that are vague and somewhat open to interpretation.  While a few states only have advisory 
disapproval powers, many have experimented with other more powerful review mechanisms.  8 
states allow for some form of expedited disapproval mechanism, in which the standard legislative 
process of bicameral passage and executive presentment is somehow simplified, sped up, or 
prioritized.  In 6, a formal objection from the legislature or review committee will shift burdens 
at any subsequent trial on the rule’s validity.  In 18 states, new rules either can be or automatically 
are temporarily suspended to allow for legislative review—sometimes for up to several months 
while the legislature is not in session.  And 16 states employ some form of legislative veto or 
mandatory approval.  Veto/approval powers are sometimes granted by constitution, sometimes 
claimed in statute as a legislative right, and sometimes creatively exercised through some back-
door mechanism, like an annual sunset review.  Only Nevada requires affirmative legislative 
approval of all individual rules.

Independent Review of New Rules:  For 12 states, some other entity has review authority over 
regulations.  These reviewers are typically designed to be independent bodies, not susceptible to 
political influence.  However, most individuals are appointed to these bodies by political actors, 
and so have been accused of partisanship.  What does distinguish this group of reviewers is that 
both the governor and the legislature may have a direct role in appointing members, and once 
appointed, members may not be removed without cause.  Typically, these reviewers have limited 
jurisdictions, for example to review only rules with small business impacts.  But in 3 states—
Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and North Carolina—independent reviewers have more generalized 
authority over new rules.  Plus, the U.S. Congress reserves the right to review any law of the 
District of Columbia.

Periodic Review:  In 30 states, agencies are encouraged or required to reevaluate their existing 
regulations periodically, typically in the range of every two to ten years.  In 28 states, some 
review entity can either comment on those periodic assessments performed by agencies, 
or else can directly review rules themselves, at their own discretion or when petitioned 
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by the public.  Criteria for these periodic reviews, when they are defined, usually focus on 
identifying rules made obsolete by statutory changes, rules that are no longer appropriate given 
changing technology or economic conditions, rules that have outlived their necessity, rules 
that have attracted public criticism, and rules that are too burdensome.  There are typically 
few consequences of these review requirements, with agencies needing to do little to justify a 
rule’s continued existence.  In 5 states (not counting states that use sunset periods as a de facto 
legislative veto), rules automatically sunset after a period of time, but agencies can generally re-
adopt the same rule.  In 9 states, a review entity has some authority to rescind existing rules.

Impact Analyses:  45 states require some form of economic impact analysis (besides specialized 
reviews like regulatory flexibility analysis).  Frequently these requirements apply across the board 
to all new regulations, but in 12 states analytical requirements are either triggered or amplified 
by a public or governmental petition, and in 9 states a threshold limits the heaviest analytical 
burdens to a class of “major” rules—but thresholds range from $500 to $3 million.  Fiscal 
impacts to government funds and revenues are the most common target of analysis, in 43 states.  
The economic costs and benefits to private or regulated parties are assessed in 38 states.  Only 
21 states require analysis of social costs and benefits.  Though analysis of alternatives is a very 
common feature in regulatory flexibility statements, it appears less frequently in the more general 
economic impact statements, and when it does the emphasis is usually on identifying the least-
cost method to achieve the regulatory purposes.  Similarly, though the distribution of costs and 
benefits to different sized businesses is the hallmark feature of regulatory flexibility statements, 
broader and more balanced distributional assessments are much more rare.

Few states have clear, mandatory policies that rules should maximize net benefits.  In 22 states, 
rule reviewers can comment on or approve impact analyses.  While several states allow the public 
to challenge impact analyses in courts (often with agencies protected for good faith efforts to 
comply; court challenges are not reflected in the comparative chart or generally discussed in this 
report), few states allow the public to challenge analyses more directly.

38 states provide for some additional analysis to help agencies minimize regulatory burdens, 
particularly on small businesses.  Only in 12 states is additional analysis limited to cases of a 
substantial impact to small entities or by specific request for analysis.  For states with regulatory 
flexibility analysis, most require agencies to pursue small business exemptions where feasible, 
legal, and consistent with statutory objectives.  Only in 12 states are agencies instructed to weigh 
small business exemptions against the negative public impact of such exemptions.
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Attorney General 
Approves All Rules 
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Other Executive Reviewers 
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Legislative Intent
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Efficient, 
Effective

Any Relevant 
Factor

Return with 
Comments

Require Agency to 
Conduct Additional 
Hearings or Analysis

Recommend 
Adoption of 

New Rule

Veto with 
Concurrence 

of Other 
Branch

Objection 
Shifts Burdens 

at Trial

Temporarily 
Suspend

Mandatory 
Approval or Veto 

Power

MSAPA 1981 Statute
Governor, advised by 

Rules Counsel
May terminate 
any rulemaking

May act at any 
point

✓

✓ 
Governor may 

summarily 
terminate 

any pending 
rulemaking

MSAPA 2007 
Draft

Statute ✓ Governor
May terminate 
any rulemaking

When rule is 
proposed

✓

States can 
let governor 

either (1) 
veto or 
(2) issue 
objection 
that shifts 
burden at 

trial

States can let 
governor either 
(1) veto or (2) 

issue objection 
that shifts 

burden at trial

MSAPA 2010 Statute
Appropriate executive 
agency reviews impact 

analysis
Scope unclear

Model RFA Statute

Department of 
Economic and 

Community 
Development (or 

equivalent)

Advise agencies 
on compliance 

with small 
business 

impact analysis

Federal Practice Executive 
Order

Office of Information 
and Regulatory Affairs 

reviews and coordinates 
interagency review

All "significant" 
rules 

(except from 
independent 

agencies)

Multiple: before 
proposal and 

before adoption
✓ ✓ ✓ 

(de facto)

Alabama n/a

Alaska Statute ✓ Governor
Optional for 

all rules
Before rules are 

finalized

✓ 
Governor 

reviews for 
consistency 

with execution 
of law and for 
legislature's 
concerns

✓

✓ 
Governor may 
return a rule 

before it is filed 
and takes effect

Arizona Statute
Only those rules 
not subject to 

GRRC's authority

Governor's Regulatory 
Review Council

Reviews most 
rules

Before rules are 
finalized

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Arkansas
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Economic Development 
Commission

Small business 
impact 

statements 
and rules

When rule is 
proposed

✓ ✓

California Statute

Office of Administrative 
Law; Department of 

Finance reviews fiscal 
statements

OAL must 
review all new 

rules

Before rules are 
finalized

✓ ✓

✓ 
OAL must 
approve all 

rules; agency 
can appeal to 

Governor
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Adoption of 

New Rule
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of Other 
Branch

Objection 
Shifts Burdens 

at Trial

Temporarily 
Suspend

Mandatory 
Approval or Veto 

Power

Colorado Statute ✓ Department of 
Regulatory Affairs

May review 
rules with 

certain 
economic 
impacts

When rule is 
proposed

✓

✓ 
Department 
may "urge" 
changes

Connecticut
Statute (for AG 
review; the rest 

is unofficial)
✓ Governor's Office of 

Policy & Management
Unofficial, 

optional review
Before rules are 

finalized
✓ Unofficial review 

powers

Delaware By Practice ✓

District of 
Columbia

By Practice ✓

Florida Statute

Office of Tourism, 
Trade, and Economic 
Development; typically 

no involvement of 
Governor's office

May review 
rules with 

small business 
impacts

Before rules are 
finalized

✓ ✓

Georgia n/a

Hawaii Executive Order 
and Statute

✓

Governor; the 
Department of Budget 

and Finance; and 
the Department of 

Business, Economic 
Development, and 

Tourism

Must review 
all rules

Multiple: before 
public hearing 

and before 
finalization

✓ ✓

Idaho By Practice
Department of Financial 

Management and 
Governor's Office

Must review 
all rules

Before rule is 
proposed

✓ ✓

Illinois n/a

Indiana Statute ✓

Governor and Office 
of Management and 
Budget; Economic 

Development 
Corporation also 

reviews small business 
impacts

Must review 
all rules

Before rules are 
finalized

✓ ✓

Iowa Statute
✓ 

AG may object to 
any rule

Governor
May object to 

any rule

Multiple: 
can review 
proposed 

and recently 
adopted rules

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
Governor may 
rescind rules 

and in practice 
can stop any 
rulemaking

Kansas Statute

✓ In practice, 
complex rules 

may be approved 
before AG issues 
opinion on legality

Kentucky n/a
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Return with 
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Recommend 
Adoption of 
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at Trial

Temporarily 
Suspend

Mandatory 
Approval or Veto 

Power

Louisiana Statute Governor
May review any 

rule
After rule is 

finalized
✓

✓ 
Governor 

may 
approve or 
disapprove 
objection of 
legislative 
oversight 

committee

✓ 
Governor may 

rescind any rule 
within 30 days 

of adoption

Maine
Statute and 
Executive 

Order
✓ Agency commissioners

Preliminary 
approval 

from agency 
commissioner 

and AG 
encouraged

✓

Maryland Statute ✓

Massachusetts Executive 
Order

Department of 
Administration and 

Finance

Must review all 
rules

Before rule is 
proposed

✓ ✓

Michigan
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

State Office of 
Administrative Hearings 

and Rules

Must review all 
rules

Multiple review 
points

✓ ✓

Minnesota Statute and By 
Practice

✓ 
By informal 

practice
Governor

By practice, 
must review all 

rules

Multiple review 
points

✓

✓ 
Governor's 
Office must 

approve 
various stages; 
Governor can 
veto adopted 
rules within 14 

days

Mississippi n/a

Missouri n/a

Montana By Practice Governor
May review 

rules
✓ Unofficial review 

powers

Nebraska Statute ✓ Governor
Must review all 

rules
Before rules are 

finalized
✓ ✓

Nevada n/a

New Hampshire n/a

New Jersey Statute
Smart Growth 
Ombudsman

Reviews 
rules for 

development 
effects

Before rule is 
proposed

Consistency 
with State 

Development 
Plan

Mandatory but 
limited approval 

powers

New Mexico n/a
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Veto with 
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of Other 
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Objection 
Shifts Burdens 

at Trial

Temporarily 
Suspend

Mandatory 
Approval or Veto 

Power

New York Executive 
Order

Governor's Office of 
Regulatory Reform; 

the Labor & Economic 
Development 

Commissioners may 
also review

Must review 
all rules

Multiple: before 
proposal and 

before adoption
✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
GORR can require 

analysis; Labor 
& Economic 
Development 

can recommend 
analysis

✓

✓ 
GORR can 
recommend 
a temporary 
suspension; 

Labor & 
Economic 

Development 
can suspend 
for 90 days

✓ 
GORR can 
recommend 

that Governor's 
senior advisors 
disapprove a 

rule; in practice, 
GORR must 
approval all 

rules

North Carolina Statute
Governor and Office 

of State Budget 
Management

Governor 
reviews rules 

with local 
government 

effects; OSBM 
reviews fiscal 

notes

When rule is 
proposed

Review 
limited to 

fiscal impacts

Approve 
fiscal impacts 

statements only

North Dakota Statute ✓

Ohio Executive Order 
and Statute

Agencies' chief legal 
officers;  Department 
of Aging and Office of 
Small Business may 

also review select rules

Must review 
all rules

Before 
submission 
to legislative 

review 
committee

Principally 
for business 

impacts

✓ Department 
of Aging and 

Office of Small 
Business may 

comment

Agencies' chief 
legal officers 
encouraged 
to approve 

consideration 
of business 

impacts

Oklahoma Statute Governor
Must review 

all rules
Before rules are 

finalized
✓

✓ 
Governor must 
approve; lack 
of approval 
constitutes 

default 
disapproval; 

legislature can 
overturn with 

joint resolution 
(subject to 
Governor's 

veto)

Oregon n/a

Pennsylvania
Statute and 
Executive 

Order
✓

Governor's General 
Counsel, Secretary 

of Budget, and Policy 
Director

Must review 
all rules

Multiple: before 
proposal and 

before adoption
✓ ✓

Puerto Rico Statute Ombudsman Office

May review 
rules with 

small business 
impacts

Before rules are 
finalized

✓

✓ 
Focus 

on small 
business 

development

✓

Rhode Island Statute
Economic Development 

Committee

May review 
rules with 

small business 
impacts

Before rules are 
finalized

Small 
business 
impacts

✓
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CRITERIA POWERS

Attorney General 
Approves All Rules 

for Legality

Other Executive Reviewers 
(rest of chart refers only to 
these reviewers' powers)

Coverage Timing Legality and/or 
Procedure

Authority and 
Legislative Intent

Reasonable, 
Efficient, 
Effective

Any Relevant 
Factor

Return with 
Comments

Require Agency to 
Conduct Additional 
Hearings or Analysis
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Adoption of 

New Rule
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Concurrence 

of Other 
Branch

Objection 
Shifts Burdens 

at Trial

Temporarily 
Suspend

Mandatory 
Approval or Veto 

Power

South Carolina n/a

South Dakota n/a

Tennessee Statute ✓

Texas n/a

Utah
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Division of 
Administrative Rules 

and Governor's Office of 
Planning and Budget

Must review all 
rules

When rule is 
proposed

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
No, but 

wields political 
pressure

Vermont
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Interagency Committee 
on Administrative Rules

May review any 
rule

Before rule is 
proposed

✓ 
Especially 

public 
procedures

✓
✓ 

Governor's 
policies

✓

✓
Advise agency 

to conduct more 
public outreach

Virginia
Statute and 
Executive 

Order
✓

Governor and 
Department of Planning 

and Budget

Must review all 
rules

Multiple: 
at notice, 

proposal, and 
finalization

✓ 
Clarity

✓ 
Necessary 
to protect 

health, safety, 
and welfare

✓

Washington n/a

West Virginia

n/a (Small 
Business 

Development 
Center review 

is inactive)

Wisconsin Statute
Department of 
Administration

Reviews rules 
with economic 
impact reports

Before rule is 
proposed

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Wyoming Statute
Advises agencies 

in drafting
Governor

Must approval 
all rules

Before rules are 
finalized

✓ ✓

✓ 
Governor 
may use 
line-item 

veto 
authority 
to excise 

problematic 
portions 

of rules as 
identified by 
legislature

✓
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CRITERIA POWERS

Coverage Timing
Legality 
and/or 

Procedure

Authority 
and 

Legislative 
Intent

Reasonable, 
Efficient, Effective

Any Relevant 
Factor

Advisory Disapproval Powers Only: 
Comment, Non-Binding Objection, 

Explicit but Normal Legislative 
Powers

Require Agency to 
Conduct Additional 
Hearings or Analysis

Recommend 
Adoption of New 

Rule

Expedited Legislative 
Disapproval (with 

Executive's Signature)

Objection Shifts 
Burdens at Trial Temporarily Suspend Mandatory Approval 

or Veto Power

MSAPA 1981 Statute
Review 

Committee
May review

Multiple: 
possible, 

proposed, or 
adopted rules

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

MSAPA 2007 
Draft

Statute
Review 

Committee
Must review

When rule is 
proposed

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

MSAPA 2010 Statute
Review 

Committee
May review

Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓ ✓
✓ 

Committee may object and 
recommend legislation

✓

Model RFA n/a

Federal Practice Statute Full Legislature
May review 

"major" rules
Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓

Alabama Statute
Review 

Committee

Must review 
(in practice, 
often only 
reviews 

upon public 
complaint)

Before rule 
takes effect

✓

✓ 
Committee may comment, 

disapprove, and recommend 
amendments to the rule

No formal expedited 
process, but in 

practice, the legislature 
always ratifies 

the committee's 
disapprovals

✓

Alaska Statute

Legislative 
Counsel, 
Review 

Committee, 
and Standing 
Committees

May review

Counsel 
reviews before 

finalization; 
committee 

reviews after 
finalization

✓ ✓
✓ 

Committee may comment and 
recommend legislation

✓

Arizona

n/a (though 
revived 
in 2009, 

legislative 
review is 

historically 
inactive)

Arkansas Statute
Review 

Committee
May review

Rule can take 
effect before 

review is 
complete

✓ ✓
✓ 

Committee may comment and 
recommend legislation

✓

California

n/a (though 
legislature 
can review 

existing 
regulations)

Colorado Statute
Review 

Committee
Must review

Rule can take 
effect before 

review is 
complete

✓ ✓

✓ 
"Sunset" review 
operates as de 
facto, though 
delayed, veto 

authority

Connecticut Statute & 
Constitution

Review 
Committee

Must review
Before rule 
takes effect

✓

✓ 
Committee can 
veto; General 
Assembly can 

overturn
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Coverage Timing
Legality 
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Authority 
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Legislative 
Intent
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Efficient, Effective

Any Relevant 
Factor

Advisory Disapproval Powers Only: 
Comment, Non-Binding Objection, 

Explicit but Normal Legislative 
Powers

Require Agency to 
Conduct Additional 
Hearings or Analysis

Recommend 
Adoption of New 

Rule

Expedited Legislative 
Disapproval (with 

Executive's Signature)

Objection Shifts 
Burdens at Trial Temporarily Suspend Mandatory Approval 

or Veto Power

Delaware

n/a 
(legislative 
committee 
has review 
authority, 
but never 
exercised)

District of 
Columbia

Statute City Council

Some statutes 
reserve right 
for Council to 
review some 

rules

Before rule 
takes effect

✓
Varies; review is 
only for a few, 

select rules

Florida Statute
Review 

Committee
Must review

Rule can take 
effect before 

review is 
complete

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
Committee may recommend 

changes and temporary 
suspension, but agency can 
refuse; in practice, agencies 

rarely refuse to modify as 
suggested

Georgia Statute
Standing 

Committees
May review

Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓

✓ 
Disapproval 

resolutions do not 
need governor's 

signature with 2/3 
vote in each house

Hawaii n/a

Idaho Statute

Legislative 
Counsel and 

Standing 
Committees

May review

Multiple: may 
review pending, 
temporary, or 

final rules

✓

In addition to 
veto, rules can 

be modified 
by concurrent 
resolution (but 

rarely are)

✓ 
Legislature can 

veto by concurrent 
resolution

Illinois Statute
Review 

Committee
Must review

Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
Committee can 

veto by 3/5 vote; 
General Assembly 
then has 180 days 

to overturn the 
veto 

Indiana Statute
Review 

Committee
May review

After rule 
is already 
adopted

✓ ✓
✓

Committee may comment and 
recommend legislation

✓ 
Committee may 

comment on 
failure to adopt 

rule

Iowa Statute and 
Constitution

Review 
Committee

May review
Multiple review 

points
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓
General Assembly 
has veto authority
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Coverage Timing
Legality 
and/or 

Procedure

Authority 
and 

Legislative 
Intent

Reasonable, 
Efficient, Effective

Any Relevant 
Factor

Advisory Disapproval Powers Only: 
Comment, Non-Binding Objection, 

Explicit but Normal Legislative 
Powers

Require Agency to 
Conduct Additional 
Hearings or Analysis

Recommend 
Adoption of New 

Rule

Expedited Legislative 
Disapproval (with 

Executive's Signature)

Objection Shifts 
Burdens at Trial Temporarily Suspend Mandatory Approval 

or Veto Power

Kansas Statute
Review 

Committee
May review

During public 
comment 

period
✓

✓ 
Committee may comment or 
may recommend non-binding 

concurrent resolution or 
legislation

Kentucky Statute

Review 
Committee, 
Legislative 
Research 

Commission, 
& Standing 
Committees

Must review
Multiple review 

points
✓

✓ 
Committee may find a rule 

deficient and request governor 
withdraw it

✓ 
Committee 
may pass a 
non-binding 

determination 
that a rule is 
needed to 

implement a 
statute

✓
Legislature can pass 

a single statute to 
disapprove all rules 
found deficient by 

the committee in the 
previous session

Legislature may be 
able to effectively 

veto rules by 
deferring review 
until rule expires

Louisiana Statute

Standing 
Committees, 
Legislative 

Fiscal Office

May review
Multiple review 

points
✓

✓ 
Oversight committee 
of either house may 

disapprove; governor 
then has 10 days to 

reject the disapproval

✓ 
Legislature may 

suspend, amend, 
or repeal any rule 

by concurrent 
resolution; Fiscal 

Office must 
approve all impact 

statements

Maine Statute
Standing 

Committees

May review 
any rule; must 
review "major 
substantive 

rules"

May review 
any rule after 

proposal; must 
review "major 
substantive 
rules" before 

they take effect

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
Legislature must pass a bill 

(with the governor's signature) 
to approve, amend, or 

disapprove of all major rules

✓ 
If legislature fails 
to act by end of 
session, major 
rules can go 

forward without 
approval

Maryland Statute
Review 

Committee
May review

Before rule 
takes effect; 

agencies 
encouraged to 
submit early

✓

✓Oversight committee 
may disapprove a rule; 

governor then can 
reject the disapproval

Massachusetts n/a

Michigan Statute and 
Constitution

Review 
Committee

May review
Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓ ✓
✓ 

Committee may comment and 
recommend legislation

✓

Minnesota Statute

Standing 
Committees; 
Coordinating 
Commission

May review 
(seldom 

practiced)

Rule can take 
effect before 

review is 
complete

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Mississippi n/a

Missouri
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Review 
Committee

May review
Before rule 
takes effect

✓

✓ 
If committee objects, 
rule is suspended for 

30 legislative days 
while General Assembly 

considers concurrent 
resolution

✓
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Legislative 
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Advisory Disapproval Powers Only: 
Comment, Non-Binding Objection, 

Explicit but Normal Legislative 
Powers

Require Agency to 
Conduct Additional 
Hearings or Analysis

Recommend 
Adoption of New 

Rule

Expedited Legislative 
Disapproval (with 

Executive's Signature)

Objection Shifts 
Burdens at Trial Temporarily Suspend Mandatory Approval 

or Veto Power

Montana Statute
Interim 

Committees
May review

Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Nebraska Statute
Standing 

Committees
May review

After rule is 
proposed

✓ 
(if any 

legislator 
feels 

"aggrieved")

✓ 
Committee may object

Nevada Statute and 
Constitution

Review 
Committee; 
by practice, 
Legislative 
Counsel 

also reviews 
authority and 

intent

Must review
Before rule 
takes effect

✓

✓
 Since 2009, 

affirmative 
approval is 

mandatory; rules 
cannot take effect 
simply upon failure 

to veto

New Hampshire Statute
Review 

Committee
May review

Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓ ✓
✓ 

Agencies must respond in 
writing to preliminary objections

✓ ✓

✓ 
If committee 
objects and 

introduces joint 
resolution, rule is 
suspended while 
General Assembly 

considers

New Jersey Statute and 
Constitution

Standing 
Committees

May review

Rule can take 
effect before 

review is 
complete

✓

✓ 
Legislature can 

veto by concurrent 
resolution

New Mexico n/a

New York Statute
Review 

Committee

Committees 
operate 

sporadically, 
often inactive

Rule can take 
effect before 

review is 
complete

✓ ✓

North Carolina Statute
General 

Assembly

Rules 
approved by 
independent 

review 
committee but 
objected to by 

10 people

Before rule 
takes effect; 

rules are 
suspended 

during review

✓
✓ 

Legislature can introduce bill to 
disapprove a rule

✓

North Dakota Statute
Review 

Committee
Must review

Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Can only hold 
a rule for one 

additional meeting

✓
Committee can 

veto

Ohio Statute
Review 

Committee
May review

Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓ ✓
✓

Committee may recommend a 
concurrent resolution
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Advisory Disapproval Powers Only: 
Comment, Non-Binding Objection, 

Explicit but Normal Legislative 
Powers

Require Agency to 
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Hearings or Analysis

Recommend 
Adoption of New 

Rule

Expedited Legislative 
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Executive's Signature)

Objection Shifts 
Burdens at Trial Temporarily Suspend Mandatory Approval 

or Veto Power

Oklahoma Statute

Review 
Committee 
in House; 
Standing 

Committees in 
Senate

Must review
Before rule 
takes effect

✓

✓ 
Legislature can use 
a joint resolution to 
disapprove a rule at 

any time

✓ 
Legislature can 

use a concurrent 
resolution to veto 
a rule during a 30-
day review period

Oregon Statute

Legislative 
Counsel and 

Standing 
Committees

May review; 
must review if 
any legislator 

requests

Rule can take 
effect before 

review is 
complete

✓ ✓
✓ 

Committee may comment and 
object

Pennsylvania Statute
Standing 

Committees

May review 
any rule; 

must review if 
independent 

review 
committee 

disapproved

Before rule 
takes effect

✓
✓ 

Committees may comment 
and object at any time

✓ ✓

Puerto Rico n/a

Rhode Island n/a

South Carolina Statute

Legislative 
Council and 

Standing 
Committees

May review
Before rule 
takes effect

✓

✓ 
Committee may request that 
agencies withdraw and revise 

regulations, and may introduce 
joint resolutions of disapproval

✓

South Dakota Statute and 
Constitution

Review 
Committee 

and Legislative 
Research 
Council

May review
Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Review committee 
can remand 
proposed 

regulation to earlier 
step in rulemaking 

process

Tennessee Statute

Review 
Committees, 
which may 
meet jointly

May review

Rule can take 
effect before 

review is 
complete

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
Besides legislature's "sunset"/

veto power, committees 
can object and recommend 
modification of rulemaking 

authority

✓ 
Committees can 
suspend effective 

date

✓ 
"Sunset" review 
operates as de 
facto, though 
delayed, veto 

authority

Texas Statute
Standing 

Committees

May review 
(but essentially 

inactive)

Before rule 
takes effect

✓

✓
Committees may send agency 

statement supporting or 
opposing

Utah Statute
Review 

Committee
May review

When rule is 
proposed

✓ ✓
✓ 

Committee may comment and 
recommend legislative action

✓ 
"Sunset" review 
operates as de 
facto, though 
delayed, veto 

authority

Vermont Statute
Review 

Committee
Must review

Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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Chart 3: 
Legislative

Review

Source of 
Power Reviewers

OPPORTUNITY
FOR REVIEW

CRITERIA POWERS

Coverage Timing
Legality 
and/or 

Procedure

Authority 
and 

Legislative 
Intent

Reasonable, 
Efficient, Effective

Any Relevant 
Factor

Advisory Disapproval Powers Only: 
Comment, Non-Binding Objection, 

Explicit but Normal Legislative 
Powers

Require Agency to 
Conduct Additional 
Hearings or Analysis

Recommend 
Adoption of New 

Rule

Expedited Legislative 
Disapproval (with 

Executive's Signature)

Objection Shifts 
Burdens at Trial Temporarily Suspend Mandatory Approval 

or Veto Power

Virginia Statute

Review 
Committee 

and Standing 
Committees

May review 
(largely 
inactive)

Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓
✓ 

Committee may comment 
and object

✓

✓ 
Committees 
can suspend 

with governor's 
concurrence

Washington Statute
Review 

Committee

May review; 
public can 
petition for 

review

May review 
proposed or 
existing rules

✓ ✓

✓ 
Committee may file formal 

objection, recommend 
governor suspend rule, or 

recommend legislative action

✓

West Virginia Statute
Review 

Committee
Must review

Before rule 
takes effect

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
Full legislature 

has veto power, 
but mandatory 

approval no longer 
required

Wisconsin Statute

Legislative 
Council, 
Standing 

Committees, 
and Review 
Committee

Council 
must review; 
committees 
may review

Council 
reviews initial 
submissions; 

if standing 
committee 

objects, rule 
is suspended 
and referred 

to review 
committee

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Wyoming Statute

Legislative 
Counsel and 
Management 

Council

May review

Rule can take 
effect before 

review is 
completed

✓ ✓
In practice, 
reviews for 

reasonableness

✓ 
Management Council can 

recommend changes to the 
agency and governor, and   
can introduce legislation

✓ 
If Council recommends 

changes, Governor 
can use line-item 

veto power to excise 
problematic portions 
before approving rule
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Chart 4: 
Independent 

Review

Source of 
Power Reviewers

OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR REVIEW

CRITERIA POWERS

Coverage Timing Legality and/
or Procedure

Authority and 
Legislative 

Intent

Reasonable, Efficient, 
Effective

Any Relevant 
Factor

Return with 
Comments or 

Object

Require Agency to 
Conduct Additional 
Hearings or Analysis

Recommend 
Adoption of 

New Rule

Suspend with 
Concurrence of 

Governmentt

Veto with Concurrence of 
Governmentt

Temporarily 
Suspend

Mandatory 
Approval or Veto 

Power

MSAPA 1981 n/a

MSAPA 2007 
Draft

n/a

MSAPA 2010 n/a

Model RFA n/a

Federal Practice n/a

Alabama n/a

Alaska n/a

Arizona n/a

Arkansas n/a

California n/a

Colorado n/a

Connecticut n/a

Delaware n/a

District of 
Columbia

U.S. 
Constitution 
and Statute

U.S. Congress

Reviews all city 
legislation and 

reserves right to 
amend any "law"

Anytime ✓

✓ 
U.S. Congress can reject 

city council statutes by joint 
resolution or pass legislation 
to amend any city law; both 
require presidential signature

Florida Statute
Small Business 

Regulatory Advisory 
Council

Rules with small 
business impacts

Before rule 
is finalized

✓

✓ 
Agencies 

must adopt 
Council 

suggestions 
or explain 

refusal

Georgia n/a

Hawaii
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Small Business 
Regulatory Review 

Board

Rules with small 
business impacts

Multiple: before 
proposal and 
after public 

hearing

✓ 
Review 
criteria 

not clearly 
defined

✓

Idaho n/a

Illinois n/a

Indiana n/a
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Chart 4: 
Independent 

Review

Source of 
Power Reviewers

OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR REVIEW

CRITERIA POWERS

Coverage Timing Legality and/
or Procedure

Authority and 
Legislative 

Intent

Reasonable, Efficient, 
Effective

Any Relevant 
Factor

Return with 
Comments or 

Object

Require Agency to 
Conduct Additional 
Hearings or Analysis

Recommend 
Adoption of 

New Rule

Suspend with 
Concurrence of 

Governmentt

Veto with Concurrence of 
Governmentt

Temporarily 
Suspend

Mandatory 
Approval or Veto 

Power

Iowa n/a

Kansas n/a

Kentucky n/a

Louisiana n/a

Maine n/a

Maryland Statute

Children's 
Environmental Health 

and Protection 
Advisory Council

Rules with 
children's health 

impacts

Before rule is 
proposed

Children's health 
impacts only

✓

Massachusetts n/a

Michigan n/a

Minnesota Statute
Office of 

Administrative 
Hearings

Must review all 
rules

Role depends 
on whether rule 
was published 
with or without 
public hearing

✓ ✓

✓ 
Objection triggers 

additional legislative 
comment period

Mississippi n/a

Missouri Statute
Small Business 

Regulatory Fairness 
Board

Rules with small 
business impacts

Before rule is 
finalized

✓ ✓

Montana n/a

Nebraska n/a

Nevada n/a

New Hampshire n/a

New Jersey n/a

New Mexico Statute

Small Business 
Regulatory Advisory 

Commission 
(established 
but inactive)

New York n/a

North Carolina Statute
Rules Review 
Commission

Must review all 
rules

Before rule is 
finalized

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
RRC can hold 

additional public 
hearings

✓ ✓

North Dakota n/a
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Chart 4: 
Independent 

Review

Source of 
Power Reviewers

OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR REVIEW

CRITERIA POWERS

Coverage Timing Legality and/
or Procedure

Authority and 
Legislative 

Intent

Reasonable, Efficient, 
Effective

Any Relevant 
Factor

Return with 
Comments or 

Object

Require Agency to 
Conduct Additional 
Hearings or Analysis

Recommend 
Adoption of 

New Rule

Suspend with 
Concurrence of 

Governmentt

Veto with Concurrence of 
Governmentt

Temporarily 
Suspend

Mandatory 
Approval or Veto 

Power

Ohio n/a

Oklahoma Statute

Inter-Governmental 
Committee; Small 

Business Regulatory 
Review Committee

Inter-Government 
Committee reviews 

local impacts; 
Small Business 

Committee reviews 
small business 

impacts

After rule is 
proposed

✓ ✓

Oregon n/a

Pennsylvania Statute
Independent 

Regulatory Review 
Commission

Must review 
all rules

Multiple: at 
proposal and at 

finalization
✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
Objection triggers 

additional review by 
Commission and 

legislature

✓ 
Objection can trigger 
expedited disapproval 

process in legislature (requires 
presentment to governor)

✓

Puerto Rico n/a

Rhode Island n/a

South Carolina Statute
Small Business 

Regulatory Review 
Committee

Rules with small 
business impacts

After rule is 
proposed

✓ ✓

✓ 
Committee may 
direct agency to 

prepare economic 
impact statement

South Dakota n/a

Tennessee n/a

Texas n/a

Utah n/a

Vermont n/a

Virginia n/a

Washington n/a

West Virginia n/a

Wisconsin Statute
Small Business 

Regulatory Review 
Board

Rules with small 
business impacts

At proposal ✓ ✓

Wyoming n/a
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Chart 5: 
Periodic
Review

Source of 
Requirement

SCOPE CRITERIA POWERS

Agency's Periodic Review External Review of 
Existing Regulations

Changed Laws or 
Duplication/Conflict

Changed 
Circumstances

Ongoing 
Need Public Complaints Economic Impacts Agency Must 

Re-Justify
Agency Must 
Re-Analyze

Reviewer May 
Rescind Rule

Sunset without Legislative/ 
Executive Re-Approval

MSAPA 1981 Statute All rules, every 7 years

Agency reports are sent to 
reviewers; both legislature and 

governor have discretion to 
review

✓
✓Agency must 

respond to 
criticisms

✓ 
Agency must use 

available data 
to analyze rule's 

effectiveness

✓ 
Governor may rescind 
any portion of any rule

MSAPA 2007 
Draft

Statute
Legislative committee reviews 

existing rules on ongoing 
basis

MSAPA 2010 Statute
Legislative committee 

may review

Model RFA Statute
If small business impact, every 

5 years
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Federal Practice
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

If small business impact, every 
10 years; encouraged for all 

significant rules
✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
(for rules with small 
business impacts)

✓

Alabama n/a

Alaska Executive 
Order

Agencies are instructed to 
develop plans for review

✓

Arizona Statute All rules, every 5 years
Executive committee 

reviews agency reports
✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
Executive review 

committee must approve 
agency reports or rules 

expire

Arkansas Statute Optional

✓ 
(for "unduly 

negative" small 
business impacts)

California
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Occasional executive orders 
require reviews when new 

governor takes office

Any legislative committee 
may petition Office of 

Administrative Law for review

✓ 
(for necessity, 

authority, clarity, 
consistency, 

reference, and 
duplication)

✓ 
Office of Administrative 
Law can order repeal; 
agency can appeal to 

Governor

Colorado Statute
Legislature reviews existing 

rules for conflicts
✓

✓ 
Legislative review 

committee can repeal 
existing rules that 
conflict with new 

statutes

N/A: Though all newly 
enacted rules sunset 
after one year, this 
operates not as a 

periodic review but as a 
delayed legislative veto

Connecticut Statute All rules, every 5 years
Legislative committee reviews 

agency reports
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
Legislative committee 
may request that an 
agency repeal a rule; 
if the agency fails, the 

legislature can introduce 
legislation to require 

repeal

Delaware n/a

District of 
Columbia

n/a
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Chart 5: 
Periodic
Review

Source of 
Requirement

SCOPE CRITERIA POWERS

Agency's Periodic Review External Review of 
Existing Regulations

Changed Laws or 
Duplication/Conflict

Changed 
Circumstances

Ongoing 
Need Public Complaints Economic Impacts Agency Must 

Re-Justify
Agency Must 
Re-Analyze

Reviewer May
 Rescind Rule

Sunset without Legislative/ 
Executive Re-Approval

Florida Statute All rules, every 2 years

Legislative committee 
can review any rule; Small 

Business Regulatory Advisory 
Council can recommend 

reviews

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

N/A: Agencies 
report 

changes to 
legislative 

review 
committee, 
but do not 

have to justify 
continuation 

of rule

Georgia Executive 
Order

Encouraged if small 
business impact

✓

Hawaii Statute
If small business impact, 

every 2 years
Small Business Regulatory 
Review Board can review

✓ ✓ ✓
✓Board reports 
complaints to 

agencies

✓ 
Board reports on 
whether public 

interest outweighs 
rule's effect on 
small business

✓
✓ 

Board can request 
full analysis

Idaho Statute
Legislative committee can 

review any existing rule

✓ 
All rules sunset every 

year unless extended by 
the legislature

Illinois Statute
Legislative committee reviews 

rules every 5 years
✓ ✓ ✓

Indiana Statute All rules, every 7 years ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ (small business 
impacts)

✓ 
All rules sunset every 
7 years; agencies can 
readopt identical rules

Iowa Executive Order 
and Statute

Required if petitioned; 
encouraged for other rules

Optional ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓

Public can petition 
for analysis

✓ 
Legislature can review 

and rescind rules; 
Governor can rescind 
recently enacted rules

Kansas n/a

Kentucky Statute

Legislative committee 
may make non-binding 

determination that existing 
regulation should be amended 

or repealed

Louisiana n/a

Maine Statute
Agency must respond to 
petitions on existing rules 
submitted by 150 voters

100 voters can petition 
legislature to review existing 
rules; legislative committees 
can also review rules by their 

own motion

✓ ✓ ✓

Maryland
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Specific rules scheduled for 
review by Executive Order on 

an 8-year cycle

Legislative review committee 
may comment on agencies' 

evaluation reports
✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
Agencies must 

gather new 
information

Massachusetts
n/a (some ad 

hoc review may 
exist)
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Chart 5: 
Periodic
Review

Source of 
Requirement

SCOPE CRITERIA POWERS

Agency's Periodic Review External Review of 
Existing Regulations

Changed Laws or 
Duplication/Conflict

Changed 
Circumstances

Ongoing 
Need Public Complaints Economic Impacts Agency Must 

Re-Justify
Agency Must 
Re-Analyze

Reviewer May 
Rescind Rule

Sunset without Legislative/ 
Executive Re-Approval

Michigan
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Identify rules for review in 
annual agenda

Public can petition executive 
review office

✓ ✓

Minnesota
Statute and 
Executive 

Order
Encouraged

Local governments can 
petition for reviews and 

can appeal to the Office of 
Administrative Hearings

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
If a review is appealed 
by local governments 

to the Office of 
Administrative Hearings, 
that office can rescind 

rules

Mississippi Statute
All rules, every 5 years 

(but not practiced)

Missouri Statute
Encouraged if small business 
impact; small businesses can 

petition

Small Business Regulatory 
Fairness Board can 
recommend reviews

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Montana Statute All rules, every 2 years Optional

Nebraska n/a

Nevada Statute All rules, every 10 years

New Hampshire Statute All rules, every 8 years

✓ 
All rules sunset every 
8 years; agencies can 
readopt identical rules

New Jersey Statute All rules, every 5 years

✓ 
All rules sunset every 
5 years; agencies can 
readopt identical rules

New Mexico Statute Required, but not enforced

New York
Statute and 
Executive 

Order
All rules, every 5 years

Executive review committee 
sets schedule for agency 

review
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
Review Committee can 

direct repeal

North Carolina n/a

North Dakota Statute
Encouraged for 
obsolete rules

Legislative committee reviews 
for obsolete rules and general 

"dissatisfaction"
✓

Ohio Statute All rules, every 5 years
Legislative committee can 
recommend invalidation by 

two-thirds vote
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

No, but voluntary sunset 
dates recommended by 

executive order 

Oklahoma n/a
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Chart 5: 
Periodic
Review

Source of 
Requirement

SCOPE CRITERIA POWERS

Agency's Periodic Review External Review of 
Existing Regulations

Changed Laws or 
Duplication/Conflict

Changed 
Circumstances

Ongoing 
Need Public Complaints Economic Impacts Agency Must 

Re-Justify
Agency Must 
Re-Analyze

Reviewer May 
Rescind Rule

Sunset without Legislative/ 
Executive Re-Approval

Oregon
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

All rules, every 5 years; 
especially encouraged for 

business impacts
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ 
If five people 

request, agency 
must determine if 

rule is accomplishing 
objectives

Pennsylvania Statute
Independent review 

commission can review and 
recommend changes

✓ ✓ ✓
✓Commission acts 
as clearinghouse 

for complaints
✓

Puerto Rico Statute
If small business impact, 

every 5 years

Ombudsman Office can 
participate in review of rules 
with small business effects

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Rhode Island Statute
If small business impact, 

every 5 years
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

South Carolina Statute
All rules, every 5 years; 

especially for small 
business impacts

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

South Dakota Statute
Legislative committee can 

review existing rules 
[but rarely does]

Tennessee Statute

N/A: Though all newly 
enacted rules sunset 
after one year, this 
operates not as a 

periodic review but as a 
delayed legislative veto

Texas Statute All rules, every 4 years ✓

✓ 
Agencies 

must readopt, 
revise, or 

repeal

Utah Statute All rules, every 5 years
All rules expire every 

year unless reauthorized
✓

✓ 
If agency misses 

deadline for five-year 
review, rules expire

✓ 
All rules sunset every 

year unless extended by 
omnibus legislation or 

executive action

Vermont Statute Optional

✓ 
Legislative committee 
can rescind any rule 
older than 6 years; 

agency can readopt

Virginia
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

If small business impact, 
every 5 years; under current 

Executive Order, all rules, 
every 4 years

Each governor must, by 
executive order, create 

process for 
periodic review

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Washington
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Required for rules with 
economic impacts on more 

than 20% of industries; 
encouraged for other rules

Legislative committee can 
review any rule, and can be 

petitioned to 
review existing rules

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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Chart 5: 
Periodic
Review

Source of 
Requirement

SCOPE CRITERIA POWERS

Agency's Periodic Review External Review of 
Existing Regulations

Changed Laws or 
Duplication/Conflict

Changed 
Circumstances

Ongoing 
Need Public Complaints Economic Impacts Agency Must 

Re-Justify
Agency Must 
Re-Analyze

Reviewer May 
Rescind Rule

Sunset without Legislative/ 
Executive Re-Approval

West Virginia
n/a (small 

business review 
not practiced)

Wisconsin Statute

Legislative committee can 
review and investigate 

meritorious public complaints; 
Small Business Regulatory 
Review Board may review

✓ 
Legislative committee 

can temporarily suspend 
an existing rule under 
review; full legislature 
can make suspension 
permanent by enacting 

statute

Wyoming

n/a (statutory 
power not 
formally 

exercised)
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Chart 6: 
Impact 

Analyses
Requirements

Source of 
Requirements

COVERAGE OF 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
(not including Reg. Flex.)

CONTENTS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
(not including Reg. Flex.)

CONSEQUENCES 
OF ANALYSIS 

(not including Reg. Flex.)

SMALL ENTITY/REGULATORY 
FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS

Other Impact 
Analyses and 
Comparisons

Label Threshold/Trigger
Government 

Costs and 
Benefits

"Economic" Costs 
and Benefits

"Social" Costs and 
Benefits Alternatives Distributional 

Effects

Must Justify 
if Benefits Do 
Not Exceed 

Costs

Reviews and 
Objections 

(excluding court 
challenges)

Coverage Balance

 Reviews and 
Consequences 

(excluding court 
challenges)

MSAPA 1981 Statute
Regulatory 

analysis

Governor, legislative 
committee, local government, 
agency, or 300 people may 

petition

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

MSAPA 2007 Draft Statute
Regulatory 

analysis

All major rules; Governor, 
legislator, local government, 
or agency may petition for 

any rule

✓ ✓ ✓
Only for 

less costly 
methods

✓ 

✓ 
Legislative 

review 
committee can 
object on basis 

of costs

MSAPA 2010 Statute
Regulatory 

analysis
All major rules ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ 
Legislative 

review 
committee 

can object to 
analysis

Model RFA Statute n/a
✓ 

(if adverse impact 
on small business)

Minimize small 
business impacts, 

consistent with health, 
safety, environmental, 

and economic 
welfare, and statutory 

objectives

Department of 
Economic and 

Community 
Development 
(or equivalent) 

assists agencies in 
compliance

Federal Practice
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Cost-benefit 
analysis

All economically or otherwise 
significant rules

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Mentioned 
in law, but in 

practice rarely 
conducted

✓

✓
Office of 

Information 
and Regulatory 
Affairs reviews

✓(if significant 
economic impact 

on substantial 
number of small 

businesses)

Minimize small 
business impacts, 

consistent with 
statutory objectives

Small Business 
Administration gathers 

comments

Analyze impacts 
to federalism, 
environmental 

justice, children's 
health, and 

energy

Alabama Statute Fiscal note
All rules with "economic 

impact" (term is undefined)
✓ ✓ 

✓ 
(emphasis on 
environmental 

and health 
effects)

✓ 
(implied)

✓ 

✓Explain why 
rule is most 

cost-effective, 
efficient, and 

feasible

✓Legislative 
reviews of 

effects on costs 
of goods and 

services

Alaska
Statute and 
Executive 

Order
Fiscal note

Rules with effect on 
government appropriations; 

other cost consideration 
encouraged

Government 
costs

Consideration 
of private costs 

encouraged

✓ 
(all rules)

Encouraged to 
minimize compliance 

costs

Arizona Statute

Economic, small 
business, and 

consumer impact 
statement

All rules with "economic, 
small business, or consumer 
impact" (terms are undefined)

✓ ✓ ✓

Mentioned, 
but mostly 

applies only to 
small business 

impacts

✓ 
✓Public and 

government can 
challenge

✓ 
(if small business 

impact)

List costs and benefits 
to small business; 

must minimize 
impacts where legal 

and feasible

Justify if rule 
exceeds federal 

requirements

Arkansas
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Financial impact 
statement

Scope left to agency 
discretion

✓ 
Content largely 
left to agency 

discretion

✓
(if small business 

impact)

List top three benefits; 
emphasis on selecting 
least costly, market-
based, or voluntary 

alternatives

Non-binding review 
of analysis and rule's 
impacts by Economic 

Development 
Commission

Compare 
neighboring 

states
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Chart 6: 
Impact 

Analyses
Requirements

Source of 
Requirements

COVERAGE OF 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
(not including Reg. Flex.)

CONTENTS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
(not including Reg. Flex.)

CONSEQUENCES 
OF ANALYSIS 

(not including Reg. Flex.)

SMALL ENTITY/REGULATORY 
FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS

Other Impact 
Analyses and 
Comparisons

Label Threshold/Trigger
Government 

Costs and 
Benefits

"Economic" Costs 
and Benefits

"Social" Costs and 
Benefits Alternatives Distributional 

Effects

Must Justify 
if Benefits Do 
Not Exceed 

Costs

Reviews and 
Objections 

(excluding court 
challenges)

Coverage Balance

 Reviews and 
Consequences 

(excluding court 
challenges)

California
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Economic and 
Fiscal Impact 

Statement
All rules ✓ ✓ 

✓ 
(focus on 
business 
impacts)

✓Department of 
Finance reviews 
fiscal impacts

✓(if significant, 
adverse 

economic impact 
on business 
statewide)

Identify affected 
business types, tailor 

requirements to 
scale, consider small 
business alternatives

For reporting 
requirements, the 

need must justify the 
costs

Analyze housing 
cost and 

impacts to job 
and business 
creation; if an 
environmental 
rule is more 

stringent than 
federal standard, 
the benefits must 
justify the costs

Colorado Statute
Regulatory 

analysis
By petition ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

No, but 
guiding 

principle is 
to consider 

costs in 
relation to 
benefits

✓(executive 
reviewer can 

request analysis 
if negative impact 
on competition or 
small business)

List top three benefits; 
emphasis on selecting 
least costly, market-
based, or voluntary 

alternatives

Non-binding review 
by executive branch; 
agencies sometimes 
withdraw rules before 

proposal because 
of potential negative 

small business 
impacts

Connecticut Statute Fiscal note All rules ✓ ✓(if small business 
impact)

Minimize small 
business impacts, 

consistent with health, 
safety, and welfare

Department of 
Economic and 

Community 
Development and 

legislative committees 
may advise agency

Delaware Statute n/a ✓(all rules)

Tailor to individuals 
and small businesses, 

but consider the 
public impact and 

administrative costs of 
exemptions

District of 
Columbia

n/a

Florida Statute
Statement 

of Estimated 
Regulatory Costs

Triggered if public suggests 
a lower-cost alternative; 
encouraged for all rules

✓
Direct 

compliance 
costs only

✓

Legislative 
committee can 

review cost 
estimates; 
in practice, 
economic 
analysis is 

not a factor in 
regulatory review

✓(analysis is 
required if small 

business impact; 
encouraged for all 

rules)

Select lowest-
cost alternative 

while "substantially 
accomplishing 

objectives"  

Small Business 
Council reviews 

and can appeal to 
legislature, though 

agency can ignore the 
recommendations.  
Office of Tourism, 

Trade, and Economic 
Development also 

reviews.

Georgia Statute n/a
✓(if any economic 

impact on any 
business)

Minimize impact 
where legal and 
consistent with 

objectives; no real 
analysis of costs or 

benefits

Agencies must 
coordinate with 

Office of Planning 
and Budget on small 

business plans
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
(not including Reg. Flex.)

CONTENTS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
(not including Reg. Flex.)

CONSEQUENCES 
OF ANALYSIS 

(not including Reg. Flex.)

SMALL ENTITY/REGULATORY 
FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS

Other Impact 
Analyses and 
Comparisons

Label Threshold/Trigger
Government 

Costs and 
Benefits

"Economic" Costs 
and Benefits

"Social" Costs and 
Benefits Alternatives Distributional 

Effects

Must Justify 
if Benefits Do 
Not Exceed 

Costs

Reviews and 
Objections 

(excluding court 
challenges)

Coverage Balance

 Reviews and 
Consequences 

(excluding court 
challenges)

Hawaii
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

AD 09-01 
Statement

All rules ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Focus is 
mostly on 

small business 
impacts

✓(if small business 
impact)

Quantify economic 
costs and benefits 

and select least 
restrictive alternative

Public petition can 
allege failure to 

consider impacts 
and appeal to Small 
Business Regulatory 

Review Board, whose 
powers are generally 

advisory

Justify if more 
stringent than 
comparable 

federal or state 
standards

Idaho Statute and 
Practice

Fiscal impact 
statement

All rules.  Legislative review 
committee may request 
a fuller economic impact 

statement, but rarely used.

✓

By practice, 
agencies 
describe 
affected 

citizens, but not 
their particular 

benefits or 
burdens

✓Governor's 
Division of 
Financial 

Management  
reviews

Illinois Statute
Economic and 

Budgetary Effects 
Analysis

If legislative review committee 
requests

✓ ✓ 
✓Legislative 
committee 

reviews

✓(If Department of 
Commerce feels it 
is warranted or if 

petitioned)

Reduce impacts, 
where legal and 
feasible, to small 

business, small non-
profits, and small 

municipalities

Legislative review 
committee can 

object to rule for 
not minimizing small 
business burdens

Indiana
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Fiscal impact 
statement/cost-
benefit analysis

All rules.  Economic impact on 
regulated parties greater than 
$500,000 triggers additional 

review.

✓ ✓ 

In practice, 
indirect costs 

and benefits are 
not required, 
and social 

benefits are not 
quantified

✓ 
In practice, 

informal at best
✓

✓Office of 
Management 
and Budget 

reviews

✓(if small business 
impact)

Must justify any cost 
to small business not 
expressly required by 

law

Economic 
Development 

Corporation can 
review and make 
recommendations

Iowa
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Fiscal impact 
statement; 
Regulatory 

analysis

All rules recieve fiscal impact 
statement.  Petitions trigger 

fuller regulatory analysis.

✓ 
(fiscal impact 
statement)

✓ 
(fiscal impact 
statement)

✓ 
(regulatory 
analysis)

✓ 
(regulatory 
analysis)

✓ 
(regulatory 
analysis)

✓
✓Legislative 
committee 

reviews

✓(if petitioned and 
if substantial small 
business impact)

Full analysis of 
quantitative and 

qualitative impacts; 
pursue small business 

exemptions where 
legal, feasible, and 

consistent with 
statutory objectives

Legislative committee 
gives high review 
priority to rules 

that impact small 
businesses

Kansas Statute
Economic impact 

statement

All rules.  Legislative review 
committee may request 
expanded statement.

Costs for all; 
benefits for 
expanded 
statement

Costs for all; 
benefits for 
expanded 
statement

Encouraged 
for costs; 

required for 
environmental 

benefits of 
environmental 

rules

Only for less 
intrusive 

alternatives

Focus on 
distribution of 

costs

✓Legislature 
reviews but 

has no direct 
authority to 
reject rules

Justify if rule 
exceeds federal 

requirements

Kentucky Statute
Regulatory 

impact analysis; 
Fiscal note

All rules ✓ ✓ 

✓Legislative 
Research 

Commission 
reviews

✓(all rules)

Must "tier" rule when 
possible to reduce 
disproportionate 

impacts, especially for 
small businesses and 

local governments

Comments from 
Commission on Small 
Business Advocacy 

or government 
entities receive special 

attention

Justify if rule 
exceeds federal 

requirements
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and Benefits
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Must Justify 
if Benefits Do 
Not Exceed 
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Objections 

(excluding court 
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Coverage Balance

 Reviews and 
Consequences 

(excluding court 
challenges)

Louisiana Statute

Fiscal impact 
statement; 

Economic impact 
statement

All rules ✓ ✓ 

✓Legislative 
Fiscal Office 
approves all 
statements

✓(if small business 
impact)

Consider "without 
limitation" exemptions 
that would still achieve 

objectives

Notify Department 
of Economic 

Development of intent

Family impact 
statement

Maine Statute

Fiscal impact 
statement; 

economic impact 
statement

All rules require fiscal impact 
statement.  Impact of $1 

million triggers fuller economic 
impact statement.

✓ (fiscal impact 
statement)

✓ 
(economic 

impact 
statement)

✓
(economic 

impact 
statement; 
in practice, 

benefits are not 
discussed in 

detail)

✓ ✓(if adverse small 
business impact)

Describe any less 
intrusive alternatives 

that achieve regulatory 
purpose

Maryland Statute
Economic impact 

statement
All rules ✓ ✓ 

Not required 
by statute, but 

sometimes 
discussed in 

practice

✓(if meaningful 
economic impact 
on small business)

Fuller economic 
analysis, including 

costs to goods 
and services; 

workforce; housing 
costs; investment; 
competition; and 
consumer choice

Department of 
Legislative Services 
can help develop 

analysis and comment 
on analysis

Massachusetts
Executive 
Order and 

Statute

Economic 
analysis

In practice, for rules with 
substantial costs

✓ ✓ 

✓Department of 
Administration 
and Finance 

must approve

✓(if significant 
small business 

impact)

Consider 
appropriateness 
of performance 
standards, and 

otherwise minimize 
costs

Small Business 
Advocate can 

comment

Michigan
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Regulatory 
Impact Statement

All rules ✓ ✓ ✓ 
✓ (specifically 

including 
market-based)

✓ ✓

✓State Office of 
Administrative 
Hearings and 
Rules must 

approve

✓(if any 
disproportionate 
impacts on small 

business)

Reduce 
disproportionate 
impacts on small 

business;  analyze the 
negative impacts to 

the public of any small 
business exemptions

Compare parallel 
federal rules and 

accreditation 
association 
standards

Minnesota Statute
Statement 

of Need and 
Reasonableness

All rules ✓ ✓ 
Costs of not 

adopting
✓ ✓ ✓Governor's 

office reviews

Compare to 
existing federal 

standards

Mississippi Statute
Economic impact 

statement

All new rules and all 
"significant" amendments, 

meaning $100,000 in 
compliance costs

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Impacts to 
small business 

included in general 
economic impact 

statement

Missouri Statute Fiscal note
If impact is greater 

than $500
✓ 

Compliance 
costs only

Limited 
classification of 
businesses by 

type

✓(if small business 
impact)

Determine 
practicability of less-
restrictive alternatives 
that achieve the same 

results

Small Business 
Regulatory Fairness 
Board reviews new 
rules and whether 

existing rules create 
barrier to business 

that outweighs public 
benefits
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Coverage Balance

 Reviews and 
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(excluding court 
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Montana Statute
Economic impact 

statement
By request of legislature ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓Determine 
whether rule 

efficiently 
allocates 

public and 
private 

resources

Impacts to 
small business 

included in general 
economic impact 

statement

Nebraska Statute
Fiscal impact 

statement
All rules ✓ Costs only

Nevada Statute Notice of intent All rules ✓ ✓(if small business 
impact)

Estimate adverse and 
beneficial economic 
impacts; consider 
"without limitation" 
methods to reduce 

impact

Small businesses 
can petition for failure 

to prepare or for 
underestimation

New Hampshire Statute
Fiscal impact 

statement
All rules ✓ ✓ 

Statute calls 
for narrative; in 

practice, indirect 
benefits rarely 

quantified

✓Legislative 
committee 

reviews

Impacts to small 
and independent 
business included 
in general impact 

statement

New Jersey
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Socio-economic 
impact statement

All rules ✓ ✓ ✓ 
✓(if small business 

impact)

Minimize small 
business impacts, 

consistent with 
statutory objectives

Analyze impacts 
to housing, 

smart growth, 
jobs, agriculture, 
and small cities;  

justify if rule 
exceeds federal 

requirements

New Mexico n/a

New York
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Regulatory 
impact statement

All rules.  Governor's Office 
of Regulatory Reform can 

require cost-benefit analysis 
or other impact analyses.

✓  

Compliance 
costs only.  
GORR can 
require fuller 
cost-benefit 

analysis

Statement of 
needs and 

benefits.  GORR 
can require fuller 

cost-benefit 
analysis

✓ 

✓GORR 
reviews 
whether 
benefits 

outweigh 
costs

✓GORR reviews

✓(if impact to small 
business, local 
government, or 

rural areas)

Estimate costs and 
technological feasibility 

of compliance; 
minimize burdens 

consistent with public 
health, safety, and 

welfare

Analyze 
employment 

impacts

North Carolina Statute and 
Practice

Fiscal note
If government impact or 

"substantial" economic impact 
($3 million)

✓ ✓ 

✓ 
(benefits 

discussed by 
practice)

✓ 
(by practice)

✓ 

✓Office of State 
Budget and 

Management 
approves 

accuracy of 
analysis, but 

does not judge 
rule content

By practice, fiscal 
note discusses 

small businesses

North Dakota Statute
Regulatory 

analysis

$50,000 impact to regulated 
community, or by request of 

governor or any legislator
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓(if impact to small 
business, small 
organizations, 

or small political 
subdivisions)

Minimize impacts, 
consistent with 

health, safety, and 
welfare; detail costs 

and benefits to 
private persons and 

consumers

Prepare a takings 
statement (which 

must find that 
benefits exceed 
possible legal 

costs)
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(excluding court 
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Coverage Balance

 Reviews and 
Consequences 

(excluding court 
challenges)

Ohio
Statute and 
Executive 

Order
Fiscal analysis All rules ✓  

Compliance 
costs only

Legislative 
review 

committee can 
ask for any other 

information

✓Legislative 
committee 

reviews

Local government 
impacts get 

additional analysis.  
Agencies are 
to consider 

cumulative effects 
on businesses and 
competitiveness.

If appropriate, 
agencies must create 

small business 
exemptions

Office of Small 
Business and 

legislative committee 
on small business can 

review

Oklahoma Statute
Rule impact 
statement

All rules (unless Governor 
waives)

✓ ✓ 

✓(health, 
safety, and 

environmental 
effects)

✓
(emphasis on 

less costly and 
non-regulatory 

alternatives)

✓ 

✓(consider effects 
on various types 

of businesses 
and government 

entities)

Minimize impacts, 
except where 

prohibited

Agencies must call 
for comments on 
compliance costs

Consider possible 
effects on 

consumers

Oregon Statute
Fiscal impact 

statement
All rules ✓ Costs only

✓If 10 people 
object to a fiscal 
statement, the 
agency must 
convene a 

public advisory 
committee (if it 
did not already)

✓(if significant, 
adverse effect on 
small business)

Minimize impacts, 
consistent with health 

and safety

Select agencies 
must analyze 
housing costs

Pennsylvania
Statute and 
Executive 

Order

Regulatory 
analysis

All rules ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓Governor's 
office and 

independent 
review 

committee both 
review

Needs of small 
business, farmers, 
minorities, other 

groups considered 
in regulatory 

analysis

Independent review 
committee considers 

impact on public 
interest of creating 

small business 
exemptions

Justify if rule 
exceeds federal 
requirements; 
compare to 

other states and 
assess effect on 
competitiveness

Puerto Rico Statute n/a
✓(if substantial 

economic impact 
on small business)

Consider impacts and 
alternatives

Office of Ombudsman 
reviews

Rhode Island Statute n/a

✓(if substantial 
economic impact 
on small business, 

identified by 
Governor or 
Economic 

Development 
Committee)

Minimize burdens 
"without limitations," 

consistent with health, 
safety, environmental 
and economic welfare

Economic 
Development 

Committee can review

South Carolina Statute

Statement 
of Need and 

Reasonableness; 
Assessment 

Report

All rules include statement of 
need.  Budget and Control 

Board prepares assessment 
report if requested by two 

legislators and if substantial 
economic impact.

✓ 
(plus optional 

study of 
revenue 
sources)

✓

✓ 
(emphasis on 
environmental 

and health 
effects)

✓ 

Optional 
description 

of who bears 
costs and who 

will benefit

✓Explain why 
rule is most 

cost-effective, 
efficient, and 

feasible

✓(if requested by 
Small Business 

Regulatory Review 
Committee)

Minimize impacts
Small Business 

Regulatory Review 
Committee reviews

Optional 
employment 

and competition 
analysis
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Coverage Balance
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(excluding court 
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South Dakota Statute Fiscal note All rules ✓ ✓(if small business 
impact)

Analyze impacts, 
using readily available 

information and 
existing resources

Tennessee Statute
Fiscal impact 

statement
All rules ✓ ✓(if small business 

impact)

Minimize impacts 
consistent with 

health, safety, and 
well-being; analyze 

effect of creating small 
business exemptions

Texas Statute Fiscal note All rules ✓ ✓ ✓
✓(if adverse, 

economic impact 
on small business)

Minimize impacts 
consistent with health, 
safety, environmental, 
and economic welfare

Analyze local 
employment 

impacts 
and major 

environmental 
rules

Utah
Statute and 
Executive

 Order
Rule analyses All rules ✓ ✓ 

✓
(non-fiscal 
impacts to 
citizens, 

businesses, and 
governments)

✓(if measurable, 
negative small 

business impact, 
or if public testifies 
that rule will cost 
one day's gross 

receipts)

Consider means to 
reduce impact

Vermont Statute
Economic impact 

statement
All rules ✓ 

Greenhouse 
gases only; by 
practice, other 

social costs 
and benefits 
sometimes 
discussed

✓ ✓ 

No, but must 
conclude that 
rule is most 
appropriate 

method

✓Legislative 
review 

committee can 
object

✓ (if rule regulates 
small business)

Reduce impacts 
without significantly 

reducing effectiveness 
of rule or increasing 

risk to health, 
safety, welfare, or 

environment

Greenhouse gas 
impact statement, 

local schools 
impact statement

Virginia
Statute and 
Executive

 Order

Notice and 
economic impact 

analysis
All rules ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

By practice, 
some 

analysis for 
socioeconomic 
status impacts

✓Department 
of Planning and 
Budget prepares 

economic 
analysis; 
agencies 

review analysis; 
Governor and 

others approve 
rule

✓ (if adverse, 
economic impact 
on small business)

Minimize impacts 
consistent with health, 
safety, environmental, 
and economic welfare

Analyze impact on 
private property 

and families

Washington Statute
Cost-benefit 

analysis

Significant rules from select 
agencies, or by request of 

legislative review committee
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓
(if more than minor 

small business 
costs)

Compare small 
business compliance 

costs with largest 
ten percent of 

businesses; reduce 
disproportionate 
impacts where 

feasible and legal

Must coordinate 
to extent possible 

with analogous 
federal, state, and 

local laws
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 Reviews and 
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(excluding court 
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West Virginia Statute Fiscal note All rules ✓ 

By practice, 
nothing beyond 

fiscal effects 
to government 

normally 
considered

✓(if adverse, 
economic impact 
on small business)

Process may be 
inactive

Small Business 
Development Center 

is inactive

Wisconsin Statute
Fiscal estimate; 

Economic impact 
report

All rules include fiscal 
estimate.  Petition for 

economic impact report of 
certain agencies if rule has $2 

million in compliance costs 
over 5 years or other adverse 
impacts on economy, health, 

environment

✓
(fiscal estimate)

✓(economic 
impact report)

✓(particularly 
health and 

environment)

Initial scoping 
statement 

must analyze 
alternatives

Initial scoping 
statement must 
list all entities 

potentially 
affected

✓ Department of 
Administration 
must approve 

(economic 
analysis never 

ordered)

✓(if small business 
impact)

Analysis includes as 
much information 
as can be feasibly 

obtained with existing 
resources, including 

the costs and 
benefits of proposed 

exemptions

Small Business 
Regulatory Review 
Board uses cost-
benefit analysis to 
determine fiscal 

effects

Scoping 
statement; 

comparison with 
federal rules 

and neighboring 
states; housing 

impact report and 
electricity impact 

report

Wyoming n/a
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Patterns and Trends

Consistency and Continuity:  A predictable but nonetheless important conclusion is that practice 
and paper do not always match up.  In nearly every state, at least some element of the legally 
required structure is not followed in practice; in a few states, substantial features of the review 
process occur regularly but are not codified in any law.

Part of the story is resource constraints.  Very few state agencies have economists to assist with 
the preparation of impact analyses.  Some states, like Connecticut, are recovering from a recent 
and unexpectedly large retirement of experienced rule writers.  Many more states face continuity 

problems with their rule reviewers:  legislators (and their 
staff) are voted in and out of office; review committees’ 
priorities and activity levels shift with rotating 
committee chairs; new gubernatorial administrations 
sweep into office with little knowledge of the previous 
occupant’s formal and informal practices.  Continuity, 
turnover, and the inability to build on experience are real 
obstacles to consistent and effective regulatory review.

That problem with consistency also challenges the 
accepted narrative on the spread and value of regulatory 
flexibility acts.  The U.S. Small Business Administration 
reports that the vast majority of states have adopted 
at least part of its model regulatory flexibility act, and 
indeed most have.  But while small business initiatives 
remain popular and good politics in most states, some 
states have let their small business reviews lapse, either 
in law or in practice.  For example, after a change 
of administrations in West Virginia, the previous 
governor’s attention to small business impacts was all but 
forgotten.  In several other states, small business review 

commissions are relatively inactive or essentially defunct, and in most the effect of small business 
review on actual rule content remains unclear.

Power Dynamics:  Especially compared to the federal system, the main locus of regulatory 
review in the states is much more likely to be the legislature.  As state legislatures transformed 
themselves from part-time, semi-professional bodies into more powerful entities, legislatures 
used regulatory review as a tactic for asserting themselves as a co-equal branch of government.  
Regulatory review sometimes becomes the battlefield for an adversarial relationship between 
the legislature and the governor.  One recent and high profile conflict broke out in 2007 in 
Illinois, when Governor Rod Blagojevich’s refusal to comply with a legislative veto of health care 
regulation led to litigation and added to the articles of impeachment filed against him.

As Chapter Two previewed, reports of the death of the legislative veto may have been premature.  
Though a fair number of state courts have found that power to be unconstitutional, not all have.  
Idaho’s Supreme Court held that its legislative veto passed constitutional muster, and states like 
Wisconsin have found at least limited suspension powers were constitutional.  In other states, 
such as North Carolina, the courts have so far declined to rule on their review structures.

 “I believe less than 
10 rules were actually 

reviewed by the 
[New Mexico Small 

Business Regulatory 
Advisory Commission] 
in the short time that it 
met regularly.  During 
that time period, over 
800 rule actions took 

place.”
—John Martinez, 

Director of New Mexico’s 
Administrative Law Division
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Constitutional amendments are another route back to the legislative veto.  The voters of 
Michigan and South Dakota amended their constitutions to explicitly allow for committee 
suspensions during legislative interim sessions, and Connecticut, Iowa, Nevada, and New Jersey 
all amended their constitutions to permit legislative vetoes.

But even quite recently, states are using regular statutes to grant their legislature enhanced 
review powers:  Illinois did so in 2004, and Nevada in 2009.  Other states have more creatively 
overcome potential constitutional problems.  North Dakota granted its review committee a veto 
power in 1995, but also built in a backup system, through which its committee automatically 
reverts to having only suspension powers if a state court ever rules the veto is unconstitutional.  
West Virginia’s legislature now no longer delegates any real rulemaking authority, reserving 
the right to approve all requests to promulgate a rule (though lack of action constitutes default 
approval).  And both Colorado and Tennessee have tied their review committee’s powers to a 
short sunset period:  all rules automatically expire unless the legislature chooses to extend them.

Whether state legislatures are actually using their enhanced review powers is another matter.  
Legal review powers do not necessarily dictate level of activity: some legislatures with only 
advisory powers are quite active, whereas some legislatures with veto power are relatively 
inactive. Sometimes limitation on formal authority simply prompts expanded use of informal 
powers of persuasion, an outcome that might undermine transparency.  For example, Ohio’s 
legislative review committee cannot formally recommend rule changes and can only recommend 
that the full legislature invalidate a rule (which only blocks the rule from going forward for 
two years).  As a result, Ohio’s legislature may pursue informal communications in an attempt 
to persuade agencies to change the content of rules.  These off-the-record negotiations may 
substitute for more transparent talks open to the public.

Balance:  Nearly all states at least purport to treat repeals of existing rules the same as proposals 
for new rules, and the vast majority clearly include “repeals” in the definition of “rule” under the 
state Administrative Procedure Act.  But a few do not.  For example, New Hampshire set up an 
expedited process for the legislative review of repeals, and Virginia has recently expanded its fast-
track rulemaking process to cover deregulation.  Arizona exempted deregulatory proposals from 
its recent rulemaking moratorium, and some deregulatory rules are exempt from impact analysis 
requirements.  Similarly, Minnesota’s governor explicitly does not review repeals.  In practice, 
repeals still may not receive the same level of scrutiny as proposals in many other states as well.

A similar lack of balance persists among regulatory impact analyses.  While analyses often focus 
on fiscal impacts to government and economic impacts to regulated parties, benefits frequently 
remain an afterthought.  In addition to and compounding the resource problem highlighted 
above is the lack of a reasonable threshold to trigger analytical requirements.  When agencies are 
told to conduct thorough economic analysis of all rules but given no additional resources, the 
inevitable result is incomplete and inconsistent analysis.  Tiering the required level of analysis, so 
that all rules get basic assessments but only the most significant rules get full analysis, would be 
a good start.  But that partial solution must be paired with increased resources.  Exceedingly few 
agencies report ever using economists or building economic models to predict costs and benefits.  
Much more frequently, agencies use the limited data they have to take a best guess, and rely on 
public stakeholders to object to and refine that estimate.  Given these resource constraints, it is 
no surprise that benefits do not receive equal analytical attention.
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Missing and Underground:  Due to cumbersome rulemaking procedures or sheer habit, 
agencies in several states prefer to use guidance documents—sometimes called “underground 
regulations”—in lieu of regular rules.  Several states, such as Arizona, Florida, California, and 
Washington, have adopted a variety of procedures to combat this persistent problem.  Reviewers 
may have authority to declare that guidance documents should be turned into rules, or agencies 
may face deadlines for issuing rules to implement a recently enacted statute.  No dominant 
strategy has emerged as clearly victorious in the fight against underground regulations.

The deadlines for rulemaking may generally help prevent agency inaction.  But more typically, 
the public is left with the responsibility of identifying necessary but missing regulations.  Nearly 
all states have used their Administrative Procedure Act to establish a centralized process through 
which the public can petition any agency for any rulemaking.  Only a small numbers of states 
have no mechanism for public petition.3  But equally few states allow for the public to appeal 
denied petitions to a review entity.4

Successes:  This chapter has painted a rather grim picture of regulatory review in the states.  In 
fact, some states feature innovative review designs, consistent practices, and success stories.    
Those highlights are detailed in the state-by-state summaries found in Chapter Eight.  Most 
states are eager to build on those successes, to create a more efficient rulemaking process that 
delivers more effective rules to their citizens.  States may have a long way to go on reforming their 
regulatory review structures, but after the next few chapters, the path ahead should at least be 
clearer.
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Notes
1 Interview with George Tekel & Adam Cole, General Counsel, Cal. Dept. of Insurance, July 12, 2010.
2 On public participation, see generally Neal Woods, Promoting Participation? An Examination of Rulemaking 

Notification and Access Procedures, 69 Pub. Admin. Rev. 518, 520 (2009) (in 0 states, public hearings must be held 
by reviewing entity before proposal; in 9 states, public hearings must be held by reviewing entity before adoption; 
in 30 states, public has the right to present written comments to reviewing entity; in 25 states, public has the right 
to present oral comments to reviewing entity; in 22 states, public may petition reviewing entity to hold a hearing; 
in 12 states, public may petition agency to prepare detailed economic analysis; in 6 states, public may petition 
reviewing entity to prepare detailed economic analysis; in 42 states, public may petition agency for rulemaking; in 
15 states, public may petition reviewing entity for rulemaking).

3 See Virginia Admin. Law Advisory Comm., Report of the Subcommittee to Study Petitions for Rulemaking 3 
(2001) (reporting on a 50-state survey, which found 10 states did not have any codified provisions for public 
petition for agency rules); see also Woods, supra note 2, at 520 (in 42 states, public may petition agency for 
rulemaking).  States that lack a public petition mechanism include Kansas, Mississippi, New York, North Dakota, 
and New Mexico (which does not even have a generally applicable Administrative Procedure Act).

4 For example, California, Iowa, and Maine.  Several more states permit appeals that concern rules impacting small 
businesses.
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Alabama

Alabama’s regulatory review structure aims to “strike a fair balance” between “increase[d] public 
accountability of administrative agencies” and “the need for efficient, economical, and effective 
government administration.”1  Though the requirements on paper contain some ambitious and 
admirable elements—especially with regard to economic analysis—those requirements may not 
always be realized in practice.

Alabama’s Process on Paper

Legislative Review: The legislature’s Joint Committee on Administrative Regulation Review 
(“JCARR”) reviews all proposed rules.  JCARR is a joint standing legislative committee made up 
of the Legislative Council.2  JCARR is instructed to study and hold public hearings on all proposed 
rules.  JCARR can then take four action:  (1) approve the rule or accept by acquiescence; (2) 
allow the agency to withdraw the rule for purposes of amendment; (3) disapprove the rule; or (4) 
disapprove the rule with a proposed amendment.3  Rules cannot take effect until they have gone 
through the legislative review process, but thirty-five days of committee silence on a rule is a de 
facto approval of the rule.4 

The criteria for JCARR’s review are outlined by statute.  Considerations include whether absence 
of the rule would jeopardize the public health, safety, or welfare; whether a reasonable relationship 
exists between the state’s police power and the ends sought by the rule; whether less restrictive 
means would be adequate; what direct and indirect effect the rule has on the cost of goods and 
services; a comparison of the harm resulting from expected increases in cost of goods or services, 
with the harm resulting from an absence of the rule; and whether the rule’s primary purpose as 
well as primary effect is to protect the public.  JCARR is also granted discretion to consider any 
other criteria deemed appropriate.5

If JCARR disapproves a rule, it must notify the agency.  Any disapproved rule is suspended 
until the adjournment of the next regular session of the legislature (unless the legislature ends 
the suspension earlier by resolution).  On the first day of the legislature’s regular session, JCARR 
introduces a joint resolution to sustain its disapproval of the rule:  the full legislature must 
ratify the disapproval to permanently nullify the rule;6 such joint resolutions are subject to the 
governor’s signature or veto.  If the legislature fails to approve the joint resolution, a disapproved 
rule is reinstated on the adjournment of the legislative session.7 

State-by-State Summaries

Chapter Eight
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Fiscal Note:  Agencies must prepare a fiscal note for all rules with an “economic impact.”8  The fiscal 
note must detail, inter alia:  

•	 the need or expected benefit of the rule;

•	 a determination of the costs and benefits associated with the regulation and an explana-
tion of why the regulation is considered to be the most cost effective, efficient, and fea-
sible means to achieve the intended purpose; 

•	 the effects on the cost of living and doing business, competition, and employment; 

•	 the short- and long-term economic impact upon all persons substantially affected, in-
cluding an analysis of which persons bear the costs and which will benefit directly or 
indirectly; 

•	 the uncertainties associated with the estimation of particular benefits and burdens and 
the difficulties involved in the comparison of qualitatively and quantitatively dissimilar 
benefits and burdens; and

•	 the effect of the regulation on the environment and public health, and the detrimental 
effect on the environment and public health if the regulation is not implemented.9

Fiscal notes must accompany the Notice of Intended Actions submitted to JCARR for review, but 
are not expressly listed among the materials that agencies must disclose to the public.10

Alabama’s Process in Practice

Though JCARR only has the power to temporarily suspend a rule, all evidence suggests that 
the legislature has never failed to sustain JCARR’s disapproval of a rule.11  The practical effect is 
to give JCARR significant control over the substance of regulations.  However, JCARR usually 
reserves its review powers for controversial rules that attract public attention:  JCARR hearings are 
typically prompted by concerns raised by affected members of the public, rather than by the direct 
objections of JCARR members or staff.12  JCARR is staffed by the Legislative Reference Service, 
and “review of administrative rules is a very small part of [LRS’s] operations.”13

There is no statutory procedure for periodic review of 
regulations by JCARR or agencies.  The legislature can 
of course review any existing regulation post-enactment, 
but such reviews are done on a case-by-case basis by the 
legislature, not systematically by JCARR.14

The public plays a clear role in JCARR’s review process, 
with some JCARR hearings filled to capacity.15  But for 
anyone not in attendance, it may be difficult to discern 
JCARR’s rationale for any particular action, since JCARR 
does not generally issue a formal statement explaining 
its votes.16  Complicating matters and further reducing 
transparency, JCARR is authorized to disapprove a rule 
on the basis of any criteria it deems appropriate.

“Review of 
administrative rules 
is a very small part 
of [the Legislative 

Reference Service’s] 
operations.”

—Jerry Bassett, Director 
of Alabama’s Legislative 

Reference Service
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Fiscal notes and other materials submitted by agencies to JCARR are also not consistently available 
to the public.  While agencies and the Legislative Reference Service supposedly make fiscal notes 
accessible to the public,17 few such documents are available online, nor are they published in the 
Alabama Administrative Monthly.18

On the transmittal sheets agencies submit to JCARR, agencies are asked specific questions about 
each of JCARR’s statutory review criteria:  for example, “Would the absence of the proposed rule 
significantly harm or endanger the public health, welfare, or safety?”19  But agencies only supply 
simple “yes” or “no” responses to these complex questions.20  While the questions are highly 
relevant, the answers can leave something to be desired.  

The small handful of recent and readily available fiscal notes suggests that even some of the more 
thorough economic analyses fall short of the promise of Alabama’s Administrative Procedure 
Act.  Though costs, benefits, and even distributional effects are discussed in qualitative terms, 
quantification and analytical support is limited, and there is no real analysis of alternative options 
that might better maximize net benefits.21  Much more disconcerting is the lack of consistency on 
when agencies label rules as having an “economic impact”:  some rules with annual effects as low 
as $3,000 are analyzed,22 while others with arguably equal or greater impacts do not include a fiscal 
note.23

Analysis and Grade

Giving Alabama the benefit of the doubt on the implementation of its economic analysis 
requirements, Alabama’s Guiding Principles Grade is a C.

As written and in practice, Alabama’s requirements are not reasonable given resources.  The 
analytical burden of the fiscal note technically applies to any rule with any “economic impact,” 
which nearly every rule could have in theory.  In practice, the lack of a realistic threshold has led 
to inconsistent application.  Neither statute nor court case has defined “economic impact,” leaving 
agencies to interpret the term ad hoc.  Additionally, giving JCARR just thirty-five days per rule to 
review every proposed rule may not be sufficient time, as evidenced by the fact that JCARR tends 
to only review rules specifically brought to its attention by the public.  Admittedly in tension with 
the reasonableness of the requirements, the thirty-five day cap on JCARR’s review period at least 
establishes some protection against delay.

Though perhaps not always realized in practice, Alabama’s structure at least has the potential to 
calibrate rather than always just check regulations.  JCARR’s review criteria ask about harm from 
not having the rule, and the fiscal note must explain why the regulation is most cost-effective, 
efficient, and feasible option.  

But JCARR’s powers are not exercised consistently.  Instead, JCARR hearings are mostly triggered 
by public protest over specific rules.  Alabama’s statutes do give JCARR an impressive and specific 
list of criteria for review, but any specificity is swamped by the final catch-all authority to review 
for any appropriate reason, and is further undermined by JCARR’s failure to disclosure its reasons 
for action.  Alabama’s process would benefit in general from greater transparency.  Though JCARR 
meetings are public and sometimes crowded, economic analysis and transmittal sheets are hard to 
obtain, and JCARR does not disclosure its reasons for disapproving a rule.

Alabama’s process focuses almost exclusively on the preparation and legislative review of new 
regulations.  JCARR’s mandate does not include promoting inter-agency coordination or 
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combating inaction, and Alabama has no formal periodic review procedures.

Finally, Alabama’s economic analysis requirements are ambitious on paper, though they may 
not always translate to practice.  The fiscal note requirements mention indirect benefits and 
qualitative factors, and they especially emphasize environmental and public health effects.  While 
not explicitly mandating analysis of alternatives, the requirements do call for an explanation of 
why the regulation chosen is most cost-effective, efficient, and feasible.  The specific inclusion 
of language on uncertainty and distribution is especially impressive.  Given the strong paper 
structure, Alabama receives favorable marks here, but economic analysis is not well-integrated 
into the decisionmaking process; fiscal notes read more like post-hoc justifications.  The paper 
structure holds promise, but it needs to be implemented better in practice.  Narrowing the scope 
by defining “economic impact” could help agencies focus resources on those regulations that 
would benefit the most from analysis.
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Notes

1 See Ala. Code § 44-22-2(b).
2 The Legislative Council is composed of the President and President Pro Tempore of the Senate, six members of the 

Senate elected by the Senate, the Speaker and Speaker Pro Tempore of the House of Representatives, six members of 
the House of Representatives elected by the House of Representatives, the chairs of the Senate’s standing commitees 
on finance and taxation and on the judiciary, and the chairs of the standing committees on ways and means and on 
the judiciary of the House. JCARR is also charged to continuously review agencies’ authorities for rulemaking, and 
to advise them of any statutory changes to their authority. Id. § 41-22-22(b)(1)-(4).

3 In the event the agency accepts the rule as amended, the agency may resubmit the rule as amended to the committee.
4 Ala. Code §§ 41-22-6(c), -22-23(b).
5 Id. §§ 41-22-23(g)(1)-(7).
6 Id. § 41-22-22 (A).
7 Id. §§ 41-22-23(b), -22-24.
8 Id. § 41-22-23(f).
9 Id. §§ 41-22-23(f)(1)-(10); Legis. Ref. Serv., Instruction Manual and Drafting Style Manual for Pre-

paring Rules and Notices, at A-6 to A-7 (2004) (economic impact statement form).
10 See Ala Code § 41-22-5.
11 Survey from Jerry Bassett, Dir. Legis. Reference Serv. (2009, on file with author).  See, e.g., http://www.

alabamaadministrativecode.state.al.us/UpdatedMonthly/AAM-MAY-10/SUSTAINING.pdf (sustaining disapp-
rovals from late 2009).

12 Survey from Basset, supra note 11.
13 Id.
14 Id. But see Ala. Code § 41-22-23(e) (giving the JCARR the power to approve or disapprove of rules adopted before 

the committee’s creation in 1982).
15 E.g., Marie Leech, Teacher Ethics Code Is Rejected, Plan Too Vague, AEA Argues, Birmingham News, Aug. 13, 2009 

(reporting on standing room only conditions at JCARR hearing).
16 Survey from Basset, supra note 11.
17 Id.
18 See Leg. Ref. Serv., Alabama Administrative Monthly, http://www.alabamaadministrativecode.state.al.us/monthly.

html.
19 Legis. Ref. Serv., Instruction Manual, supra note 9.
20 See Transmittal Sheet for Notice of Intended Action on Laser Guidelines, from Alabama State Board of Medical 

Examiners, to Alabama Legislature, Mar. 9, 2007; Transmittal Sheet for Notice of Intended Action on Inpatient 
Hospice Services, from State Health Planning and Development Agency to Alabama Legislature, Nov. 4, 2009.

21 See, e.g., Transmittal Sheet for Notice of Intended Action on Income Scales and Fee Schedule, from Department of 
Human Resources, Jan. 21, 2009 (concluding that “The cost to the 5% of affected families outweighs the potential 
long-term cost if services end for all families receiving assistance through the Child Care Subsidy Program,” but not 
backing that up with quantitative analysis, and not exploring other policy options); Transmittal Sheet for Notice of 
Intended Action on License Fee, from Alabama Surface Mining Commission, June 30, 2010 (concluding that “The 
increased costs in license application fees will be more than offset by the benefits gained,” but not analyzing whether 
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other fee rates could better maximize net benefits).
22 Transmittal Sheet for Notice of Intended Action on Blaster Fees, from Alabama Surface Mining Commission, June 

30, 2010 (reporting “this rule would generate annual revenue of approximately $3,000”).
23 For example, on a rule prepared by the Alabama State Board of Medical Examiners concerning the use of lasers in 

medical procedures, the board reports the rule has no economic impact.  The rule declares that procedures conduct-
ed using laser devices constitute the practice of medicine, requires sixteen hours of training for all such practitioners, 
and specifies which procedures can be performed with or without supervision by a physician. Ala. Rule No. 540-X-
11 and Appendix A (Laser Guidelines).  It is not difficult to imagine how declaring that certain laser procedures are 
legally the practice of medicine, requiring training for all such practitioners, and imposing supervisory requirements 
on hospital staff when such procedures are carried out, could have economic impacts on the cost of those proce-
dures, on the cost of medical malpractice insurance premiums, and on hospital budgets.
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Alaska

Legislative oversight of agency regulations in Alaska has been called “selective but fairly 
comprehensive,”1 and in recent years the legislature has been expanding its powers.

History of Alaska’s Process

Alaska’s legislature first established an Administrative Regulation Review Committee (“ARRC”) 
in 1975 to help exercise the power it claimed to veto agency rules.2  But just five years later, the state 
Supreme Court held that the legislature’s use of concurrent resolutions—which do not require the 
governor’s signature—to overturn agency regulations was unconstitutional.3  After that, the ARRC 
continued to review regulations once they had already been finalized,4 but the legislature’s only 
permanent recourse was the cumbersome option of passing a bill to annul the regulation, which 
either required the governor’s signature or a legislative vote to override the governor’s objection.

The legislature did little to augment its review powers until 2004,5 when it gave the Legislative 
Affairs Agency the formal ability to review proposed regulations earlier in the rulemaking process.6  
By adding an earlier layer of review, the legislature hoped to address the problem that “the cost for 
a poorly written regulation is millions of dollars,” yet aggrieved parties cannot get relief until they 
exhaust the administrative process.7  The other main goals of reform were to give extra weight to 
the ARRC’s opinions (as well as to the public input that filters through that committee),8 and to 
increase harmony between the executive and legislative branches.9

A pilot project to review small business impacts was allowed to expire in 2005.10

Alaska’s Process on Paper

Executive Branch Review:  The Department of Law (which is run by the state’s attorney general) 
advises agencies on legal issues raised by proposed regulations, as well as on the need for such 
regulations and the policies involved in the proposal.11  A regulation cannot become final without 
approval from the Department on issues of legality, statutory authority, and clarity.12  The 
Department of Law is also given responsibility for alerting agencies when regulations necessary to 
implement statutes have not yet been proposed and to make recommendations on the deficiencies 
or obsolescence of existing regulations.13

The lieutenant governor is in charge of filing regulations, and all proposed regulations go the 
governor for review before they are finalized.  As part of the governor’s review, she may return a 
proposal to an agency to encourage a response to issues raised by the ARRC.14

Cost Considerations:  If a rule would require increased appropriations by the state government, 
such effects must be estimated over approximately three fiscal years.15  When considering public 
submissions on rules, agencies must “pay special attention to the cost to private persons of the 
proposed regulatory action.”16  Since 1995, Administrative Order 157 has shined extra light on 
potential costs, requiring agencies to actively solicit public comments on costs and to design 
regulations when possible to minimize any known or potential compliance costs.17  The Department 
of Law also encourages agencies to consider the “fiscal ramifications of the regulation—for the 
adopting agency, for other agencies, and for the public,” but this language is mostly precatory.18

Legislative Review:  During the public notice-and-comment period on a rule, the Legislative 
Affairs Agency may review any proposed regulation for legality and consistency with statutory 
authority; during its review, the legislative counsel may consult with the rulemaking agency or the 
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Department of Law, and may make non-binding suggestions for modification of the rule.19

Once finalized and filed by the executive branch, rules are still submitted to the ARRC for formal 
review.20  The ARRC collects comments from other legislative committees,21 from the public, 
and from its legal counsel.22  If the legislature is not in session,23 the ARRC may, by two-thirds 
vote, suspend the effectiveness of any adopted regulation until thirty days in to the next session.24  
Otherwise, the ARRC’s only formal powers are to examine regulations, determine legislative 
intent, provide comments, and introduce a bill to nullify a rule.25

Ex Post Review:  In 1995, Administrative Order 157 required agencies to submit to the Department 
of Law a plan for reviewing existing regulations, with a focus on identifying provisions to possibly 
amend or repeal because they might be confusing; because they impose excessive public costs 
compared to benefits or the state’s interests; or because they are more burdensome than necessary 
to carry out an agency’s statutory responsibilities.26

Alaska’s Process in Practice

Department of Law:  In practice, the Department of Law does not review fiscal notes, and instead 
advises agencies to review their assumptions and estimates carefully, since the Department “is 
not in a position to audit an adopting agency when reviewing final adopted regulations.”27  In the 
end, it is rare for the Department of Law to totally disapprove of a regulation; most concerns are 
worked out through consultations with the agency.28

Legislative Review:  A single attorney from the Legislative Affairs Agency is tasked with reviewing 
the thousands of pages of regulations drafted every year.  If that attorney thinks a regulation passes 
the review criteria (legality, statutory authority, legislative intent), “the committee generally 
doesn’t hear about them.”29  If she does find a problem, she drafts a confidential memorandum to 
submit to the ARRC, the Department of Law, and the agency, which typically responds favorably 
to her advice and agrees to cooperate on her objections.30  As a practical matter, however, the 
legislature lacks the manpower and resources to check whether the agencies always make the 
changes discussed with the Legislative Affairs Agency.31

According to assistant Attorney General Deborah Behr, the new and earlier layer of legislative 
oversight added in 2004 has been relatively successful.32  Behr notes that when the legislature 
comments, the agencies take it seriously, and the governor’s ability to return regulations to the 
proposing agency for further consideration of the ARRC’s comments is “a very powerful tool.”33  
Similarly, ARRC staff have noted that “agency heads are sensitive to being called in to the Capitol; 
the real power [of ARRC] is the bully pulpit,” and not its ability to introduce bills of disapproval.34

Frequent and extensive public comments are a regular part of ARRC meetings.35  Observers have 
noted that “[t]he committee’s activities suggest that it is particularly concerned with securing the 
input of members of the public.”  One scholar concluded that ARRC “members see themselves as 
ombudsmen, protecting the public from regulations gone awry.”36  According to committee staff, 
ARRC tries to be “sensitive” to the public.37

Consideration of costs and benefits is not specifically enumerated in the statute governing the 
ARRC’s review,38 and the ARRC tries to exercise its authority narrowly.39  ARRC staffer John 
Davies explained that the committee makes a legal judgment call, not a policy decision: “It’s not 
the job of the committee to remake or rehash the regulations.”40  However, as a matter of course 
the ARRC will sometimes consider such factors as a reflection on the regulation’s necessity and 
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compliance with legislative intent.41  For example, at a 2005 ARRC meeting, Chairman Anderson 
stated:

Another element we look to in this committee is the necessity for these regulations.  We have 
yet to see any verifying evidence or statistics that say we have a public health problem with 
food establishments.  We would like that to be presented [by the agency].  We also will look at 
the increased burdens that these regulations will lay upon the industries.42

The ARRC usually tries to avoid introducing bills to annul regulations, preferring to work more 
collaboratively or informally with agencies to modify rules;43 but the ARRC is not averse to 
threatening bills of disapproval in order to motivate agencies to make changes.44  Because of the 
inconvenience of using the formal disapproval procedure—it is a “limited, heavy-handed power” 
that requires a full legislative vote and the governor’s signature—it is reserved for only the “most 
egregious” cases.45

Ultimately, John Davies believes the ARRC still 
operates somewhat under the radar, calling the 
committee “a set of tools in the legislature’s toolbox 
that few people know about.”46  Even though the 
ARRC’s main tool (formal bill of disapproval) is 
cumbersome to use, the committee has access to 
other tools (informal comments and threats) that 
are just as sharp and can be very effective.  If recent 
trends continue, early intervention of the legislature 
in the rulemaking process may become increasingly 

the norm in Alaska.  Davies (giving his personal opinion and not representing the view of the 
ARRC) believes the process would benefit from tasking a specific committee member to “early 
intervention,” to spark discussion between the ARRC and the agency “while there’s still time to 
make the easy and effective changes. . . .[I]t’s easier to close the barn door before the horse gets 
out.”47

Analysis and Grade

Alaska’s procedures miss the mark on all guiding principles and so receive a D-.

Alaska’s requirements are not reasonable given resources.  Both the Department of Laws and the 
Legislative Affairs Agency struggle to carry out their responsibilities with the resources available.  
On the other end, the required economic analysis is quite limited and applies only to a very narrow 
set of rules; agencies likely could do much more.

Nothing on paper encourages the review process to calibrate rather than just check rules.  In fact, 
the ARRC sees itself as “ombudsmen, protecting the public from regulations gone awry.”  Similarly, 
the periodic review provisions of Administrative Order 157 are out-of-date and focus only on 
reducing the costs and burdens of regulations, not maximizing benefits or responding to changed 
circumstances.  Beyond a perfunctory call in Administrative Order 157 for state agencies to work 
together, Alaska’s process does not effectively promote inter-agency coordination, and it does not 
combat agency inaction.

Alaska now has two layers of legislative review and three executive actors involved in the review 
process.  These multiple levels of review could start to delay or discourage rulemakings, especially 

“Agency heads are 
sensitive to being called 

in to the Capitol; the 
real power of [legislative 

review] is the bully pulpit.”
—John Davies, Legislative Staff
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if the legislature increases its early interventions, as signaled.  Nothing on paper currently combats 
against these possible delays.

Alaska has taken some steps to improve public access to rulemaking documents, and the ARRC is 
reportedly sensitive to public input.  But available documentation remains thin, no ARRC meeting 
minutes have been posted online since 2005, and the paper requirements do little to incorporate 
the public input beyond the standard notice-and-comment procedures.

Though the role of the Legislative Affairs Agency and the Department of Laws seems consistent, 
the ARRC’s criteria for review are vague, and despite attempts to avoid policy determinations, the 
committee clearly sometimes blurs the lines.  The governor’s review has no substantive standards.

Perhaps most challenging, Alaska struggles with problems of staff continuity, and the ARRC’s 
activity level fluctuates with its chair’s interest and time.  ARRC membership changes with 
elections, and there are no permanent, professional committee aides, making it difficult to 
build institutional experience.  Individual legislators do not always understand how to use the 
committee’s informal powers to make positive changes.  The committee ends up being as active 
or as inactive as its chair decides to be, who must balance the time and political commitments of 
a half dozen other committee assignments.48  Alaska has some powerful regulatory review tools 
available, but the state may need to redeploy resources and build consistency before those tools 
can be wielded effectively.
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Notes

1 Oversight and Insight: Legislative Review of Agencies and Lessons from the States, 121 Harv. L. Rev. 613, 628 (2007).
2 Alaska Stat. § 24.20.400 (enacted 1975) (“recognizing the need for prompt legislative review of regulations”).  

Alaska first created a process for legislative review in 1959.  Id. § 44.62.320 (enacted 1959).
3 State v. A.L.I.V.E. Voluntary, 606 P.2d 769 (Alaska 1980) (also holding there was no implied power to veto by infor-

mal legislative action).
4 Alaska Stat. § 44.62.320(b) (requiring the lieutenant governor to submit regulations and fiscal notes to the ARRC 

for review at the same time he files them as final).
5 Nor did the legislature officially repeal its old, unconstitutional powers to annul rules until 2004. See Id. § 44.62.320(a) 

(repealed in 2004).
6 Id. § 24.20.105 (enacted 2004).
7 HB 424—Regulation Review: Hearing Before H. Judiciary Comm., 2004 Leg., 23d Sess. (Alaska 2004) (statement 

of David Stancliff, representing Sen. Gene Therriault), available at http://www.legis.state.ak.us/basis/get_single_
minute.asp? session=23&beg_line=01376&end_line=01592&time=1320&date=20040227&comm=JUD&house
=H.

8 Minutes of ARRC Meeting, Feb. 2, 2005 (statement of ARRC Chair Anderson); see also 121 Harv. L. Rev. at 627 
(noting that the legislature hoped getting early review from legislative counsel, who drafted the original statutes, 
would benefit the rulemaking process).

9 Minutes of ARRC Meeting, Feb. 2, 2005 (statement of legislative staffer David Stancliff).
10 Alaska Stat. § 44.62.218 (repealed in 2005); see also Survey from Deborah Behr, Regulations Attorney, Alaska 

Dep’t of Law (2009, on file with author).
11 Alaska Stat. § 44.62.060(b); see also Dep’t of Law, Drafting Manual for Administrative Regulations 

13 (18th ed. 2009) (advising agencies to seek the Department’s advice early in the rulemaking process).
12 Alaska Stat. §§ 44.62.060(b) & (c).
13 Id. § 44.62.125(b).
14 Id. § 44.62.040 (2009).  The governor may also return regulations if they are inconsistent with the faithful execution 

of laws, and the governor may not delegate this review to anyone besides the lieutenant governor. Id.
15 Id. § 44.62.195.  See Drafting Manual, supra note 11, at 109 (“Although it is not absolutely clear what the legis-

lature intended to require through AS 44.62.195, that law should be interpreted in a common-sense way so that the 
true financial impact of a regulation project is considered and publicized.”); id. (recommending a relatively broad 
interpretation, but focusing only on state government revenues and expenditures).

16 Alaska Stat. § 44.62.210(a).
17 Administrative Order 157, §§ 2-3 (1995).
18 Drafting Manual, supra note 11, at 5; accord. id. 9-10 (advising agencies to consider, from the start of a rulemak-

ing project, how best to achieve intent while keeping costs to the public low).
19 Alaska Stat. §§ 24.20.105(a), (d), (e), (h); see also Drafting Manual, supra note 11, at 16-17 (noting that the Leg-

islative Affairs Agency reviews, though during the public comment period, are not the same as public comments and 
are not publicly disclosed).

20 Alaska Stat. § 44.62.320(b).  See id. § 24.20.410 for details on ARRC membership.
21 Id. § 24.05.182(d) (standing legislative committees can review regulations for compliance with legislative intent and 
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submit their findings to the ARRC).
22 Interview with John Davies, staff to ARRC chair Wes Keller, Feb. 9, 2010.
23 The legislature generally meets for ninety days at the beginning of each year.
24 Alaska Stat. § 24.20.445(a).
25 Id. § 24.20.460.
26 Administrative Order 157, § 10 (1995).  The ARRC also technically has review authority over “regulations” in gen-

eral, which could include existing regulations.  However, legislative staffer John Davies believes the ARRC would 
only review a “particularly egregious” existing rule, because “it’s easier to close the barn door before the horse gets 
out.” Interview with Davies, supra note 22.

27 Drafting Manual, supra note 11, at 111; id. at 167 (advising agencies to involve their fiscal staff in the preparation 
of fiscal notes).

28 See Minutes of ARRC Meeting, Feb. 2, 2005 (statement of Deborah Behr, assistant attorney general).
29 Interview with Davies, supra note 22.
30 Id. (explaining that legislative counsel told him agencies usually say things like “oh, good point,” or “we didn’t realize 

that might be a problem”).
31 Id.
32 See Minutes of ARRC Meeting, Feb. 2, 2005 (statement of Deborah Behr, assistant attorney general).
33 Id.
34 Interview with Davies.
35 See various minutes of ARRC meetings, available at http://arr.legis.state.ak.us/reports.htm. See also 121 Harv. L. 

Rev. at 625 (citing one example where dozens of people testified before the ARRC on a single issue over the course 
of two separate two-hour meetings).

36 121 Harv. L. Rev. at 628.
37 Interview with Davies, supra note 22 (citing a recent example where the ARRC listened to small dairy business 

interests who were unhappy with a regulation they thought took a one-size-fits-all approach).
38 Alaska Stat. § 24.20.445(a); see also Interview with Davies, supra note 22 (noting that the legislative sees fiscal 

notes, but cost considerations are not normally part of the Legislative Affairs Agency’s review or of the ARRC’s 
review).

39 See Administrative Regulation Review Holds First Meeting of 2010 Legislative Session, U.S. State News, Feb. 10, 2010 
(quoting ARRC Chair Wes Keller, “We did not find sufficient grounds to recommend to the legislature that a law be 
passed to veto any of the regulations reviewed.  The meeting was a good example of the committee exercising its due 
diligence regarding regulatory oversight.”).

40 Interview with Davies, supra note 22.
41 Id. (admitting that if the ARRC felt the expense of a proposed rule was so objectionable that it was out of line with 

legislative intent, the ARRC could bring that up).
42 Minutes of ARRC Meeting, Apr. 20, 2005.
43 See Minutes of ARRC Meeting, Apr. 20, 2005 (statement of vice-chair Therriault: “The legislature, if it believes the 

regulations are out of line, has the ability to pass legislature to modify the underlying statute.  However, the hope 
is that the aforementioned isn’t necessary.  This committee allows the legislature to be brought into the discussion, 
although the committee can’t necessarily dictate how the regulations package moves forward.”).

44 121 Harv. L. Rev. at 626 (noting that the ARRC does propose disapproval resolutions on occasion, but also uses 
threats to get agencies to change regulations it feels are “unacceptable”); Interview with Davies, supra note 22 (ex-
plaining that committee members might use strong words at hearings to motivate agencies to make the regulatory 
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changes they want).
45 Interview with Davies, supra note 22.
46 Id.
47 Id.

48 Id.
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Arizona

Arizona’s regulatory review process, already layered and complex, has been complicated by a 
rulemaking moratorium since the start of 2009.

Arizona’s Moratorium

On January 22, 2009, in her first official act as governor, Governor Jan Brewer issued a moratorium 
on all rulemaking activities.1  The effort was part of a larger, systematic “push from the business 
community and Republican legislative leaders to lighten Arizona’s regulatory requirements, which 
they see as overreaching and onerous.”2  The governor’s office would determine if any specific rules 
could go forward—due to a critical impact on public peace, health, or safety, or a relation to the 
state’s budget deficit3—but otherwise, all rulemaking was suspended.

An April 29, 2009 order extended the moratorium and added a requirement for agencies to identify 
rules that are not necessary, not effective, not enforced, or otherwise obsolete.4  On June 29, Brewer 
extended the moratorium again, this time adding an 
exemption for any deregulatory proposals.5  Finally, 
the legislature started to take up the cause, passing 
moratoriums through at least fiscal year 2011 on 
all rulemakings that would impose monetary or 
regulatory costs or would not reduce regulatory 
burdens.6  The governor signed the legislation to 
“assist in creating a more positive business climate.”7

The moratorium has had a clear and powerful effect on rulemaking in Arizona.8  Though some 
agencies have utilized the public health and safety exception to pass a few rules,9 other agencies feel 
“[t]he moratorium has stunted [our] ability . . . to conduct rulemakings.”10  The future of rulemaking 
in Arizona also remains up in the air.  Governor Brewer recently established a Commission on 
Privatization and Efficiency “to create government efficiencies and reduce regulatory burdens on 
the citizens of Arizona”; some agency officials anticipate the Commission’s findings will shape 
future regulatory review procedures in Arizona.11

Arizona’s Process on Paper

Before the rulemaking moratorium, agencies followed a highly detailed rulemaking procedure.

Impact Analysis:  Most new rules must have an economic, small business, and consumer impact 
statement, unless the promulgating agency determines there will be no such impact.  A few 
exemptions exist, most notably for rules that decrease monitoring or recordkeeping burdens.12

Impact statement must include, inter alia:  identification of the harm that the rule addresses; 
identification of who will bear costs and burdens; listing of probable costs and benefits to the 
government, businesses, small businesses, private persons, and consumers; and monetization of 
the costs and benefits of alternatives, in order to identify the least intrusive, least costly regulatory 
option.13  For rules with a small business impact, agencies must, where legal and feasible, reduce 
those burdens by creating exemptions or otherwise tailoring the rule.14

In 2010, the legislature added a provision allowing the governor’s office of strategic planning and 
budgeting to prepare the economic, small business, and consumer impact statement.15  

Executive Review: Agencies must submit most rules and impact statements to the Governor’s 

“The moratorium has 
stunted [our] ability . . . to 

conduct rulemakings.”
—Casey Cullings, Department 

of Agriculture
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Regulatory Review Council.16  For a few rule categories (such as emergency rules), agencies submit 
to the attorney general instead; but otherwise, rules cannot be finalized without the Council’s 
approval.17

The Governor’s Regulatory Review Council (“GRRC”)18 consists of six members appointed 
by the governor, including at least one public interest representative, one business community 
representative, one attorney, one member recommended by the Senate, and one member 
recommended by the House; the director of the Department of Administration also sits on the 
GRRC.19  Despite the legislature’s role in recommending appointees, the governor’s influence 
clearly dominates, and the GRRC operates as an executive branch reviewer.

The GRRC has 120 days to review a rule after it is submitted, though it may start a review early if 
petitioned by a member of the public adversely impacted by the rule.20  The GRRC must approve 
a rule for it to take effect, and cannot approve unless it determines, inter alia:  the impact statement 
contains the prescribed analysis and is generally accurate; the rule’s probable benefits outweigh 
probable costs, and the agency selected the least burdensome and costly alternative; the rule is 
consistent with statutory authority and legislative intent; the agency has adequately addressed 
comments; and the rule is no more stringent than federal law, unless authorized.21

Legislative Review:  The legislature’s Administrative Rules Oversight Committee was recently 
revived in 2009, but is set to expire in 2017.22  While it lasts, it is a joint, bipartisan committee, 
on which either the governor or an executive designee also sits.23  Legislative council staffs the 
committee,24 which may review new and existing rules and practices.  The committee can hold 
hearings, comment on a rule’s consistency with statute and legislative intent, and testify before 
the GRRC.25  The committee may also comment on any duplicative or onerous rules, and it must 
recommend legislation each year to alleviate such effects.26

Periodic Review:  Every five years, agencies must review all their rules, issue a written report on 
the rules’ continued need, and get the GRRC’s approval of its report.  Agencies are to consider 
the rules’ effectiveness; written criticisms received; the rules’ consistency with current agency 
wisdom; currently estimated economic, small business, and consumer impact statement; and 
whether the rules are the least burdensome and costly option.27  If an agency fails to get approval 
from the GRRC on its report, the rules expire.28

Public Participation Rights:  Arizona provides for extensive and explicit rights for the public to 
participate in regulatory review.  Public notice of proposed rules must contain at least a preliminary 
summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact statement, and must solicit input 
on the accuracy of the summary.29  Arizona’s Administrative Procedure Act contains a “regulatory 
bill of rights,” which includes the right for the public to comment to the GRRC, and the right to 
file a complaint with the Administrative Rules Oversight Committee that a rule does not conform 
with legislative intent or is onerous.30  Any affected person may petition an agency, objecting that 
a rule’s actual impacts have significantly exceeded its estimated impacts, that the rule’s impact was 
not estimated, or that the agency did not select the least burdensome alternative.31  Such petitions 
can be appealed to the GRRC.32  

Arizona’s Process in Practice

Agencies currently prepare the impact statements themselves.33  It is rare for agencies to have 
economists on staff or to consult with outside economists on the impact statements.34  More often, 
agencies contact industry and stakeholders to estimate compliance costs for the impact statement; 
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sometimes, existing studies are reviewed.35  The legally required focus of impact statements is on 
impacts to the state, citizens, and companies, and though an agency “may elect to consider the 
impact on others as it feels appropriate based on the nature of the rulemaking,” in practice public 
benefits are given little analytical attention.36  Similarly, the emphasis of the distributional analysis 
is principally on small businesses impacts.37

The GRRC hosts regular seminars for agencies on rule writing, periodic reviews, and the 
preparation of impact statements.38  The GRRC will also, by request, conduct early “courtesy 
reviews” of draft rulemaking materials,39 especially of the occasional complex impact statement.40  
The GRRC does have one economist on staff, along with a few rule analysts and attorneys.41  GRCC 
comments come on almost every rule, but GRRC staff (and not members) take the lead on issuing 
comments.  Agencies usually make the recommended changes,42 and report that communications 
with the GRCC are generally collaborative.43

In practice and through history, the Administrative Rules Oversight Committee’s involvement in 
regulatory review has been “minimal”44 to non-existent.45

Public appeals to the GRRC of petitions (for example, for review of the impact statements) are 
rare.46

Analysis and Grade

As epitomized by the current moratorium, Arizona tends to view rules as burdens to be minimized, 
not as tools for maximizing social welfare.  The state’s Guiding Principle Grade is a C.

Ignoring the largely inactive legislative review committee, the GRRC handles its responsibilities 
consistently and, reportedly, without significantly delaying the rulemaking process.47  And while 
economic analysis requirements should be recalibrated to focus on different elements, agencies 
are capable of meeting current requirements, which do not seem unreasonable.

However, neither the GRRC’s review nor economic analysis requirements are well designed to help 
strengthen rule content.  Though the GRRC’s membership balances public interest and business 
interests, its statutory criteria for review focus on the least costly alternative, not where benefits 
can be maximized.  The public process similarly tends to carry the review process in a single 
direction: the public can petition or appeal if a rule proves more burdensome than estimated in 
the impact statement, but not if economic analysis suggests the rule should be strengthened.  But 
the existence of a robust public participation process is notable:  it clearly could be more balanced, 
and it is not frequently exercised, but it is available.

Again ignoring the largely inactive legislative review committee, the GRRC does seem to 
consistently exercise its duties.  Similarly, though the legislature’s review standards are vague 
(“onerous”), the GRRC has clear, substantive standards.  But neither reviewer is empowered to 
help coordinate agency conflicts or combat agency inaction.  Periodic review is governed by vague 
standards (“consistent with current wisdom”) and tends to emphasize only eliminating costly 
rules.

The economic analysis requirements do mention monetizing the costs and benefits of alternatives, 
but the distributional analysis seems, both on paper and in practice, to focus only on small 
business impacts, and public benefits are not given the same analytical attention as private costs 
and government impacts.
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Though Arizona should quickly move to end its moratorium on rulemaking—since well-designed 
regulations can actually address market failures and improve the state’s economic conditions—
it should take this brief time out to redesign its regulatory review process and focus more on 
maximizing net benefits.
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3 Order on Regulatory Review Plan, from Gov. Brewer to State Agency Directors, Jan. 22, 2009.
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29, 2009.
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ments, which are only advisory”).

11 See Salow, supra note 9.
12 Ariz. Admin. Code § 41-1055(D).
13 Id. § 41-1055. Generally, analysis is limited to costs and benefits within the state, id. § 41-1055(F); but see id. § 41-

1055(G) (agencies can consider analysis comparing effects on business competition out of state).
14 Id. § 41-1035.
15 Id. § 41-1052(A) (if the legislature appropriates money for that purpose).
16 Id. § 41-1024(E).
17 Id. §§ 41-1024(G)-(H), 41-1044 (the attorney general reviews for procedure and authority).  Some agencies, like 

the Department of Health Services, have not engaged in emergency rulemakings in last ten years. Survey from Salow, 
supra note 9.

18 The GRRC was first established by Executive Order 81-3 on May 8, 1981.
19 Ariz. Admin. Code § 41-1051.
20 Id. § 41-1052(A)-(C).
21 Id. § 41-1052(D).  Statute creates a good faith exemption for judicial review of impact statements. Id. § 41-1052(I).
22 Id. § 41-3017.13.
23 Id. § 41-1046(B).
24 Id. § 41-1046(D).
25 Id. § 41-1047.
26 Id. § 41-1048.
27 Id. § 41-1056.
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35 See Survey from Cullings, supra note 10; Survey from Salow, supra note 9.
36 See Survey from Cullings, supra note 10.
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38 GRRC, Council Seminars, http://grrc.az.gov/mainpages/grrcsem.asp.
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41 GRRC, Council Staff, http://grrc.az.gov/mainpages/grrcstaf.asp; Survey with Kathy Zatari, supra note 33.
42 See Survey from Cullings, supra note 10.
43 See Survey from Salow, supra note 9.
44 Id.
45 See Virginia Admin. Law Advisory Comm., Legislative Powers of Rules Review in the States and Congressional Pow-

ers of Rules Review (2001).
46 See recent GRRC annual reports.
47 The GRRC has to either submit its findings or terminate review within 120 days of the rulemaking record closing; 

the GRRC reports that its review process does not delay rulemakings. GRRC, Frequently Asked Questions, http://
grrc.az.gov/mainpages/faqs.asp.
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Arkansas

Though Arkansas’s legislative review committee technically has only advisory powers, “state 
officials generally regard it as unwise to do things legislators appear to dislike.”1

Arkansas’s Process on Paper

Economic Impact Statement:  Arkansas requires a financial impact statement and, in certain cases, 
a small business impact statement for new proposed rules.2  The scope and content of financial 
impact statements are left to the discretion of each promulgating agency, but at a minimum, they 
must include the estimated compliance costs and administrative costs.3  If an agency believes 
developing a financial impact statement would be so speculative as to be cost prohibitive, the 
agency can instead submit a statement and explanation to that effect.4

Executive Order 05-04 first required small business impact statements, and then several elements 
of the Order were codified into the Administrative Procedure Act.5  The combined requirements 
are:

•	 a description of the need for and the complaints that motivated the proposal; 

•	 the top three benefits of the proposed rule;

•	 the consequence of maintaining the status quo;

•	 whether market-based alternatives or voluntary standards were considered in place of the 
proposed regulation, and the reasons for not selecting those alternatives; 

•	 whether the proposed regulation create barriers to entry; 

•	 whether a means exists to make the rule less costly for small businesses without 
compromising the objective of the rule;

•	 the types of small businesses that will be directly affected by the proposed rule, bear the 
cost of the proposed rule, or directly benefit from the proposed rule;

•	 a reasonable determination of the compliance costs for small businesses;

•	 a reasonable determination of the implementation costs or financial benefits to the 
agency;

•	 a comparison of the proposed rule with federal and state counterparts.

Small business impact statements, along with the proposed rule, are submitted to the Director of 
the Arkansas Economic Development Commission,6 who reviews whether the impact analysis 
was performed adequately and whether the agency properly balanced the rule’s goal with the 
interests of affected businesses.7  While the Director may also collect comments from impacted 
businesses,8 she only has ten days to review, and her recommendations on a rule are non-binding.9

Legislative Review:  Proposed rules and regulations, as well as regular financial impact statements, 
are submitted to the Administrative Rule and Regulation Subcommittee (“ARRS”) for review;10 
these reviews are then passed on to the Legislative Council (“LC”).  The LC is charged to act as 
an agency watchdog, to ensure that agency actions conform to legislative intent.11  Not only are 
agencies required to submit rules to the ARRS, but the LC has authority to selectively review 
possible, proposed, and adopted rules.12  Furthermore, the LC is authorized to receive and 
investigate complaints filed by the public regarding possible, proposed, or adopted rules.13  The 
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LC can submit non-binding comments to agencies regarding rules, along with a request that the 
agency respond in writing,14 and can recommend the introduction of legislation.15  The LC may 
also submit to agencies nonbinding recommendations to adopt a rule.16

Periodic Reviews:  At the end of each legislative session, each agency reviews recently passed statutes 
to determine whether to adopt new rules or amend existing ones, and issues a public, written 
report.17  The Economic Development Commission may also review existing rules for “unduly 
negative impact on small business.”18  The legislature only reviews existing rules in select instances, 
and Arkansas long ago repealed its sunset laws.19

Arkansas’s Process in Practice

In practice, the LC operates through its Administrative Rules and Regulations Subcommittee 
(“ARRS”).20  The subcommittee has a staff of five:  an administrator (who is an attorney), two staff 
attorneys, a legislative analyst, and an administrative assistant.21  Rules are reviewed primarily for 
legality and consistency with legislative intent, and the ARRS does not routinely police procedural 
requirements.22  The bulk of rule reviews are completed with little comment by the ARRS.23 
Occasionally, the committee may punt on issues of statutory authority, signing off on rules even 
while questioning their legality.24  The ARRS is also tuned in to public comments: when submitting 
rules to the ARRS, agencies must identify whether they expect the rules to be controversial, and 
who is expected to comment.25

Agencies are not required to accept ARRS comments and as a matter of law may proceed 
however they see fit.  An agency is also not required to wait for the ARRS to complete its review 
before finalizing a rule.  Nevertheless, agencies do sometimes change rules in response to ARRS 
hearings.26  Agencies also might defer a rule to allow time to address public comments expressed 
at ARRS hearings,27 or agree to conduct additional economic analysis.28  Generally speaking, state 
officials “regard it as unwise to do things legislators appear to dislike. . . . It’s rare for state agencies 
to implement proposed rules without the subcommittee’s blessing.”29

The financial impact statement questionnaire focuses on compliance costs and government costs,30 
with some quantification and monetization of government and small business costs.31  The small 
business impact statement does ask agencies to describe the rule’s top three benefits, but often 
agencies simply state what the rule does: “a. Clarifies the definition of an operator; b. Clarifies 
the recommended standards for sewer works; c. Clarifies the requirements of CAFO permitting 
which greatly lessens the impact to poultry growers in Arkansas.”32

Case Study: Childcare Standards

In early 2010, the Department of Human Services proposed new quality ratings for childcare and 
early childhood education centers—the so-called “Better Beginnings” rule.  Among other things, 
providers that maintained a high quality rating would be eligible for federal grant money.33  At 
an ARRS hearing on the proposed rule, the Arkansas Child Care Providers Association testified 
to its concerns about the possible costs involved in meeting the new standards.  The associated 
requested that the agency analyze impacts to childcare providers; the agency agreed, and the 
ARRS deferred consideration of the rule to the following month’s meeting.34  The next month, 
a hearing was held on the cost analysis,35 but some ARRS members were still concerned that the 
new standards would impose unfair burdens.  The agency agreed to clarify that the new regulation 
only created a voluntary system of quality rankings.36  Finally, after the third ARRS hearing, the 
committee approved the regulation.  By that point, the ARRS co-chair, Sen. Percy Malone, was 
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quite eager to move on to new business—“As my grandma said, if you want to chew that cud over 
again, we’ll do it.”37

Analysis and Grade

Arkansas’s regulatory review process needs to improve consistency across the board, and so its 
Guiding Principles Grade is a D+.

Legislative review is optional, but exercised relatively consistently.  The scope of fiscal impact 
statements is discretionary, and so while the content of economic analysis needs dramatic 
improvements, the burden is inherently reasonable.

That said, the review process is not well designed to calibrate rules.  Though the review process 
is optional and comes at the very end of rulemaking, agencies prefer to wait for ARRS approval 
before finalizing regulations.  Since there are no deadlines, there is no protection against delay, and 
the ARRS ignores the statutory criteria for its review, judging more by policy on a selective basis.  
On the other hand, the ARRS takes public comments seriously and can recommend that agencies 
pursue new regulations.

There is no real requirement for periodic review.  The regulatory flexibility analysis does seem to 
require broader analysis of market-based and voluntary alternatives beyond their small business 
impacts, but otherwise the discretionary scope of impact analysis means benefits and distributional 
consequences get little attention. 
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Notes
1 Michael R. Wickline, Lawmakers Reject School Vending Rules, Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, Sept. 2, 2005.
2 Ark. Code Ann. § 25-15-302(a)(1) (“Before submitting a proposed rule for adoption, amendment, or repeal, an 

agency first shall determine whether the proposed rule affects small businesses.”).
3 Id. §25-15-204(d)(3)(A).  If the purpose of a state agency rule is to implement a federal rule or regulation, the 

financial impact statement must be limited to any incremental additional cost of the state rule, as opposed to the total 
implementation costs of the state rule combined with the federal rule or regulation. Id. § 25-15-204(d)(3)(C).

4 Id. § 25-15-204(d)(3)(B).  An exception is made for those rules promulgated by the State Board of Education or the 
State Board of Workforce Education and Career Opportunities. See id. § 6-11-132.

5 Id. § 25-15-301 et seq.  The Order’s definitions are codified at § 25-15-301; its applicability requirements at § 25-
15-302; and its substantive requirements for economic impact statements and interactions with the Director at § 
25-15-303. 

6 Id. § 25-15-303(c); the Commission’s review is assisted by the Regulatory Review Committee, id. § 25-15-304.
7 Id. § 25-15-303(d)(1).  
8 Id. § 25-15-303(d)(2)(A).
9 Id. § 25-15-303 (e)(2)(A).
10 Id. § 10-3-309(e)(2). 
11 Id. § 10-3-309(c)(2).
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13 Id. § 10-3-309(d)(1)(B). 
14 Id. § 10-3-309(d)(2)(B).
15 Id. § 10-3-309(d)(3)(A)(i)-(ii).
16 Id. § 10-3-309 (d)(5). 
17 Id. § 25-15-216.
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19 Survey from Matthew Miller, Administrator of the Administrative Rules Review Section, Bureau of Legis. Res. 
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20 See Ark. Code Ann. § 10-3-309.
21 Survey from Miller, supra note 19.
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23 See various ARRS reports, available at http://staging.arkleg.state.ar.us/committeeattachments/000/.
24 E.g., Michael R. Wickline, Panel Approves New Regulation of Drilling Fluid; Lawyer Questions Legal Basis for Rule 

Imposing Permit Fee, Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, May 23, 2009; see also Minutes of ARRS Hearing, May 2009 
(reporting that new legislation would be necessary to ensure legality of proposed rule).

25 See Questionnaire for Filing Proposed Rules and Regulations with the Arkansas Legislative Council and Joint 
Interim Committee.

26 E.g., Minutes of ARRS Hearing, Mar. 16, 2010, available at http://staging.arkleg.state.ar.us/
committeeattachments/000/I8112/Exhibit%20F.1%20-%20Rules%20Subcommittee%20Report.pdf (noting a 
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change to a Department of Education rule after the ARRS questioned its compliance with law).
27 E.g., id. (“The State Medical Board’s Regulation . . . was deferred until the next committee meeting to allow additional 

time for the physicians and nurses to meet jointly concerning their differences on this rule.”); Michael R. Wickline, 
Doing About-Face, State Panel Backs School-Food Rules; Vending, Activity Edicts on Menu, Arkansas Democrat-
Gazette, Sept. 7, 2005 (reporting that the ARRS reversed its decision on a rule after the Department of Education 
agreed to hold more public hearings).

28 E.g., Minutes of ARRS Hearing, Mar. 16, 2010, supra note 26 (“The committee considered the Department of 
Human Services, Child Care/Early Childhood Education’s “Better Beginnings” rule.  Alisa Carter with the Arkansas 
Child Care Providers Association testified that her association is not opposed to the rule, but rather, some providers 
are concerned about what the changes will cost. She requested that the department do an analysis on the impact to 
child care providers. While this issue was not raised during the public comment period, Tonya Russell, department 
director, agreed to meet with the association. There was also discussion about adding language to assure that if 
federal funding decreases, the providers would not be strapped with an unfunded mandate. The rule will be deferred 
until the April meeting.”).

29 Michael R. Wickline, Lawmakers Reject School Vending Rules, Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, Sept. 2, 2005.
30 See Questionnaire, supra note 25.
31 See Ark. Dept. of Envtl. Quality, Economic Impact Statement for Regulation No. 32 (Env. Prof. Certification), Jan. 3, 

2008.
32 Ark. Dept. of Envtl. Quality, Economic Impact Statement for Arkansas Pollution Control and Ecology Commission 

Regulation Number 6, Jan. 5, 2006; see also Ark. Dept. Envtl. Quality, Economic Impact Statement for Regulation 
No. 23 (hazardous waste management), July 1, 2009 (“Maintains equivalence between State and new Federal 
hazardous waste management regulations; Provides a lower-cost alternative means for the reclamation and recycling 
of cathode ray tubes; and Clarifies outdated language and corrects errors found in the current text of Regulation No. 
23.”).

33 Seth Blomeley, Panel OKs Rating Child-Care Centers, Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, May 12, 2010.
34 Minutes from ARRS Hearing, Mar. 16, 2010, supra note 26.
35 Minutes of Apr. 28, 2010 Hearing, available at http://www.state.ar.us/childcare/bb/Better%20Beginnings%20

Public%20Hearing%204-28-10.pdf.
36 Blomeley, supra note 33.
37 Id. (quoting Malone).
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California

California’s Office of Administrative Law—praised as one of the nation’s first, most active, and 
independent review entities—runs a review process that frustrates many agencies.

California’s Process on Paper

Impact Statements:  Notice of a proposed rule must describe all known costs, including an estimate 
of any cost or savings to a state or local agency or school district.1  Agencies must also compare 
their proposals to federal law, and proposed environmental rules cannot differ from federal 
standards unless authorized by law or if the additional costs are justified by health, safety, welfare, 
and environmental benefits.  The notice also must include a statement on any significant effects 
on housing costs.2

More generally, California’s impact statements focus on reducing potential burdens on business.  
If a rule may have significant, statewide adverse economic impacts on business, agencies must 
identify in their notice the types of businesses affected and describe the rule’s requirements for 
them.3  Agencies must describe all reasonable alternatives and the reasons for rejecting them, 
with a focus on options that would lessen negative impacts on small businesses.4  Agencies are 
encouraged, consistent with regulatory objectives, to tailor requirements to the scale of affected 
businesses.5  Agencies must assess whether the proposed rule will affect jobs, business creation, or 
business expansion,6 and may only propose new reporting requirements for businesses if necessary 
for health, safety, and welfare.7

The Department of Finance assists agencies in preparing fiscal impact estimates and reviews the 
statements.8

Office of Administrative Law:  Though the Office of Administrative Law (“OAL”) has been called 
“independent”9 and even considers itself to be an “independent agency in the executive branch,”10 
the OAL was established as part of the executive branch,11 with its director appointed by the 
Governor12 and removable without cause.13  Consequently, the OAL will be grouped with other 
executive reviewers.

The OAL is charged with both improving the quality of new regulations and reducing the overall 
number of regulations, and should be guided by “fairness,” “uniformity,” and “the expedition of 
business.”14  Before they can take effect, all adopted regulations are submitted to the OAL, along 
with a final statement of reasons, which includes a determination on unfunded mandates and a 
finding that no alternative would be more effective or as effective but less burdensome.15

The OAL then reviews the rule and the rulemaking record for procedural compliance (including 
the completion of required impact statements) and six criteria: necessity, authority, clarity, 
consistency, reference, and nonduplication.16  The OAL is instructed to not substitute its judgment 
for that of the agency on substantive content.17

From that point, the OAL has thirty days to either approve or disapprove rules; if the OAL does 
not act, the regulation is approved by default.  If the OAL disapproves, the rule is returned to the 
agency.18  The agency can appeal the OAL’s decisions to the governor.19

Existing Regulations:  At the request of any legislative committee, the OAL initiates a priority review 
of any existing regulation that the committee believes does not meet the standards of necessity, 
authority, clarity, consistency, reference, and nonduplication.  If after a ninety-day review, the 
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OAL finds the rule does not meet those standards, it can order the agency to show cause for why 
the regulation should not be repealed.  The agency has up to ninety days to respond, after which 
the OAL can make a final determination and order the repeal of the rule.20  The Governor may 
overrule the decision to repeal.21 

California governors also sometimes issue Executive Orders on the review of regulations.  This 
is most common at the start of a new administration,22 but in 1997 Executive Order W-144-97 
spelled out a more comprehensive approach to rulemaking.  In addition to seeking an immediate 
5% reduction in the compliance costs of existing regulations, the Order recommended the 
reevaluation of rules and their fiscal impacts every five years.  The Order also tried to standardize 
economic impact statements for new rules, promoting the assessment of costs and benefits of any 
divergence from comparable state, federal, or local standards.23

California’s Process in Practice

Fiscal and Economic Analysis:  California’s State Administrative Manual, last revised in early 2009, 
outlines the basic procedures for preparing an Economic and Fiscal Impact Statement.  The 
revised manual does not mention the assessment of social benefits.24  The 1999 version of the 
manual did encourage agencies to evaluate all anticipated costs and benefits, quantifying where 
possible, and to avoid vague qualitative terms like “few” or “minor.”  The old manual conceded that 
agencies are not normally required to quantify benefits, but advised that monetizing benefits to 

the extent possible would help agencies demonstrate the 
proposed regulation’s necessity.  Still, even the old manual 
concluded that “agencies need only include direct costs 
and benefits on regulated parties.”25  The current standard 
template for impact statements features a short section on 
benefits and includes lines where agencies can quantify 
both the costs and benefits of alternative options.26

California agencies do not typically employ economists 
in the preparation of their impact statements.27  Cost estimates are often prepared by first making 
a preliminary, “not particularly scientific” estimate, and then relying on the regulated industry to 
critique and refine the estimate during the public comment period.28  Non-economic costs and 
benefits may be mentioned, but they are not necessarily weighed in a cost-benefit comparison, and 
indirect effects are only considered on a “theoretical” basis.29  Qualitative, speculative arguments 
on benefits may be included, but they are not required by law.30

The statute assures agencies several times that analytical requirements are not intended to place 
additional burdens on the rulemaking process,31 and as such no additional funding is provided.32  
Nevertheless, agencies report that existing analytical requirements are already burdensome 
enough and, citing budget cuts and lack of resources, undertaking the ideal level of analysis is 
usually out of the question.33

Ultimately, agencies feel the impact statements are a burdensome but pro forma requirement not 
subject to much real scrutiny.34  Though the Department of Finance does on occasion reject fiscal 
impact statements as incomplete,35 the OAL only checks for the inclusion of a statement, not its 
accuracy.36  Recently, some legislators have grown frustrated with the lack of third party review of 
economic assessments,37 and have tried to expand the OAL’s review to include a check on whether 
regulations are cost-effective and technologically feasible.38

“If you want us to do 
more analysis, give us 

the money.”
—George Tekel, 

Department of Insurance
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Cal EPA’s Economic Analysis:  By statute, California’s Environmental Protection Agency established 
its own, separate, agency-wide economic analysis program.39  The Air Resources Board’s eight-
person economic analysis unit reviews all departmental analyses (though otherwise the agency 
has very few economists).40  Despite this additional layer of review, the agency’s analyses remain 
sparse.  While the agency is supposed to assess alternatives, often not much thought is given to 
any alternative besides a “no action” scenario.  Analysis of benefits is also “very weak,” and though 
the agency tries to quantify where possible, benefits are rarely monetized and often reported as 
unquantifiable.41  The agency is more rigorous on the cost side, developing economic models, 
reaching out to stakeholders, and sometimes even commissioning assistance from outside 
academics.42  Still, even the most thorough analyses may be criticized on their assumptions 
and methodology, as demonstrated recently by the controversy over the Air Resources Board’s 
economics and jobs analysis of its climate change plan.43

Office of Administrative Law: The OAL has always been one of the “best financed and most active 
reviewing bod[ies] in the states.”44  Currently, the 
OAL has a staff of twenty-one and an annual budget 
of $2.8 million.45  Yet even with those resources, the 
OAL cannot always complete all the review tasks 
it would like, and each year can only prioritize a 
few requests to review whether agencies are using 
guidance documents to avoid the rulemaking 
process.46

Agency communications with the OAL frequently 
focus on clarifications and technical questions,47 
though agencies will sometimes seek an early, non-
binding assessment.48  This is especially true for 
high priority or complex, scientific rules,49 or in 
an effort to speed up the approval process.50  Most 
agencies agree that, at least currently, the OAL does 
not overtly get involved in reviewing policy and has 
no vested interest in the content of the regulation.51  
But agencies have not always had collaborative 
relationships with the OAL, and in the past some 
agencies might have been inclined to speculative that 
OAL decisions were politically driven.52  Even some 
recent OAL disapprovals have attracted controversy, 
such as the OAL’s review of new lethal injection rules and certain greenhouse gas rules.53  For its 
part, the OAL insists that it sticks to its statutory review criteria and does not consider politics or 
public comments.54

Since 2000, the OAL has disapproved over 150 rules.55  Though officially the OAL cannot modify 
a rule, informally the OAL can signal to agencies that a rule will be disapproved unless modified.56  
Some agencies report that relatively few of their regulations are disapproved, since usually they 
will withdraw, modify, and resubmit a rule.57  But this back-and-forth process can draw out the 
rulemaking schedule.  While the OAL reports that it never fails to meet its deadlines for review,58 
agencies feel the entire rulemaking process can often drag on for up to a year.59  For example, a 
tire pressure rule from the Air Resources Board went through three iterations before winning the 

“Interest groups and 
external partners 
are much more 

knowledgeable about the 
substance of regulations 

than OAL.  I would 
suggest that so long 
as a public process is 
required, centralized 

review by OAL could be 
eliminated without much 

loss of value.”
—Lenora Frazier, Housing 

and Community Development 
Regulations Coordinator
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OAL’s approval.60

Though agencies agree OAL review can be useful,61 some feel overly scrutinized.  Agencies believe 
the extra layer of bureaucracy may be unnecessary, since the rule likely already survived several 
rounds of internal vetting and maybe even ran through the governor’s office first.62  Ultimately, the 
entire process is so cumbersome that staff are tempted to avoid rulemakings whenever possible 

Periodic Review:  Besides the occasional review of existing regulation when a new governor takes 
office, periodic review happens sporadically at best.64  The Department of Insurance reports it has 
over one thousand regulations:  systematic review would be nearly impossible.65

Analysis and Grade

Agencies report that they lack the resources to comply with analytical requirements and that the 
entire process is too cumbersome, forcing staff to resort to guidance documents in an attempt to 
avoid rulemaking.  At the same time, the OAL does not substantively check or calibrate policy, nor 
do current analytical requirements present enough information on benefits to allow a reviewer to 
help calibrate a rule.

OAL reviews are consistent and guided by clear standards, even though some speculate that, 
from time to time, a bit of political influence sneaks in.  However, the public has little chance to 
participate in this review process. The OAL is not assigned the task of coordinating interagency 
conflicts, and besides its eternal battle against so-called “underground” guidance documents, the 
OAL does not meaningfully push against agency inaction.

The OAL can, in conjunction with the legislature, review existing regulations, but agencies report 
periodic review only occurs when a new governor takes over, and even then the review is not likely 
to be very productive.

Impact analyses are often pro forma and very infrequently discuss benefits or alternatives in a 
meaningful way.

Overall, California’s Guiding Principles Grade is a D.  The grade is not only surprising given the 
state’s long history with regulatory review, but it is especially disconcerting considering the power 
and responsibilities of California’s agencies.  California’s Department of Insurance regulates an 
industry that takes in $130 billion in insurance premiums, and yet the agency lacks the resources 
it needs to conduct the optimal level of analysis before regulating.66  California’s legislature should 
rethink its regulatory review structure, and then devote the resources necessary to make the 
process work.  In times of budget cuts, it is all the more important for government to make sure its 
regulations maximize benefits and operate efficiently.
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Notes
1 Cal. Gov’t Code § 11346.5(a). “Cost impact” means the amount of reasonable range of direct costs, or a descrip-

tion of the type and extent of direct costs, that a representative private person or business necessarily incurs in rea-
sonable compliance with the proposed action. Id. § 11342.535.

2 Id. § 11346.2(b)(5).
3 Id. § 11346.5(a).
4 Id. § 11346.2(b)(3).
5 Id. tit. 2, div. 3, pt. 1, ch. 3.5, art. 1.
6 Id. § 11346.3(b).
7 Id. § 11346.3(c).
8 Id. § 11357.
9 See Virginia Admin. Law Advisory Comm., Legislative Powers of Rules Review in the States and Congressional Pow-

ers of Rules Review (2001).
10 Survey from Linda C. Brown, Deputy Director, OAL (2009, on file with author).
11 OAL is also supposed to work closely with the legislature. Cal. Gov. Code § 11340.1(a).
12 OAL’s director is confirmed by the Senate. Id. § 11340.2.
13 See id. § 3002.
14 Id. §§ 11340.1(a), 11340.4.
15 Id. § 11346.9(a).
16 Id. § 11349.1; terms are defined at id. § 11349.
17 Id. § 11340.1(a).
18 Id. § 11349.3.
19 The governor can overrule the OAL by transmitting a statement to the legislature. Id. § 11349.5.
20 The OAL makes its final determination within sixty days; otherwise, the rule is approved by default.  The OAL can 

prepare a statement for the agency, legislature, and governor.
21 Id. § 11349.7.  A separate process for review and repeal is created for obsolete regulations for which statutory author-

ity has been changed or eliminated. Id. §§ 11349.8-11349.9.
22 See, e.g., Exec. Order S-2-03 (2003), available at http://gov.ca.gov/executive-order/3381.
23 Exec. Order W-144-97 (1997), available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/research/econprog/w-144-97.htm.
24 Dept. of Gen. Serv., State Administrative Manual § 6601 (2009), available at http://sam.dgs.ca.gov/

TOC/6000/6601.htm.
25 Dept. of Gen. Serv., State Administrative Manual § 6680 (1999).
26 See Economic and Fiscal Impact Statement Form 399, available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/research/econprog/399/

form399/std399%28in-place-instructions%29.pdf.
27 See Survey from Dennis L. Beddard, Chief Counsel, & Lenora Frazier, Senior Legal Analyst, Department of Housing 

and Community Development (2010, on file with author); Survey from Ronald Beals, Chief Counsel, Department 
of Transportation (2010, on file with author); Interview with George Tekel & Adam Cole, General Counsel, Depart-
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ment of Insurance, July 12, 2010 (reporting that the agency has a few economists but they do not work on impact 
statements).

28 Interview with Tekel & Cole, supra note 27.
29 Survey from Beals, supra note 27.
30 Interview with Tekel & Cole, supra note 27.
31 E.g., Cal. Gov’t Code § 11346.3(a) (“It is not the intent of this section to impose additional criteria on agencies, 

above that what exists in current law, in assessing adverse economic impact on California business enterprises, but 
only to assure that the assessment is made early in the process of initiation and development of a proposed [rule].”); 
id. § 11346.2(b)(3) (specifying that the agency is not required to artificially construct alternatives, describe unrea-
sonable alternatives, or justify why it has not described alternatives).

32 Id. tit. 2, div. 3, pt. 1, ch. 3.5, art. 1.
33 See Interview with Tekel & Cole, supra note 27.
34 For example, the Department of Insurance will sometimes consider small business impacts and alternatives, but it 

relies on the public to suggest alternatives; as a practical matter, the agency just makes a pro forma statement that 
alternatives were considered and calls for public comments. Interview with Tekel & Cole, supra note 27.

35 See California Air Resources Board, Memorandum on Regulatory Cost and Economic Impact Assessment:  A New 
Approval Process and Guidance Document (2009).

36 Follow-Up Survey from Linda Brown, OAL (2009, on file with author).
37 Press Release from Senator Bob Huff, Huff’s Bill to Review State Regulations Receives Unanimous Support, Apr. 27, 

2010.
38 Press Release from Senate Republican Caucus, Senate Democrats Kill Dutton Measures to Protect Jobs, Apr. 5, 2010.
39 California Air Resources Board, Economic Analysis Requirements for the Adoption of Administrative Regulations 

(1996), available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/research/econprog/econmem.pdf.
40 Interview with Anonymous Source within California EPA, July 9, 2010.
41 Id.
42 Id.
43 Id.; Debra Kahn, Reviewers Blast State’s Economic Analysis of Climate Plan, Climate Wire, Dec. 2, 2008.
44 David S. Neslin, Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes?: Gubernatorial and Legislative Review of Agency Rulemaking under the 

1981 Model Act, 57 Wash. L. Rev. 669, 671 n.18 (1982).  In 1981, the OAL had a staff of 26 and an operating budget 
of over $1 million; it disapproved of 27% of all proposed rules in 1980-81. Id.

45 Survey from Brown, supra note 10.
46 Michael Asimow, Guidance Documents in the States: Toward a Safe Harbor, 54 Admin. L. Rev. 631, 636 (2002).
47 See Survey from Beddard & Frazier, supra note 27; Survey from Beals, supra note 27; Survey from Miyoko Sawamu-

ra, staff services manager, Dept. of Public Health (2010, on file with author).
48 See Interview with Tekel & Cole, supra note 27.
49 See Interview with Anonymous Source within California EPA, supra note 40.
50 See Survey from Beals, supra note 27.
51 See Survey from Sawamura, supra note 47; Interview with Anonymous Source within California EPA, supra note 40; 

Interview with Tekel & Cole, supra note 27.
52 Interview with Tekel & Cole, supra note 27.
53 Interview with Anonymous Source within California EPA, supra note 40.  In 2006, a federal judge halted execu-

tions in California, ordering a new lethal injection process that would protect against cruel and unusual punishment.  
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In June 2010, the OAL rejected an initial rule proposal, saying the statute did not allow media witnesses. Death 
Penalty Changes Rejected, Monterey County Herald, June 10, 2010; OAL Disapproval Decision, http://www.
oal.ca.gov/res/docs/pdf/disapproval_decisions/2010/2010-0429-04S.pdf (also objecting on other grounds). The 
OAL eventually approved the lethal injection rule. Neil Nisperos, Revised Execution Procedures Challenged, Whittier 
Daily News, Aug. 6, 2010. 

54 The public comment period is already closed by the time of OAL reviews. Follow-Up Survey from Brown, supra note 
36.

55 OAL, Disapproval Decisions, http://www.oal.ca.gov/OAL_Disapproval_Decision_Office_of_Administrativ.htm.
56 See Survey from Beals, supra note 27.
57 Interview with Tekel & Cole, supra note 27.
58 Follow-Up Survey from Brown, supra note 36.
59 See Interview with Tekel & Cole, supra note 27; see also Survey from Beals, supra note 27 (expressing unofficial posi-

tion).
60 Miles Moore, Many Still Wary of Calif. Tire Pressure Check Mandates, Rubber & Plastics News, Aug. 9, 2010.
61 See Survey from Sawamura, supra note 47; Interview with Anonymous Source within California EPA, supra note 40; 

Interview with Tekel & Cole, supra note 27.
62 See Interview with Anonymous Source within California EPA, supra note 40; Interview with Tekel & Cole, supra 

note 27.
63 See Survey from Beddard & Frazier, supra note 27; Survey from Beals, supra note 27.
64 See Survey from Beddard & Frazier, supra note 27; Survey from Beals, supra note 27; Interview with Anonymous 

Source within California EPA, supra note 40.
65 Interview with Tekel & Cole, supra note 27.
66 Id.
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Colorado

Though Colorado’s legislature reviews regulations through a sunset provision, it operates less as a 
periodic review of existing regulations and more as a slightly delayed legislative veto over recently 
enacted regulations.  The state’s regulatory analyses—technically triggered only by request and, 
therefore, somewhat inconsistent—are sometimes thorough and impressive.

Colorado’s Process on Paper

General Principle:  The Colorado legislature found that agencies paid insufficient attention to the 
cost of regulation in relation to the benefits, and to unintended economic consequences such as 
effects on employment and competition.1  As a general libertarian policy, therefore, agencies are 
directed not to restrict the freedom of any person to conduct their affairs, use their property, or 
enter into contracts unless the agency finds, “after a full consideration of the effects of the agency 
action,” that it would “benefit the public interest and encourage the benefits of a free enterprise 
system for the citizens of this state.”2  

Cost-Benefit and Regulatory Analysis:  Agencies must submit a copy of their notices of proposed 
rulemakings to the Department of Regulatory Agencies (“DORA”).3  If the Executive Director 
of DORA finds that the rule may have a negative economic impact on competitiveness or small 
businesses in Colorado, DORA may require the agency to prepare a cost-benefit analysis.4  All 
documents, including the data and research used to prepare the cost-benefit analysis, are made 
public.5  The cost-benefit analysis must include:6  

•	 The anticipated economic benefits of the rule, including economic growth, the creation 
of new jobs, and increased economic competitiveness;7  

•	 The anticipated costs, including direct administrative costs and direct or indirect 
compliance costs;  

•	 Any adverse effects on the economy, consumers, private markets, small businesses, job 
creation, and economic competitiveness; and

•	 At least two alternatives to the proposed rule, identified by either the agency or the public, 
including the costs and benefits of those alternatives. 

Moreover, if any person requests at least fifteen days before the rulemaking hearing, the agency 
must also prepare a “regulatory analysis”:8  

•	 A description of the classes of persons who will be affected by the proposed rule, including 
classes that will bear the costs and classes that will benefit; 

•	 To the extent practicable, a description of the probable quantitative and qualitative 
impact of the proposed rule, economic or otherwise, upon affected classes of persons; 

•	 The probable costs to the government of the implementation and enforcement, and any 
anticipated effect on state revenues; 

•	 A comparison of the probable costs and benefits of the proposed rule to the probable 
costs and benefits of inaction; 

•	 A determination of whether there are less costly or less intrusive methods for achieving 
the purpose of the proposed rule; and
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•	 A description of any alternative methods for achieving the purpose of the proposed rule 
that were seriously considered, and the reasons why they were rejected. 

Notably, both types of analysis are scheduled after the rule has already been proposed, and by 
statute, none of these regulatory analysis requirements “shall limit an agency’s discretionary 
authority to adopt or amend rules.”9

Executive Review:  The Executive Director of DORA studies the cost-benefit analysis, if required, 
and may urge the agency to revise a proposal to ameliorate any negative economic impact.  DORA 
may also inform the public about the negative impact of the proposed rule.10  

The agency itself must also review rules: no rule can be adopted unless the rulemaking record 
demonstrates need, proper statutory authority exists, and the rule does not conflict with or 
duplicate other regulation.11

Finally, the Attorney General must review all rules for their constitutionality and legality.12

Legislative Review:  After a rule has already been filed as final, but within twenty days of the Attorney 
General’s review, agencies must submit rules to the General Assembly’s Office of Legislative Legal 
Services (“OLLS”).  The legislature’s Joint Committee on Legal Services (“JCLS”) establishes 
criteria for graduated stringency of rule review by OLLS:  every rule is reviewed for its form 
and procedure; upon the request of any legislator, OLLS conducts a fuller legal review.13  OLLS 
reviews for whether rules are compatible with the agency’s delegated powers and consistent with 
other laws.14  OLLS presents its findings to the JCLS at a public meeting.

The JCLS then votes on whether to recommend that the General Assembly allow a rule to expire.  
By statute, all rules adopted or amended during any one-year period (which begins November 
1 and ends the following October 31) automatically expire on the May 15th that follows unless 
the General Assembly adopts a bill that postpones their expiration.15  Each session, the JCLS 
sponsors a bill to postpone the expiration of whichever newly enacted rules the legislature wants 
to preserve.  OLLS also reviews existing rules each session to determine if they conflict with any 
recently amended statutes and therefore should be allowed to expire.16

Sunrise and Sundown:  Two other regulatory review procedures deserve a brief mention.  DORA 
conducts a “sunrise review” of new regulation of occupations and professions, using cost-benefit 
analysis to determine whether new regulation is necessary to protect the public.17

DORA and JCLS also are both involved in sundown reviews of various regulatory functions, 
programs, or entire agencies.  The sundown review pays attention to both costs and benefits, and 
focuses on minimizing regulatory burdens.18

Colorado’s Process in Practice

DORA’s Review of Cost-Benefit Analyses:  The Office of Policy, Research, and Regulatory Reform 
(“OPRRR”) exercise DORA’s review functions—more precisely, one OPRRR employee spends 
a fraction of his time (around 30%) conducting all the rule review functions.19  OPRRR focuses 
mostly on rules with impacts on small business, job creation, or economic competitiveness; other 
rules are not reviewed in-depth.20  During fiscal years 2003 through 2005, 353 rulemaking hearings 
were held, and OPRRR made fourteen requests for cost-benefit analysis.21

Early in the history of Colorado cost-benefit analysis, agencies did not always comply with 
OPRRR requests.  But now, thanks in part to a simplification of the cost-benefit form that reduced 
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the number of questions from twenty-seven to fourteen, agency compliance is not a problem.22  
Agencies are responsible for preparing cost-benefit analyses based on the OPRRR form, which 
asks about: the rule’s authority and need; the number of complaints (if any) that spurred the 
regulatory action; the rule’s top three benefits and how the regulation will achieve those results; 
the consequences of taking no action; any market-based or voluntary alternatives considered; 
the number of small businesses consulted on the regulation; and the regulation’s impacts on 
government costs, small business compliance costs, small business financial effects, barriers to 
entry, cessation of businesses, and consumer choice.23  Agencies can estimate costs in any manner 
they choose.24  Cost-benefit analyses are available to the public on OPRRR’s website.25

OPRRR has no statutory authority to make agencies alter proposed rules, and can only “urge” an 
agency to revise its rule.  But OPRRR can informally negotiate with agencies to help them reduce 
small business impacts and other negative economic effects.26  In the fiscal years 2003 through 
2005, of the fourteen cost-benefit analyses completed, two resulted in changes to the rule; four 
additional rules were withdrawn early in the rulemaking process because of potential negative 
economic impacts.27

Regulatory Analyses:  Requests for regulatory analysis are not uncommon, and they come from 
both industry28 and the public.29  Some agencies seem to have internal requirements for regulatory 
analysis and do not necessarily wait for a public request.30  Still, given that analyses are technically 
triggered only by request, coverage may be somewhat inconsistent.  Quality is also somewhat 
inconsistent:  some responses are vague and conclusory.  For example, when asked to describe 
other alternatives considered, one agency replied “The advantages to Colorado outweigh the 
alternative of taking no action.”31

Still, at least some regulatory analyses are balanced and detailed.  In 2009, the Department of 
Transportation (“DOT”) analyzed a rule to raise the minimum vehicle clearance over roadways 
of utility lines.  DOT sought cost and benefit information from the regulated community and 
stakeholders and also consulted with DORA.  DOT then analyzed administrative costs, alternative 
regulatory options, and the distribution of costs to individual Rural Electric Association customers.  
DOT even monetized benefits: “While it is impossible to quantify the value of a human life, the 
insurance industry experts estimate the value to exceed $1.2 million. . . . If one life is saved every 
thirteen years, the net overall benefit will result in an average savings of $2.26 for each dollar spent 
in 2009 dollars.  This equates to a benefit-cost ratio of 2.26 : 1.”32  Although the agency used an out-
of-date, under-estimate for the value of a statistical life (and should look at the federal EPA’s more 
recent estimate of approximately $7 million), this is a level of sophisticated, quantitative analysis 
not often seen at the state level.

Legislative Review: OLLS reviews all rules, and though some are given only a perfunctory check 
for form, most are given more thorough, full legal review.33  OLLS gives its new rule reviewers 
a “three-hour training session.”34  OLLS will sometimes consider legislative intent, but mostly 
focuses on “the actual language in the statute.”35

Technically, JCLS does not veto or return rules to agencies; if the legislature finds a problem with a 
rule, the rule is allowed to expire pursuant to the automatic sunset provisions.  The “vast majority” 
of rules are not found to be problematic, and once the legislature extends their expiration dates, 
“these rules are kept alive indefinitely.”36  While there is no deadline for legislative review, in 
practice all recently enacted rules are reviewed before the end of the calendar year, so as to include 
any “problem rules” in the next annual rule review bill.37
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In short, the so-called “sunset” review of existing regulations is actually a veto power disguised in a 
legal fiction.  The structure was deliberately set up to avoid possible constitutional problems.38  In 
reality, the legislature has a slightly delayed veto authority over all recently enacted new regulations.

Indeed, OLLS claims the legislature has no general review authority over existing regulations, 
except that it will use the annual rule review bill to repeal any existing rules in conflict with newly 
changed statutory provisions.39  Otherwise, once a rule’s automatic expiration has been extended, 
it remains in effect indefinitely.  Thus, it seems the legislature does not view its sundown authority 
as a tool for periodic regulatory review.40

Attorney General Reviews: The Attorney General’s opinions on legality are usually just one page 
long and almost always support the proposed rules.  Once or twice a year, the Attorney General 
may issue an unfavorable opinion on a rule, but that does not necessarily block the rule from 
moving forward.4

Case Study:  Oil and Gas

In 2008 and 2009, the Colorado Oil and Gas Commission (“COGCC”) drafted a series of new 
regulatory restrictions on drilling, such as bans on new developments during certain times of 
year, bans within a certain distance of the public water supply, and mandatory best management 
practices.  The Colorado Oil and Gas Association (“COGA”), a trade group, accused the 
Commission of failing to consider the economic impacts; the Commission’s Director Neslin 
argued that the agency had considered the possible impacts, though he acknowledged work did 
not begin on the cost-benefit and regulatory analysis until after finishing and posting the draft 
regulations.42

The Commission’s cost-benefit and regulatory analysis is a 182-page document detailing the 
motivations for the regulations and estimated costs.  Interestingly, the Commission “requested cost 
information from the oil and gas industry, local governments, and other stakeholders, but none of 
those parties provided responsive information.”43  Of over 200 stakeholders sent questionnaires 
on economic impacts, only two responded (both from the Oil and Gas Accountability Project).  
COGA refused to provide any data, claiming it lacked the time and resources, and asserting it 
would provide such details at a public hearing and so “it would be inappropriate and prejudicial to 
provide this information, in advance, to the COGCC and, thereby, to other parties.”44  Instead, the 
Commission developed the analysis itself, devoting over 300 staff hours, coordinating with other 
state agencies, and retaining two consulting teams to help study the costs and benefits.45

The result was a detailed analysis on a range of alternatives, though it was not especially quantitative, 
particularly on the benefits side.  The consultant’s report noted the persistent difficulties with 
quantification and monetization: “In all cases, it was difficult to develop quantitative estimates 
of benefits because of resource constraints and lack of quantitative information on both baseline 
conditions under the present rules and the expected changes due to the draft rules.”46  Industry 
was not satisfied with the analysis, dismissing it as a post-hoc justification of the already selected 
policy choices.47

At the long public hearings to review the rule, the legislature managed to exclude most controversial 
policy debates and focused on questions of legality and statutory authority. JCLS chair Sen. Jennifer 
Veiga said “Our purview here and our review here is very narrowly focused on whether these rules 
exceeded statutory authority.  We are not focused on whether these rules are good public policy 
or bad public policy.”48  According to press reports, “That set the stage for a hearing packed with 
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legislative citations and dense legal arguments, as opposed to the passionate, emotional speeches 
that usually mark debate on the rules.”49  Ultimately, the rules were approved by the legislature.

Analysis and Grade

Because Colorado just barely falls short of meeting several key Guiding Principles, its grade is 
bumped up to a C+.

Colorado’s process is not well matched to its resources.  By relying on a petition mechanism, 
Colorado’s analytical requirements are at best inconsistently applied, and at worst may be 
simultaneously too broad and too narrow, imposing analytical burdens on some minor rules while 
not covering all major rules.  Colorado agencies have the analytical capacity to be doing more 
analysis, more consistently.

Colorado’s provisions on legislative review are among the densest, most convoluted statutory 
provisions on regulatory review.  On the one hand, the structure is a creative way to escape 
potential constitutional issues; on the other hand, the structure can leave regulations in a state of 
limbo for up to year.

That said, legislative review is consistent and operates by substantive standards.  So does DORA’s 
review, even though it is more discretionary.  Unfortunately, neither reviewer has much ability 
to help calibrate rules.  DORA’s review lacks teeth and mostly focuses on minimizing small 
business impacts; the legislature does not review until after rules are already enacted, giving it little 
opportunity to do anything but reject rules.

Colorado does not feature much on inter-agency coordination, agency inaction, or periodic 
review.  Cost-benefit and regulatory analyses are made available to the public and the public can 
participate in the review process—there is room for improvement, but Colorado is off to a good 
start on transparency and participation.

Finally, Colorado agencies do try to quantify costs and benefits in their impact analyses, and both 
alternatives and distributional effects are given some consideration.  But the requirements need 
to better emphasize maximizing net benefits.  Most importantly, the analysis may be triggered 
too late and too sporadically to be meaningfully integrated into the decisionmaking process.  The 
current statutory requirement on cost-benefit analysis is slated to expire on July 1, 2013, unless 
renewed by the legislature.50  Colorado should take this opportunity before 2013 to rethink the 
scope and balance of its analytical and regulatory review requirements.
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Connecticut

By constitutional amendment, Connecticut has preserved its powerful legislative veto.

Connecticut’s Process on Paper

Fiscal Notes and Small Businesses:  Agencies must prepare fiscal notes for all proposed regulations.  
The note estimates the cost or revenue impact on government and small businesses.1  Agencies 
must give the public an opportunity to inspect the fiscal note.2

Agencies must also, for all proposed regulations, consider methods to accomplish the rule’s 
objectives while minimizing adverse impacts on small businesses.  Agencies are to pursue 
small business protections “consistent with public health, safety, and welfare,” but somewhat 
contradictorily are instructed to consider small business exemptions “without limitation.”3

For regulations that may have an adverse impact on small businesses, agencies must notify 
the Department of Economic and Community Development and the relevant joint standing 
committee of the legislature of the intention to adopt the rule; the department and the relevant 
committee may then advise the agency on complying with these small business protections.4

Timelines and Approvals:  When new legislation takes effect, an agency has five months (unless 
otherwise specified) to publish notice of its intent to adopt any regulations required to implement 
the new statute; otherwise, the agency must explain its failure to the governor, the relevant joint 
standing committee of the legislature, and legislature’s Regulation Review Committee (“RRC”).  
The agency then has 180 days to submit final regulations to the RRC, or else explain that failure.5

If an agency violates these or other time limits, the RRC may call the agency head to testify and 
explain the delay; the RRC may also report the non-compliance to the governor for further review 
and action.6

No regulation (except emergency rules) may be adopted without approval by the attorney general.7  
The attorney general’s review is limited to issues of legal sufficiency:  that is, the absence of a legal 
conflict and the compliance with administrative procedure.  The attorney general has only thirty 
days to review the rule, after which time the rule is approved by default.8

No regulation may be adopted without approval by the legislative RRC.9

Legislative Review:  Established in 1972, the RRC is a bipartisan committee composed of eight 
House members and six Senate members.10  After receiving approval from the attorney general, 
agencies submit regulations to the RRC, along with fiscal notes and a statement of purpose.11  The 
legislature’s Office of Fiscal Analysis gets a seven-day review period to analyze the fiscal note and 
report to the RRC.12  The RRC must review all proposed regulations within sixty-five days, but has 
discretion whether to hold public hearings; after sixty-five days, rules are approved by default.13

The RRC may approve, disapprove, or reject a rule without prejudice.14  If it rejects without 
prejudice, the committee notifies the agency of its reasons.  If the regulation was required by law, 
the agency then has about two months to revise and resubmit the rule; the RRC has thirty-five 
days to review a revised regulation, and unlike for a newly proposed regulation, the resubmission 
is not published in the Connecticut Law Journal.15

If the RRC disapproves a rule, the agency cannot take any substantively similar action, unless 
the General Assembly reverses the disapproval.16  Each year, the RRC submits to the General 
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Assembly a list of disapproved regulations, and the Assembly may then, by resolution, either 
sustain or reverse the disapproval.17  Though state courts did once call the legislative veto authority 
into question,18 the state constitution was amended in 1982 to solidify the legislature’s veto over 
agency regulations.19

Periodic Review: Every five years, the RRC, in consultation with agencies, must establish deadlines 
for the periodic review of existing regulations.  In scheduling the review, the RRC is to consider the 
complexity of the agency’s regulations as well as the agency’s resources.20  Agencies then submit to 
the RRC their review, which includes:  recommendations to substantially reduce the number and 
length of regulations; and determinations on whether each regulation is obsolete, inconsistent, 
the subject of written complaints, or otherwise no longer effective.21  The RRC (together with 
the relevant legislative committees), then schedules a public hearing,22 and can request that the 
agency initiate proceedings to amend or repeal regulations.23  If an agency does not conduct a 
satisfactory review, the RRC itself may conduct the review; if an agency fails to initiate the 
requested proceedings to repeal regulations, the RRC can ask a relevant legislative committee to 
introduce legislation to compel the action.24

Connecticut’s Process in Practice

Executive Review:  Connecticut’s governor has long played an “unofficial” role in the regulatory 
review process.25  The governor’s office reviews rules for policy implications, and in particular 
agencies coordinate with the Office of Policy and Management (“OPM”) on policy development 
and the preparation of fiscal notes.26  Agencies will submit proposed regulations and fiscal notes 
to the OPM before formal submission of the final regulatory package to the attorney general.27  
According to its website, the OPM is charged with providing a “global overview of proposed policy 
initiatives, identifying the full range of financial and policy implications of proposed actions,” and 
in particular facilitates inter-agency coordination.28  An agency might also sometimes solicit an 
informal review from an assistant attorney general earlier in the process.29

Legislative Review:  RRC membership and attendance issues can sometimes affect review.  The 
RRC is a bipartisan body that rotates leadership back and forth each term, even though Democrats 
currently dominate both the Senate and the House by large margins.30  This arguably gives 
Republicans a greater voice during the review process than they perhaps had in drafting the 
original statutes that agencies are implementing.  And while the RRC holds regular meetings 
throughout the year,31 not every meeting is well attended.  For example, the RRC might vote 7-2 
against approving a regulation but still have to approve it, since it takes eight votes to reject a rule.32

In addition to RRC members, the Office of Fiscal Analysis, legislative counsel,33 and Legislative 
Commissioner’s Office all analyze and make recommendations on proposed rules.34  But the RRC 
is “the last stop on the train.”35  The RRC or other legislators will sometimes engage in informal, 
collaborative communications with agency staff before an official RRC review.36

The Office of Fiscal Analysis and the RRC will both look at the accuracy of a fiscal note;37 the 
Office of Fiscal Analysis states its responsibility as “preparing short analyses of the costs and 
long-range projections of executive programs and proposed agency regulations.”38  But the RRC 
does not generally review the private costs or benefits of regulations, regulatory alternatives, or 
distributional effects beyond costs to small businesses and municipalities.39  Even that review is 
limited, since the small business impact analytical requirements just became effective in October 
2009.  The General Assembly unanimously passed the small business requirements last year and 
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Governor Rell signed the law, saying “From now on, any new rules must pass an economic impact 
analysis.  This is good news for small businesses and good news for jobs in Connecticut.”40  As of 
winter 2010, the RRC had not yet seen small business analysis in practice.41

The RRC is much more likely to reject a rule without prejudice than to disapprove it.42  Since 
2000, only two regulations have been disapproved by the RRC.43  Many rejections are for technical 
problems:  the state has reportedly lost many of its more experienced and careful rule drafters in 
recent years.44  Agencies may also withdraw regulations from consideration,45 and sometimes do 
so rather than face rejection.46  Sometimes the RRC will return a rule “for no apparent reason,” 
which usually indicates some concern was raised last-minute by an interest group or lobbyist.47  For 
example, in recently rejecting without prejudice a Department of Labor rule on unemployment 
compensation, the RRC’s meeting minutes simply state: “After discussion with both the agency 
and advocates it appears that there are issues to be addressed and the members look forward to 
both groups working to resolve the issues and the agency returning the regulations as quickly as 
possible.”48 

There is no formal public process during regulatory review, but the RRC does receive letters and 
emails, and sometimes stakeholders show up the morning of an RRC meeting to “grab a legislator 
and raise a concern.”49  Interest groups can exercise influence over the RRC’s reviews.  In 2005, 
for example, Animal Advocacy Connecticut persuaded the RRC to reject a rule on coyote traps.  
Senator Doc Gunther, who voted to approve the rule, said “In over 30 years on that committee, [I 
have] never seen such a blatant instance of lobbying.”50 

On rare occasions, controversial RRC actions can attract media and public attention.  A 2008 vote 
offers an interesting example, though perhaps does not reflect the typical case.  By a close 7-6 vote, 
and at the urging of the governor and the proposing agency (the Department of Environmental 
Protection), the RRC approved a last-minute change to a rule governing the proceeds from 
auctioning carbon dioxide emissions credits.  The climate change auction revenue was originally 
slated to fund green energy development, but the agency asked the RRC to change the rule before 
approving it, and grant the flexibility to instead direct some money to consumer rebates.  Even 
though the attorney general had issued an opinion stating that such a change would be contrary 
to statute and so illegal, and even though the RRC is arguably charged with promoting legislative 
intent, the RRC still voted to make the change.51

Periodic Review:  In practice, the RRC does not seem to exercise its authority on the review of 
existing regulations, except that it reminds agencies of regulations that need to be repealed because 
the law changed.52

Analysis and Grade

Despite Connecticut’s powerful legislative review, the state 
only earns a D+ when matched against this report’s guiding 
principles.

With the Office of Policy and Management available to help 
agencies prepare fiscal notes, Connecticut has the resources 
to require more consistent and balanced regulatory analysis.  
Current requirements focus only on costs, and the analytical 
process is not integrated into agency decisionmaking or 
regulatory review.  As a result, the RRC typically lacks the necessary information on costs and 

 Connecticut’s 
regulatory review 

process is “almost 
convoluted.”

—Pam Booth, Regulation 
Review Committee 

Administrator53
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benefits to effectively calibrate rules.  Though it remains to be seen whether the new small business 
review will be effective or simply slow down the regulatory process,54 most of the rulemaking 
process is governed by clear timelines.

The RRC does meet regularly and consistently reviews rules, but its oversight authority lacks clear 
substantive standards.  RRC reviews also suffer from limited transparency: minutes are sparse, 
there is no formal vehicle for public participation, resubmitted rule proposals are not published in 
the Law Journal, and fiscal notes are not generally released.

The Office of Policy and Management claims to play a role in promoting inter-agency coordination, 
but the state’s laws and formal review processes are silent on the matter.  Deadlines are set for the 
implementation of recently enacted statutes, and so there is some effort to combat agency inaction.

The deadlines for periodic review can be flexible and tailored to agency resources, but there is no 
evidence that the state takes the periodic review process seriously.

According to Pam Booth, the legislature is always looking at ways to further streamline its 
regulatory system.55  The next time the legislature revises its review process, it should try to 
improve effectiveness and fairness as well as efficiency, by focusing on transparency, analytical 
balance, and agency resources. 
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Delaware

Years ago, looking for a way to increase accountability among agencies perhaps prone to over-
regulation, the Delaware General Assembly turned to the standard public notice-and-comment 
process as a check on agency discretion.1  On paper, Delaware does appear to have at least a few 
additional review structures in place, but generally, according to the Registrar of Regulations for 
the Legislative Council, “Delaware does not do regulatory review.”2  

Delaware’s Process on Paper

Registrar and Public Comment:  The Division of Research of the Legislative Council functions as 
a repository of all regulations and facilitates the public notice-and-comment process through the 
Register of Regulations.3  Once rules are proposed, they are sent to the Registrar for publication.  
Pursuant to the Registrar’s duties in preparation and maintenance of the Register of Regulations, 
the officer has authority to change and correct form, style, organization, redundancies, grammar, 
and clerical issues.4  The notice published in the Register must include a description of the substance 
of the proposal as well as the means for public comment.5  Rules must also be transmitted to 
legislative committees with relevant oversight responsibilities, and agencies must seek comments 
on possible impacts to individuals and small businesses.6

Regulatory Flexibility:  The Regulatory Flexibility Act 
dictates that regulatory compliance costs should be 
appropriate to the size the entity being regulated.7  As 
such, agencies are authorized to tailor informational 
and regulatory demands differently for individuals 
and small businesses,8 in order to relieve the public 
from onerous and inequitable compliance costs, and 
to generally ameliorate public dissatisfaction with the regulatory process.  To determine whether 
an entity should be exempted (or if a less stringent regulation should be passed), agencies are 
directed to consider the estimated compliance costs; the ability to absorb these costs without 
being adversely effected economically or competitively disadvantaged; the additional costs to the 
agency for enforcing a different rule for this special class of entities; and the impact on the public 
interest of exempting such entities from compliance or for administering a distinct rule for such 
entities.9

Sunset Committee:  The General Assembly passed a “sunset act,”10 which formed a joint committee 
to review agency performance and terminate certain agencies or policies unless they were meeting 
a state need and acting responsively to the public.11  The Sunset Committee is a bipartisan group 
of five members from the House of Representatives and five members of the Senate;12 while the 
meetings are public, only members of the committee are allowed to speak.13  Besides reviewing 
agency programmatic performance, the Sunset Committee is also authorized to conduct 
“rules review,” which is a discretionary review of the rules and regulations promulgated by the 
agency.14  The Sunset Committee compiles a list of regulatory changes that it deems necessary and 
appropriate and distributes the list to the relevant agencies; if an agency cannot make the changes, 
the Sunset Committee drafts legislation to implement its recommendations.15

Delaware’s Process in Practice

While Delaware has elements of a regulatory review apparatus on paper, the state does not in 
fact perform regulatory review according to those requirements.  According to the Registrar of 

  “Delaware does not do 
regulatory review.”

—Jeff Hague, Registrar of 
Regulations
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Regulations for the Legislative Council, no small business impact statement has ever been prepared 
or published because that portion of the Delaware code has never been complied with, and so few 
people “are even aware of it.”  Similarly, no regulatory impact statements have ever been prepared 
or published, and while the Sunset Committee may have power to review whether regulations are 
consistent with an agency’s statutory authority, to the best of the Legislative Council’s knowledge 
that provision “has never been utilized.”16

By contrast, in practice the attorney general does play some role in regulatory review, and 
“hundreds of deputy attorneys general perform formal review functions for each state agency and 
must sign off on all rules.”17

Analysis and Grade

Strikingly, Delaware has created a regulatory review structure that has never been used and that 
most regulators know little about.  For example, Delaware might have scored points for having a 
regulatory flexibility act that balances the potential benefits of small business exemptions against 
their administrative costs and public impacts—except that Delaware agencies do not comply with 
the regulatory flexibility analysis requirements.  As things stand, however, Delaware earns a D- as 
its Guiding Principles Grade.

Delaware has little experience with the potential benefits of a rigorous regulatory review system.  
More than most other states, therefore, Delaware might have much to gain by learning from 
the lessons and goals of other states in this area.  In the meantime, rulemaking accountability in 
Delaware remains mostly a matter of bureaucratic discretion and public vigilance.
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District of Columbia

Washington D.C. has a relatively thin body of administrative law governing regulatory oversight.  
The District of Columbia is, after all, a city.

But it is a unique city.  The United States Congress has the power to “exercise exclusive Legislation” 
over the District of Columbia pursuant to Article 1, Section 8 of the United States Constitution.  
At various times, the District has been treated as a quasi-federal agency (with a presidentially-
appointed mayor) or a delegated governing unit of Congress.1  From 1995 through 2001, the 
federal government imposed a five-member “Authority” to supervise the District, with power to 
approve all City Council legislation and budgets, and to make “recommendations” to the mayor—
which, if the mayor and city agencies did not implement within ninety days, could be imposed 
directly by the Authority.2

After the Authority’s powers expired in 2001, the District’s governmental structure returned to the 
arrangement set up in 1973, when Congress passed the Home Rule Act.  The Act granted certain 
powers of self-government, authorized local elections, and delegated most standard legislative 
powers to the City Council, including authority to create agencies under the Office of the Mayor.3 

But under the Act, Congress retained certain review powers.  Any legislation enacted by the City 
Council must be sent to Congress for a thirty-day review period, during which Congress can pass 
a joint resolution (subject to the President’s signature) disapproving the bill.4  More generally, 
Congress reserved its constitutional right to enact any legislation for the District, “including 
legislation to amend or repeal any law in force in the District prior to or after enactment of this 
Act and any act passed by the Council.”5  Those terms would seem to extend beyond legislation 
and encompass regulations as well.  While in the past, Congress has at times inserted itself into 
the city’s legislative and budgetary processes, reviewing bills and adding appropriations riders, 
Congress has lately adopted a more hands-off stance, staying out of even controversial legislative 
debates.6

In 1968, the District of Columbia adopted its own Administrative Procedure Act.  Pursuant to 
the current version of the Act, agencies are required: “To give notice of the proposed adoption, 
amendment, or repeal, of a rule, by publishing such notice in the District of Columbia Register, no 
fewer than 30 days prior to the effective date of the proposed rule.  Notice shall include a citation 
to the legal authority for the rule.”7  That is the extent of rulemaking guidance contained in the 
Administrative Procedure Act.  Notably absent is any requirement to make a statement of purpose, 
provide an economic impact statement, describe alternatives, or state the circumstances making 
such action necessary.  District agencies report that they are small and resource-constrained.8

Though not required by statute, in practice all executive agencies submit proposed administrative 
rulemakings to the Legal Counsel Division of the District’s Office of Attorney General.9  The Legal 
Counsel Division reviews the rules for legal sufficiency before the Office of the Secretary’s Office 
of Documents and Administrative Issuances publishes them in the District of Columbia Register.10 

Certain agencies are required by statute to submit select proposed rules to the City Council 
for review; such reviews, however, are the exception rather than the norm.11  These rare review 
processes seem to allow approval or disapproval on any grounds.12

Though the District of Columbia does face unique legal arrangements and resource constraints, 
the city has no consistent review mechanism beyond a de facto requirement to have the Attorney 
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General approve the legality of new rules.  The District should consider whether new or additional 
review structures might be beneficial; at the very least, the attorney general’s review should be 
formalized and given substantive standards.  The District gets a D- for its Guiding Principles 
Grade, but the mark should perhaps be interpreted more like an “incomplete.”
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Florida

Florida’s legislative review committee typically gets its way, despite the absence of official veto 
power.  The committee has had less success, unfortunately, promoting consistent compliance with 
economic analysis requirements.

History and Recent Proposals

In the 1990s, as part of a populist political upsurge, regulatory reform moved to the front of Florida’s 
legislative agenda.1  An initial legislative crackdown on agencies’ use of guidance documents in lieu 
of regulations triggered an up-tick in the number of new rules passed, which in turn sparked a 
counter-revolution seeking to decrease regulatory burdens.2  In 1995, Governor Lawton Chiles 
issued Executive Order 95-74, which motivated agencies to repeal some ten thousand rules; 
however, most of those repeals were of outdated or un-enforced rules, and the deregulatory push 
had little substantive effect.3 

Governor Chiles also issued Executive Order 95-256 the same year, creating the Administrative 
Procedure Act Review Commission.4  Implementing the Commission’s recommendations and 
other ideas, the legislature amended the state’s Administrative Procedure Act in 1996, adding 
new requirements like the mandate for agencies to select the “least-cost” alternative.5  A legislative 
review committee, already active in 1996, found some of its review powers strengthened by the 
amendments (for example, its abilities to respond to public complaints and to recommend a 
temporary suspension of rules).6  Though Florida did consider adding some broader legislative 
veto authorities,7 ultimately the legislative review augmentations in 1996 were mild and “t[ook] 
no constitutional chances.”8

From 1975 to the mid-1990s, Florida required agencies to prepare an economic impact statement 
evaluating the costs and benefits of many proposed rules, and to choose rules that showed the “lowest 
net cost to society.”9  In 1995, Governor Chiles vetoed more rigorous analytical requirements, 
believing they were too onerous.10  Instead, the following year’s amendments to the Administrative 
Procedure Act reduced and shifted the analytical burdens, moving Florida’s rulemaking agencies 
from a cost-benefit analysis to a cost-effectiveness assessment, which excluded consideration of 
the general benefits of the regulation.11

In April 2010, Florida’s legislature unanimously passed a bill to expand the coverage of the cost 
assessment requirement and to radically enhance its own review authority.  H.B. 1565 would have 
required cost assessments for any rule likely to adversely impact small business or to increase any 
regulatory costs by $200,000 within one year.  The assessment would have to include an economic 
analysis of any direct or indirect economic effects and regulatory costs that could exceed $1 million 
within 5 years.  Rules identified as having such million-dollar impacts would then be submitted to 
the legislature for ratification before they could take effect.12

In May 2010, Governor Charlie Crist vetoed the bill as an encroachment on the separation of 
powers, saying “If H.B. 1565 did become law, nearly every rule may have to await an act of the 
Legislature to become effective.  This could increase costs to businesses, create more red tape, and 
potentially harm Florida’s economy.”13  

Florida’s Process on Paper

Cost Assessments:  All agencies must choose the regulatory alternative that minimizes costs while 
“substantially accomplish[ing] the statutory objectives.”14  Notices of proposed rules must include 
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an explanation of the rule’s purpose and effect, and a summary of the statement of estimated costs 
(if prepared).  The notice must also give the public twenty-one days to provide information on 
estimated costs or to propose a lower-cost alternative.15  Agencies must either adopt or explain the 
rejection of any lower cost alternatives suggested in good faith by the public.16 

Agencies are encouraged to prepare a statement of estimated regulatory costs for all rules, and are 
required to do so if the rule will impact small business.17  The requirement is also triggered if anyone 
submits a good faith proposal for a lower cost regulatory alternative.18  Statements must include:  
a good faith estimate of the number of regulated individuals, along with a general description of 
the types of affected individuals; a good faith estimate of the costs to government and effects on 
revenue; a good faith estimate of direct compliance costs; and an analysis of the impact on small 
businesses and small local governments.19

Within one year of a rule’s effective date, it can be challenged in court for not being the least 
burdensome alternative, and the statement of estimated costs can also be challenged.20  One 
commentator noted this is a “rigorous” review structure:  once a rule is challenged, the burden of 
showing the rule is cost-effective is on the agency, not on the challenging party.21

The Department of State can refuse to file any rule as final and effective if the agency did not follow 
rulemaking procedures, including if an agency did not include a required statement of estimated 
costs.22 

Legislative Review:  At least twenty-one days before the proposed adoption date for a new rule, 
agencies must send the rule, the statement of estimated costs, and a statement of justification 
to the legislature’s Joint Administrative Procedures Committee (“JAPC”).23  JAPC is composed 
of three senators and three representatives, with at least one minority party member from each 
house.24  JAPC is given broad oversight authority related to the rulemaking process, including 
the general authority to review agency activity under the Administrative Procedure Act.25  JAPC 
must examine every proposed rule and may examine any existing rule for its:  legislative authority 
and intent; form and public notice; necessity to accomplish objectives; reasonableness “as it 
affects the convenience of the general public or persons particularly affected”; complexity and 
comprehensibility; compliance with preparation of a statement of estimated costs; and selection 
as the least costly alternative that substantially accomplishes objectives.26

If JAPC objects to a rule, the committee sends a detailed notice to the agency and the legislative 
leadership.27  Within thirty days of receiving the objection, the agency must either modify 
or withdraw the rule (or amend or repeal it, if the rule is already in effect), prepare a corrected 
statement of estimated costs, or else notify JAPC that it refuses to comply with the committee’s 
recommendations.28  If the agency fails to respond to the objection and the rule is not yet in effect, 
the rule is deemed withdrawn by default.29

If a rule is already in effect and the agency fails to comply with the committee’s objection within 
sixty days, JAPC may recommend the introduction of legislation to address the objection.  In such 
a case, JAPC may also request that the agency temporarily suspend the rule; the agency then has 
thirty days to either suspend the rule or notify the committee of its refusal.30  In short, JAPC’s 
powers are advisory, and ultimately the committee mostly must rely on the agency or the full 
legislature to act on its suggestions.

JAPC does have a few other recourses.  Along with any substantially affected member of the public, 
JAPC can petition an agency to repeal a rule for exceeding statutory authority.31  And, after giving 
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the agency and the governor a reasonable period of time to respond to an objection (not to exceed 
sixty days), JAPC can petition for judicial review of a rule.32

Small Business Review:  Before adopting new rules, agencies must consider the impacts on 
small business and small local governments, and where practicable must tier rules to reduce 
disproportionate impacts.33  If a rule may have a small business impact, agencies must send written 
notice to the Small Business Regulatory Advisory Council (“Council”) and the Office of Tourism, 
Trade, and Economic Development at least twenty-eight days before the rulemaking action.  If 
the Council suggests alternatives that are both feasible and consistent with policy objectives, the 
agency must either adopt those suggestions or explain to JAPC why it chose not to.  The Council 
can appeal such a rejection to the legislature’s Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government 
Accountability; but the agency can still reject the proposed alternative even after such appeals, so 
long as it explains its actions to JAPC.34

The Council consists of nine current or former small business owners from different geographic 
regions: three appointed by the governor, three appointed by the Senate, and three appointed by 
the House.  Though the appointing official can remove appointees without cause at any time,35 
and so the Council may not appear classically independent, the Council does not fit neatly into 
either the legislative or executive branch.  The Council is administratively housed within the 
Small Business Development Center Network,36 which is funded by the federal Small Business 
Administration and is hosted by the University of West Florida.37  For purposes of this report’s 
comparative charts, the Council will be designated as an independent reviewer.

The Council is empowered to make recommendations on proposed rules that may adversely affect 
small business and to consider public requests to review rules.38  The Council also participates in 
periodic reviews of existing regulations, recommending to agencies ways to mitigate unnecessary 
burdens on small business, giving due consideration to the rule’s objectives, its continued need, 
any complaints or comments received, the length of time since the rule was last evaluated, and any 
relevant technological, economic, or other factors that may have changed.39

Sunrise, Periodic Reviews, and Petitions:  Every two years, agencies must perform a formal review of 
existing rules in order to: clarify and simplify rules; delete obsolete or unnecessary rules; improve 
efficiency, reduce paperwork, or decrease costs; coordinate on overlapping rules; and reduce 
impacts on small businesses while meeting stated objectives.40  Agencies must file a report with 
the legislature and JAPC, specifying any changes made as a result of the review, or recommending 
statutory changes to promote efficiency, reduce paperwork, and decrease costs, specifically 
addressing small business impacts.41

In addition to a general public right to petition for rulemakings,42 if a petition identifies a guidance 
document that should be a rule (also known as an “unadopted rule”), the agency must, within 
thirty days, either initiate a rulemaking or hold a public hearing.  If the agency still does not initiate 
a rulemaking, JAPC or a standing legislative committee may hold a hearing and recommend 
legislation.43

Florida’s Process in Practice

Executive and Independent Review:  Agencies may seek input from the governor’s office or other 
agencies if appropriate, but typically there is no direct involvement of the executive branch.44

The Small Business Regulatory Advisory Council is young45 but already quite active, requesting 
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the completion of cost estimates and commenting on rules.46

Cost Assessments:  Even though the cost statement requirements have been on the books for years, 
JAPC reports that “[t]his is a new requirement that the agencies are only beginning, with our 
assistance, to realize has been added to the law.”47  Perhaps half of agency rulemaking packages 
include a cost assessment, prepared because of possible effects on small business.  Still, the 
inclusion or omission of an economic statement reportedly has “no effect” on JAPC’s evaluation.48

Some agencies at times may consult with outside economists on the preparation of cost estimates;49 
but for the most part, agencies do not use economists and instead rely on internal expertise 
and stakeholder input.50  In the “vast majority of cases,” impact statements include absolutely 
no calculation of benefits: “Rather, the benefits are assumed, and further assumed to outweigh 

the costs.  Focus is placed on the least expensive way to 
accomplish the statutory goals.”51

Legislative Review:  JAPC has fourteen full-time employees 
and a budget of $1.2 million,52 and firmly believes that, 
given the number and quality of its rule reviewers, 
Florida’s structure “stands head and shoulders above any 
other state.”53

JAPC regularly identifies at least some problems with the 
majority of new regulations.  From 2000 through 2009, 
JAPC found “substantive error” in about 30-40% of rules:  
43% lacked statutory authority; 25% were vague; 18% 
were guilty of “unbridled discretion.”  Even more rules 
had some “technical error”—50-70% of the total.54

Almost all such problems identified by JAPC attorneys are 
resolved at the staff level through informal communication 
with agencies.  Very few objections, perhaps fewer than 
ten per year, are brought to the JAPC members for vote 
at a public meeting.55  Mostly, agencies are willing to 
work with JAPC outside the review process, and JAPC 
feels such discussions are collaborative.56  Agencies 
believe such informal contacts are necessary to “keep the 
process running smoothly” and useful “because JAPC is 
willing to help and has expertise,” but they describe the 

communications more as seeking approval or “collegial” than purely collaborative.  Despite a 
good working relationship, agencies do not always agree with JAPC recommendations; still, they 
usually find a way to compromise, or in the end the agency will most likely concede.57

When JAPC does object to a rule, the agency almost never refuses to modify its proposal.58  To 
date, JAPC has never found it necessary to use its authority to seek judicial review of the validity 
of any rule.59 

JAPC primarily reviews for statutory authority, and tries not to concern itself with policy issues 
like the stringency of regulation.60  Nevertheless, policy occasionally creeps in to the decision.  
In 2009, Governor Crist wanted Florida to adopt California’s emission standards for passenger 
vehicles, but JAPC declared the proposed rule unconstitutional because it delegated power over 

“In my limited 
contacts with other 

states, I have come to 
believe that Florida[’s 

regulatory review 
structure] stands 

head and shoulders 
above any other 

state because of the 
number and quality of 
our full-time legislative 
attorneys engaged in 

review.” 

—Scott Boyd, Executive 
Director of the Joint 

Administrative Procedures 
Committee
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Florida’s laws to a California agency.  The decision was bipartisan and unanimous,61 but on the 
other hand several members of the committee were previously quoted as doubting that man-made 
emissions could lead to global warming, and the auto lobby pushed hard against the rule.62   

JAPC generally selects the oldest existing rules for its periodic review.63  “Unadopted” rules 
continue to plague Florida’s administrative process: in 2007, JAPC identified 130 instances of 
“unadopted” rules among 28 agencies.64

Analysis and Grade

Florida’s entire regulatory review process needs to focus more on maximizing social benefits, not 
just on minimizing compliance costs:  Florida earns a C.

Several agencies apparently remain unaware of the scope of the cost assessment requirements, 
suggesting that either the system’s design or enforcement does not align well with resources.  
More generally, some agencies feel the review process has grown “unduly complicated, costly, and 
burdensome.”65

JAPC reviews rules on a consistent basis and under specific timelines.  Though Florida continues to 
struggle with the problem of “unadopted rules,” and the regulatory review structure may be partly 
to blame, the state is working to solve that problem and has already implemented some tactics, like 
a petition mechanism.  But beyond the problem of “unadopted rules,” Florida’s regulatory review 
does not combat agency inaction, nor does it sufficiently promote inter-agency coordination.

JAPC does have statutory criteria for its reviews, but the vagueness of some terms (for example, 
the reasonableness of a rule “as it affects the convenience of the general public”) may allow politics 
to influence some decisions.  The standards for agencies’ periodic reviews are somewhat better 
defined (though terms like “unnecessary” are also vague).  But on the whole, Florida’s periodic 
review requirements are biased toward only eliminating overly costly rules and not strengthening 
beneficial rules.

The routes for public participation also give more weight to comments that identify lower-cost 
alternatives than to those that advocate for higher net benefits.  Further, there is no real involvement 
of the public in JAPC reviews.  But Florida’s process does at least solicit public comment on cost 
estimates and alternatives, and it involves the public in the review of guidance documents.

The ability of the public to challenge a rule if the lowest-cost alternative is not selected should 
help encourage both consistent analysis of alternatives and the integration of analysis in the 
decisionmaking process.  But the analytical mandate does not require any attention to benefits 
or any real comprehensive distributional analysis beyond listing the types of entities impacted.  
If Florida’s legislature revisits the recently vetoed proposal to expand economic analysis for 
regulations, it should ensure that the analytical mandates are balanced and that agencies are given 
sufficient resources to comply.
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mists. Follow-Up Survey from Boyd, supra note 47.
53 Follow-Up Survey from Boyd, supra note 47.
54 JAPC, 2009 Annual Report 6-9 (2010), available at http://www.japc.state.fl.us/publications/2009AnnualReport.

pdf.
55 See Follow-Up Survey from Boyd, supra note 47; JAPC, 2009 Annual Report, supra note 54, at 2 (“Often, the agency 

agrees that there is no authority for the rule and withdraws or amends the rule to meet the staff concerns.”).  JAPC 
has only occasional contact with non-governmental organization. Follow-Up Survey from Boyd, supra note 47.
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56 Follow-Up Survey from Boyd, supra note 47.
57 Interview with Steve Hall, Counsel, Dept. of Ag. & Consumer Serv., July 1, 2010; Survey from Presley, supra note 50; 

Survey from Shoop, supra note 50.
58 Follow-Up Survey from Boyd, supra note 47.
59 JAPC, 2009 Annual Report, supra note 54, at 3.
60 Follow-Up Survey from Boyd, supra note 47.
61 JAPC, Report on DEP Rule 62-285.400 (2009), http://www.japc.state.fl.us/publications/Repor-

tOnDEPRule62-285-400.pdf.
62 See Brandon Larrabee, Panel Slams Emissions Proposal; Crist Will Continue to Work to Get the Measure Passed in Leg-

islature, Florida Times-Union, Feb. 17, 2009, at B-4.  The issue then moved to the full legislature, Brian Skoloff, 
Lawmakers to Consider Pollution Reduction Measures, AP State & Local Wire, Feb. 18, 2009, since statute required 
the ratification of the legislature to adopt the rules, see Dept. of Envtl. Protection, Emission Rule, http://
www.dep.state.fl.us/air/rules/ghg/california/emission_rule.pdf.

63 Survey from Boyd, supra note 45.
64 JAPC, Supplement to Report on Unadopted Rules (2007), http://www.japc.state.fl.us/publications/Un-

adoptedRulesSupplement.pdf.

65 See Survey from Presley, supra note 50.
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Georgia

Despite Georgia’s powerful legislative veto authority, regulatory review in the state is essentially 
non-existent.

Georgia’s Process on Paper

Minimizing Costs:  For any rule with an economic impact on businesses (note that the provision 
applies to any economic impact, not just small business impacts), agencies must explore options to 
minimize small businesses impacts wherever legal, feasible, and consistent with meeting statutory 
objectives.1  For every rule, agencies must choose a regulatory alternative that does not impose 
excessive costs on any person.2

These goals were reinforced and expanded by a 2006 Executive Order, which requires all agencies 
to address the small business impacts, anti-competitive impacts, and undue burdens of both 
proposed and existing rules.  Agencies must develop small business plans to streamline regulations, 
in coordination with the Office of Planning and Budget, and must appoint small business liaisons 
who will consider the interest of small businesses in new rule development and review current 
rules for small business impacts.3

Legislative Review:  Notice of proposed regulations4 must be transmitted to the legislative counsel 
at least thirty days before adopting a new rule.  The rule is then referred to appropriate standing 
committee in each house for review.  Committees can call for the agency to hold a public hearing.5

If either house’s committee files an objection and the agency still adopts the rule, that house 
may, within the first thirty days of next session, consider a resolution to override the rule.  If the 
resolution passes, the other house of the General Assembly must then consider it within five 
days.  If adopted by both houses, the resolution is sent to the governor for his signature; if the 
resolution passes by a two-thirds vote of both houses, the rule is automatically void, even without 
the governor’s signature.6  If both reviewing committees hold a public hearing and object to a rule 
by a two-thirds vote, the rule is suspended until it can be considered by full General Assembly.7  

Georgia’s Supreme Court has upheld this basic legislative veto structure in a separate context 
applying specifically to Department of Community Health regulations, though has not ruled 
on the more generally applicable structure.8  Some special review procedures exist for certain 
environmental regulations required by federal law.9

Georgia’s Process in Practice

There does not seem to be much activity under the Executive Order or small business impact 
reviews.10  In practice, there is no ex post review of existing regulations.11

Legislative review is optional, standardless, and left to the determinations of each individual 
legislative committee.  According to legislative counsel, “Rules review in Georgia is minimal and in 
general the committees take a hard look only when they have an interest in some particular issue.”12  
In 2000, when the legislature debated changing the application of its veto powers to rules from 
the Environmental Protection Division, some environmentalists worried the additional layer of 
review would create a “chilling effect” on regulation; but state senator Eddie Madden “noted that 
the Legislature has long held such veto power over rules handed down by other state departments, 
but has never exercised it.”13
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Analysis and Grade

Georgia’s regulatory review is like a sledgehammer collecting cobwebs:  the legislative veto 
is a powerful tool, but if it is wielded at all, it is done so infrequently and inconsistently.  The 
required regulatory impact analysis incorporates no qualitative, let alone quantitative, review of 
costs, benefits, and alternatives, focusing instead only on minimizing small business impacts.  It is 
possible the mere existence of a review structure has some “chilling effect” on regulations, but that 
is not a consistent, standards-based, or transparent way to exercise review power.  Georgia flunks 
all of this report’s guiding principles, and so earns a D-.
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Notes
1 Ga. Code Ann. § 50-13-4(a)(3).
2 Id. § 50-13-4(a)(4).
3 Exec. Order, issued by Gov. Sonny Perdue, Mar. 6, 2006.
4 Notice includes a synopsis of the rule, providing a statement of purpose and explaining the rule’s main features. Ga. 

Code Ann. § 50-13-4(a)(1).
5 Id. § 50-13-4(e).
6 Id. § 50-13-4(f)(1).
7 Id. § 50-13-4(f)(2).
8 See Albany Surgical, P.C. v. Georgia Dept. of Community Health, 602 S.E.2d 648, 650-51 (Ga. 2004) (ruling on the 

legislative veto procedure for Department of Community Health regulations adopted under Ga. Code Ann. § 31-
6-21.1); see also David E. Shipley, The Status of Administrative Agencies under the Georgia Constitution, 40 Ga. L. Rev. 
1109, 1130-31 (2006).

9 See Ga. Code Ann. § 50-13-4(g).
10 See Governor’s Small Business Regulatory Reform Initiative, http://regs4ga.georgia.gov/02/gsbrri/

home/0,2484,51024814,00.html.
11 Survey from Sewell Brumbly, Legislative Counsel (2009, on file with author).
12 Interview with Sewell Brumbly, Legislative Counsel, Mar. 9, 2009; see also Survey from Brumbly, supra note 11 (re-

plying to most questions that review is “optional by reviewing committee”).
13 Peter Mantius, Lawmakers Could Override Some Environmental Rules, The Atlanta Journal and Constitution, 

Feb. 15, 2000.
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Hawaii

Hawaii deploys multiple entities to review regulations at multiple points in the rulemaking process.

Hawaii’s Process on Paper

Small Business Analysis and Independent Review Board:  In addition to the small business advisory 
committees that every agency may create,1 Hawaii established a Small Business Regulatory Review 
Board.  The Board is housed within the Department of Business, Economic Development, and 
Tourism “for administrative purposes.”2  Board members, though appointed by the governor with 
consent of the Senate, can only be removed for cause.3  Members are to represent a variety of 
businesses and counties; they must be current or former business owners or officers; and they 
cannot be employees of any government.4  Given this arrangement, the Board can be considered 
an “independent” executive agency.

Before proposing a rule, agencies must determine whether the proposal will affect small businesses.  
If so, the agency must determine the practicability of implementing “creative, innovative, or 
flexible,” less restrictive alternatives.5  Moreover, the agency must submit a small business impact 
statement to the Board, before submitting a rule to the governor for approval.6  The statement must 
includes a reasonable determination of:  the businesses that will bears costs or directly benefit; 
the quantified, direct and indirect compliance costs; the probable monetary costs and benefits to 
the government; any alternatives considered; how the agency consulted small businesses; and the 
justification for any provisions more stringent than comparable federal, state, or county standards, 
including the costs and benefits of such comparable standards.7

After holding a public hearing, agencies submit another statement to the Board, describing public 
comments and responses.8  The Board reviews new rules and also considers input from small 
businesses.9

Petitions and Periodic Reviews:  Any affected small business may petition an agency and object to 
all or part of any adopted rule because:  the rule’s actual effect on small business was not reflected 
in or significantly exceeded the original estimate; the rule creates an undue barrier to business 
in a manner that significantly outweighs the public benefit; the rule duplicates or conflicts with 
other laws; or technology, economic conditions, and other factors have changed.10  If a petition is 
denied, the petitioner may appeal to the Board, which can make recommendations to the agency.

Every other year, each agency also submits to the Board a list of existing rules with small business 
impacts, along with a report describing the rules’ public purpose and justifications for continued 
implementation.  The Board then provides a list of rules that have generated complaints, including 
rules that duplicate, conflict, or exceed statutory authority.  Agencies must consider those public 
complaints, along with any technological, economic, or other factors that diminish or eliminate 
the need for the rule.  The Board reports to the legislature on whether public interest significantly 
outweighs the rule’s effect on small business; the legislature can then take any appropriate action.11 

Executive Review:  No rule can be adopted without the governor’s approval.12  Administrative 
Directive 09-01 details the procedure for requesting the governor’s approval.13  Agencies must first 
themselves ensure the rule’s legality.  Then agencies explain:  the reasons for the regulatory action; 
possible effects on the agency; the financial impact on the state; the long- and short-term impacts 
on the public, economic growth, and economy; any other alternatives explored; and whether the 
rule impacts small business (and, if so, whether the agency complied with the regulatory flexibility 
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requirements).

Before proceeding to a public hearing on a proposed rule, agencies must first obtain the attorney 
general’s approval of the rule’s “form.”  The attorney general is instructed to complete this review 
“expeditious[ly].”  The rule is next submitted to the governor for approval; at this time, the 
Department of Budget and Finance, and the Department of Business, Economic Development, 
and Tourism also conduct a “prompt” review.14

After a public hearing and before final adoption of a new rule, agencies must again obtain the 
governor’s approval.  In requesting final approval, agencies must also get the attorney general’s 
approval of the “form” of any changes made since the original, describe any such changes, and 
recount the small business impact statement.15

Hawaii’s Process in Practice

The Legislative Reference Bureau may assist agencies with formatting, but this process does not 
affect the status of rules.16

Reportedly, and despite the requirements of Administrative Directive 09-01, the Department of 
Budget and Finance’s role in regulatory review is quite limited.17

The Small Business Regulatory Review Board has only advisory powers, but it is active and can 
request agencies conduct further review of proposed rules.18  Since 2000, the Board has reviewed 
over 400 new regulations, supporting 359 rules, but opposing 10, commenting on 18, and giving 
partial support to 40.19  The Board can influence the content of rules, sometimes by prompting the 
governor to act: for example, on one rule in 2009, the Board expressed concerns about a proposed 
fee and recommended the rule proceed to a public hearing phase; “[s]ubsequently, the Governor’s 
Office did not approve the rules with the proposed fees in it.”20

The Board’s review of existing regulations has also been active.  In coordination with eleven state 
agencies, the Board has created a list of 237 existing regulations for review of small business 
impacts.  Of that list, the Board has recommended that agencies conduct a “full analysis” of 49 
rules.  So far, “[o]nly the Public Utilities Commission [has] refused to conduct a review after 
receiving our request.”21

Analysis and Grade

Hawaii authorizes multiple reviews by multiple reviewers, creating a possibly duplicative and 
wasteful structure.  Resources might be better directed at conducting deeper, more balanced 
analysis and review of a select number of rules.  Hawaii earns a C.

Not all of Hawaii’s authorized reviewers even exercise their powers: for example, the Department 
of Budget and Finance reports having a very minor role in the review of regulation.  The consistency 
of the governor’s review process is difficult to discern, given a lack of transparency.  But the Small 
Business Regulatory Review Board—arguably the dominant review entity in Hawaii—does review 
rules consistently and transparently, with minutes posted online.  The Board also encourages 
sending rules to public hearings, and a petition process allows the public to engage in the review 
of small business impact statements.

Unfortunately, the small business review is conducted without clear statutory criteria and operates 
more as a biased, anti-regulatory check.  For example, the public can appeal to the Board in 
objection to rules with high small business impacts, but cannot use the review process to petition 
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for more stringent regulations that might increase net social benefits.  The periodic review process, 
though governed by clearer standards, reflects a similar anti-regulatory bias.

Hawaii’s regulatory review process does little to combat agency inaction or to coordinate inter-
agency conflicts.  Recently, though, some deadlines were added for the attorney general and other 
executive branch reviews.

For analytical mandate, the small business considerations again dominate Hawaii’s structure.  The 
small business impact statement is prepared early in the rulemaking process, giving it the chance to 
influence agency decisionmaking.  But generally, Hawaii’s analytical mandates do not do enough 
to promote equal attention to public benefits or sufficient consideration of alternatives, and instead 
perpetuate an unfortunately narrow focus on small business impacts alone.
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Notes
1 Haw. Rev. Stat. § 201M-4.
2 Id. § 201M-5.
3 Id. § 26-34.
4 Id. § 201M-5.
5 Id. §§ 201M-2(a)-(b).
6 Id. § 201M-2(b).
7 Id. §§ 201M-2(b)-(c).  The requirement does not apply to federally-mandated rules. Id. § 201M-2(d).
8 Id. § 201M-3.
9 Id. § 201M-5.
10 201M-6.
11 Id. § 201M-7.
12 Id. § 91-3(c).
13 Admin. Dir. 09-01, Oct. 29, 2009.
14 Id.
15 Id.
16 Council of State Gov’ts, The Book of the States 163 (vol. 42, 2010 ed).
17 Survey from Neal Miyahira, Program Planning and Management Division Administrator, Dept. of Budget & Finance 

(2010, on file with author).
18 Survey from Dori Palcovich, Business Advocate and Liaison, Small Business Regulatory Review Board (2009, on 

file with author); see also the Board’s agendas and minutes at http://hawaii.gov/dbedt/business/start_grow/small-
business-info/sbrrb/agenda_minutes_reports.

19 Small Business Regulatory Review Board, 2009 Annual Report 24 (2010) (detailing reviews during fiscal 
years 2000 through 2009).

20 Id. at 10-11.

21 Small Business Regulatory Review Board, 201M-7 Report (2008).
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Idaho

Idaho’s courts have uniquely upheld the legislative veto power because agency rules, though “given 
the force and effect of law,” in fact “do not rise to the level of statutory law.”1

Idaho’s Process on Paper

Fiscal Impact Statement:  Agency notices of proposed and adopted rules must include a “description, 
if applicable, of any negative fiscal impact on the state general fund greater than ten thousand 
dollars. . . . during the fiscal year when the pending rule will become effective.”2  

During review, a legislative committee may request 
a statement of economic impact by filing a written 
request with the agency, and all rules that propose a 
fee change now must also include such a statement.  
Statements must contain an evaluation of “the costs 
and benefits of the rule, including any health, safety, 
or welfare costs and benefits,” and a reasonable 
estimate of costs to the agency, citizens, and the 
private sector.3 

Legislative Review:  Idaho’s legislative review was 
first established in 1969 and extended in 1993 to 
cover both proposed and adopted regulations.4  The 
legislature has no centralized review committee, and instead review is conducted by the standing 
committee with jurisdiction over the relevant subject matter.  After an agency submits a rulemaking 
packet to the Office of Administrative Rules, the packet is forwarded to the Legislative Services 
Office, which then analyzes the rule,5 and submits it to a joint subcommittee of the germane 
standing committees from each house.6  The joint subcommittee may hold a meeting on the 
proposed rule within forty-two days of receiving analysis from the Director of Legislative Services.  
If the majority of each house’s subcommittee members object to the rule, the subcommittee can 
issue a notice of objection to the agency and the legislature.7

After the subcommittee reports its findings, the full legislature may by concurrent resolution 
approve it, reject it as violating legislative intent, or even modify the rule.8  A pending rule cannot 
become final until either legislative review is complete or else, by default, at the end of the legislative 
session.9  All rules imposing fees must be approved or modified by concurrent resolution to take 
effect.10  Temporary rules can take effect without legislative approval, but their effectiveness is, as 
the name implies, temporary.11

Rules can be rejected or modified by a concurrent resolution, which does not require the governor’s 
signature.  Idaho’s Supreme Court has found a unique rationale to uphold the constitutionality of 
the legislature’s veto authority, different from other courts that have considered the issue.  The court 
reasoned that the legislative branch is unable to delegate any of its legislative power to another body.  
Because of this, agency rules are not laws:  “[a]dministrative rules and regulations may be given 
the force and effect of law, but they do not rise to the level of statutory law.”12  Thus the legislature 
retains the authority to accept, reject, or modify regulations, without requiring presentment to 
the executive:  as one commentator explained, “if rules are not laws, then a legislative veto is not 
the equivalent of repealing a law, and if it is not, then it need not be presented to the governor.”13

“If rules are not laws, 
then a legislative veto 
is not the equivalent of 
repealing a law, and if 
it is not, then it need 

not be presented to the 
governor.”

—Florence A. Heffron
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Sunsets:  The state Administrative Procedure Act also contains an automatic sunset provision, and 
all rules expire annually on July 1, unless extended in whole or in part by statute for an additional 
year.14

Executive Approval of Temporary Rules:  Temporary rules must be specifically approved by the 
governor as necessary to protect public health, safety, or welfare; for compliance with legal 
deadlines; or to confer a benefit.15

Idaho’s Process in Practice

Executive Review:  By practice, executive branch review precedes legislative review.  The Office 
of Administrative Rules reviews all proposed rules to make such that the agency’s legal counsel 
and director have approved the draft and that the agency has included an approved Proposed/
Temporary Administrative Rules Form (“PARF”).16  Though not a statutory requirement, the 
Office of Administrative Rules “will not publish a proposed or temporary rule without a copy of 
the PARF that has been signed by the DFM administrator.”17

When an agency first initiates a rulemaking, it must send a PARF to the governor’s Division of 
Financial Management.  The PARF asks the agency to detail the rule’s “fiscal impact statement, 
both positive and negative, by fund source for all programs affected.”  The same form asks the 
agency to list the interest groups and citizens affected.18  The Division of Financial Management and 
the governor’s other policy advisors review the PARF and either approve or deny the rulemaking 
request.  The substantive bases for approval or denial are not articulated, but the Division of 
Financial Management refers to it as “a conceptual review,”19 and reportedly the review focuses on 
financial impacts, affected parties, and policy conflicts.20  For example, the Division of Financial 
Management might stop an agency rule from proceeding if costs were found to be unacceptable.21

Impact Statements and PARFs:  The Division of Financial Management or the Legislative Services 
Office may work with agencies on preparation of their impact analyses.22  Fiscal impact statements 
are short and do not reveal the methodology for quantifying impacts.  One example consisted of 
a single line: “The cost savings for this rulemaking for SFY 2010 is estimated at $210,000 in state 
general funds.”23

The fiscal impact portion of the PARF does not usually contain any additional economic detail.  
One PARF from a 2005 Public Utilities Commission rule, incorporating by reference federal 
changes to hazardous materials regulation for railroads, listed under “fiscal impacts” only the $210 
in publication costs required to incorporate the rule by reference.24  PARFs contain the required 
information, but seldom much more:  for example, on a Department of Health rule on Idaho’s 
Child Care Program, affected interest groups were listed thoroughly but generically: “Child Care 
providers, parents, institutions of higher education, financial aid, vocational technical institutions, 
low-income advocacy groups, women’s advocacy groups, and early learning professionals.”25

Legislative Review:  Since the interim committees that review rules do not meet during Idaho’s 
legislative session, there is a de facto moratorium on proposing regular new rules from mid-
November until the end of the legislative session, during which time the Legislative Services 
Office will not accept proposed rulemaking filings.26  When the legislature is not in session, the 
Legislative Services Office does still analyze rules.27  “In most cases, [LSO’s] review is done prior 
to publication [of a rule], but not always, and there is no statutory deadline for completing the 
review.”28
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The legislature does review and reject rules.  In 2009, for example, eight rules were rejected by 
resolution, and another three resolutions were debated in committee.29  Though the legislature 
has the power to modify as well as reject rules, in practice and to avoid controversy, the legislature 
rarely amends pending rules and instead only rejects or accepts them.30  By law, all concurrent 
resolutions state that rejections are made based on legislative intent, even though in practice rules 
are sometimes rejected for other reasons; “legislative intent” is just “an all-encompassing phrase 
that keeps them within their statutory authority to review and reject rules.”31

Historically, legislative review in Idaho was developed and 
exercised largely because of divided party government:  
between 1970 and 1982, fully one-fourth of all rule review 
resolutions were aimed at water quality rules, an issue that 
strongly split the political parties in Idaho.32  Today, most 
agencies use negotiated rulemakings and carefully solicit 
stakeholder input because “anyone can testify during 
the legislative committee review, [and] industry often is 
able to effectively get a rule rejected if it is obvious that 
the promulgating agency is ignoring or downplaying the 
costs to industry.”33

Sunset Review:  The legislature only occasionally reviews 
final and existing rules.  As Administrative Rules 
Coordinator Dennis R. Stevenson put it:  “In essence the 
review of all final rules would be a complete review of the 

Code.  Even Idaho’s legislature is smart enough not to attempt that on an annual basis.”34

Still, a statute must be passed every year to continue rules beyond the automatic sunset.  This 
resolution is known as “the Drop Dead Bill.”35

Analysis and Grade

Several elements of Idaho’s regulatory review structure seem, at best, perfunctory.  For example, 
rules are more or less automatically extended under sunset review, fiscal impact statements are 
sparse, and the fuller economic impact statements are rarely requested.  The process does not 
make the most of resources.

Reviews by both the Division of Financial Management and the Legislative Services Office seem 
consistent, and though discretionary, legislative committee reviews are also regular.  But the 
legislature only rejects rules, and rarely uses its power to modify or calibrate rules.  Few deadlines 
govern the review process, and both the legislative veto and the annual sunset are burdensome, 
potentially contributing to a proliferation of temporary rules to avoid review requirements.  The 
legislature has no trouble shoehorning any policy objection into its “legislative intent” criterion, 
and no standards govern the unofficial executive branch review.  Lack of clear standards also makes 
it difficult for the public to track regulatory review decisions, especially for the executive branch.

On nearly all of this report’s guiding principles, Idaho falls short, and so overall earns a D.  In 
particular, Idaho should place its executive branch review on the books, make the process more 
transparent, and focus more on maximizing net benefits.

 “In essence the 
review of all final rules 
would be a complete 

review of the 
Code.  Even Idaho’s 
legislature is smart 

enough not to attempt 
that on an annual 

basis.”
—Dennis R. Stevenson
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Notes
1 Mead v. Arnell, 791 P.2d 410, 414 (1990). But see Holly Care Ctr. v. State Dep’t of Employment, 714 P.2d 45 (Id. 

1986) (insisting that judicial review, not legislative approval, remains the final determinant of statutory intent).
2 Idaho Code Ann. § 67-5221(1)(c).  However, “the absence or accuracy of a fiscal impact statement provided pur-

suant to this subsection shall not affect the validity or the enforceability of the rule.” Id. § 67-5224.
3 Id. §§ 67-5223(2)-(3). “The adequacy of the contents of the statement of economic impact . . . is not subject to ju-

dicial review and the accuracy of a fiscal impact statement . . . shall not affect the validity or the enforceability of the 
rule.” Id.

4 Id. § 67-5291 (“standing committees of the legislature may review temporary, pending and final rules which have 
been published in the bulletin or in the administrative code”) (emphasis added).  On the history of Idaho’s legislative 
review, see Florence A. Heffron, Legislative Review of Administrative Rules under the Idaho Administrative Procedure 
Act, 30 Idaho L. Rev. 369, 371-72 (1994); see also Richard B. Doyle, Partisanship and Oversight of Agency Rules in 
Idaho, 11 Legis. Stud. Q. 109, 112 (1986) (“Between 1966 and 1982, the APA was amended 15 times, with 7 of 
these amendments, or nearly half, focusing on legislative rule review.  A relatively coarse form of legislative rule 
review was passed in 1970 [session laws 1969].”).

5 Idaho Code Ann. § 67-704(3) (“shall review and analyze administrative rules”).
6 Id. § 67-5223(1); see id. § 67-454 on joint subcommittees.
7 Id. § 67-454.
8 Id. § 67-5224.
9 Id. § 67-5244(5).
10 Id. § 67-5224(5)(c).
11 Id. § 67-5226.
12 Mead v. Arnell, 791 P.2d 410, 414 (1990). But see Holly Care Ctr. v. State Dep’t of Employment, 714 P.2d 45 (Id. 

1986) (insisting that judicial review, not legislative approval, remains the final determinant of statutory intent).
13 Heffron, supra note 4, at 376.
14 Idaho Code Ann. §§ 67-5292(1)-(3).
15 Id. § 67-5226.
16 Office of Admin. Rules, Checklist, http://adm.idaho.gov/adminrules/bulletin/wordnotices/checklist.doc.
17 Minutes from MSAPA Drafting Comm. Meeting, June 2008, http://www.law.upenn.edu/bll/archives/ulc/

msapa/2008june1_section305.htm.
18 Idaho Division of Financial Management, Proposed/Temporary Administrative Rules Form.
19 Division of Financial Management, Proposed/Temporary Administrative Rules Form, http://dfm.idaho.gov/

st_agency_guide/FormsIndex.html (also noting that the Division coordinates review with the governor’s office); 
see also Office of the Administrative Rules Coordinator, The Idaho Rule Writer’s Manual 6 (2009) 
(explaining that PARF approval by the DFM is mandatory for an agency to proceed with a rulemaking).

20 Survey from Dennis R. Stevenson, Administrative Rules Coordinator (2009, on file with author).
21 Id.
22 Id.
23 Dep’t of Health and Welfare, Docket 16-0318-0901, www.icdd.idaho.gov/pdf/Legislative%20Advocacy/Dock-
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et%2016-0318-0901.pdf (2009) (Medicaid Cost-Sharing Rule).
24 Idaho Public Utilities Commission, Railroad Safety/Sanitation Rules, Docket No. 31-7103-0501 (2005), available 

at http://www.puc.idaho.gov/internet/cases/rail/RUL/RULRO502/20050819NOTICE.pdf.
25 Dep’t of Health and Welfare, PARF for IDAPA 16.06.12, Rules Governing the Idaho Child Care Program (2008), 

available at http://www.idahovoices.org/policy/documents/ProposedAdministrativeRule16.06.12.701.pdf.
26 Rule Writer’s Manual, supra note19, at 7.
27 See http://www.legislature.idaho.gov/sessioninfo/2010/interim/adminrules/rules.htm for rules reviewed during 

2010 interim session.
28 MSAPA survey with OAR, http://www.law.upenn.edu/bll/archives/ulc/msapa/2008june1_section305.htm
29 See http://legislature.idaho.gov/legislation/2009/minidata.htm for listing of all resolutions on rule reviews; for ex-

amples, see http://legislature.idaho.gov/legislation/2009/HCR009.htm and http://legislature.idaho.gov/legisla-
tion/2009/HCR010.htm.

30 Survey from Stevenson, supra note 20.
31 Id.; see also Mead v. Arnell, 791 P.2d 410, 421 (Id. 1990) (requiring that a concurrent resolution vetoing a regula-

tion must explicitly state that the regulation violates legislative intent, or else the bill does not satisfy the state APA 
requirements and is null).

32 Richard B. Doyle, Partisanship and Oversight of Agency Rules in Idaho, 11 Legis. Stud. Q. 109, 112-13 (1986)
33 Survey from Stevenson, supra note 20.
34 Id.
35 See Statement of Purpose for House Bill 674 (Idaho 2010), available at http://www.legislature.idaho.gov/legisla-

tion/2010/H0674.htm (passed nearly unanimously: House 58 to 1 (11 absent) and Senate 34 to 0 (one absent)); 
see also House Bill 266 (Idaho 2009), available at http://legislature.idaho.gov/legislation/2009/H0266.htm.
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Illinois

As Governor Blagojevich discovered, crossing the Illinois legislature’s rule review committee can 
be hazardous to your political future.

History of Illinois’s Process

When the legislature’s Joint Committee on Administrative Rules (“JCAR”) was enacted in 
1981, Governor James Thompson vetoed it as unconstitutional; his veto was overridden.  
Though subsequent governors “grumbled on occasion,” nobody seriously challenged JCAR’s 
constitutionality until Governor Rod Blagojevich (see case study below).1

JCAR’s mission evolved from a “general legislative perception of a runaway and unaccountable 
state bureaucracy,” and the review committee always had the twin goals of reclaiming legislative 
authority and providing the public relief from burdensome rules.2  Some JCAR members openly 
admit their reviews are a “smokescreen” for policy objections, and lobbying quickly became part 
of the review process.3

But through the 1980s and into the 1990s, JCAR could only temporarily suspend rules;4 this 
lack of firm power made regulatory review a low priority, which caused poor attendance at JCAR 
meetings, which in turn compounded the committee’s impotence, since it often lacked a quorum 
to vote on its suspension powers.5  As a result, committee staff long dominated the review process, 
with up to 95% of rule reviews initiated and resolved at the staff level.6  Perceived lack of interest 
among legislators and an adversarial tinge to the relationship between JCAR staff and agencies led 
to low compliance from agencies on JCAR’s objections.7

However, the dynamics shifted in 2004, when JCAR’s power was substantially expanded, 
transforming what was a temporary suspension power into a de facto veto power.  Governor 
Blagojevich signed the change into law.8

A point on Illinois’s history with economic analysis may also be relevant.  Agencies had to prepare 
fiscal notes on legislation that might affect them.  In the mid 1990s, Illinois House Republicans 
forged possibly as many as two hundred such fiscal notes, underestimating costs with the intent 
of helping legislation pass.9  Though perhaps atypical, the Illinois example of “Notegate” is 
“illustrative of the tension that is created when the need to produce an accurate and unbiased 
estimate of mandate costs intersects with partisan politics.”10

Illinois’s Process on Paper

Impact Statements:  If JCAR makes a request, agencies must prepare an economic and budgetary 
effects analysis, which concentrates on impacts to regulated parties and the government.11

Generally, agencies are instructed to reduce impacts, where legal and feasible, on small businesses, 
small non-profits, and small municipalities.  If the Department of Commerce and Economic 
Opportunity’s Business Assistance Office feels it is warranted, or if requested by twenty-
five people, the governor, or JCAR, a small business impact analysis is prepared.  The analysis 
summarizes requirements to small businesses; estimates the number of businesses affected, as well 
as the economic impact on small business; and describes any alternatives that would, consistent 
with regulatory objectives, reduce burdens on small business.12

Joint Committee on Administrative Rules (“JCAR”):  All rulemaking authority is conditioned on 
compliance with JCAR procedures, even if a court should find that JCAR procedures are invalid.13
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Agencies must send rules they wish to adopt to JCAR for a review period of up to ninety days.14  
If the review period expires without JCAR deciding to object, or if the agency has responded to 
an objection, the agency can file and finalize its adopted rule.15  If JCAR objects, the agency must 
respond by amending or withdrawing the rule, or by explaining its disagreement; if the agency 
does not respond, the rule is withdrawn.16

JCAR’s criteria for review include authority, legality, procedures, adequate consideration of 
alternatives, economic and budgetary issues, and whether the rule is designed to minimize small 
business impacts.17  JCAR can object on the basis of any of those factors.  Additionally, if a rule 
does not meet those criteria, JCAR can then investigate whether the proposed rule constitutes 
a serious threat to the public interest, safety, or welfare.18  If it does, JCAR can take a three-fifths 
vote to prohibit the filing of the rule.19  Within 180 days, the General Assembly can pass a joint 
resolution reinstating the rule, but otherwise the agency is prohibited from filing it.20

Periodic Review:  JCAR evaluates rules at least every five years, considering legal changes, 
duplication, and economic and budgetary effects.21  JCAR can examine and object to any rule for 
statutory authority, and agencies must respond.22

Illinois’s Process in Practice

Impact Statements:  Though JCAR may consider qualitative costs and benefits during its review, 
the impact statement forms only cover monetary impacts to regulated parties or the government.  
JCAR has trouble getting agencies to respond with more detail than just “N/A.”23

JCAR Reviews:  With its new review powers, JCAR meetings are active and well-attended.24  JCAR 
is staffed by twenty-five analysts and assistants.25

The public may, and frequently does, contact JCAR.  JCAR feels public participation is vital to its 
review process: “Frequently, it is only through this comment that the Committee fully recognizes 
the effect of a rule on the individual, business or local government that has to adhere to it on a 
daily basis.”26 

In 2009, JCAR reviewed 317 regular rulemakings, prohibited the filing of six, objected to ten, and 
made recommendations on nine.  JCAR’s review is more substantive than procedural:  in 2009, 
half of its objections and two-thirds of its prohibitions were based on statutory authority; one 
objection was based on economic impacts.27

A Department of Natural Resources rule provides a good example.  The agency proposed 
designating certain exclusion zones around run-of-river dams.  In July 2009, JCAR prohibited 
filing the rule, finding it imposed unauthorized restrictions on private landowners’ property rights 
and curtailed the recreational use of public waterways.  The agency initially agreed to work with 
JCAR to revise the rule and considered such modifications as limiting the exclusion zones to just 
one hundred feet upstream.  But ultimately, no agreement could be reached, the legislature did not 
overturn JCAR’s objections, and the prohibition became permanent in January 2010.28

Case Study: Blagojevich versus JCAR

In 2007, with the federal matching funds for an Illinois health care program in jeopardy, the 
Department of Healthcare and Family Services declared the need for an emergency rule.  The rule 
would use the state’s Medicaid laws to preserve the insurance program for families who technically 
exceeded Medicaid’s eligibility criteria but could not afford private health insurance.  JCAR 
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objected to and suspended the emergency rule, finding no emergency warranted adoption of the 
rule, and that the rule was not in the public’s interest.29

Despite JCAR’s objections and prohibition—and despite having just a few years earlier signed the 
bill to expand JCAR’s powers—Governor Rod Blagojevich instructed the agency to ignore JCAR 
and start implementing the emergency rule.  Blagojevich explained that, “Because we couldn’t 
get some legislators to support this, I’m acting unilaterally to expand health care.”30  When the 
permanent rule came before JCAR, JCAR again objected, but the agency continued enrolling 
families.31

The conflict inevitably went to court, where defendants alleged that JCAR’s new suspension power 
was unconstitutional.  To avoid reaching the constitutional issues in the case, the court fashioned a 
statutory basis for its preliminary injunction against the rule.32  In July 2009, a settlement agreement 
and new legislation ended the dispute.33

In December 2008, Blagojevich’s violation of the state Administrative Procedure Act in ignoring 
the JCAR objection was cited as an abuse of power in the articles of impeachment brought against 
him.34  In February 2009, the new Governor Pat Quinn, perhaps having learned a lesson, asserted 
“I think JCAR plays a very beneficial role.”35

Analysis and Grade

Both JCAR and analytical requirements consciously focus more on reducing burdens than on 
maximizing benefits.  Illinois earns a C.

Illinois’s analytical mandates are minimal and biased:  agencies are not required to study either 
the regulatory benefits of a proposal or any alternatives besides those that would minimize small 
business impacts.  Still, agencies have trouble complying with even these minimal analytical 
requirements, suggesting either a lack of sufficient resources either for analysis or the review of 
analysis.  The lack of any information on regulatory benefits makes it difficult for JCAR to use its 
review powers to calibrate rules.  JCAR’s relationship with agencies may also remain somewhat 
adversarial, complicating efforts to negotiate compromises and modify rather than simply reject 
regulations.

JCAR reviews do operate by deadlines, are relatively consistent and transparent, and are governed 
by substantive criteria.  But they do not target agency inaction or inter-agency conflicts, and 
reviews are not always the most transparent.

JCAR’s periodic reviews also are governed by clear standards, but there is little evidence of 
meaningful periodic reviews.  In 2000, Robert Hahn reported: “An Illinois statute, for example, 
requires agencies to review all rules at least every 5 years.  Agencies have not, however, completed 
a review in over a decade.  The legislative committee responsible for enforcement cited a lack of 
staff and funds as the reason for its negligence.”36
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§ 220.300.
12 Id. 100/5-30.
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23 Survey from Claire B. Eberle, Deputy Dir. of JCAR (2009, on file with author).
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Indiana

Though Indiana has partly mimicked the federal regulatory review structures, creating an Office 
of Management and Budget to review cost-benefit analyses, the state lacks the resources and 
institutional design to produce consistent, detailed impact analyses.

Indiana’s Process on Paper

General Rulemaking Principles:  To the extent possible, all rules must be designed to minimize 
expenses to regulated entities, taxpayers, and consumers, as well as to more generally achieve the 
regulatory goal in the least restrictive manner.1  In the public notice of a proposed rule, agencies 
must justify any requirement or cost imposed on a regulated entity that is not expressly required 
by law.2

Attorney General and Governor: The attorney general must offer agencies legal advice in drafting 
regulations,3 and also reviews legality of rules during a forty-five-day period before their adoption.  
Failure to disapprove constitutes an approval.4

After the attorney general’s review period ends, the rule is submitted to the governor for approval.  
The governor has up to thirty days to approve or disapprove a rule.  Again, lack of action is a default 
approval.5

Impact Statements and OMB Approval:  Based on the governor’s review powers, Executive Order 
2-89 states that the governor will not approve any rule unless the Budget Agency has first approved 
it.6  Rules must be submitted to the Budget Agency before finalization, along with a calculation of 
estimated fiscal impacts on the government.

A 2005 executive order, later codified in statute, created the Office of Management and Budget 
(“OMB”) and expanded its rule review responsibilities.7  Agencies must submit rules to OMB, and 
within forty-five days OMB must prepare a fiscal impact statement on the rule’s effects to the state 
and regulated parties.8  Rules with an annual economic impact on all regulated persons greater 
than $500,000 receive additional review and analysis.9

Small Business Impacts:  If a rule will impose requirements or costs on small business, agencies 
must prepare a statement of annual economic impact on small business.  The statement estimates 
the number of entities subject to the rule, their annual compliance costs, and the total annual 
economic impact, and must justify any cost not expressly required by law and the reasons for 
rejecting any less intrusive alternatives.10

The Indiana Economic Development Corporation reviews these small business impact statements 
and can makes recommendations, which agencies must fully consider before finally adopting a 
rule.11  The Corporation was technically set up as a public-private partnership, but it is run by a 
Board chaired by the governor and led by the Secretary of Commerce, and replaced the Department 
of Commerce in the executive branch.12

Small business can also challenge impact statements themselves,13 and their interests are further 
represented by a Small Business Ombudsman, who serves at the pleasure of the Board of the Indiana 
Economic Development Corporation.  The Ombudsman must review proposed rules that impose 
requirements on small business, and may review any proposed rules that impose requirements on 
other businesses.  The Ombudsman may suggest alternatives to reduce regulatory burden, and 
agencies must respond to these suggestions.14
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Legislative Review:  A joint Administrative Rules Oversight Committee15 can review public 
complaints, any adopted rule, or the failure of an agency to adopt a rule.16  The Committee is 
particularly encouraged to review adopted rules with a fiscal impact of over $500,000.  The 
Committee can review a rule’s economic impact, compliance with legislative intent, creation of 
an unfunded mandate, or adherence to the general rulemaking principles (see above).17  But the 
Committee’s powers are advisory only:  it may only make recommendations to the agency or 
introduce legislation.18 

Agencies must also notify the Committee if they do not 
initiate a required rulemaking within sixty days of the 
underlying statute’s effective date.19

Sunset:  Unless extended by the governor in case of 
emergency,20 all rules expire on January 1 of the seventh 
year after they took effect or were last amended.21  
Agencies can re-adopt rules,22 but are instructed to 
reconsider small business impacts, continued need, 
complaints and comments received, complexity, conflicts, 
and technological or economic changes.23

Indiana’s Process in Practice

Impact Statements:  Though statute requires OMB to 
conduct the fiscal impact statements, OMB often has 
the agency prepare the statement and then adopts 
the agency’s analysis as its own.24  OMB has issued 
two Financial Management Circulars to expand the 
requirements of cost-benefit analysis.25  Cost-benefit 
analysis must include: a statement of need, including the 
number of individuals and businesses affected and an 
evaluation of the rule’s rationale or goal; a comprehensive 
enumeration of benefits and costs, whether monetized 
or not, both tangible and intangible, direct or indirect, 
and including impacts on consumer protection, worker 

safety, and business competitiveness; a determination of whether benefits justify the costs; and an 
examination of alternatives.26

Despite such seemingly precise instructions, detailed analysis is not always achieved in practice.  
For example, OMB’s general counsel and policy director reports that indirect costs and benefits 
are, in fact “not required to be included in the review, [though] they are also not specifically 
excluded.”27  More generally, “[t]he cost-benefit analysis is primarily interested with the impact 
on Indiana businesses,” and not on broader social costs and benefits.28  Resource constraints also 
translate into sparse analytical detail.  Agencies do not typically have economists on staff, nor do 
they have the funding to support outside economic consultants.29  According to the Department 
of Homeland Security, “The level of our analysis is pretty basic, since no one here has the economic 
background to go beyond the basics.”30

Statutory constraints may also be a factor.  For example, under statute formal consideration of 
costs is limited to the first twelve months after the rule’s effective date.31  “On at least one occasion, 

 “[The statute] limits 
our [official] analysis 
of the fiscal impacts 

to the first twelve 
months after the 

rule’s effective date.  
On at least one 

occasion, this really 
limited the agency’s 
ability to show that 

the proposed Energy 
Conservation Code 

could, in the long run, 
result in cost savings.”

—George C. Thompson, 
Department of Homeland 
Security General Counsel
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this really limited the agency’s ability to show that the proposed Energy Conservation Code could, 
in the long run, result in cost savings.”32

Agencies typically do not quantify the health benefits of regulations.33  Distributional impacts are 
considered, at most, “informally.”34  Alternatives are sometimes discussed.35

Executive Review:  Though the attorney general and OMB both have important review powers, 
the governor has the “ultimate authority” to approve or veto rules.36  According to the agencies, 
“Proposed rules do not get very far unless both OMB and the governor’s office are in favor of 
changing the status quo.”37  OMB comments in particular often focus on eliminating burdens to 
regulated community,38 or changing the proposal if costs exceed benefits.39

Small Business Review:  The Economic Development 
Corporation’s involvement in rule reviews is fairly 
new, and by the time a rule gets to the Corporation 
for review, it has already been vetted by several 
others and the public, and so is “usually in pretty 
good shape.”40

Legislative Review:  A 1999 report by the 
Administrative Rules Oversight Commission found 
that an expansion of the oversight responsibility 
of the Administrative Rules Oversight Committee 
beyond review of complaints about existing rules 
would require allocation of substantially more 
resources, and “it is unclear whether the number of 
disputes . . . is sufficient to warrant the enactment of a 
law that would delay the effective dates and suspend 
the operation of administrative rules in order to 
permit the General Assembly to have a reasonable 
opportunity to review each rule.”41 

On occasion the legislative Administrative Rules 
Oversight Committee will hold hearings on rules,42 
but generally agencies report little legislative 
oversight of their regulations.43

Sunset Period:  Indiana’s sunset provision has been controversial: some new gubernatorial 
administrations have used it to let policies they disagree with expire, even though others firmly 
believe the provision was intended only to remove obsolete rules, not to change policies without 
public input.44  But overall Indiana’s sunset law is not very active, and it has been said that once 
passed, rules are “almost impossible to get rid of.”45

Analysis and Grade

Though Indiana’s sunset provision is potentially superfluous and wasteful, much of its structure is 
designed to conserve resources.  Both cost-benefit analysis and legislative review are heightened 
for rules with impacts over $500,000, and the scope of legislative review was deliberately not 
expanded from existing to proposed rules for fear of straining resources and causing delays.  
Though Indiana’s regulatory review process could be more balanced and more efficient, the state 

 “[I]t is unclear whether 
the number of disputes   

. . . is sufficient to warrant 
the enactment of a law 

that would delay the 
effective dates and 

suspend the operation 
of administrative rules 
in order to permit the 
General Assembly to 
have a reasonable 

opportunity to review 
each rule.”

—Administrative Rules 
Oversight Commission (1999)
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is already sensitive to resource considerations.

One area where the state does lack resources, however, is analytical capacity within agencies.  
Though the OMB is supposed to prepare the impact statements, much of the burden falls on 
agencies, and the result is inattention to benefits and to any distributional issues beyond small 
business impacts.  Though OMB does encourage agencies to analyze alternatives and to change 
rules where costs exceed benefits, analysis does not typically result in the kind of information 
necessary to really calibrate rules or maximize net benefits.  Instead, reduction of compliance 
costs, especially for small businesses, remains the paramount goal—indeed, that is one of Indiana’s 
central goals for the rulemaking process.

There are deadlines for the rule review process, and not even the sunset provision seems to be 
much of an obstacle to rulemaking.  Partly that is because sunset review, though guided by some 
statutory criteria, is largely pro forma.

Leaving aside the often inactive legislative review committee, executive review is consistent, but 
there are no clear standards for review (there are on the legislative side), and the governor’s review 
in particular lacks transparency.  Even though it is mostly inactive, the legislative review process is 
notable for authorizing the review of an agency’s failure to adopt necessary regulations. 

Overall, Indiana earns a C+.
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Notes
1 Ind. Code § 4-22-2-19.5.
2 Id. § 4-22-2-24(d).
3 Id. § 4-22-2-22.
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Id.
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6 Exec. Order 2-89 (1989).
7 Exec. Order 05-02 (2005).
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9 Id. § 4-22-2-28(c); see also id. § 4-3-22-13(b).
10 Id. § 4-22-2.1-5.
11 Id. § 4-22-2.1-6.
12 Id. § 5-28-17-5.
13 Id. § 4-22-2.1-8.
14 Id. § 4-22-2-28(b).
15 The committee is composed of four members from the House and four from the Senate. Id. § 2-5-18-5.
16 Id. § 2-5-18-8.
17 Id. § 4-22-2-46.
18 Id. § 2-5-18-8.
19 Id. § 4-22-2-19.
20 Id. § 4-22-2.5-5.
21 Id. § 4-22-2.5-2.
22 Id. § 4-22-2.5-3.
23 Id. § 4-22-2.5-3.1
24 E.g., Dept. of Envtl. Mgmt., Fiscal Impact Statement on Outdoor Wood Boilers (2010), available at http://www.

in.gov/idem/files/apcb_2010_jul_05-332_fiscal_impact.pdf (adopted by OMB as its cost-benefit analysis on June 
24, 2010); see also http://www.in.gov/iurc/files/1673_001.pdf.

25 Financial Mgmt. Circular 2006-1 and 2006-2 (2006) (also asserting OMB’s authority to review small business im-
pact statements).

26 Financial Mgmt. Circular 2006-2.
27 Survey from Chris Atkins, OMB General Counsel and Policy Director (2009, on file with author).
28 Id.
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29 E.g., Survey from Preston Black, Director of Office of Legal Affairs, Dept. of Health (2010, on file with author); 
Survey from George C. Thompson, General Counsel, Dept. of Homeland Security (2010, on file with author) (also 
noting that getting free support from State University graduate students might be possible, but likely not a viable 
option given the time constraints in the rulemaking process).

30 Survey from Thompson, supra note 29.
31 Ind. Code § 4-22-2-28
32 Survey from Thompson, supra note 29.
33 Survey from Black, supra note 29 (explaining that the Department of Health considers value of statistical life, but 

there is no actual calculation of health benefits); Survey from Thompson, supra note 29 (explaining that the Depart-
ment of Homeland Security, which is involved in rulemakings for building codes, boilers, fireworks sales, amuse-
ment rides, elevators, disaster relief, and so forth, “do[es] not attempt to quantify the value of a life saved or an injury 
averted”); Dept. of Envtl. Mgmt., supra note 24 (very briefly describing health risks from problem, but not discuss-
ing or quantifying any health benefits from regulation).

34 Survey from Black, supra note 29.
35 E.g., Dept. of Envtl. Mgmt., supra note 24.
36 Survey from Atkins, supra note 27.
37 Survey from Thompson, supra note 29.
38 Id.
39 Survey from Black, supra note 29.
40 Interview with Ryan Asberry, Indiana Economic Development Corporation, July 9, 2010.
41 Admin. Rules Oversight Comm’n, Report (1999), http://www.in.gov/legislative/interim/committee/1999/.../

reports/AROC2B1.pdf.
42 E.g., Tom Coyne, BP Says It Won’t Increase Pollution Discharge into Lake Michigan, AP, Aug. 23, 2007.
43 See Survey from Black, supra note 29; Survey from Thompson, supra note 29.
44 See Charles Wilson, Lobbyists Push for Extension of Competitive Distribution, AP State & Local Wire, July 6, 2001.
45 Editorial, A Little Tough at Sunset, The News-Sentinel, Oct. 6, 2006 (“an embarrassingly modest sunset law”).
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Iowa

Iowa utilizes nearly every regulatory review structure possible: constitutional, statutory, and 
executive order authority; legislative and executive reviews; vetoes, burden shifting, and 
suspensions; fiscal impact analysis, regulatory impact analysis, and regulatory flexibility analysis.  
Despite multiple structures and multiple goals,1 Iowa has strived to “strike a fair balance between 
these purposes and the need for efficient, economical and effective government administration.”2

Iowa’s Process on Paper

Burden-Shifting Objection:  The governor, the attorney general, and the legislature’s Administrative 
Rules Review Committee (“ARRC”) all have authority to object to any portion of a proposed 
or adopted rule as “unreasonable, arbitrary, capricious, or otherwise beyond the authority 
delegated to the agency.”  This objection removes the presumption of validity courts normally 
accord administrative rules, if the rule is challenged in court.  Once a written objection has been 
filed, the burden shifts to the agency at any subsequent judicial proceeding to prove the rule is not 
unreasonable, arbitrary, capricious, or beyond the agency’s authority.3  If the agency fails to meet 
its burden of proof, the courts will declare the rule invalid.4

Rules Filed Without Notice:  Agencies can choose not to publish notice of their proposed rules if 
the agency determines, for good cause, that such notice is unnecessary, impractical, or contrary to 
the public interest.  The governor, the attorney general, and the ARRC (the latter by a two-thirds 
vote) can object to any such rule filed without notice; the objection voids the rule after 180 days.5

Gubernatorial Rescission: The governor can also rescind, by executive order, any rule within seventy 
days of its effective date.6  The Administrative Rules Coordinator (“ARC”), responsible for rule 
filings and for “direct control and oversight of the rulemaking process,”7 also provides the governor 
with a general opportunity to review and object to any rule.8

Executive Orders:  On September 14, 1999, Governor Tom Vilsack issued a series of executive 
orders aimed at the administrative process.  Executive Order 8 mandated comprehensive review 
of all agency rules, to identify and eliminate those rules that are outdated, redundant, over-broad, 
ineffective, unnecessary, or otherwise undesirable.  After providing for public input, agencies 
were to judge rules based on the criteria of need, clarity, intent, costs, and fairness.  The cost 
criterion included the question “do all the qualitative and quantitative benefits exceed the costs?”; 
the fairness criterion included the question “should it be strengthened to provide additional 
protection to those effected?”  The principles and objectives of the Order were also meant to apply 
prospectively to any new rules or amendments.  The ARC and the ARRC were instructed to help 
review agency assessments of their existing rules.9

Executive Order 9 largely mirrored federal Executive Order 12,866.  The Order instructed agencies 
to issue only rules authorized by law or that serve an important public need.  Agencies were 
required to assess all qualitative and quantifiable costs and benefits, to assess alternatives, and to 
choose approaches that maximize net benefits and are most equitable.  Agencies were also required 
to prepare an annual Regulatory Plan and to provide the public with an online rulemaking docket.  
The ARC was given some powers to coordinate in cases of potential inter-agency conflict.10

Finally, Executive Order 10 established a Quality Rule-Making Committee to train agency 
personnel in drafting and assessing costs and benefits.11

Administrative Rules Review Committee (“ARRC”):  In 1963, a decade before enacting the basic 
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rulemaking process, the legislature created a special subcommittee to oversee agency regulations.12  
ARRC is a bipartisan committee, composed of five senators and five representatives.13  The ARRC 
can selectively consider either proposed or effective rules,14 but is especially directed to review 
existing rules for both “adverse and beneficial effects” and to give high priority to rules that affect 
small businesses.15

In addition to the review powers outlined above, the ARRC can impose a temporary seventy-day 
delay to allow additional time to study the adopted rule.16  The ARRC may also use a “general 
referral,” a process that refers any proposed or effective rule to the Speaker of the House and 
President of the Senate for further study.17  The ARRC may accompany this referral with a 
recommendation that the rule be “overcome by statute.”18   Although this latter action does not, 
alone, affect the validity of the rule, it can lead to legislative action.  Finally, upon a two-thirds vote 
of its members, the ARRC may impose a “session delay,” delaying the effective date of the rule 
until the adjournment of the next session of the General Assembly.19  The rule is then referred 
to the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate, who in turn forward the rule the 
appropriate standing committee.  These committees are required to “take formal committee action 
by sponsoring a joint resolution to disapprove the rule, by proposing legislation relating to the 
rule, or by refusing to propose a joint resolution or legislation concerning the rule.”  If they do not 
disprove of the rule, it becomes effective.20

General Assembly’s Legislative Veto:  Iowa’s state constitution gives the General Assembly authority 
to rescind any rule through a legislative veto.21  This action requires a majority vote in both 
chambers, but it does not require the signature of the governor.  The ARRC’s role in legislative 
review does not restrict the General Assembly’s ability to review rules on its own motion.22 

Petition for Periodic Review:  In addition to the general right to petition agencies for rulemakings,23 
any interested person may submit a written request to the Administrative Rules Coordinator 
(“ARC”) for an agency to conduct a formal review of a specific rule to determine whether the 
repeal, amendment, or adoption of a new rule is justified.  The ARC determines whether request 
is reasonable and does not place an unreasonable burden on the agency; if the request not overly 
burdensome, the agency must review the rule within a reasonable time and produce a report on: 
the rule’s effectiveness, including a summary of any available data; written criticisms received; and 
any alternative solutions and the reasons they were rejected.  A copy of the report sent to the 
ARRC and the ARC and is made available to public.24

Fiscal Impact Statements:  Agencies must prepare a fiscal impact statement whenever a rule 
“necessitates additional combined annual expenditures exceeding one hundred thousand dollars 
by all affected political subdivisions or agencies and entities which contract with the affected 
political subdivisions to provide services.”25 

Agencies must also prepare fiscal impact statements for any rules filed without notice that necessitate 
annual expenditures of at least $100,000 (or combined expenditures of at least $500,000 within 
five years) by all affected parties, including the agency.  Such statements outlining expenditures 
must be delivered to the Legislative Services Agency, which analyzes and summarizes them for 
the ARRC.26

Regulatory Analyses:  An agency must file a regulatory analysis of a proposed rule if the ARC or 
ARRC requests one within thirty-two days of published notice.  In addition, if the rule is likely to 
have a substantial impact on small business, the agency must file a regulatory analysis with special 
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findings related to this effect, if requested by the ARC, the ARRC, or at least twenty-five persons 
who each represent a small business.27    

The general regulatory analysis must include, among other things:28

•	 a description of the groups of people likely to be affected, including those who will bear 
the costs and those who will receive the benefits;

•	 the likely quantitative and qualitative impact of the rule, economic or otherwise, upon 
affected classes of persons;

•	 the effect of the rule on state revenues, and the costs to the agency of implementing it;

•	 the costs and benefits of inaction;

•	 a determination of whether there are less expensive or intrusive methods of achieving the 
same goal; and

•	 the alternative methods considered.

A regulatory analysis for a rule affecting small businesses must include a discussion of whether it 
would be legal and feasible to establish exemptions while still meeting statutory objectives.29 

All regulatory analyses must quantify data to the extent practical, and account for both short- and 
long-term consequences.30  If a regulatory analysis is requested, the time for public comment on 
the rule proposal is extended.31  If an agency makes a good faith effort to comply, a rule cannot be 
invalidated for an insufficient or inaccurate analysis.32 

Iowa’s Process in Practice

Executive Review: The gubernatorial rescission is “never used; a private call from the Governor’s 
office is sufficient to persuade an agency not to implement a rule.”33  Historically, staff has resolved 
most problems by informally consulting with agencies, and the governor has only reviewed about 
5% of rules.34  Similarly, the attorney general’s objection powers are rarely used; the attorney 
general prefers to maintain a “client-attorney” relationship with government agencies, advising 
the agencies throughout the rulemaking process.35

Legislative Review: The ARRC has two part-time attorneys and a part-time fiscal analyst.36  Though 
“informal review can occur at any time,” the burden-shifting objection “is the workhorse of the 
rules review process.37  While the objection has no official consequences unless and until a rule 
is challenged in court, in practice it is a powerful tool that can prompt regulatory changes.38  In 
2006, Governor Vilsack called the ARRC’s objection to water quality regulations his “biggest 
disappointment” from his eight years in office, criticizing the act as “a matter of political expediency,” 
in which legislators bowed to pressure from lobbyists during an election cycle.39

The ARRC meets regularly to review proposed rules, with stakeholders often in attendance;40 in 
practice, the ARRC does not usually review existing regulations.41  The governor’s Administrative 
Rules Coordinator sits on the ARRC as a non-voting, ex-officio member.42

Analytical Statements:  The Legislative Services Agency developed a worksheet to assist agencies 
with fiscal impact statements, and “as a practical matter, the form must be completed for every 
rulemaking, even if it merely indicates that the dollar thresholds have not been met.”43  Each agency 
prepares its own statements and, as such, the “contents and technical sophistication vary widely.”44  
The worksheet asks agencies to estimate fiscal impacts on the government and affected persons, 
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as well as assumption that went into those calculations.45  Costs are usually estimated by asking a 
sample of the regulated public; where agencies cannot estimate a precise dollar figure, ranges or 
general discussions are acceptable.46  Although the Legislative Services Agency acknowledges that 
“affected persons,” taken to the extreme, could include everyone, it states that the fiscal impact 
statement “should focus on persons or groups explicitly affected by the rule.”47  “In the case of rules 
affecting public goods,” such as environmental protection, “a brief sentence on the impact to the 
public should be included.”48

Ultimately, the fiscal impact statement is just a general overview, principally of costs, and “is not 
intended to rival the detail and research required for the regulatory analysis.”49  The Legislative 
Services Agency analyzes the statements for the ARRC,50 and the ARRC may use the fiscal 
statement as a “tripwire” to determine whether to request a more detailed regulatory analysis.

The ARRC as well as the public do request regulatory analyses on occasion.  They are detailed, but 
tend to quantify costs with more precision than benefits.51

Case Study #1: Landfills

Under Executive Order 8 review, the Department of Natural Resources concluded that its existing 
regulations on municipal solid waste landfills were out-of-date.  In promulgating new rules, the 
agency completed a regulatory analysis on its own initiative, in anticipation of a request.  The 
analysis first identified the number of landfills, the percent of Iowans who use groundwater as 
drinking water, and the facilities that use groundwater for industrial purposes.  Then it quantitatively 
estimated the typical cost to bring landfills into compliance with the new rules.  Though the 
analysis did not quantify benefits or thoroughly discuss qualitative benefits, it did discuss some 
alternative policy options.52

The ARRC placed a seventy-day delay on the rules to give itself more time to review.53  When 
the regulations came under legislative review, the ARRC felt the proposal had exceeded federal 
requirements and voted 6-3 to object to the rule and shift the burdens at litigation.  Under the 
threat of litigation, the agency continued working to amend the regulations to respond to ARRC’s 
objections.  In 2009, the agency issued revised regulations, but the ARRC again voted (this time 
5-4) that the burden should be on the Department of Natural Resources to prove in court that its 
rules were legal and did not exceed federal requirements.54

Case Study #2: Smoking Ban

In 2008 and in consultation with the attorney general, Iowa’s Department of Public Health 
drafted a rule banning indoor smoking.  In June, the agency informally went before the ARRC 
to get the legislature’s initial reaction.55  In July, the Iowa Restaurant Association submitted a 
request for a regulatory analysis.  Though the agency did not expect any substantial impacts to 
small businesses, it decided to complete the analysis in order “to further public discussion.”56  The 
analysis qualitatively discussed health benefits and quantified some effects, like recapturing lost 
productivity and reducing medical expenditures for employees.  On cost, the agency found the 
only cost to be signage; based on peer-reviewed studies from other jurisdictions with similar laws 
already in place, the agency concluded there would be no adverse impact on business revenues or 
the economy.  The agency also considered some alternative policy options.57

Industry was not satisfied with the analysis.  Iowans for Equal Rights asserted that its members—
restaurants, bars, and small businesses—had already been negatively impacted in just the first 
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month of the rule’s application.  Industry groups decided to take their case to the ARRC.58  For 
months, bar owners and other industry groups “jammed” meetings of the ARRC on the indoor 
smoking ban.  Finding no statutory grounds to object to the rule, the chair of the committee, 
Senator Michael Connolly, advised critics of the ban to present their arguments instead to the 
legislature or the courts: “In America we follow the law.  Until we have a resolution in the courts or 
upstairs in the Legislature, this is the law.”59

Analysis and Grade

Iowa’s multiple reviews are possibly redundant and wasteful.  Regulatory analyses are triggered 
only by inconsistent requests; application could be better tailored to cover all significant 
regulations.  Consequently, Iowa’s structure is not reasonable given resources.  Similarly, nothing 
strongly protects against possible delays or deterrents to rulemaking caused by the multiple layers 
of review.

Despite promising language featured in Executive Orders, regulatory review—especially on the 
legislative side—is mostly about objecting to rules, not recalibrating them or maximizing net 
benefits.   And though the practice of rule review is relatively consistent, no clear standards govern 
the legislative veto, the gubernatorial rescission power, or the informal executive review.

Giving Iowa the benefit of the doubt, the Executive Order does contain some language to promote 
inter-agency coordination.  On the other hand, Iowa’s review structure does not do much to 
combat agency inaction.

Transparency on the executive side of the review process could be stronger, but legislative review 
is open to the public, regulatory analyses are available online, and the regulatory agenda may be 
significant in keeping the interested public in the loop.

For periodic review of existing regulations, some word choices in the Executive Orders are 
unfortunately anti-regulatory in their tone, but the Orders do require agencies to look into 
strengthening regulations.  There are substantive criteria, and in practice, periodic review seems to 
have a meaningful and balanced impact.

Combining all the paper requirements from the Executive Orders and statutes, regulatory analysis 
in Iowa does focus on maximizing the benefits and equity of available policy alternatives.  Analysis 
is inconsistently requested and inconsistently practiced, but there is strong potential for balanced, 
meaningful analysis.

Despite multiple, possibly duplicative layers of review and the inconsistent practice of regulatory 
analysis, Iowa can still boast one of the best-designed review structures in the country, and earns 
a B+.
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Kansas

The Kansas legislature lost its veto power over regulations in 1984; now, its comments on 
regulations are given no more force or weight than any other public comments.

History of Kansas’s Process

Kansas has had some form of regulatory oversight in place since 1939.1  In the 1970s, the state 
formalized the process, creating a specialized review committee and authorizing rule rejection 
by concurrent resolution.2  The original criteria for review and legislative veto, adopted in 1980, 
were “statutory authorization; basic reasonableness; proper form; technical errors; conflicts and 
overlaps; relationships; economic impact; and streamlining.”3

In 1984, the Kansas Supreme Court held that the existing regime, which allowed the legislature to 
amend, modify, or revoke agency rules by passing concurrent resolutions, violated the doctrine of 
separation of powers and the presentment clause in the State Constitution.4  Afterwards, though 
Kansas retained a legislative oversight process, the legislature’s most direct review powers were 
substantially weakened. 

Kansas’s Process on Paper

Executive Review:  Before an agency can publish a rule proposal, the secretary of administration 
first checks the rule for “organization, style, orthography and grammar.”5  Next, the attorney 
general must clear the rule’s legality.6  The legality review focuses on authority and consistency, as 
well as whether the regulation constitutes a “takings.”7

Notice:  After receiving the required executive approvals, the agency must give at least sixty days 
notice of its intended action by publishing in the Kansas Register.8  The notice must contain, 
among other things, a summary of the economic impacts, an environmental benefits statement if 
required, and the time and place of the public hearing.9  During the sixty-day comment period, a 
legislative joint committee also comments on the proposed rule.10 

Joint Committee on the Administrative Rules and Regulations (“JCARR”):  JCARR consists of five 
senators and seven representatives,11 and is authorized to review rules both before and after they 
are adopted.12  JCARR must review proposed rules during the sixty-day public comment period.13  

Agencies are under no legal obligation to revise their proposals to conform with JCARR’s comments 
and recommendations.  If the agency does not adopt the committee’s recommendations, JCARR 
may draft a resolution requesting the agency do so.  At any time, the legislature may adopt a 
concurrent resolution expressing concern with any rule.14  But even if the resolution is adopted 
by the majority vote of both houses of the legislature, the agency still does not need to respond.  
JCARR may also recommend the legislature adopt statutory changes to “redefine the scope of an 
agency’s authority,” or it may recommend the legislature modify the substantive law.15 

Impact Statements:  Before the agency can submit a rule or regulation to the Secretary of 
Administration, thus initiating the rulemaking process, the agency is required to develop an 
economic impact statement.16  This statement must include:

•	 A description of the rule’s cost, the people who will bear those costs, and the groups who 
will be affected by the rule.

•	 A description of less expensive or less “intrusive” methods, and an explanation of why 
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such methods were rejected.

The agency is permitted to consult with other state agencies when it is preparing this economic 
statement.17

JCARR is empowered to request that the Director of Budget review and supplement the economic 
impact statement.18  The Director then prepares a statement that includes, to the extent possible, 
both a dollar estimate of the anticipated changes in revenues and expenditures of the state, and an 
estimate of both “the immediate and the long-range economic impact of the regulation on persons 
subject [to the regulation], small employers, and the general public.”19

Neither the original nor the supplemental economic impact statement explicitly covers benefits.  
But for any rule deemed an “environmental rule or regulation,”20 an additional environmental 
benefit statement must be prepared.  That statement explains the need for the regulation and 
the environmental benefits to be gained.21  Additionally, the economic impact statement for any 
environmental regulation must include more details on compliance costs, implementation costs, 
the cost of inaction, the distribution of those costs, and the methodology for those estimates.22

Kansas’s Process in Practice

Deregulation, Deadlines, and Ex Post:  Both the attorney general and the JCARR report that 
deregulatory actions are not subject to review.23  Similarly, both the attorney general and the 
JCARR report that there is no routine review of existing regulations.24

Besides the sixty-day window for JCARR comments during the public notice period, generally 
there are no deadlines for the various phases of review: “each reviewing entity takes as much time 
as it takes with the personnel available.”25

Attorney General:  Two attorneys in the Division of Legal Opinions and Government Counsel 
conduct the legality review.  Since some proposed rulemaking activities could raise complicated 
legal questions, the attorney general may be unable to issue an opinion on the legality of the 
regulation before the agency issues notice of a public hearing.  The attorney general is therefore 
permitted to approve a regulation and then later issue an opinion regarding its legality.26  The 
Department of Administration suggests that the agency consult the attorney general’s office early 
during the drafting period for regulations that present complex legal or authority questions.27

Impact Statements:  In practice, all economic impact statements must detail costs to the government, 
small employers, private citizens, and consumers.28  The Department of Administration encourages 
agencies to “think broadly when trying to identify potential economic impacts,” and to consider 
“less obvious, indirect economic impacts or hidden costs.”29  Though “[s]ome state agencies do 
a much better economic analysis than others,”30 impact statements are “often of great interest . . . 
to the Joint Committee.  Moreover, the process of evaluating the economic impact of a proposed 
regulation may reveal significant policy issues that agencies need to consider.”31

JCARR Review:  Immediately after the judicial decision stripping the legislature of its veto power, 
“[t]he loss of direct authority over agency regulations did not seem to diminish the impact the 
Legislature had over the regulatory process.”32  But according to the Department of Administration, 
JCARR comments are technically to be given the same weight as any other comments submitted 
during the public notice period—when it reviews proposed regulations, JCARR “is participating 
in the public comment period, rather than carrying out its legislative oversight responsibilities.”33 
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Still, JCARR staff report that, from 2006 through 2009, “most agencies were fully addressing 
Committee comments.”34  Most JCARR comments concern authority, economic impact on 
regulated community, and clarity,35 and JCARR sometimes requests revisions to the economic 
impact statements.36

In the 2008-2009 legislative term, JCARR met eight times to review rules from thirty-six different 
agencies.37  Members of industry and the public sometimes attend and testify at these meetings, and 
JCARR sometimes encourages agencies to schedule additional sessions to hear such stakeholders’ 
concerns.38   JCARR has not introduced any concurrent resolutions since the 1993-1994 session.39  
Though the committee does sometimes introduce clarifying legislation,40 it does not generally try 
to reject a rule through statutory changes, since it mostly achieves its goals through the comment 
process and persuasion.41

Analysis and Grade

JCARR manages to have a meaningful effect through pure persuasion and without any direct 
oversight powers, which could help minimize burdens on agencies.  Analytical resources could be 
better deployed, but the current requirements are not unreasonable.  On the other hand, Delays 
may be problematic, especially on executive side, where reviews “take as long as they take.” 

Though the potential for calibration of rules exists since JCARR’s review is more about commenting 
and persuading than about objecting, JCARR reports most of its comments focus on statutory 
authority and concerns for the economic impact to regulated parties—not maximizing net 
benefits.  JCARR meetings and reviews seem consistent, but it is unclear whether any substantive 
standards currently guide its reviews ( JCARR did have clear criteria in 1980 when it exercised its 
legislative veto).  JCARR does take public testimony at its meetings and releases all its minutes 
and comments.

JCARR sometimes tries to help agencies coordinate and resolve conflicts,42 but the lack of a formal 
process is limiting.  There is no process to combat agency inaction or for the systematic review of 
existing regulations.

In its analytical mandates, Kansas has no real requirement to analyze benefits beyond environmental 
benefits, alternatives beyond the least intrusive alternatives, or distributional effects.

Even though Kansas’s review is advisory only, it still could benefit from focusing more on 
maximizing net benefits.  Kansas receives a D+ for its Guiding Principles Grade.
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Kentucky

Regulatory review in Kentucky has often been the source of friction between the legislative 
and executive branches, and at times the power has been wielded largely “to protect the 
Commonwealth’s interest of maintaining a positive business climate.”1

History of Kentucky’s Process

A movement started in the 1960s to make Kentucky’s legislature a more co-equal branch of 
government, independent from the Governor.2  Legislative oversight of administrative rules began 
in earnest in 1972 and reached its peak of power with the enactment of legislative veto authority in 
1982.3  Just two years later, in 1984, the state Supreme Court ruled that making legislative review 
mandatory instead of merely precatory was unconstitutional.4  Since then, the legislature has failed 
to win support from the electorate for a constitutional amendment to give lawmakers more review 
power.5

While many legislators felt the court rulings substantially diminished the effectiveness of their 
review powers,6 historically even the legislature’s advisory authority has exerted “considerable 
influence on promulgating agencies.”7

Kentucky’s Process on Paper

Preparation and Impact Analyses:  The Legislative Research Commission (“LRC”)—a sixteen-
member panel of the legislature’s leadership, administered by a full-time staff—offers agencies 
guidelines and advice on the preparation of regulations.8  Statutory requirements also shape the 
preparation of regulations.  For example, when designing new regulations or reviewing existing 
regulations, agencies are instructed to “tier” their rules “when possible.”9  “Tiering” means tailoring 
a rule’s requirements to reduce any disproportionate impacts on particular regulated entities, 
especially small business or government bodies.10

Agencies must submit a regulatory impact analysis to the LRC for every regulation.  The report 
must cover, inter alia: an explanation of the regulation’s necessity; the types and numbers of 
individuals, businesses, organizations, and local governments affected, as well as analysis of the 
compliance costs and possible benefits to those entities; an estimate of administrative costs; and a 
statement on “tiering.”11  Agencies also must justify any rules that propose stricter standards than 
required by federal mandate, and they prepare fiscal notes on the costs (or cost-savings) to local 
and state governments.12  The LRC reviews all regulatory impact analyses and prepares a written 
report on its findings.13

Agencies must then either accept the LRC’s suggestions or else explain in writing their reasons for 
rejecting the recommendations.14  Agencies must also consider all public comments, with perhaps 
special attention given to reports filed by the Commission on Small Business Advocacy or by 
government entities.15

Legislative Review:  After the public comment period, the LRC refers the rule first to its 
Administrative Regulation Review Subcommittee (“ARRS”).  The ARRS consists of three senators 
and three representatives, including at least two members of the minority party.16

The ARRS reviews all regulations at monthly public meetings, where agency representatives 
are called forward to answer questions.17  During such meetings, if both the agency and the 
reviewing committee agree, the regulation can be amended.18  The ARRS may make a non-binding 
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determination that a rule is deficient because it:  is wrongfully promulgated; conflicts with existing 
law; has no statutory authority; imposes stricter standards than required by federal mandate, 
without reasonable justification; fails to “tier” its requirements; imposes unreasonable burdens on 
government or small business; or appears deficient in any other manner.19

After the ARRS’s review, the LRC also refers the rule to the relevant standing legislative committees.  
Those committees may choose to hold public meetings and can make the same kind of finding of 
deficiency as the ARRS is authorized to make.20

If a regulation is not found deficient, it becomes effective.  If a regulation is found deficient, the 
legislature sends the governor a request to withdraw or amend the regulation, but the governor is 
free to submit a determination that the rule should become effective notwithstanding the finding 
of deficiency.21  At times, the legislature has passed laws declaring that any regulations found 
deficient during the previous legislative session are null and void; such laws must be presented to 
the governor for signature.22

A regulation cannot become “effective” until the legislative review process is complete.23  
Legislative committees can vote to defer their consideration of a regulation; a regulation that does 
not complete the legislative review process within a year of its initial publication will expire.24

The ARRS is also responsible for continually monitoring the lack of necessary regulations and 
legislation, as identified during the review of agency rules.25  The ARRS may also make a non-
binding determination that an existing regulation should be amended or repealed.26

Kentucky’s Process in Practice

While the level of detail and quantification may vary substantially from one agency to another,27 
generally Kentucky’s regulatory impact analyses tend to be short, include little quantification, 
focus on the most direct costs, and rarely explore the full range of benefits.28

ARRS hearings can sometimes feature several hours of heated debate, where proponents and 
opponents of a rule pack the room.29  The legislature actually overturns relatively few regulations, 
and it tends to be most active in reviewing the more high-profile, controversial regulations.30  But, 
as the following case study demonstrates, the ARRS has many more subtle methods for impacting 
the substance of a regulation.

Case Study:  School Nutrition and Vending Machines

In 2005, Kentucky’s Department of Education proposed new nutritional standards for schools, 
including a seventeen-ounce limit on soft drink size.  Representatives from the beverage industry 
complained to the ARRS that changing all school vending machines would prove too costly,31 
and suggested that a twenty-ounce limit would be more appropriate.32  Specifically, the beverage 
industry testified that it would cost $789,000 to adjust the Kentucky schools’ vending machines; 
no similarly precise quantification of the nutritional and health benefits for the school children 
was presented.33  The ARRS voted in November 2005 to defer consideration of the rule, to give the 
Board of Education a chance to reconsider.34

At their December 2005 meeting, the Board Members were upset by the turn of events.  One 
Member noted that the beverage associations had been included in the decisionmaking process 
and had been part of the original consensus on a seventeen-ounce limit; now they had “reneged” 
on their agreement and were using the ARRS to make a last-minute change to the regulation.  The 
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Member felt this was not the first time the ARRS had become a vehicle for industry access.35

Though some Board Members wanted to defy the ARRS, ultimately most feared that failure to 
comply would result in an ARRS vote of deficiency, which could jeopardize enactment of the entire 
regulatory package.  The advocacy groups involved, the supportive legislators, and Department of 
Education officials all worried that sticking with the seventeen-ounce limit would be like throwing 
the baby out with the bathwater.36  The Board voted to agree to the twenty-ounce limit.37

Would the ARRS have gone through with a finding of deficiency for the entire regulatory package, 
which included popular new nutritional standards for school children?  Would the full legislature 
have acted to block adoption of the regulation?  While those questions remain unanswered, the 
ARRS clearly has the power to win rule amendments by combining its ability to defer and delay 
review with its threat to find a rule deficient.

An old but not necessarily outdated account of the ARRS’s operations explains that the committee 
members rely heavily on their staff to review the rules, though staff might be more focused on legal 
issues and less alert to the potential political implications of rules that the ARRS members will 
sometimes respond to.38  The ARRS also will “often” work out a problem with an agency through 
informal communications, before a review hearing.39

One quantitative study of ARRS decisions, while perhaps not reflecting the ARRS’s current 
practices, provides an intriguing historical snapshot and suggests the general ability of interest 
groups to use ARRS review as an access point.  In 1983, when ARRS briefly had its legislative veto 
powers, the committee reviewed 165 rules but only discussed 50 proposals in any real detail.  These 
tended to be the more controversial rules; according to ARRS staff and agency officials interviewed 
at the time, “controversial” meant rules that shifted new burdens onto powerful interest groups.  
ARRS rejected 6 of those 50 proposals, mostly for imposing costly new restrictions on businesses.  
But ARRS reviews also resulted in a substantial number of amendments to numerous proposed 
regulations.  The study found that, in 1983, businesses were successful in winning 90% of the rule 
changes they sought through ARRS review; farmers, local governments, and public employees 
won 100% of their changes; but public interest groups won only 21% of the time.40

Analysis and Grade

The focus of Kentucky’s regulatory impact analyses centers on private impacts, in particular 
compliance costs and administrative costs; agencies need not quantify social benefits or even 
explicitly define them.  The analyses also do not help agencies or reviewers assess the strengths 
and weaknesses of various policy alternatives.

The legislative review authority is very broad, allowing a committee to generally find a rule 
deficient “in any other manner.”  Thanks to those vague parameters and the power to defer review, 
the legislature is often able to win changes to proposed regulations even without the legislative 
veto powers it once had.  However, reliance on more informal review powers may have somewhat 
decreased the transparency of the review process.

Kentucky might consider the benefits of adopting a more formal or structured review process 
for existing regulations, and especially how the ARRS might use its duty to monitor the lack of 
necessary regulations in order to fill regulatory gaps and adjust regulatory stringencies in cost-
benefit justified manners.  Currently, Kentucky scores a D.
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Louisiana

One count put Louisiana at no fewer than six different legislative veto mechanisms;1 yet none of 
them are used very frequently.

Louisiana’s Process on Paper

Exceptions:  Emergency rules are subject to different administrative procedures, and the use 
of emergency rulemaking in Louisiana is very common.2  Special review procedures are also 
established for environmental rules.3

Impact Analyses:  The Administrative Procedure Act of Louisiana contemplates two types of 
financial impact analysis: a fiscal impact statement and an economic impact statement.  The 
Legislative Fiscal Office must approve both documents before a proposed rule can move forward.  
The fiscal impact statement covers the “receipt, expenditure, or allocation of state funds or funds of 
any political subdivision of the state.”4  The economic impact statement includes “an estimate of the 
cost or economic benefit to all persons directly affected by the proposed action; an estimate of the 
impact of the proposed action on competition and the open market for employment, if applicable; 
and a detailed statement of the data, assumptions, and methods used in making each of the above 
estimates.”5  Notice of a proposed regulation must include the approved impact statements.6

Louisiana does not allow any agency to adopt, amend, or repeal any rule if the impact statement 
suggests that the rule change would increase the expenditure of state funds, unless the legislature 
has appropriated the funds that are necessary for this expenditure, or in the case of an emergency.7

In 2008, Louisiana adopted the state’s Small Business Regulatory Flexibility Act,8 requiring 
agencies to estimate the number of small businesses subject to a rule and the probable impacts.9  
The agency must also consider “without limitation” whether any less stringent requirements or 
exemptions would still accomplish statutory objectives.10  Finally, the agency must notify the 
state’s Department of Economic Development of its intent to adopt the proposed rule if any 
adverse impact on small business is likely.11

Before adopting rules, agencies must consider and state in writing impacts on family formation, 
stability, and autonomy, including effects on family earnings and budgets.12

Legislative Review:  On the same day that notice is submitted to the Louisiana Register for 
publication, agencies must also submit a report to the appropriate standing committees of the 
legislature, and to the presiding officers of the respective houses.13  The chairman of each standing 
committee may then appoint an oversight subcommittee, which may conduct hearings on the 
proposed rule.14  House and Senate subcommittees may meet jointly or separately to conduct 
hearings, but any meeting must be held within thirty days of receiving the agency’s report.15

If a hearing is held, the subcommittee considers whether the rule is in conformity with law, but also, 
more vaguely, “the advisability or relative merit” of the rule change and whether it is “acceptable 
or unacceptable.”16  The respective subcommittees make their determination independently.17  
If either the House or Senate oversight subcommittee finds the rule unacceptable, it reports 
its findings to the governor and the agency.  The governor then has ten days to disapprove the 
subcommittee’s rejection.  If the governor does not take such action, the agency is barred from 
adopting a substantially similar rule for at least four months.18  If the governor overrides the 
committee’s action, however, the rule may be adopted.
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That veto power raises traditional bicameralism criticisms but not presentment concerns, as the 
governor retains the right to override the decision.19  Louisiana courts have not directly addressed 
the constitutionality of the legislative veto.20  The state constitution does authorize the legislature 
to temporarily suspend laws by concurrent resolution,21 but arguably the term “law” does not 
include regulations.22

In addition to the legislative veto authority of oversight committees, the legislature at large may, 
by concurrent resolution, “suspend, amend, or repeal any rule or regulation or body of rules or 
regulations, or any fee increase, decrease, or repeal of any fee, adopted by a state agency, board, or 
commission.”23  Such concurrent resolutions do not need the governor’s signature.

Executive Review:  The governor may, by executive order, suspend or veto any rule or regulation 
adopted by a state agency within thirty days of its adoption.24

Louisiana’s Process in Practice

Impact Statements:  Since the Legislative Fiscal Office must approve all economic impact 
statements before a rule proposal can move forward, this legislative agency has a quasi-veto power 
over regulations.25

The Legislative Fiscal Office has prepared forms to guide agencies through the preparation of 
their impact statements.  The forms and the statements are mostly limited to reviewing impacts on 
agency revenues and the economic well-being of the community;26 assessing qualitative benefits 
or indirect effects is not a priority.  The forms call for a narrative description and estimates of 
implementation costs, revenue effects, economic costs and benefits to directly affected persons, 
and effects on competition and employment.27

The Louisiana Register publishes a summary of the statements along with notices of proposed 
rules.  As expected from the focus of the forms, statements do not explore the indirect costs and 
benefits of proposals.  For example, in proposing a new procedure to approve species for use in 
aquaculture—the first step in regulations that could carry large economic and environmental 
effects—the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries wrote: “No impact on receipts and/or 
income resulting from the adoption of the proposed rule is anticipated at this time. However, the 
production of new aquatic organisms in private facilities could contribute to Louisiana’s economy 
and positively impact receipts and income of aquaculture operations overtime, as species are 
added to the list of approved domesticated aquatic organisms for use in aquaculture.”28

Regulatory Review:  Records of legislative review meetings and actions are not compiled in a single 
location.  Reports from oversight subcommittees disapproving a rule are occasionally published in 
the Louisiana Register, up to a few per year.29

Though the legislature can review, amend, and suspend a regulation upon concurrent resolution at 
any time, generally there is no ex post review of regulations.30

Analysis and Grade

Relying on multiple legislative committees to conduct multiple reviews likely contributes to 
the sporadic application of Louisiana’s regulatory review process.  There is no deadline for 
the Legislative Fiscal Office’s review, possibly dragging out the process.  Standards for reviews 
are vague, there is no procedure to promote interagency coordination or combat inaction, and 
periodic review is non-existent.  There is no rules for public participation in legislative review 
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meetings, and it is difficult for the public to track the sporadic legislative review activities.  Finally, 
analytical mandates are unbalanced, giving no attention to regulatory benefits, and are too broad, 
applying to all rules instead of focusing on the rules that would gain most from rigorous analysis.

Legislative review in Louisiana is like a sledgehammer that is never picked up, and there is no 
meaningful analysis of benefits.  Louisiana scores a D-.
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Maine

Agencies can only provisionally adopt “major, substantive rules”; such rules typically require a bill, 
passed by the legislature and signed by the governor, to take full effect.

Maine’s Process on Paper

Impact Statements:  Agencies are instructed to “consider all relevant information available to it, 
including, but not limited to, economic, environmental, fiscal and social impact analyses and 
statements and arguments filed, before adopting any rule.”1  In particular, as agencies prepare new 
rules, they should consider goals, objective, possible alternatives, and estimated impacts.2 

When an agency publishes notice of a proposed rule, it must also submit to the legislature a “fact 
sheet,” outlining the principal reasons for the rule, estimating the “fiscal impact,” and summarizing 
any relevant information considered.3  For “existing rules having an estimated fiscal impact greater 
than $1 million,” the fact sheet must also describe: the “economic impact,” including effects that 
cannot be quantified; the individuals, major interest groups, and businesses that will be affected; 
and the benefits, including those that cannot be quantified.4

Before adopting any rule that may have adverse impacts on small business, agencies must prepare 
an economic impact statement that identifies probable impacts on small businesses and describes 
any reasonable, less intrusive alternative methods of achieving the regulatory purposes.5

Every rule must contain a fiscal impact note that estimates costs to municipalities.6

Executive Review:  All adopted rules must be submitted to the attorney general for approval of form 
and legality.7  No one in the attorney general’s office who helped formulate or draft the rule may 
perform the review, and the attorney general cannot approve a rule that is reasonably expected to 
result in a taking of private property.8  A rule can only take effect if the attorney general approves it 
within 150 days of the close of the public comment period.9

By Executive Order, before proposing rules, agencies must obtain preliminary approval from their 
presiding Commissioners, who review the rules and any analysis of costs to the state and regulated 
community.  Agencies are also encouraged to seek a “pre-review” from the attorney general, to 
obtain preliminary and informal approval of form and legality.10

Legislative Review:  Agencies cannot adopt a rule without submitting it for legislative review.11  For 
rules that have not been classified or for rules categorized as “routine technical rules,” the agency 
simply must provide its “fact sheet” and proposed rule to Legislative Council, who then refers the 
matter to the appropriate legislative committees for optional review.12

But starting in 1996, when delegating rulemaking authority to agencies, the legislature has 
classified certain rules as “major substantive rules.”  These are rules that require significant agency 
discretion or that, because of their subject matter or anticipated impact, are reasonably expected to 
have serious burdens on the public or local government.13  Agencies can only provisionally adopt 
major substantive rules, pending legislative review.14

When a major rule is provisionally adopted, the agency must submit to the Legislative Council the 
rule’s full text, a concise summary, and a statement of economic impact on state and its residents.15 
Materials are then referred to a joint standing committee.  That committee must meet to review 
the rule, and the committee can also choose to hold public hearings.16  The committee must review 
whether the rule: has statutory authority; complies with legislative intent; conflicts with any laws; 
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is necessary to fully accomplish statutory objectives; is “reasonable, especially as it affects the 
convenience of the general public or of persons particularly affected”; is complex; complies with 
procedure; or affects property values and constitutes a takings.17

The reviewing committee then recommends the legislature authorize all or part of the rule, 
authorize the rule with amendments, or disapprove the rule.18  The governor must sign such 
legislation for the rule to take effect.19  If the legislature fails to act on a rule during the legislative 
session when the rule was submitted, the agency may proceed with final adoption.20

Regulatory Agenda Review: The appropriate joint standing legislative committee must review 
agencies’ regulatory agendas.21  If an agency proposes a rule not in its current regulatory agenda, 
it must file an amendment to the agenda with Legislature and Secretary of State at time of rule 
proposal.22

Petition for Review:  Any group of one hundred voters with a substantial interest in a rule, or any 
person directly, substantially, and adversely affected by a rule, may apply to the Legislative Council 
for a review of whether an existing rule is inappropriate or unnecessary.23  Such applications are 
referred to the appropriate joint standing committee; committees may also review rules on their 
own motion.24  If one-third of committee members decide that public interest would be served by 
a full review, the committee can meet and make a determination on a rule within ninety days of 
receiving the application.25  In addition to any issues raised by the applicant, the committee reviews 
whether:  the rule is consistent with and necessary to effect statutory intent; the rule’s effects are 
reasonable, including benefits and costs; circumstances have changed; the rule promotes abuse of 
discretionary powers; fees are reasonable and related to cost of administration.26  If the committee 
determines the rule is inappropriate or unnecessary, it directs the Office of Policy and Legal 
Analysis to draft legislation to amend the law.27

Maine’s Process in Practice

Impact Statements: By the Secretary of State’s own admissions, Maine’s statutes offer little guidance 
on the required contents of impact analyses or the difference between “fiscal impacts” and 
“economic impacts.”28  Requiring additional analysis only for “existing rules” with a million dollar 
effect is particularly confusing; the Rule-Making Fact Sheet form requires such additional details 
generally “for rules with fiscal impact of $1 million or more.”29  The Legislative Council’s checklist 
for filing major substantive rules asks for a “[s]tatement of the fiscal impact of the rule on the State, 
local units of government, the regulated community and the public ([which] may be same as [the] 
estimate of fiscal impact and analysis required for notice of proposed rules by 5 MRSA §8057-A.”  
The attorney general’s office also consults with agencies on the preparation of regulatory impact 
analyses.30

Agencies’ fiscal impact estimates do not consistently reflect the same level of detail or scope.  
Sometimes costs are simply characterized as “moderate”31 or “nominal.”32  Sometimes only 
government costs are reviewed, without mentioning broader economic effects.  For example, when 
the Department of Marine Resources proposed to increase the area available for shellfish harvest, 
the fiscal impact statement only noted “existing enforcement personnel will monitor compliance,” 
and did not mention effects on the fishing industry.33  Also noticeably absent from that statement 
was any discussion on environmental effects.  Discussions of benefits are typically short and focus 
on economic benefits.  For example, in a Department of Environmental Protection rule on storm 
water discharge permits, the agency reported that “[t]he ultimate benefit of the rule will be streams 
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with water quality that meets the State’s Water Quality Classification Standards.  Improved water 
quality has been shown to increase adjacent property values.”34

Executive Review:  The attorney general wields substantial power through the review process.  “If 
the [Assistant Attorney General] asks for changes or will not authorize a particular rule filing, 
these decisions will prevail.”35

Legislative Review:  In practice, the legislature does not review any rules besides new, major 
substantive rules.  There is no ex post review of existing regulations.36  Controversy can sometimes 
erupt over what types of actions agencies try to move through the “routine technical rule” process 
instead of the “major substantive rule” process.37

The Legislative Council staffs the joint standing committees when they review rules, but typically 
each committee has only one staff analyst to handle not only all regulatory reviews but also the 
committee’s many other legislative duties.  As a result of these limited resources, legislative review 
is generally limited and focused on questions of policy and legislative intent.38  In effect, Maine’s 
review of major substantive rules works as a temporary suspension, since if the legislature fails pass 
a bill (with the governor’s signature) disapproving the rule before its session ends, the rule may 
still go forward.  Still, committees do review major substantive rules and sometimes the legislature 
blocks regulatory proposals.39

Analysis and Grade

Maine lacks the resources to effectively carry out its regulatory review process.  The analytical 
capacity at the legislative staff level is stretched thin, and agencies are not able to meet the spirit of 
the economic impact requirements.  The legislature has some capacity to calibrate rules using its 
authority to propose amendments, but given its limited review resources and focus on legislative 
intent, the legislative review is more likely to act as a check against major rules than to calibrate 
them.

Though legislative review has the potential to drag on for an entire session, the session does 
provide a clear deadline after which, if the legislature has not acted, rules can still move forward.  
On the executive side, the pre-approval process probably helps prevent unnecessary delays.

All rules are subject to the same, consistent review process.  Some of the legislature’s criteria for 
review are vague (for example, the “convenience of the general public,” see Florida), but most of its 
standards are substantive and specific, as are the attorney general’s criteria. 

Reviews of the regulatory agenda and the petition process might help combat agency inaction, but 
Maine offers no explicit guidance on reviews of inter-agency conflicts.  The petition process also 
makes the review process publicly accessible, and the availability of rulemaking fact sheets adds to 
transparency.

The paper requirements for review of existing regulations offer balanced standards that look to 
both costs and benefits.  Unfortunately, the legislature reports there is no real review of existing 
regulations.

By statute and executive order, agencies must begin thinking about regulatory costs and benefits 
early in their decisionmaking process.  But in actuality, there is no thorough analysis of benefits, 
alternatives, or distributional effects.

Overall, Maine’s Guiding Principles Grade is a C+.  The state could benefit from promoting the 
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consistent analysis of regulatory benefits and giving the legislature the resources it needs to more 
carefully compare the costs and benefits of regulatory proposals.
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Notes
1 5 Me. Rev. Stat. (“MRS”) § 8052(4).
2 Id. § 8057-A(1).
3 Id. § 8053-A(1), 8057-A(1).
4 Id. § 8057-A(2).
5 Id. § 8052(5-A).
6 Id. § 8063.
7 Id. § 8056(1)(A).
8 Id. § 8056(6)
9 Id. § 8052(7).
10 Exec. Order 17 FY 02/03.
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13 Id. § 8071.
14 Id.S § 8072(1).
15 Id. § 8072(2).
16 Id. § 8072(3).
17 Id. § 8072(4).
18 Id. § 8072(5).
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25 Id. § 11113.
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29 Sec’y of State, Rule-Making Fact Sheet (2009).
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31 E.g., Dept. of Envtl. Prot., Rule-Making Fact Sheet on Chapter 409 Rule, Solid Waste Recycling (2010),  http://

www.maine.gov/dep/rwm/rules/pdf/409rule50factsheet.pdf.
32 Board of Licensure in Medicine, Rule-Making Fact Sheet on Chapter 4 Rule, Insurance of Citation http://www.
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33 Department of Marine Resources, Rule-Making Fact Sheet on Chapter 95.03 (2009) http://www.maine.gov/legis/

execdir/.../marineemer%2095%2096.pdf.
34 Dept. of Envtl. Prot., Rule-Making Fact Sheet on Chapter 521 Rule, Storm Water Discharge Permits (2009), http://

www.maine.gov/dep/blwq/rules/stormwater/2009.../521_fact_sheet.pdf.
35 Survey from Wismer, supra note 28.
36 Survey from Norton, supra note 19.
37 E.g., Editorial, DEP Rules Change a Needless Burden, Portland Press Herald, July 20, 1999.
38 Survey from Norton, supra note 19; Interview with Patrick Norton, Office of Policy and Legal Analysis, Feb. 4, 2010.
39 Office of Policy and Legal Analysis’s list of Major Substantive Rule-Making Authority Granted (2009) shows several 

cases over the years when rules were not authorized for final adoption.
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Maryland

Maryland features one of the most thorough review processes for existing regulations.

Maryland’s Process on Paper

Economic Impact Analyses:  Notices of proposed rules must state the estimated economic impacts 
on government revenues, consumers, industry, taxpayers, and trade groups.1

Before adopting a proposed rule, agencies must also evaluate whether the rule has any impact 
on business, by considering the costs imposed on businesses of various size.2  In particular, for 
every regulation, agencies must prepare and publish an “economic impact analysis rating”: either a 
rule has “minimal or no economic impact on small business,” or else it has “meaningful economic 
impact on small business.”3  If there is a meaningful impact, either the agency or the Department 
of Legislative Services must develop a complete written economic impact analysis.4  The analysis 
must estimate effects on the costs of goods and services; the workforce; housing cost; investment, 
taxation, competition, and economic development; and consumer choice.5  The Department of 
Legislative Services comments on ratings and analyses prepared by agencies,6 but the validity of 
regulation is not affected by the absence or content of the analysis.7

Executive Review:  Regulations may not be adopted unless the attorney general approves their 
legality.8

Children’s Health Review:  Before proposal of any rule with impacts on environmental hazards 
affecting children’s health, agencies must submit the rule to the State Children’s Environmental 
Health and Protection Advisory Council for review.9  The Council consists of members from the 
legislature, state agencies, the medical community, private sector, and the general public.10

Legislative Review:  Before proposal, agencies must submit rules to the Joint Committee on 
Administrative, Executive, and Legislative Review (“AELR Committee”) and the Department 
of Legislative Services.11  The AELR Committee consists of ten senators and ten delegates, 
with proportional political party representation, and has general power to review any proposed 
or adopted rule.12  (The AELR Committee has a different, mandatory role in the approval of 
emergency regulations.)

A rule cannot be adopted until after submission to the AELR Committee and at least forty-five 
days after notice was published in the Register.13  The AELR Committee may, but need not, act 
during this preliminary review period.14  If the AELR Committee determines it cannot reasonably 
conduct an appropriate review within that forty-five-day window, it may extend the review period 
for about sixty additional days.15  Agencies are encouraged to submit regulations to the AELR 
Committee even earlier and to consult on form and content.16

During the review period, the AELR Committee may, by majority vote, oppose the adoption of 
the regulation based on statutory authority or legislative intent.17  The AELR Committee then 
sends notice of its objection to the governor and the agency.  The agency may withdraw or modify 
the regulation, or else it can submit a statement of justification to the governor.  The governor next 
consults with the AELR Committee and the agency “in an effort to resolve the conflict,” and finally 
either instructs the agency to withdraw or modify, or else approves the regulation over the AELR 
Committee’s objection.18  Unless the governor approves, an agency cannot adopt a rule opposed 
by the AELR Committee.19
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Maryland courts have discussed this legislative review structure favorably without questioning its 
constitutionality.20

Periodic Review:  Maryland established a highly detailed, systematic process under the Regulatory 
Review and Evaluation Act to determine whether existing rules remain necessary, statutorily 
supported, and not obsolete.21  Every eight years, agencies must submit to the governor and 
the AELR Committee a schedule of regulations to be reviewed.22  Based on those schedules, 
the governor, by executive order, provides for review of regulations.23  Agencies then develop a 
work plan that describe their intentions to solicit input from the public, stakeholders, and other 
agencies, as well as their procedures for studying recent scientific information and comparative 
regulatory structures.  The AELR Committee can comment on agency work plans.24

As the review progresses, agencies prepare evaluation reports, including a description of any inter-
agency conflicts reviewed and the proposed resolution of such conflicts; a summary of comments 
received; a summary of data gathered; and any recommended rule changes.25  Agencies provide 
for sixty days for public comment and may hold public hearings on the evaluation reports.26  The 
AELR Committee also reviews the report and may solicit additional public comment.  The agency 
must then review the AELR Committee’s comments and attempt to resolve any disagreements.27  
If a disagreement cannot be solved within thirty days, the agency submits its evaluation report 
to the governor.  The governor then either approves the report or instructs the agency to modify 
it.28  Within 120 days of the evaluation report’s final approval, the agency must propose any 
recommended amendments or repeals.29

In 2003, Executive Order 01.01.2003.20 implemented the Regulatory Review and Evaluation Act, 
creating an ongoing process in which an eight-year cycle is set to end and re-start in July 2011.30  
The Order also encouraged agencies to review their policy statements and guidelines.

Maryland’s Process in Practice

Economic Impact Analyses:  The AELR Committee staff reports that, typically, only direct costs 
and benefits are considered.31  Impact analyses published in the Register mostly confirm this.  
Estimates of Economic Impact in the Register follow a standard template, in which agencies first 
identify whether effects on government, effects on industry, and direct or indirect effects on the 
public will be positive, negative, or non-existent.  Next, for each category, the agency describes 
the magnitude of the effect:  minimal, substantial, indeterminable, or (usually only for regulations 
involving fees) in actual dollar terms.32

The occasional estimate will provide quantification and a qualitative discussion of costs, 
assumptions, and even benefits.  For example, a Human Resources rule aimed at simplifying the 
food supplement application process for disabled elderly individuals estimated the number of 
eligible individuals and the size of their benefits.  Moreover, its small business impact estimate 
explored indirect effects: “The new program for disabled elderly individuals will increase the 
number of eligible households. The increase in the income standards will also slightly increase 
the number of persons eligible to receive benefits. This increase in eligible households will bring 
additional business to food stores.”33

But overall, “indeterminable” is the most common answer for the magnitude of economic effects, 
and benefits are discussed only in general, qualitative terms, if at all.34  The majority of small business 
impact statements are exceedingly brief.  One characteristic example reads: “The proposed action 
has a meaningful economic impact on small business. An analysis of this economic impact follows: 
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The proposed action has an economic impact on the agency and regulated industries.”35

Legislative Review:  Though the AELR Committee has a more prominent and sometimes 
controversial role in the approval of emergency regulations (which in past years have comprised 
as many as one-fifth of regulatory proposals),36 the legislature generally occupies a weaker role 
in regulatory review.  The Department of the Environment claims “It’s very rare for the AELR 
not to approve a regulation.  The bottom line is the governor has authority to move forward with 
a rule regardless of what outcome AELR has.”37  A few years ago, one newspaper dismissed the 
committee as “marginal.”38

That said the AELR Committee does sometimes vote to reject proposed regulations, only to be 
overturned by the governor.  In one controversial case, the AELR Committee voted 12 to 7 to 
reject a proposed regulation reinstating bear hunting in the state, “citing a need for more scientific 
review, yet Governor Ehrlich and the [agency] thumbed their noses at the legislature and pushed 
forward anyway.”39  Other times, the AELR Committee is able to orchestrate rule changes through 
meetings with trade associations, interest groups, and the agency.40  Some AELR Committee 
hearings can be packed, three-hour events.41  Then again, during other debates expected to attract 
public attention, like the definition of “domestic partner” in a state insurance rule, the AELR 
hearing room remained surprisingly “half-empty.”42

Children’s Health Review:  The Children’s Environmental Health and Protection Advisory Council 
does review regulations,43 but its level of activity and impact are unclear.44

Periodic Review: Agencies continue to make progress on their periodic review work plans.45  
While some changes prompted by the review process are technical or just bring regulations into 
conformity with new statutes, agencies have also conducted stakeholder outreach and studied 
comparative regulations, and there have been some substantive results.  For example, in 2009, 
the Board of Pharmacy reviewed its rules on inpatient institutional pharmacies and found, that 
compared to other state regulations, Maryland’s regulations “are simply out of date.  Maryland’s 
regulations include no provisions that take into consideration the extensive advances in inpatient 
pharmacy technology or pharmacy practice since 1995.”  The Board recommended establishing a 
workgroup to extensively revise the chapter.46

Analysis and Grade

Given the state’s thorough and detailed periodic review process, it seems Maryland agencies would 
have the capacity to more consistently and formally analyze the benefits of proposed regulation.  
Currently, Maryland does not make the best use of its resources, and so scores a C.

Despite the clear statutory provision of only two review criteria (authority and intent), the AELR 
Committee has reviewed and rejected rules based on unlisted criteria, such as the sufficiency of 
scientific data.  The statute should give the AELR Committee broader but enumerated standards.  
All rules are subject to at least some basic, consistent level of review,47 but ultimately review is 
discretionary and largely advisory.  Given the AELR Committee’s limited power, the review 
structure has little chance of helping to calibrate rules.  While there have been complaints about the 
delayed approval of emergency regulations, the AELR Committee’s review of regular regulations is 
governed by deadlines and so limited that it is unlikely to burden or discourage rulemaking efforts.

The AELR Committee can and does solicit public comment, and other aspects of the regulatory 
review structures—such as impact statements and periodic review documents—are publicly 
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available.  But Maryland does not combat agency inaction, and the states analytical requirements 
include no real discussion of benefits, alternatives, or distributional effects.

Maryland’s periodic review requirements do stand out.  Though the standards should explicitly 
state that reviews can identify both ways to increase the net benefits of regulation as well as decrease 
compliance costs, the process is guided by clear standards, and the practice seems balanced and 
meaningful.  Indeed, periodic reviews even include steps to identify and resolve potential inter-
agency conflicts.  Maryland should build on the successes of its periodic reviews to design a more 
balanced approach to the analysis and review of proposed regulations as well.
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1 Md. Code Ann., State Gov’t §10-112(a)(3).
2 Id. § 10-124.
3 Id. §§ 2-1505.2(a)-(b), (i).
4 Id. § 2-1505.2(c).
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19 Id. § 10-111.1(d).
20 See Evans v. State, 396 Md. 256, 348 (Ct. of App., 2006); Delmarva Power & Light Co. v. Public Serv. Comm’n of 
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26 Id. § 10-135(b).
27 Id. § 10-135(c).
28 Id. § 10-136.
29 Id. § 10-138.
30 Exec. Order No. 01.01.2003.20 (2003), available at http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/comarht-

ml/01/01.01.2003.20.htm.
31 Survey from Susan McNamee, Senior Policy Analyst and Co-Counsel to AERL Comm., & Laura McCarty, Fiscal 
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32 See, e.g., Maryland Register, Aug. 2004, available at http://www.dsd.state.md.us/MDRegister/3714/Assembled2.

htm.
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pdf.

47 Survey from McNamee & McCarty, supra note 31.
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Massachusetts

Massachusetts relies principally on its Executive Office for Administration and Finance to conduct 
regulatory reviews.1  Though the Administrative Procedure Act does require a basic fiscal impact 
statement and regulatory flexibility statement,2 regulatory review in the Commonwealth mostly 
proceeds according to various Executive Orders.  The latest, Executive Order 485, requires 
agencies to ensure that all rules are clear, do not conflict with other law, and are consistent with the 
fiscal needs and administrative abilities of Massachusetts.  Before a rule is proposed, it is submitted 
to the Secretary of Administration and Finance for a ten-day review.3

Also still in effect are Executive Orders 145 and 453.  The first requires agencies, before initiating a 
rulemaking, to submit regulations and preliminary cost estimates to a Local Government Advisory 
Committee for review of possible significant impacts on municipalities.4  The second, Executive 
Order 453, expands on the statutory requirement for a regulatory flexibility analysis.  Agencies 
are to thoroughly review draft rules to minimize any unnecessary or duplicative costs to small 
business.  Each agency appoints a small business liaison to coordinate with the Executive Office 
of Administration and Finance, as well as with a Small Business Advocate (created in what was the 
Department of Economic Development, and now is the Department of Housing and Economic 
Development).  Rules with significant effects on small business require a Small Business Impact 
Statement, detailing impacts and alternative methods that might be less burdensome.  The Small 
Business Advocate can comment on the statement, and may also make recommendations on any 
existing rules with unduly negative impacts on small businesses.5

Some of these requirements may have fallen by the wayside.  The Executive Office of Administration 
and Finance identified only Executive Order 453 as governing rule reviews,6 though the attorney 
general did also refer to Executive Order 145.7  Other processes from time to time spring up to 
fill the void: in 2007, for example, Governor Deval Patrick and Attorney General Martha Coakley 
announced that the attorney general’s office, collaborating with the Department of Housing 
and Economic Development, would review existing regulations to identify “unnecessary, overly 
burdensome, or inconsistent” rules that “serve as undue hindrances to economic investment and 
development.”8

But Executive Order 485 remains the workhorse of regulatory review in Massachusetts.  While 
issues like legality and procedural compliance are left up to individual agencies, the Office of 
Administration and Finance reviews all rules for their fiscal impact and for policy considerations.  
Agencies cannot move a rule forward without approval, and the Office of Administration and 
Finance can, by request, extend its ten-day deadline for review.  Administration and Finance 
may deny a rule or instruct an agency to resubmit it with amendments, but no information on 
such reviews is disclosed until a regulation is finalized, and there is no opportunity for public 
participation in the review process.9

The checklist for submission to the Office of Administration and Finance asks agencies to categorize 
the proposed rule change by its purpose; available categories focus on purposes like “eliminating 
requirements” and “saving resources.”  Agencies also identify any issues of overlapping jurisdiction 
and summarize comments received from other agencies.  If cross-jurisdictional issues exist or if the 
rule may create substantial costs, agencies must, where possible, quantify the costs and benefits to 
government, regulated parties, and general public.  The checklist asks agencies to avoid just saying 
“any new costs should be insignificant.”10  Consideration of non-economic costs and benefits is not 
required; the focus is on the fiscal impact to the Commonwealth or affected stakeholders.11
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Massachusetts has a consistent but limited review of new regulations.  Review is not very transparent 
or open to the public.  Though review does try to address issues of cross-jurisdictional conflict, 
review does not target agency inaction, and there is no periodic review.  Analytical requirements 
are integrated into the proposal, but do not require the agency to assess benefits, alternatives, or 
equity, and so are not well designed to help calibrate rules.  Massachusetts could likely do more 
with its review resources, and so it receives a C-.
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Notes
1 A legislative joint committee on state administration and regulatory oversight has limited review responsibilities. E.g. 

Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 21A § 4C(i) (review of ocean management rules); Id. ch. 111L § 10(d). See also Dennis O. 
Grady & Kathleen M. Simon, Political Restraints and Bureaucratic Discretion: The Case of State Government Rule Mak-
ing, 30 Pol. & Pol’y 646, 659 (2002) (“The Massachusetts legislature maintains a joint committee that reviews only 
rules that have an impact upon agriculture, and it provides no formal mechanism for the full legislature to review 
rules.”).

2 No rule can become effective until an estimate of fiscal effect on public and private sector (for the first two years, 
and projection over five years), is filed.  Also, no rule can become effective until a statement considering impacts 
on small businesses is filed, including description of compliance requirements, the appropriateness of performance 
standards, and potential duplications or conflicts. Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 30A § 5.

3 Exec. Order No. 485 (2007) (superseding Exec. Order No. 384 (1996)).
4 Before initiating a rulemaking, agencies must provide the Local Government Advisory Committee and the Depart-

ment of Community Affairs with a description, including, when feasible, preliminary cost estimates; those entities 
then have twenty-one days to notify the agency whether the rule presents the potential for a significant impact on 
municipalities.  Then, the agency has fourteen days to convene a meeting with the LGAC and the DCA to review any 
significant impacts.  Exec. Order No. 145 (1978).

5 Exec. Order No. 453 (2003).
6 Survey from David E. Sullivan, General Counsel, Exec. Office for Admin. & Finance (2010, on file with author).
7 Survey from Jim Barretto, Attorney General’s Office (2010, on file with author).
8 Press Release from Gov. Deval Patrick & Attorney General Martha Coakley (2007).
9 Survey from Sullivan, supra note 6.
10 Dept. of Admin. & Fin., 485 Regulation Checklist.

11 Survey from Sullivan, supra note 6.
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Michigan

Its legislative review powers weakened by a court ruling in 2000, Michigan now relies principally 
on executive review and an elaborately detailed regulatory impact statement.

History of Michigan’s Legislative Veto

A 1963 amendment to Michigan’s constitution explicitly granted the legislature the power to 
suspend agency rules during the interim between legislative sessions.1  In 1977, Michigan’s 
legislature augmented the state Administrative Procedure Act to require approval of all new rules 
by its Joint Committee on Administrative Rules (“JCAR”).  Though the governor immediately 
asked the state’s Supreme Court to issue an advisory opinion on the constitutionality of this 
legislative veto, the Court declined to do so.2  But the attorney general did issue an opinion that the 
procedure was unconstitutional, and voters twice rejected ballot proposals to codify the legislative 
veto in the constitution.3

Over two decades later, the showdown between the executive and legislative branches finally came 
to a head when the Department of Corrections moved to finalize rules without going through 
JCAR review.  The rules’ validity was challenged in court, and following the U.S. Supreme Court’s 
decision in Chadha, Michigan Supreme Court found that mandatory legislative approval was 
unconstitutional.  The temporary rule suspension powers granted to the legislature by the state 
constitution did not authorize a permanent block; rather, the Court inferred from the limited grant 
that the people of Michigan intended to restrict the legislature’s power over agency rulemaking.4

The ruling left the role of the legislature uncertain.  Even some Republicans resented Governor 
John Engler (also a Republican) for this restriction on JCAR’s power.5  JCAR then shifted to a 
more advisory role, with only the capacity to issue formal objections.

Michigan’s Process on Paper

State Office of Administrative Hearings and Rules (“SOAHR”):  Through its Administrative Rules 
Manager, SOAHR exercises all the authority that the state Administrative Procedure Act and 
Executive Orders originally gave the Office of Regulatory Reform,6 including most of the 
significant rule review functions.7

SOAHR has multiple review points.  First, agencies submit initial requests for rulemaking to 
SOAHR for approval, stating the rule’s legal basis and the significance of the targeted problem.8  
Next, agencies must get SOAHR’s approval of draft regulations and regulatory impact statements.  
Notices of public hearings also go through SOAHR, and SOAHR again reviews any revised rules 
before their final adoption.9  SOAHR’s criteria for review are not defined in the statute, though 
Executive Order 1995-6 says SOAHR can determine whether a rule is “necessary.”

SOAHR is also responsible for transmitting rules to the Legislative Services Bureau and to JCAR 
at the required times for legislative review.10

Regulatory Impact Statements:  Under Executive Order 1995-6, agencies must design rules to 
achieve their objectives in the most cost-effective manner allowed by law.  Agencies are instructed 
to conduct a comprehensive analysis of all direct and indirect costs and benefits, both social and 
economic, and to review all viable alternatives, including market-based solutions.  SOAHR is 
empowered to seek any additional information required from agencies.

The specific requirements for the Regulatory Impact Statement are set out by statute, and agencies 
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must submit the document to SOAHR and JCAR before holding a public hearing on a proposed 
rule.11  The statement must:12

•	 compare parallel federal rules and accreditation association standards; 

•	 estimate how the rule will change the behavior that is causing the harm targeted by the 
proposal;

•	 identify businesses, groups, and individuals who will directly benefit or bear costs; 

•	 identify reasonable alternatives that would achieve similar goals, and in particular discuss 
the feasibility of market-based mechanisms; 

•	 estimate government’s implementation costs;

•	 estimate statewide compliance costs;

•	 identify any disproportionate impacts on small businesses, analyze the compliance costs 
and impacts for small businesses, and discuss any impacts on public interest that a small 
business exemption would create;

•	 estimate primary and direct benefits, including cost reductions or increased revenues; 
and

•	 estimate any secondary or indirect benefits.

A separate provision also requires agencies to reduce any disproportionate economic impacts on 
small business, where lawful and feasible in meeting statutory objectives.13

Legislative Review: The Legislative Service Bureau reviews and certifies a rule’s form.14  Any 
standing committee may hold hearings on rules,15 and any legislator may, of course, introduce 
standard legislation to amend or rescind a rule that is “unauthorized, not within legislative intent, 
or inexpedient.”16  But, even without its veto power, JCAR exercises most of the legislature’s review 
authority.17

SOAHR is responsible for forwarding to JCAR all requests for rulemaking18 and notices of public 
hearings.19  Rules are officially transmitted to JCAR for review after the public hearing is held.20 
JCAR then has fifteen session days to consider the rule and object by filing notice.  JCAR can only 
object if a concurrent majority votes that:

•	 the agency lacks statutory authority;

•	 the agency exceeded statutory scope;

•	 an emergency warrants disapproval;

•	 the rule conflicts with state law;

•	 circumstances have substantially changed since the relevant statute was enacted;

•	 the rule is arbitrary or capricious; or

•	 the rule is unduly burdensome to the public.21

If JCAR objects, the committee chair introduces bills (which requires the governor’s signature) to 
rescind the rule upon its effective date, repeal the underlying statute, or stay the effective date of the 
rule for one year.22  Any JCAR objection automatically stays the ability of SOAHR to finalize and 
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file a rule for fifteen session days (unless JCAR rescinds the objection, or the legislation introduced 
is defeated).23  Finally, JCAR has constitutional and statutory authority to suspend a rule during 
the interim between sessions.24

Agendas, Periodic Reviews, and Inaction:  By statute and Executive Order 1995-6, agencies must 
prepare annual Regulatory Plans that propose review of existing regulations that are duplicative, 
unnecessarily burdensome, or no longer necessary.25  The plan must also identify anticipated rule 
proposals for the upcoming year, as well as any mandatory statutory rule authority the agency has 
not yet exercised.  SOAHR reviews and approves these agendas.26  The public may also petition 
SOAHR for review of existing rules.27

Michigan’s Process in Practice

SOAHR Reviews:  Agencies report an “open line of communications” with the SOAHR Rules 
Manager.28  Though SOAHR does not directly modify proposals, agencies “seriously consider 
all [SOAHR’s] comments,” and usually make the recommended changes.29  SOAHR claims to 
exercise both formal and informal review powers,30 and “can reject rules on largely discretionary 
grounds, since there are no criteria for accepting rules in the statute.”31  For both draft proposals 
and regulatory impact statements, SOAHR can approve, disapprove, or ask for more information.32  
Still, most of SOAHR’s edits are for clarity, consistency, and statutory compliance.33

SOAHR’s predecessor, the Office of Regulatory Reforms, claims to have rescinded 4,979 rules, 
amended 3,118 rules, and coordinated the promulgation of 1,311 rules over a seven-year.34  
Agencies report that existing regulations are typically reviewed only when a statutory or other 
change occurs.35  Overall, agencies feel the review process “works well,” though at times it can be 
slightly burdensome, and agencies could use more resources.36

Impact Analyses:  SOAHR has created forms to guide agencies through compliance with the 
elaborate series of statutory criteria for Regulatory Impact Statements.37  The forms expand on 
some of those criteria, specifying that “primary and direct benefits” should include impacts on the 
environment, worker safety, and consumer protection.  The forms also ask agencies whether the 
direct and indirect benefits of the rule are likely to justify its costs.38

Agencies do not employ economists in the preparation of impact statements.39  Agencies will 
discuss costs and alternatives with stakeholder workgroups early in the rulemaking process.40  
Regulatory Impact Statements do address all the statutory criteria, and often include thorough 
discussions of qualitative costs and benefits.41  Quantification is less strong, especially on benefits, 
and monetization of benefits is rare.42

JCAR Review:  Direct communication between agencies and JCAR is uncommon, because 
SOAHR acts as a liaison to the legislature.43  JCAR often chooses not to review rules.  A typical 
press release from the Department of Energy, Labor and Economic Growth reads “Because JCAR 
did not take any action to prevent the rules from being transmitted to the Secretary of State, the 
[agency] today formally adopted the rules.”44

One example demonstrates the frustration some legislators feel with their limited review 
powers.  The Office of Financial and Insurance Services proposed rules banning the practice of 
“insurance scoring”—the use of credit information to help insurance companies set car and home 
premiums.  On February 17, 2005, JCAR objected to the rules, determining that “[t]he agency 
is exceeding the statutory scope of its rule-making authority” and that the rule “is arbitrary or 
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capricious.”45  Republican legislators had hoped the formal JCAR objection would “open the door 
[to negotiations] with [the agency] and the executive branch.”46  Bills were then introduced to 
rescind the rules before they took effect.  But after Governor Jennifer Granholm (a Democrat) 
indicated her intention to veto these bills, the legislative actions were dropped.47  Senator Mike 
Bishop stated during a March 9, 2005 session that “it would be futile for us to take up these bills 

But even before JCAR lost its legislative veto, the evidence suggests that legislative review was 
a “neglected function.”50  Already by 1997, the legislature was losing power to the governor, and 
JCAR members started spending less time on rule monitoring than they had previously.  JCAR 
members believed legislative review to be an important responsibility, but were “disgusted by their 
lack of efficacy”—a problem compounded by the loss of the legislative veto in 2000.  By 2004, 
surveys with individual legislators revealed a “startl[ing] . . . knowledge vacuum regarding the 
institutional checks and balances embodied in legislative monitoring of the executive branch.”51

Analysis and Grade

Michigan loses points for lack of standards and transparency in its executive review, and the state 
might need to rethink the legislature’s revised role, but Michigan scores high on the strength of its 
regulatory impact statement requirements.  Overall, its Guiding Principles Grade is a B-.

Though agencies seem able to comply with Michigan’s detailed impact statement requirements, 
some agencies complain about a lack of resources and how burdensome the process can 
be.  SOAHR’s multiple review points may be duplicative and wasteful, and Michigan’s highly 
professional legislature52 could be more engaged in the review process.  A lack of deadlines for 
SOAHR reviews in particular might burden and delay rulemakings.

SOAHR’s discretionary review standards and claim of 
informal review powers is also troubling and reduces 
transparency; JCAR’s reviews are similarly inconsistent.  
Michigan does not have a structure in place to coordinate 
inter-agency conflicts, and the state’s periodic review 
process lacks balanced standards and is not consistently 
exercised in practice.  Annual agendas do have to identify 
any statutory rulemaking authority not yet exercised, 
which could help combat agency inaction.

Michigan’s main strength is its analytical requirements.  Agencies are clearly instructed to analyze 
benefits, alternatives, and even some basic distributional consequences.  The balance of Michigan’s 
analytical mandates is exemplified by its small business impact statements, which require agencies 
to weigh the negative public impacts of creating any small business exemptions.  Given the 
analytical attention to net benefits and the collaborative nature of SOAHR reviews, Michigan has 
the potential to utilize its rule review structure to calibrate regulations.

 “It would be futile for 
us to take up these 

[rule review] bills and 
pointless to pursue 

passage.”
—Senator Mike Bishop
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Minnesota

Formally, Minnesota’s Administrative Law Judges take a lead role in rule review.  But since 1999, 
Minnesota governors have used their post-adoption veto power over regulations to impose an 
extensive informal review on agency rulemakings.

Minnesota’s Process on Paper

Statement of Need and Reasonableness (“SONAR”):  When agencies give notice of proposed rules, 
they must, to the extent reasonable, include:

•	 a description of the classes of persons who will bear costs or will benefit; 

•	 the probable costs to the agency and any anticipated effect on state revenues; 

•	 a determination of whether there are less costly or intrusive ways of achieving the pro-
posed rule’s purpose; 

•	 any alternative methods seriously considered (including performance-based systems) 
and why they were rejected; 

•	 the compliance costs, separated by class of businesses, government entities, and individu-
als;1 

•	 the costs of not adopting the proposed rules, again separated by class; and 

•	 a comparison between the proposed rule and any existing federal regulations.2

To develop the fiscal analysis, the agency must consult with the Commissioner of Management 
and Budget.3  SONARs must be sent to the relevant legislative committees.4

Before adopting rules that affect farming operations, agencies must submit a copy of the rule to the 
Commissioner of Agriculture.5

Office of Administrative Hearings:  The Administrative Law Division of the Office of Administrative 
Hearings conducts certain rule review functions.  The Chief Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) is 
appointed by the governor with consent of the Senate, and can only be removed for cause.6  All 
ALJs must be must be free of political or economic association that would impair their judgment.7

If a rule was proposed using a public hearing, the Chief ALJ reviews whether the agency estab-
lished the rule’s need and reasonableness based on the record at the public hearing.  If not, the 
rule is submitted to the Legislative Coordinating Commission and the relevant legislative standing 
committees for additional advice and comment.  After sixty days, the agency can finalize the rule.8

If no public hearing was required, the agency must submit notices, comments, the SONAR, and 
the adopted rule to the Chief ALJ, who assigns it to an ALJ.  The ALJ then has fourteen days to 
review and approve the rule’s legality and form, including whether the record demonstrates a ra-
tional basis of need for and reasonableness of the rule.9  If the ALJ disapproves and the Chief ALJ 
concurs that the need for and reasonableness of the rule were not established, the rule is submitted 
to the Legislative Coordinating Commission and the relevant legislative standing committees for 
additional advice and comment.  The agency must consider the advice of the legislators, but can 
move forward with the rule adoption after sixty days.10 

Gubernatorial Veto: The governor received authority to veto rules in 1999.11  The governor can veto 
a rule within fourteen days of receiving a final copy of the adopted rule from Secretary of State.
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Legislative Review:  The Legislative Coordinating Commission has jurisdiction over all rules.12  The 
Commission may hold public hearings to investigate any meritorious complaints it receives about 
rules.13

Either the Commission or the House and Senate committees on state governmental operations 
may object to any adopted rule for being beyond the agency’s procedural or substantive author-
ity.14  The agency then has fourteen days to respond to the objection.15  The Commission may also 
request that the agency hold a public hearing on its recommendations.16  If the legislature does not 
withdraw its objection, the burden shifts to the agency at any subsequent judicial review proceed-
ing to prove the rule’s validity.17  

Relevant standing committees also receive copies of SONARs.  Anytime between proposal and 
notice of adoption, the committees may vote to advise an agency that a proposed rule should not 
be adopted.  Upon majority vote of both relevant standing committees, a rule is suspended, and 
the agency may not adopt it until the legislature adjourns that session.18

The legislature can, of course, repeal or amend a rule through a bill.19

Ex-Post Review: Agencies must send a list of rules that are obsolete, unnecessary, or duplicative 
every year by December 1st to the governor, Legislative Coordinating Commission, and legislative com-
mittees with jurisdiction, with a timetable for those rules’ repeal.20  

Executive Order 93-10 further specifies that agencies should review regulations that directly affect 
business, and amend those rules that are no longer appropriate, effective, or efficient.  Under the 
Order, “appropriate” means “demonstrated need which can only or best be met by . . . regulation”; 
“effective” means “maximizes the net benefits to the citizens of Minnesota”; and “efficient” means 
“maximizes the net benefits to Minnesota citizens at the least net cost.”

In addition to the general public’s right to petition agencies for rulemakings,21 local governments 
can petition agencies and the Office of Administrative Hearings to amend or repeal a rule.  Specifi-
cally, petitions may be submitted if significant new evidence relates to the need for or reasonable-
ness of a rule, or if a less costly method of achieving the purpose exists.22  Denials of such petitions 
are reviewed by an ALJ,23 and the ALJ can rescind a rule.24

Minnesota’s Process in Practice

Legislative Review:  The legislature seldom reviews rules.25

SONARs:  Generally, the explanation of need and reasonableness equates to an arbitrary and ca-
pricious standard.  To some extent, “‘need’ has come to mean that a problem exists that requires 
administrative attention, and ‘reasonableness’ means that the solution proposed by the [agency] 
is appropriate.”26

SONARs vary in detail, length, and quality.27  But even one of the more thorough examples sug-
gests that Minnesota’s analytical requirements do not encourage quantification of benefits or ex-
tensive analysis of alternatives, and instead focus principally on costs.  In a recent SONAR, the 
Pollution Control Agency wrote:

[I]t is most important and of greatest interest to the regulated community to identify 
and evaluate the expected costs of each of the rules.  Although there is some discussion 
provided regarding the benefits of the rules, the following discussion of the economic 
impact will focus on the costs.28
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By contrast, although the benefits “can be assigned an economic value and evaluated as part of the 
economic impact of the rules, in this SONAR, the MPCA will not attempt to assess the value of 
these benefits in economic terms.”29 While the agency made a point of expressing its “belie[f] that 
the overall benefit of the amendments will exceed the cost of adopting them,”30 it felt “[a] formal 
cost-benefit analysis is not possible for this rulemaking because of the difficulties in estimating 
environmental benefits.”31

ALJ Reports:  ALJ reports are uniformly written, outlining all aspects of the hearing, including 
public comments and the agencies’ SONARs.32  At the end of each report, the ALJ either recom-
mends that the proposed rule be adopted in full or that the proposed rule be adopted “except 
where specifically otherwise noted above,” which indicates suggested changes.33  If there are sug-
gested changes, the ALJ report specifically states the parts of the proposed rule that do not meet 
statutory requirements.34  Paired with each ALJ re-
port suggesting changes is a report from the Chief 
ALJ.35  In the past three years, the Chief ALJ has al-
ways approved the findings of the ALJs, suggesting 
that this review is more of a formality.36

Executive Review:  On very rare occasions, the gover-
nor will exercise his veto power over rules.  In 2008, 
Governor Tim Pawlenty vetoed a rule from the Sec-
retary of State relating to voter registration.37  But 
the veto is a rather blunt instrument that can only be 
wielded after a rule has been adopted; seeking more 
of a scalpel, Minnesota governors since 1999 have 
created an informal but mandatory review process.  
According to the Minnesota Rulemaking Manual—edited by the Department of Health but con-
taining the advice from a collection of agency rule drafters—letting the governor exercise review 
authority earlier instead of only at the very end “avoid[s] wasting everyone’s time and effort.  Or, 
if the Governor wants the rules to take a different direction, the agency can redirect the rules at a 
point in the process where the advisory committee and the public have a chance to respond to the 
Governor’s decision.”38  The extra, early process also helps agencies focus their attentions on clear 
and specific goals.39

A memorandum from the Office of the Governor spells out the executive review process.  When 
an agency first develops an idea for a rule, it submits a Preliminary Proposal Form to the Gover-
nor’s Office of Legislative and Cabinet Affairs (“LACA”).  This first form identifies possible con-
troversies and the rule’s most basic fiscal impact on the state:  agencies just check “yes,” “no,” or 
“undetermined.”  At this early stage, the governor’s policy advisors cannot perform a substantive 
review, so the agency need not wait for a response before moving forward.40

When the final draft of a rule is nearly complete, agencies submit to LACA a Proposed Rule and 
SONAR Form.  This stage is “crucial.”41  At this point, agencies are no longer permitted to answer 
“undetermined” for fiscal impact, and under “executive summary,” agencies should list all fiscal 
information for individuals, businesses, and the government.  An agency may not proceed with 
proposing a rule until it receives official approval from LACA.  Though there is no official dead-
line, LACA tries to complete its review within three weeks,42 and the governor’s office has been 
“reliably timely” in its reviews.43

“This way, if the Governor 
is opposed to the rules, 

the agency can stop 
the rules project early in 
the process and avoid 

wasting everyone’s time 
and effort.”

—Patricia Winget, Rulemaking 
Manual Editor
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Lastly, before adopting the rule, agencies complete the Final Rule Form, which focuses on new 
information or late changes.  This provides one final opportunity for the governor to make chang-
es before having to resort to the veto.  Though this third review is technically the last, agencies 
should keep the governor’s office updated throughout, and “additional review may be necessary if 
a rule suddenly becomes controversial.”  Interestingly, the governor’s office does not review rule 
repeals.44

Agencies also informally use the attorney general’s office to review legality.45

Analysis and Grade

Considering the extent of the unofficial but mandatory review structure Minnesota has layered on 
top of a formal, on-the-books system, some of the state’s process is likely duplicative.  Minnesota 
could also make better use of its agencies’ resources by focusing analytical requirements on only 
the most significant rules.

Minnesota’s off-the-books executive review has both pros and cons.  Though the governor’s office 
claims its reviews are timely, the unofficial nature leaves the process open to uncertainty and delay, 
and the lack of any substantive standards reduces transparency.  But the governor’s review does 
seem to be relatively consistent, and agencies claim that early executive review helps them focus 
their regulatory goals and allows for rule calibration.

Minnesota does not combat inter-agency conflicts or agency inaction.  Executive Order 93-10 sets 
up a substantive and balanced structure for periodic review, focused on maximizing net benefits; 
unfortunately, it is unclear whether any meaningful periodic review occurs in practice.

Though the governor’s review does encourage agencies to think about costs and benefits early and 
often, analysis of benefits and alternatives typically falls by the wayside.  Consideration of distribu-
tional effects is limited, but it at least does not overemphasize small business impacts.

Overall, Minnesota earns a C.
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Notes
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26 See Minn. Pollution Control Agency, SONAR on Subsurface Sewage Treatment Systems (2010), http://www.leg.

mn/archive/sonar/SONAR100014.pdf.
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state.mn.us/lrl/sonar/sonar.asp (last visited Feb. 27, 2010).  Compare Dept. of Ed., SONAR on Science Academic 
Standards (2010) (consisting of sixty-one pages of analysis), with Bd. of Pharmacy, SONAR on Scheduling of Con-
trolled Substances (2009) (totaling just six pages).

28 Minn. Pollution Control Agency, SONAR, supra note 26, at 113.
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29 Id. at 112-13.
30 Id. at 119.
31 Id. at 112-13.
32 See, e.g., Report of Administrative Law Judge, In the Matter of the Proposed Rules of the Board of High Pressure Piping 

Systems Relating to High Pressure Piping, Minnesota Rules Chapter 5230 (2009) (“The Board has adequately consid-
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33 See, e.g., id.
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35 Office of Admin. Hearings, Cases Page, http://www.oah.state.mn.us/cases/cases.html (last visited Feb. 28, 2010).
36 E.g., Report of Chief ALJ, In the Matter of the Proposed Rules Governing Health Risk Limits for Groundwater, Minnesota 

Rules, Chapter 4717 (Dec. 11, 2008) (“Based upon a review of the record in this proceeding, the Chief Administra-
tive Law Judge hereby approves the Report of the Administrative Law Judge . . . in all respects.”); Report of Chief 
ALJ, In the Matter of the Proposed Amendments to Rules of the Department of Labor and Industry, Labor Standards Unit, 
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Mississippi

Mississippi offers no centralized, substantive review of agency regulations.1  Though the Secretary 
of State prepares templates and handles filings, “[t]he Secretary of State’s Office does not participate 
in a state agency’s decision-making process when it proposes administrative rule changes.   The 
final decision about whether to implement a new rule or changes to an existing rule is entirely up 
to the agency making the proposal.”2

Agencies do have to prepare economic impact analyses for any new rule or “significant” rule 
amendment, meaning an amendment to a rule where total aggregate compliance costs exceed 
$100,000.3  Agencies must consider the economic impact of a proposed rule on the state’s citizens, 
as well as any benefits that will accrue to those citizens.4  The economic impact statement must detail 
the need for and benefits of the action; the costs to government; the costs or economic benefits 
to all persons directly affected; the impacts on small business; a comparison of the probable costs 
and benefits of not acting; a determination whether less costly, reasonable, legal alternatives exist; 
a description of the reasons for rejecting any reasonable alternatives; and a statement of data and 
methodology for the estimates.5

Agency dockets must include information on how the public can inspect any economic impact 
statement,6 a summary of the statement must be filed in the administrative bulletin, and the public 
must be given at least twenty days to comment after publication of that summary.7 

The public can also challenge a rule on the basis of its economic impact statement.  The challenger 
must first have raised the issue in the agency proceeding and must have provided the agency with 
sufficient information on the specific concerns.  If those criteria are met, a court can invalidate a 
rule based on an agency’s failure to adhere to procedure in preparing the statement or failure to 
consider information submitted on the statement, if that failure substantially impaired the fairness 
of the rulemaking proceedings.8  If a statement was prepared in good faith, it cannot be invalidated 
for sufficiency or accuracy.9

Before recent changes, the Secretary of State’s Concise Summary of Economic Impact Statement 
form once provided agencies with a series of questions and short boxes in which to overview the 
rule’s costs and benefits.  Given the form’s brevity, the level of detail was limited; and given the 
form’s call for open-ended answers, consistency was variable.  The full text of statements was only 
available by reaching out to the listed agency contact.10

As of September 2010, the Secretary of State has created a new form.  This form still gives the 
agency short boxes to “briefly summarize the benefits” and “briefly describe the need.”  But 
agencies can then address nearly all questions on costs and impacts by checking off a multiple-
choice answer: “nothing,” “minimal,” “moderate,” “substantial,” or “excessive.”11  While the updated 
form may improve consistency, it could also restrict the level of analytical detail made available to 
the public.

Every five years, agencies are supposed to review all their existing rules.12  But according to the 
Secretary of State, there is no ex post review of regulations “per se.”13

Mississippi’s analytical requirements are promising.  They may come early enough in the process, 
with enough chance for public review and sufficient attention to benefits and alternatives, to 
actually be integrated into the decision-making process.  Mississippi should move the full text 
of all economic impact statements online, to improve transparency.  But since Mississippi has 
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no centralized review structure and its periodic review is both standard-less and unrealized, its 
Guiding Principles Grade is a D.
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Notes
1 Survey from Amy Foster, Senior Regulation and Enforcement Attorney, Sec’y of State (2010, on file with author). 

The Secretary of State’s model rules on administrative procedure do not offer any additional details on internal 
review processes. Miss. Code. Ann. § 25-43-2.105; Sec’y of State, Model Rules on Admin. Procedure, avail-
able at http://www.sos.ms.gov/links/reg_enf/admin/Admin_Procedures_Rules&Regs_Part02.pdf.

2 Sec’y of State, Mississippi Administrative Bulletin.
3 Miss. Code. Ann. § 25-43-3.105(7) (except rules expressly required by law or temporary rules).
4 Id. § 25-43-3.105(1).
5 Id. § 25-43-3.105(2).
6 Id. § 25-43-3.102(3).
7 Id. § 25-43-3.105(4).
8 Id. § 25-43-3.105(3).
9 Id. § 25-43-3.105(6).
10 See, e.g., http://www.sos.state.ms.us/busserv/AdminProcs//PDF/00016127b.pdf.
11 Sec’y of State, Concise Summary of Economic Impact Statement Form (2010), available at http://www.sos.ms.gov/

links/reg_enf/admin/CONCISE_SUMMARY_OF_ECONOMIC_IMPACT_STATEMENT.pdf.
12 Miss. Code. Ann. § 25-43-3.114.
13 Survey from Foster, supra note 1.
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Missouri

Though the legislature’s rules review committee lost its veto power in a 1997 court case, it still 
wields indirect and behind-the-scenes power.

History of Missouri’s Process

In 1975, the Missouri legislature created the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules (“JCAR”).  
At first, the committee exercised only advisory powers, but the legislature wanted more direct 
control.  Missouri citizens twice voted against proposed constitutional amendments expanding 
legislative review of administrative rules, and so the legislature used statutes to enhance its 
authorities, granting JCAR powers to suspend rules, nullify existing rules, and veto proposed 
rules.1

In 1997, the state Supreme Court heard a case on the veto 
authority over proposed rules.  Finding the veto violated 
the constitutional separation of powers, the Court stated 
“legislative actions, whether by committee, by resolution 
of one house, or by joint resolution of the whole 
legislature, cannot amend, modify, rescind, or supplant 
any rule promulgated by an agency unless the legislature 
follows the bill passage requirements.”2

Missouri’s Process on Paper

Legislative Review:  Following the state Supreme Court 
ruling that struck down its veto power, the legislature 
reacted by enacting a complex mesh of statutory provisions 
to preserve some legislative review.3  Working in concert 
with Executive Order 97-97,4 the state Administrative 
Procedure Act first requires submission of all proposed 
rules to JCAR.  JCAR may hold hearings at any time, but 
in particular reviews final rules before they are filed and 
adopted.

Agencies cannot file final rules until thirty days after submitting them to JCAR.  JCAR may, by 
majority vote,5 recommend that the General Assembly disapprove and annul any rule.  JCAR can 
base its vote on any grounds, but in particular should consider factors such as whether a rule: 
exceeds statutory authority; conflicts with state law; is likely to substantially endanger public 
health, safety, or welfare; is more restrictive than necessary to carry out the purpose; or is so 
arbitrary and capricious as to create substantial inequity for and unreasonable burdens on affected 
parties.6

If JCAR objects, the rule is stayed for thirty legislative days, to give the General Assembly time 
to adopt a concurrent resolution disapproving and annulling the rule.7  Such resolutions must be 
presented to the governor for signature or veto.8

Fiscal Impact Statements:  Generally, agencies are to base their rulemakings on “reasonably available 
empirical data” and should assess “the effectiveness and the cost of rules both to the state and to 
any private or public person or entity affected.”9  If a proposed rule would impact public funds 
by more than $500, the agency must prepare a fiscal note estimating costs to government.10  If a 

 “The legislature’s 
goal of seeking to 
corral overzealous 

bureaucratic intrusion 
in citizens’ lives is 
certainly laudable.  
However, it does 
not warrant an 

equally overzealous 
concentration 
of power in 

the legislature.”

—Missouri Supreme Court
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proposed rule would require an expenditure from or reduce the income of any person or business 
by more than $500 in aggregate, the agency must prepare a fiscal note estimating the number of 
affected parties (classifying businesses by type) and their aggregate compliance costs.11

For rules that affect the use of real property, agencies must perform a takings analysis.12

Small Business Regulatory Fairness Board:  If a proposed rule affects small business, agencies must 
determine the practicability of less-restrictive alternatives that would achieve the same results, 
and must prepare a small business impact statement.  The statement provides a reasonable 
determination of: any methods considered to reduce impacts on small business; how the agency 
sought small business input; the probable, direct, monetary costs and benefits to government; 
the adverse effects on small business; the direct and indirect monetary costs; the businesses that 
will directly bear costs or directly benefit; and a justification for exceeding the stringency of any 
comparable federal, state, or county standards.13

These statements must be submitted to JCAR and the Small Business Regulatory Fairness Board 
before scheduling a public hearing.  The Board consists of small business owners from different 
geographic regions and industries, appointed by the governor and the legislature.14  Agencies must 
also summarize small business comments for the Board after public hearings.15  The Board reviews 
proposals, and can also review existing rules based on complaints that:  the rule creates an undue 
barrier to business that significantly outweighs the rule’s public benefits; new economic information 
exists; circumstances have changed; or the actual effects on small business significantly exceeded 
the estimated impact statement.16  Agencies should consider the Board’s recommendations and 
must explain if they do not follow the suggested actions.17

Any affected small business may also petition the agency to reconsider an existing rule.  Denied 
petitions may be appealed to the Board, which evaluates and reports to the governor and the 
General Assembly.18  The Board also provides agencies with a list of rules that have generated 
public complaints, including rules that the Board determines duplicate, overlap, or conflict with 
other law.  Agencies must report back to the Board within forty-five days, stating the continued 
need for the rules.  The Board then reports to the governor and the General Assembly.19

Missouri’s Process in Practice

JCAR has only two staff analysts,20 and on average receives nearly two thousand rule filings per 
year.21  Though JCAR can convene hearings at any time, it tries to meet during its thirty-day 
window between submission of a final rule and its filing.22  Given those limited resources and quick 
deadlines, “we do our best to review the rules, check procedural issues like whether they filed the 
fiscal note, but we do rely on the public to bring attention if they see a problem with the rule.”23  

JCAR usually schedules a hearing at the request of any committee member or of five other 
legislators.  The public also plays a role in requesting hearings.24  However, sometimes JCAR has 
been accused of scheduling hearings at inconvenient times for the public:  one meeting started at 
10p.m. and was deliberately kept “very short.”25

Often JCAR works without scheduling a hearing.  According to staff, JCAR may not look very 
active based on public records on hearings, but in fact is hard at work reviewing regulations.26  
Informal negotiations frequently occur, as JCAR staff both communicates directly with the agency 
and facilitates negotiations between the agency and the public.27

In part because of such behind-the-scenes activity, JCAR has been called “powerful but obscure.”28  
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Some critics feel lobbyists use JCAR’s review to kill regulations that they could not have openly 
targeted in public.29  And even though JCAR cannot directly veto anymore, a signal from the 
committee that it plans to disapprove a rule is sometimes enough to prompt the agency to 
withdraw and modify the regulation.30

Case Study: One Day in August 2008

On August 11, 2008, JCAR reviewed two rules.  The first came from the Health Department, 
proposing improved fire safety (sprinklers, alarms, and smoke partitions) standards at nursing 
homes.  Citing costs of up to $80,000 per facility, trade association lobbyists convinced JCAR 
to vote 9 to 0 to disapprove the rules as “so arbitrary and capricious that they created an undue 
burden.”  Rep. Bryan Stevenson said he supported safety, “but it’s got to be cost-effective.”

Next, consumer groups testified in opposition to Insurance Department rules that could limit state 
investigations into insurance company records.  JCAR chose not to take action.  Senator Joan Bray 
said she would have made a motion, but knew she would have no support.

All in all, according to JCAR member Bryan Stevenson, “The industry had a good day.”31

The Small Business Regulatory Fairness Board and the small business impact statement processes 
are active.32

Analysis and Grade

Beyond deadlines that may help prevent delays, Missouri’s regulatory review structure fails to 
meet most of this report’s guiding principles.  With only two analysts to review two thousand 
filings per year, JCAR lacks resources, which leads to somewhat inconsistent and ad hoc reviews.  
JCAR’s statutory criteria for review are optional, and so much of JCAR’s efforts take place behind 
the scenes that the formal review criteria are largely irrelevant anyway.  Far from a model of 
transparency, JCAR’s informal review process has been called “obscure.”  Though informal, JCAR’s 
review does not typically occur until an agency is nearly ready to adopt a rule, giving JCAR little 
opportunity to do anything but object if a rule is more stringent than necessary.

Missouri’s structure has no process to coordinate inter-agency conflicts, combat agency inaction, 
or conduct periodic review beyond efforts to eliminate existing rules with small business impacts.

Missouri’s economic analysis requirements are at once too broad (applying to any rule imposing 
at least $500 in compliance costs) and too narrow (focusing almost exclusively on economic costs, 
and ignoring benefits).  Given these serious deficiencies, Missouri earns a D.
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Notes
1 See Kenneth D. Dean, Legislative Veto of Administrative Rules in Missouri: A Constitutional Virus, 57 Mo. L. Rev. 1157 

(1992).
2 Mo. Coal. for Env’t v. Joint Comm. on Admin. Rules, 948 S.W.2d 125, 134 (Mo. banc 1997).
3 See generally Mo. Rev. Stat. §§ 536.019, 536.021, 536.024, 536.028.
4 Exec. Order No. 97-97 (1997), available at http://www.sos.mo.gov/library/reference/orders/1997/eo1997_097.

asp.
5 JCAR consists of five senators and five representatives, with at least two minority party members from each chamber. 

Mo. Rev. Stat. § 536.037.
6 Id. § 536.028(5).  JCAR can also consider whether a substantial change in circumstances has occurred since enact-

ment of the underlying law.
7 Id. §§ 536.028(7), (9).
8 Mo. Const. art. IV § 8.
9 Mo. Rev. Stat. § 536.016(2).
10 Id. § 536.200.
11 Id. § 536.205.  Any challenge based on failure to meet these requirements must be made within five years.
12 Id. § 536.017.  Also, the Department of Natural Resource must file a regulatory impact report for certain rulemak-

ings. Survey from Cindy Kadlec, General Counsel to JCAR (2010, on file with author).
13 Mo. Rev. Stat. § 536.300.
14 Id. § 536.305.
15 Id. § 536.303.
16 Id. § 536.310.
17 Id. § 536.315.
18 Id. § 536.323.
19 Id. § 536.325.
20 Survey from Kadlec, supra note 12.
21 JCAR, http://www.senate.mo.gov/jcar/.
22 Id.
23 Interview with Cindy Kadlec, General Counsel to JCAR, Feb. 24, 2010.
24 JCAR website, supra note 21.
25 Michael D. Sorkin, Consumer Groups Can Get a Hearing Only Late at Night, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Apr. 4, 2008 

(quoting JCAR Chair Jason Smith).
26 Interview with Kadlec, supra note 23. 
27 Id; see also JCAR website, supra note 21 (“Each rule filing is reviewed for compliance and if necessary, members of 

the regulated community are contacted regarding their position on the prospective rule.”).
28 Michael D. Sorkin, Lobbyists 2, Consumers, 0, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Aug. 15, 2008.
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29 Id.
30 Chris Blank, Missouri Gaming Commission Withdraws Rule on Casino Locations, AP, Mar. 13, 2008 (describing how 

the Gaming Commission withdrew rule after several JCAR members discussed repealing it).
31 Michael D. Sorkin, Lobbyists 2, Consumers, 0, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Aug. 15, 2008; see also Editorial, Two Steps 

Back, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Jan. 23, 2007 (on similar rules and JCAR action in 2006-2007).

32 Small Business Regulatory Fairness Board, http://www.sbrfb.ded.mo.gov/. 
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Montana

Montana’s legislature only meets for ninety days every other year.  In the interim, various 
committees are empowered to carry out certain duties, including rule review.

Montana’s Process on Paper

Legislative Review: When an agency begins to work on the substantive content of any rule that 
initially implements legislation, the agency must contact the primary legislative sponsors to obtain 
comments.1

All interim committees may act as administrative rule review committees for the agencies 
under their jurisdiction, with discretion to obtain an agency’s rulemaking records; prepare 
recommendations for adopting, amending, or rejecting a rule; require a rulemaking hearing to be 
held; and carry out other review functions.2

Interim review committees also have the power to conduct a legislative poll by mail to determine 
whether the proposed rule is consistent with legislative intent.  If twenty or more legislators object, 
the committee must poll the entire legislature.3

An interim committee can review and object to a rule for failure to substantially comply with 
administrative procedure.  If the committee objects, the agency has fourteen days to respond.4  
The committee can then withdraw or modify its objection.5  If it does not withdraw or modify 
its objection, the committee sends the objection to the secretary of state, who will publish the 
objection next to the notice of adoption of the rule.  This published objection shifts the burden 
to the agency at any subsequent judicial proceeding to prove that the rule is within its authority.6

The interim committee also has the ability to suspend a rule.  If a majority of committee members 
alert the committee to a potential objection, the rule is stayed for up to six months or until the 
committee meets and drops its objection.7

The legislature can, of course, repeal any rule through a bill.8  The legislature may also by joint 
resolution request the adoption, amendment, or repeal of any rule.9

Economic Impact Statement:  The interim committees can request an economic impact statement 
for a proposed rule.  If a majority of the members of a committee at an open meeting require an 
economic statement, the agency must prepare one.  The agency must also prepare an economic 
statement if requested by at least fifteen legislators.  As an alternative, the committee may, by 
contract, prepare the estimate itself.  The request must be made before the final agency action, and 
the statement must be filed with the committee within three months.10  An environmental impact 
statement can, if it addresses all factors, satisfy the requirement.11

Unless expressly waived, the economic statement must include:

•	 a description of the classes of people who will bear costs or will benefit;

•	 a description and quantification of the economic impact on affected classes of persons, 
including but not limited to state contractors and small businesses; 

•	 the costs to the agency and any anticipated effect on state revenue;

•	 an analysis comparing the costs and benefits of the proposed rule to the costs and benefits 
of inaction; 
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•	 an analysis that determines whether there are less costly or less intrusive methods for 
achieving the purpose of the proposed rule;

•	 an analysis of any alternative methods for achieving the rule’s purpose and why they were 
rejected; and

•	 a determination of whether the rule represents an efficient allocation of public and private 
resources.12

Internal Review:  Each agency must appoint an attorney or other qualified employee to review 
rules, including the adequacy of the statement of reasonable necessity, and whether the proposal 
contradicts any comments submitted by the primary legislative sponsor.13

Ex-Post Review: Agencies must biennially determine if a new rule should be adopted or a current 
rule should be modified or abolished.  If an interim committee considers such a change necessary, 
the committee may recommend the changes to the legislature.14

Montana’s Process in Practice

Legislative Review:  Because legislative interim committees perform many tasks, each committee 
determines at the start of its fourteen-month tenure how thoroughly it will review proposed 
rules.15  Each committee can choose:  a detailed examination of all proposed rules by the full 
committee; a summary of proposed rules prepared by the committee’s legal staff; or notification 
from the committee’s legal staff only of any significant or unusual proposed rules.16  For example, at 
a 2005 meeting of the Interim Committee on Education and Local Government, the committee’s 
lead staff person explained that she “does not review [rules] for substance but reviews them for 
compliance with the Montana Administrative Procedure Act.”  The Committee then moved for 
the staff to review all appropriate rules and highlight those that “may become an issue.”17

Before the committee receives rule notices, the committee staff studies the notice for any technical 
or legal problems.18  The staff attorney for a particular committee usually prepares a summary 
of proposed regulations.19  Each interim committee chooses how aggressively it will prioritize 
regulatory review.  For example, a recent work plan for the Economic Affairs Interim Committee 
only denotes “moderate” involvement in rule review, meaning it will “[r]equest [a] written, one-
sentence description prior to committee meetings of all rules.”20 

According to the agendas of the legislative meetings, committees may sometimes spend less than 
an hour each quarter reviewing administrative rules; of course, this does not include the time put 
in by the staff attorney.21  When a controversial rule comes up, committees will vote on objections.  
Committees may use their suspension powers to give agencies a chance to revise a rule in line with 
the legislature’s preferences.22

Legislative polls are rarely conducted.  In one instance where a poll was initiated, the interim 
committee seemed confused on how to conduct a legislative poll.  In fact, the agency’s counsel 
disagreed with the committee’s counsel on whether the poll became mandatory upon a certain 
number of objections.23  After the poll was conducted, the agency amended the rule to exclude the 
part that had prompted the committee’s objections.24

Economic Impact Statements:  Interim committees will sometimes request an impact statement, 
perhaps most frequently for rules with environmental effects.  Agencies sometimes choose to 
prepare—or even commission from an outside contractor—an economic impact statement as 
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part of their environmental impact statements.25

Agencies have “broad leeway” on what to include in their economic impact analyses, and may 
negotiate specific content with interim committees.26  Submitted economic impact statements are 
available for public comment, and the agency responds accordingly.27 

The Department of Environmental Quality (“DEQ”) uses economic impact statements to compare 
the efficiency and effectiveness of various alternatives.28  While the agency is roughly looking for 
the option that maximizes benefits, actual quantification of benefits is limited.  The agency does 
its best with limited time and resources.  For example, in one statement, the department explained 
“accurate estimation of the monetary value of all potential beneficial uses . . . require[s] surveys, 
modeling and other analytical tools for which DEQ had neither the resources nor time.”29  The 
agency did “briefly” discuss benefits, and made a statement on distributional impacts:  “Compared 
to those who would bear costs, the beneficiaries of this petition would be a far more narrow and 
geographically concentrated group and most likely a lower-income group than the national state 
average.”30

Legislators sometimes take an active interest 
in economic impact statements.  One legislator 
publicly critiqued a DEQ statement for its “lack of 
incremental net benefit assessments” and “unhelpful” 
discussion of unquantified benefits.  While the 
legislator unfortunately believed unquantified 
benefits should be excluded from the statement 
(since they are “speculative” and unscientific),31 the 
general legislative interest in economic impacts is 
notable.

Executive Review: The governor may be able to exercise informal review powers and stop any rules 
that conflict with administration policy.32

Analysis and Grade

The legislative interim committees may too little time to exercise their rule review responsibilities. 
Legislators in Montana usually work full-time jobs in other professions, taking ninety days off 
every two years to serve in the legislature.33  The interim committee is charged with five separate 
tasks including administrative rule review,34 and there simply may not be enough time to prioritize 
regulatory review.  On the other hand, given that legislative calendar, the committees limited 
suspension powers are reasonable and do not unnecessarily delay the rulemaking process.

The tight legislative resources also means committees are likely to prioritize objecting to 
controversial rules, rather than consistently calibrating rules.  Indeed, with multiple legislative 
committees reviewing the rules of several agencies each, the depth and practice of regulatory 
review can be quite inconsistent.

Committees are supposed to review for substantive compliance with administrative procedure, 
but it is unclear what that entails.  Most committees rely upon rule summaries distributed by their 
staff attorneys.  Though likely a necessity, the summaries boil down rule proposals, which can easily 
stretch to over a hundred pages in length, into just a single paragraph or sentence.35  As a result, it 
is not always clear what information or criteria legislators are basing their review judgments on.

“Given the time and staff 
limitations of completing 

the economic impact 
statement, simplifications 

had to be made.”
—Montana Department of 

Environmental Quality
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Committee meetings are public, and agencies do respond to public comments on their economic 
impact statements.  Though perhaps not exercised, there is potential in their statutory authority 
for legislative committees to recommend new rules and help combat agency inaction.

Periodic review requirements have no substantive standards, and given resources it is unrealistic 
for agencies to fully review all their rules every two years.

Economic analysis is typically conducted by request only, after a rule’s proposal, creating a high 
potential for post-hoc justifications.  Most examples come from environmental rules.  While 
analysis of benefits and alternatives could be improved, the approach is generally balanced and 
focused on identifying the most efficient allocation of resources.  Montana should consider 
expanding the scope of its requirements to cover any rule with a significant economic impact.  
Montana would benefit from more consistency across the board, but its analytical requirements 
show promise, and earn the state a C+.
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Notes
1 Mont. Code Ann. § 2-4-302(2)(d). 

2 Id. § 2-4-402. The committees can also review interpretive rules and declare them advisory only. Id. § 
2-4-308.

3 Id. § 2-4-403. The poll must include the agency’s justification for the proposed rule.

4 Id. §§ 2-4-406(1)-(2).

5 Id. § 2-4-406(2).

6 Id. § 2-4-406(3); see also id. § 2-4-404.

7 Id. § 2-4-305(9).

8 Id. § 2-4-412(1).

9 Id. § 2-4-412(2).

10 Id. § 2-4-405.  Rules cannot be challenged in court for inaccuracy or inadequacy of the statement.

11 Id. § 2-4-405(7).

12 Id. § 2-4-405(2).

13 Id. § 2-4-110.

14 Id. § 2-4-314. 

15 Each legislative interim committee develops a work plan in its first few meetings. See, e.g., Economic 
Affairs Interim Committee, Draft Work Plan for the 2009-2010 Interim, at 13 (2009), available at 
http://leg.mt.gov/css/committees/interim/2009_2010/Economic_Affairs/Meeting_Documents/
meetings.asp.

16 See Education and Local Government Interim Committee, 2009-2010 Interim Summary of Statutory 
Duties and Proposed Work Plan, at 12 (2009), available at http://leg.mt.gov/css/committees/
interim/2009_2010/Education_and_Local_Government/Meeting_Documents/meetings.asp.

17 Minutes of Interim Committee on Education and Local Gov’t Meeting, July 15, 2005, available at http://
leg.mt.gov/content/Committees/interim/2005_2006/edu_local_gov/minutes/07152005MEETING.
pdf.

18 See, e.g., Children, Families, Health, and Human Services Interim Committee, DPHHS Administrative 
Rule Activity (June 2, 2009) available at http://leg.mt.gov/css/committees/interim/2009_2010/
Children_Family/Meeting_Documents/meetings.asp.

19 See, e.g., id.

20 Economic Affairs Draft Work Plan, supra note 15, at 13.

21 See, e.g., Minutes of Environmental Quality Council Meeting, Jan. 8, 2010, available at http://leg.
mt.gov/css/committees/interim/2009_2010/environmental_quality_council/Meeting_Documents/
meetings.asp#meeting3 (the Department of Environmental Quality proposed a greenhouse gas 
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emission rule, followed by 24 minutes of public comment, 45 minutes of committee discussion, and 
then a vote 10-6 for a formal objection to the rule).  

22 See, e.g., Sen. Rick Ripley, Legislator: Citizens must pay attention to climate change rules, Great Falls 
Tribune, Feb. 15, 2010 (“However, the Environmental Quality Council, an interim legislature over-
site [sic] committee, intervened and said, ‘No. Wait a minute, slow down.’  They voted to suspend the 
rulemaking process until June.  We believe state-specific rules are premature since the EPA hasn’t 
even finished its work on the greenhouse gas rules.  This allows for time to resolve several legal issues 
that were raised concerning the proposed rulemaking process.  After the six months are up the state 
Environmental Quality agency can take another run at the rulemaking process and hopefully citizens 
are more involved in the process at that time.”).

23 Minutes of the State Administration and Veterans’ Affairs Interim Committee Meeting at 3, June 
9, 2005, available at http://leg.mt.gov/content/Committees/interim/2005_2006/st_admin_vet_
affairs/minutes/meeting06092005.pdf (“There is some disagreement between counsel for the Board 
and counsel for the Committee on whether or not the statutes (2-4-403 and 4-4-404) require, rather 
than allow, the poll.  Counsel for the Board felt that the poll is only allowed; Mr. Niss felt that on the 
basis of the two statutes that the Committee has no choice but that the poll is required by law.”).

24 Minutes of the State Administration and Veterans’ Affairs Interim Committee Meeting, at 11, Sept. 
9, 2005, available at http://leg.mt.gov/content/Committees/interim/2005_2006/st_admin_vet_
affairs/minutes/meeting09092005.pdf.

25 See, e.g., ECONorthwest, The Potential Economic Impacts of Proposed Changes to Lease Fees 
for the State of Montana’s Cabinsites (2010), available at http://dnrc.mt.gov/env_docs/may/
CabinsiteRules.pdf.

26 Survey from Rusty Harper, Deputy, Administrative Rules and Notary Services (2009, on file with 
author).

27 See, e.g., Minutes of Board of Environmental Review Meeting, Sept. 30, 2005, available at http://www.
deq.mt.gov/ber/2005_Agendas/ApprovedMinutes/2005Sept30.pdf; Comments on Economic Impact 
Statement and Responses, Coalbed Methane Rules, available at http://www.deq.mt.gov/ber/2006_
Agendas/Mar06/IIIA3CommentsEISResponses.pdf.

28 See Dept. of Envtl. Quality, Economic Impacts of Proposed Amendments and Additions to the 
CECRA Rules (2010), available at http://leg.mt.gov/content/.../Interim/.../cecra-economic-impact-
statement.pdf.

29 Dept. of Envtl. Quality, Coalbed Methane Rule Economic Impact Statement (2006), http://deq.
mt.gov/ber/2006_Agendas/Mar06/IIIA3ExecutiveSummary.pdf (“Due to limited time and resources, 
the study does not incorporate time discounting—even though that is a common technique used in 
economic analysis.”).

30 Id.

31 Letter from Alan Olson, District #45 Representative, to Montana Board of Environmental Review, 
republished in Roundup Record-Tribune & Winnett Times, Nov. 1, 2006.

32 Virginia Admin. Law Advisory Comm., Legislative Powers of Rules Review in the States and 
Congressional Powers of Rules Review (2001) (“The Governor has the power to review each rule for 
compliance with gubernatorial policy if he chooses.  He may choose to veto any rule.”).

33 See generally State Senator Resigns Seat, Takes Top Legal Post, AP, Feb. 10, 2010 (noting one senator 
maintained fulltime job as staff attorney for state auditor during his tenure as state senator).

34 Mont. Code Ann. § 5-5-215.
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35 See DPHHS Administrative Rule Activity, supra note 18, at 3 (“TECHNICAL NOTE: The proposed rules 
(all 130 pages!) were skimmed by legal staff and no technical problems were noted.”).
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Nebraska

The executive branch controls the regulatory review process in Nebraska.  After a rule is proposed 
but before it can be adopted, the attorney general must approve its statutory authority and 
constitutionality.1  The regulation then goes to the governor for “policy review and final approval.”2  
No rule can become effective without the governor’s approval.3  Agencies must submit to the 
governor an explanation of the rule’s necessity and consistency with legislative intent, as well as 
a description of impacted entities and a quantification of fiscal impacts on the government and 
regulated parties.4

There are no statutory criteria for the governor’s review, except that the governor must consider 
whether specifically affected geographic areas were adequately notified.5  Executive Order 95-6, 
which was mostly codified into the state Administrative Procedure Act in 2005 and so rescinded 
by Executive Order 05-04,6 put the Governor’s Policy Research Office in charge of regulatory 
review.7

Transmission of proposed rules to and approval by the attorney general and the Governor’s Policy 
Research Office are reflected on the Secretary of State’s website; sometimes rules are disapproved 
and returned to the agency, but the reasons for such actions are not listed.8

Proposed rules are also sent to the Legislative Council,9 and from there referred to the relevant 
standing committees and, if practical, to the primary legislative sponsor of the underlying 
bill.10  Any legislator who “feel[s] aggrieved” or believes the rule exceeds agency authority, is 
unconstitutional, or is inconsistent with legislative intent may file complaint with Legislative 
Council.  If the relevant standing committees or primary sponsor believe the complaint has merit, 
they may request a written response from the agency, which must then respond in sixty days.  But, 
the legislature has no direct power to block the adoption of rules.11

Given limited transparency in the review process, it is difficult to assess Nebraska’s structure.  The 
review process does seem to be consistently applied, but it does not obviously meet any other 
Guiding Principles:  D.
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Notes
1 Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-905.01.

2 Survey from Colleen Byelick, Asst. General Counsel, Sec’y of State (2009, on file with author).

3 Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-908.

4 Id. § 84-907.09. Agencies must also submit a statement of how public comment will be solicited.  
Notice and rulemaking record must contain a description, including quantification, of the fiscal 
impact on government and regulated parties. Id. §§ 84-906.01(2)(h), 84-907.  A rule’s validity cannot 
be challenged on the basis of the fiscal impact description. Id.

5 Id. § 84-908.

6 See Exec. Order No. 05-04 (2005), available at http://www.nlc.state.ne.us/docs/pilot/pubs/
eofiles/05-04.pdf.

7 Exec. Order No. 95-6 (1995), available at http://www.nlc.state.ne.us/docs/pilot/pubs/eofiles/95-6.
pdf.

8 Sec’y of State, Proposed Rules and Regulations Docket, http://www.sos.ne.gov/rules-and-regs/
regtrack/index.cgi; see also Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-133 on creation of the Policy Research Office.  The 
Governor’s Policy Research Office declined to complete a survey.

9 Id. § 84-907.06.

10 Id. § 84-907.07.

11 Id. § 84-907.10.
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Nevada

In 1996, the people of Nevada granted their legislature the constitutional right to review the 
statutory authority of all new regulations before they can take effect.1

Nevada’s Process on Paper

Legislative Approval:  To propose a new rule, agencies must prepare a notice of intent, describing, 
inter alia, the rule’s need and purpose; the rule’s estimated economic effects on regulated businesses 
and the public, including both immediate and long-term adverse and beneficial impacts; and the 
agency’s justification for overlapping or duplicating any other state or local regulations.2

Notices of intent are submitted to the Legislative Counsel for review.3  The Legislative Counsel 
is empowered to revise the language of a rule for clarity and form, but not to alter its meaning or 
effect without consent of the agency.4

When an agency is ready to adopt a regulation, it submits an informational statement to the 
Legislative Counsel, which largely contains the same type of detail as the notice of intent.5  The 
Legislative Counsel then refers the rule to the Legislative Commission for review.  The Legislative 
Commission consists of twelve members of the legislative leadership.  The Commission—or its 
Subcommittee to Review Regulations—must either approve or object to a rule after assessing 
statutory authority and legislative intent.6  If the Commission objects, the agency must revise and 
resubmit the rule.7  The Commission must affirmatively approve a regulation for it to become 
effective:  since the adoption of a new statute in 2009, a rule no longer takes effect merely upon the 
failure of the Commission to object.8

The Legislative Commission may, in select cases, choose to give an earlier review of a rule, before 
it has been adopted by an agency.9  Each agency must review its regulations at least once every ten 
years, and report to the Legislative Counsel.10

Temporary Regulations:  Nevada’s legislature does not sit year-round.  When the legislature is not in 
session, agencies must generally issue temporary regulations instead of permanent regulations.11  
Temporary regulations are not submitted to the Legislative Counsel for review,12 but by the request 
of a legislator, the Legislative Commission may still examine temporary regulations for statutory 
authority and legislative intent.13

Small Business Analysis:  A small business impact requirement was added in 1999.  Agencies must 
consult with small business owners; consider methods to reduce the impact on small businesses; 
estimate “without limitation” the economic effects on small businesses, including both direct and 
indirect adverse and beneficial impacts; estimate administrative costs; and justify exceeding any 
minimum federal, state, or local requirements.14

Any small business can object to a regulation by petition within ninety days of its adoption, if the 
agency failed to prepare a small business impact statement, or if the agency failed to consider or 
significantly underestimated economic effects.  But the promulgating agency retains discretion to 
determine whether the petition has merit.15

Nevada’s Process in Practice

Though not statutorily mandated, the Legislative Counsel reviews legislative intent and authority 
in addition to (and, in fact, before) its review of a rule’s mechanics and style.16  The Counsel tries 
to discuss and resolve potential problems with the agency early on, well before the Legislative 
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Commission’s review begins.17  This informal process resolves the “majority” of potential 
problems.18

Perhaps because of such additional, informal duties, the Legislative Counsel faces increasing 
pressure to review all of Nevada’s rules within statutory deadlines.  Brenda Erdoes, legislative 
council, has testified: “My office is not always able to get the regulation back to the agency within 
thirty days.  We do our best, but there are more and 
more regulations.”19

Reviews by the Legislative Commission or its 
Subcommittee can be quite substantive,20 and 
therefore can monopolize an “overwhelming amount 
of [the Commission’s] time.”21  Senator Valerie 
Wiener became concerned that the Legislative 
Commission’s review process was “inefficien[t] and 
inadequa[te],”22 and introduced a series of bills from 
2005 through 2009—successfully enacted—to 
modify the process.23  In particular, Senator Wiener 
was concerned that “more than 70% of agencies 
would process regulations that did not meet legislative intent.”24  Meanwhile, in many years, the 
Commission did not have time to review more than 22% of all regulations submitted to it.25  Other 
legislators agreed that the process had become confusing to the public,26 and that there were too 
many “opportunities for things to slip through the cracks unviewed or unvisited.”27  The effect of 
these recent reforms remains to be seen.

Regulatory impact statements vary in quality from agency to agency; but, consistent with statutory 
instructions, none really explore non-economic effects.28  And it seems a low threshold has been 
set for an acceptable level of an analysis.  The attorney general’s office, which prescribes the form 
of regulatory proposals,29 offers the following circular statement as an example of sufficient 
economic analysis: “Local governments and other persons who benefits from the use of state 
volume cap, including the public, will benefit in the immediate and long term.”30  Some legislators 
have expressed frustration with the quality of impact statements, noting “I have seen some 
determinations which have said there is no impact on small business, but it is not possible there 
was no impact on businesses,” and wondering whether the requirement can simply be satisfied by 
“some bureaucrat somewhere checking a box.”31

Analysis and Grade

The effects of very recent changes to Nevada’s legislative review structure should reveal themselves 
in the coming years.  Those reforms largely focused on ensuring the Legislative Counsel and 
Legislative Commission would have sufficient time and authority to review and approve every 
regulations.  However, the reforms may not do much to improve the quality of review, and 
mandatory legislative approval may burden the rulemaking process.  Nevada may need to revisit 
and improve its requirements for impact analyses, which currently overemphasize economic and 
small business effects and deemphasize social and non-economic benefits.  Moreover, there is no 
general statutory requirement to consider policy alternatives or study distributional impacts.32  If 
Nevada continues its reforms efforts, its regulatory review process may become more balanced 
and effective; currently, Nevada only scores a D+ based on this report’s guiding principles.

“My office is not always 
able to get the regulation 
back to the agency within 

thirty days.  We do our 
best, but there are more 
and more regulations.”
—Brenda Erdoes, Legislative 

Council
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Notes
1 Nev. Const. art. 3 § 1(2).

2 Nev. Rev. Stat. § 233B.0603(1)(a). Some agencies are exempt. Id. § 233B.039.

3 Agencies must resubmit to the Legislative Counsel before a rule can be adopted if the rule’s text 
changes, for example in response to public comments. See id. § 233B.063(2).  Interestingly, Nevada 
statutes require each agency to reimburse the Legislative Counsel Bureau for the cost of the 
examination.

4 Id. § 233B.063.

5 Id. §§ 233B.066, 266B.067.  Note that emergency regulations are not exempt from the required 
statement of economic effects. Id. § 233B.066(2).  A regulation cannot become effective unless an 
agency submits the informational statement. Id. § 233B.0665.

6 Id. §§ 233B.067(3)-(5).

7 Id. § 233B.0675.

8 S.B. 267 (Nev. 2009), amending Nev. Rev. Stat. § 233B.0675; see also Hearing on S.B. 267 before 
the S. Comm. on Gov’t Affairs (Mar. 30, 2009) (testimony of Brenda Erdoes, legislative council) 
(explaining the legislation “flip-flops” the voting procedure).  But under Nev. Rev. Stat. § 233B.0681, 
the Commission may waive review for administrative convenience or necessity.

9 Nev. Rev. Stat. § 233B.0681.

10 Id. § 233B.050.

11 See Attorney General, Administrative Rulemaking: A Procedural Guide (6th ed., 2007) for 
more on when temporary regulations are issued instead of permanent regulations, and how long 
temporary regulations stay in effect.

12 Id.; Nev. Rev. Stat. § 233B.063(3).

13 Nev. Rev. Stat. § 233B.0633.

14 Id. § 233B.0608 (also requiring a determination of the likeliness of a direct and significant economic 
burden or restriction on operation, and a description of methodology); see also id. § 233B.0609.

15 Id. § 233B.105.

16 Administrative Rulemaking, supra note 11, at 20 n.16; see Survey from Debra L. Corp, Legal Division, 
Legis. Counsel Bureau (2009, on file with author).

17 Administrative Rulemaking, supra note 11, at 20.

18 Id.

19 Erdoes testimony, supra note 8.

20 See, e.g., Minutes of Legislative Comm’n and Subcomm. Meetings, available at http://www.leg.
state.nv.us/74th/interim/Scheduler/committeeindex.cfm?ID=10092; http://www.leg.state.nv.us/
interim/75th2009/Committee/Scheduler/committeeindex.cfm?ID=14. 
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21 Hearing before the S. Comm. on Gov’t Affairs on S.B. 267 (Apr. 1, 2009) (statement of Senator 
Townsend).

22 Hearing before the S. Comm. on Legis. Ops. and Elections (Mar. 27, 2007).

23 The bills were widely supported by Nevada unions, the Nevada Taxpayers Association, the local 
ACLU, and editorial pages. See Hearings from Mar. 30, 2009 (before Senate) and May 4, 2009 (before 
Assembly Comm. on Gov’t Affairs); Regulatory Reform, Las Vegas Review-Journal, May 6, 2009.  S.B. 
17 (Nev. 2005) required a dedicated Subcommittee to Review Regulations, and other laws in 2007 
and 2009 focused on deadlines and transparency.

24 Hearing before the Assembly Comm. on Gov’t Affairs (May 4, 2009) (testifying based on investigation 
by Brenda Erdoes).

25 See Brenda Erdoes, Administrative Regulations Filed with the Legislative Commission (2005) 
(showing in some years between 2000 and 2004, up to 78% of regulations were not reviewed).

26 Townsend testimony, supra note 21.

27 Hearing before S. Comm. on Legis. Ops. & Elections (Feb. 15, 2005) (statement of Senator Hardy).

28 See http://www.leg.state.nv.us/register/Indexes/RegsReviewed.htm (where rule informational 
statements are available).

29 Nev. Rev. Stat. § 233B.0603(2).

30 Administrative Rulemaking, supra note 11, at Appendix.

31 Hardy testimony, supra note 27.  In 2005, a requirement for agencies to identify the methodology 
of their small business impact statements was added, Nev. Rev. Stat. § 233B.0608(3), but Hardy’s 
concerns could apply with equal force to the economic impact statements.

32 Survey from Corp, supra note 16.
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New Hampshire

New Hampshire’s courts and its governors have both kept the legislature from claiming veto power 
over agency regulations.

History of New Hampshire’s Process

In 1981, at the request of the legislature, New Hampshire’s Supreme Court issued a non-binding 
advisory opinion on the constitutionality of a proposed legislative veto.  The Court found that to 
some extent, the legislature may condition its grants of rulemaking authority, and a legislative veto 
is “not per se unconstitutional.”  But any definitive review taken by only a legislative committee and 
not involving the executive branch is problematic: “this wholesale shifting of legislative power to 
such small groups in either house cannot fairly be said to represent the ‘legislative will.’”  On the 
other hand, allowing a committee to temporarily suspend rules seemed fine to the Court.1

The Joint Legislative Committee on Administrative Rules 
(“JLCAR”) was established in 1983, with suspension 
powers but no direct legislative veto.  However, in 
2005, the legislature tried to expand JCLAR’s ability 
to block regulatory proposals.  Governor John Lynch 
vetoed the plan, saying “[t]he Bill would add another 
layer of legislative oversight to our already cumbersome 
administrative rulemaking process.”2

In 2006, the U.S. Small Business Regional Advocate for 
New England tried to push forward a regulatory flexibility 
act in New Hampshire.  The Senate Majority Leader, 
Republican Robert Clegg, resisted, claiming “There’s no 
need for it.  We already have all the bases covered. . . . We’re 
very close to the communities.  We’re not ‘professional 
legislators.’  We don’t need anything in New Hampshire 
to say let’s look at small business; we’re doing that now.”3

New Hampshire’s Process on Paper

Fiscal Impact Statements:  After a rule is drafted, the agency must obtain a fiscal impact statement 
from the Legislative Budget Assistant.4  Statements are not limited to dollar amounts,5 and must 
consider both short- and long-term fiscal consequences.6  The statement must include:7 

•	 a narrative stating the costs and benefits to citizens and to government; 

•	 a conclusion on the cost or benefit to the state general fund; 

•	 a comparison of the cost of the proposed rule with the cost of any existing rule; and

•	 an analysis of the general impact of the proposed rule upon any independently owned 
businesses, including a description of the specific reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements upon small businesses which employ fewer than ten employees. 

The statement is published as part of the rule’s public notice,8 and is subject to public comment.9

Legislative Review: Rules cannot take effect unless they are submitted to the Joint Legislative 
Committee on Administrative Rules (“JLCAR”), which is staffed by the Office of Legislative 

“We’re not 
‘professional 

legislators.’  We don’t 
need anything in 

New Hampshire to 
say let’s look at small 
business; we’re doing 

that now.”
—New Hampshire Senate 

Majority Leader Robert 
Clegg
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Services.10  JLCAR meets at least once per month and, on its own initiative, may hold public 
hearings as well as consult with standing legislative committees.11  

Once a final rule is filed with Legislative Services, JLCAR usually has forty-five days to review and 
take action; otherwise the rule is automatically approved.12  JLCAR can choose to approve a rule, 
conditionally approve a rule (conditioned on the agency making amendments), or preliminarily 
object.13  Because JLCAR may only vote once on an objection,14 Legislative Services can notify 
agencies of potential objections in advance of JLCAR’s scheduled hearing.15 

JLCAR has no veto power, but may object to a proposed rule as:16 

•	 beyond the authority of the agency; 

•	 contrary to the intent of the legislature; 

•	 determined not to be in the public interest; or 

•	 deemed to have a substantial economic impact not recognized in the fiscal impact 
statement. 

Agencies must respond in writing to a preliminary objection if they want to pursue that rule.  If 
JLCAR makes a final objection, the burden of proof shifts to the agency at any subsequent action 
for judicial review or enforcement of the rule.  JLCAR may also effectively suspend a rule’s adoption 
by referring its objections to the full legislature as a joint resolution.17  Such resolutions are subject 
to the governor’s veto.

Inaction:  JLCAR may petition agencies to adopt a rule for which they have unexercised rulemaking 
authority.18  If that agency fails to commence a rulemaking within a year of a JLCAR petition, 
JLCAR may file legislation to repeal that agency’s rulemaking authority.19

Expedited Repeals: Rulemakings to repeal existing regulations may move through an expedited 
process.  Under this structure, no fiscal impact statement is required, and JLCAR’s review is limited 
to objections for authority, legislative intent, and procedural compliance.  If JLCAR objects to 
an expedited repeal, the repeal cannot be adopted unless the agency goes through the standard 
rulemaking process.20

Sunsets:  All rules automatically sunset after eight years.  However, agencies are permitted to adopt 
identical rules,21 and are encouraged to initiate the replacement rulemaking before the existing 
rule expires, to allow adequate time for JLCAR review.22

New Hampshire’s Process in Practice

JLCAR Review:  Since its creation in 1983, JLCAR has objected to 143 rules.23  JLCAR has 
subsequently introduced joint resolutions for some, but not all of its objections.24  JLCAR has 
defined some of its vague criteria for objection that were set forth by the statute.  For example, 
a rule is “not in the public interest” if it is not responsiveness to public comments or public need 
(on issues such as clarity), or if its structure is not likely to result in uniform application and 
enforcement.25

JLCAR tries to keep policy and politics out of its hearings, restricting debates to legal issues—
thorny policy issues are “not a decision that a majority of six people on this committee can make,” 
according to JLCAR’s current chair.26  Still, some votes inevitably break down along party lines.27

JLCAR may hold hearings on existing rules, but this is rarely done.28  
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Fiscal Impact Statements:  Fiscal impact statements are, as their name should imply, “limited 
to fiscal impact.”29  Though level of detail somewhat varies depending on the data provided by 
agencies, preparation by the Legislative Budget Assistant keeps statements relatively uniform.30  
The Budget Assistant tries to complete statements within ten working days of receiving the 
agency’s submission.31  Indirect costs and benefits are not usually considered,32 and while a fiscal 
impact statement must include costs and benefits, “it does not actually weight costs and benefits.”33

Some statements can be quite sparse.  For example, the Public Utilities Commission proposed 
interim rules for administering the proceeds from a greenhouse gas emissions auction.  Even 
though the rule defined key terms like “cost effective” technologies, the fiscal impact statement 
attributed no costs or benefits to the rule, since it merely implemented a statute.34  ( JLCAR 
approved the interim rules.35)  Other estimates include more details, such as high and low cost 
estimates, as well as quantified, monetized environmental benefits in terms of additional incomes 
from the resources, fishing, and recreational opportunities of more diverse aquatic ecosystems.36

Analysis and Grade

Though Governor Lynch called the administrative process “cumbersome,” and the scope of 
fiscal statements certainly could be broader, New Hampshire’s review structure is reasonable and 
appropriate to its resources.  The legislative committee has interpreted its statutory authority to 
permit consideration of only substantive review criteria, and its ability to consider the public 
need and analyze the fiscal statements give it the potential to help calibrate regulations.  Reviews 
are consistent and mostly transparent.  While the state lacks a process to help coordinate inter-
agency conflicts, the statute does create some mechanisms to combat agency inaction.  Deadlines 
occasionally get waived but do exist, and the review process does not needlessly delay or deter 
rulemaking.

On the other hand, the standard-less sunset provision is not an effective mechanism for periodic 
review.  Analytical requirements also need improvement.  Though benefits are sometimes 
considered, there is no real consideration of alternatives, and ultimately the analysis does not 
weigh costs and benefits.

New Hampshire earns a B-.
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Notes
1 Opinion of the Justices, 431 A.2d 783, 789 (N.H. 1981).

2 Lynch Vetoes Bill on Agency Rules, AP State & Local Wire, July 5, 2005.

3 Denis Paiste, Federal Official: Small Business Gets Short Shrift, The Union Leader, Jan. 16, 2006.

4 N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 541-A:5.

5 Id. § 541-A:5(IV) (but requiring detail on whatever methodology is used to establish any such dollar 
amounts).

6 Id. § 541-A:1(VII).

7 Id. §§ 541-A:5(IV)(a)-(e). 

8 Id. § 541-A:6(I)(i).

9 Id. § 541-A:11.

10 See id. § 541-A:2; see also New Hampshire General Court, Administrative Rules, http://www.gencourt.
state.nh.us/rules/index.html.  JLCAR is a joint House-Senate committee, with ten regular members 
and ten alternates. See N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 541-A:2 for membership details.  The Director of the 
Office of Legislative Services (“OLS”) also has oversight responsibilities over rule filing by agencies 
with OLS, including publication of rulemaking notices in the N.H. Rulemaking Register, and preparing 
adopted rules for publication.  See id. § 541-A:6-19(a).

11 N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 541-A:2 contains the organic statutory authority for JLCAR. 

12 Id. § 541-A:13(I); but see id. § 541-A:12(I-a).

13 Id. §§ 541-A:13(II)(c)(1)-(3).

14 Id. § 541-A:13(I). 

15 Id. §§ 541-A:13(II)(a), 541-A:11.

16 Id. §§ 541-A:13(19), 541-A:13(IV)(a)-(d).

17 Id. § 541-A:13(VII).

18 Id. §§ 541-A:4, 541-A:2(IV)(a).

19 Id. § 541-A:4(II).

20 Id. § 541-A:19-a.

21 Id. § 541-A:17(I).

22 Id. § 541-A:20-a.

23 Office of Legis. Serv., Final Objections by the JLCAR, http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rules/jlcar/
final_objections.htm.
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24 See Garry Rayno, Plan for Bids on Child Insurance Rejected, The Union Leader, Sept. 2, 2004 (noting 
that JLCAR introduced a joint resolution on a competitive bid rule but not on a Medicaid co-pay rule, 
which it also formally objected to).

25 Office of Legis. Serv., Rules for the JLCAR, http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rules/jlcar/rules.htm.

26 Tom Fahey, LLC Tax Collection Rules OK’d, The Union Leader, Feb. 20, 2010 (quoting Rep. Mauirce 
Pilotte).

27 Id. (reporting a 6-4 JLCAR vote on party lines).

28 Survey from Scott F. Eaton, Admin. Rules Dir., Office of Legis. Serv. (2009, on file with author). 

29 Id.

30 Id.

31 Office of Legis. Serv., New Hampshire Drafting and Procedure Manual 27 (2001).

32 Survey from Eaton, supra note 28.

33 Minutes of MSAPA Drafting Committee Meeting, June 2008 (reporting survey from New Hampshire).

34 Public Utilities Comm’n, Fiscal Impact Statement Request Form for the Adoption of 2600 Rule on 
“Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Fund” (2008). 

35 Carbon Nets NH $4.02 Million, The Union Leader, Dec. 20, 2008.

36 Dept. of Envtl. Serv., Request for Fiscal Impact Statement on Protecting Instream Flow on Designated 
Rivers (2000), http://des.nh.gov/organization/divisions/water/wmb/rivers/instream/documents/
fis_11142k.pdf.
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New Jersey

Despite constitutional review authorities and countless analytical requirements, New Jersey “[a]
gencies march on, writing regulations regardless of their political or procedural environment.”1

History of New Jersey’s Process

The 1981 passage of the Legislative Oversight Act—with the legislature dramatically overriding 
the governor’s veto of the bill—was “noteworthy and short lived.”2  In 1982, the state Supreme 
Court handed down two rulings on the same day.  While the second upheld a limited, context-
specific legislative veto of agency project approvals,3 the first found that a general legislative veto 
was an unconstitutional violation of the presentment clause and the separation of powers.  Noting 
that not all legislative input impermissibly intrudes on the executive’s rulemaking authority, the 
Court did leave some room for legislative oversight.4

The legislature did not want to take any more constitutional chances, and sought an amendment in 
1985.  Though that attempt failed, the legislature won its ballot measure in 1992 by a wide margin.5  
The constitution now provides for legislative review by concurrent resolution.

Other efforts to reform the rulemaking process have “evolved through fits and starts,” and over the 
last twenty years have focused on multiplying the number of required impact statements.6

New Jersey’s Process on Paper

Legislative Review:  The state constitution provides that the legislature may review a rule’s consistency 
with legislative intent.  Every proposed rule is submitted by the Office of Administrative Law to the 
legislature, and is immediately referred to the appropriate standing committees.7  By a concurrent 
resolution, the legislature can send a rule back to the agency and the governor.  The agency then 
has thirty days to amend or withdraw the rule; if it does not, the legislature may invalidate the rule 
by a majority vote.8

Impact Analyses:  New Jersey features a truly dizzying array of required impact statements, 
including a socio-economic impact statement, a jobs impact statement,9 a regulatory flexibility 
analysis,10 a state mandate flexibility analysis for small municipalities,11 an agriculture industry 
impact statement,12 a housing affordability impact statement, a smart growth development impact 
statement,13 and a cost-benefit analysis to support any rules that exceed federal requirements.14

Executive Review:  The Office of Administrative Law approves all filings, mostly for procedural 
compliance.15  The Smart Growth Ombudsman, appointed by the governor to serve in the 
Department of Community Affairs, must approval all rules before their proposal, checking for 
their consistency with the State Development and Redevelopment Plan.16

Sunsets and Inaction: Every rule expires every five years; agencies may readopt rules, and the 
governor may extend their expiration date.17

If an agency fails to meet the time frames for responding to a public petition, the Office of 
Administrative Law can schedule a public hearing on the petition.18

New Jersey’s Process in Practice

Executive Review:  Considering that New Jersey is one of the few states with a unitary executive 
branch, it is perhaps surprising that there is no substantive regulatory review exercised by the 
governor or attorney general.  The Office of Administrative Law conducts some review for 
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statutory authority.19

Legislative Review:  Legislative review is rare.  Over the past twelve years, only about thirteen 
concurrent resolutions on rule review are even introduced in the average legislative session; only 
three resolutions to send a rule back to an agency have passed during that time, and none were 
followed up by a vote to actually invalidate the rule.20

Inaction:  The required deadlines for responding to public petitions for rulemaking have had little 
effect on the rate with which agencies approve petitions and begin rulemakings.21

Impact Statements:  The “depth and complexity of analysis varies with the subject of the rulemaking 
and the resources available to the proposing agency.”22  Some impact statements may discuss 
indirect costs and benefits, but health benefits, for example, are never monetized.23

In 2009, Debra Borie-Holtz and Stuart Shapiro published a study of 1,707 New Jersey regulations 
issued during two separate two-year periods 
(1998-1999 and 2006-2007).  Of the thirty rules 
that had attracted a substantial number of public 
comments, only four had impact statements that 
contained actual numbers to describe economic 
impacts, and even those had quite limited 
presentations.  The rest featured, at most, vague 
and qualitative discussions, exemplified by 
one excerpt: “This may have a negative impact 
on those truckers and shippers since it may 
take longer to arrive at their destinations, thus 
making it more costly or it could cost more in 
tolls compared to some parallel routes.”24

Analysis and Grade

New Jersey’s process on paper does not translate 
into effective practice.  The criteria for legislative 
review are clear, and the enforceable deadlines to 
respond to public petitions have the potential to help combat agency inaction (even if that potential 
has not yet been fully realized).  But otherwise, New Jersey fails to achieve this report’s guiding 
principles.  The state wastes resources and risks causing delays by requiring multiple analyses that 
have no real effect on rulemaking decisions.  Analyses are conducted post hoc, contain little detail, 
and at best give the illusion of attention to benefits and distributional impacts.  Legislative review 
is too limited and too rare to help calibrate rules.  The public does not meaningfully participate in 
reviews, and the pro forma re-adoption of rules triggered by a sunset provision is not an effective 
way to study the ongoing need of existing regulations.  New Jersey’s guiding principles grade is a D.

“Substantive changes to 
agency proposals as a 

result of comments are rare.  
Impact analyses are pro 

forma at best.  Legislative 
review has not been used 
by the New Jersey state 

legislature to invalidate an 
executive branch regulation 

since 1996.”
—Debra Borie-Holtz 
and Stuart Shapiro
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New Mexico

New Mexico does not have any requirement for centralized, substantive review of new rules.1  In 
fact, New Mexico has no uniform rulemaking procedure: when enacted, the state Administrative 
Procedure Act was not self-enforcing on agencies.2  “The plan was for agencies to ‘opt in,’ but 
that never really happened”;3 instead, some 226 agencies established their own administrative 
procedures for rulemaking.4  As a result, “[a]gencies are solely responsible for the content of their 
rules,” and agencies have all set up different processes for internally vetting rules: “Some require 
legal counsel review, others do not.  Some agencies have internal review committees, others do 
not. . . . Some agencies may perform [economic analysis,] but there is not a uniform way.”5

Though one statutory provision (still on the books from the largely repealed Sunset Act) does 
require agencies to review their rules every three years and file annual reports on this periodic review 
with the Legislative Finance Committee and the Department of Finance and Administration,6 
there is no real external review of an agency’s compliance with this provision.7

In 2005, the legislature created a Small Business Regulatory Advisory Commission to review rules 
that might adversely affect small businesses.  Agencies were also instructed to consider methods to 
accomplish statutory objectives while minimizing adverse effects,8 including periodic reviews of 
existing rules to reduce economic burdens on small business.9  But the Commission, which consists 
of nine small business owners appointed variously by the governor, Senate leadership, and House 
leadership,10 reportedly has not met in at least two years.11  For example, one submission from the 
Environment Department in 2009 noted the agency had complied with its obligations but “[t]o 
date, the Commission has not responded.”12  Even when the Commission was technically active, 
it did not review many rules.  Administrative Law Division Director John Martinez estimates that 
“less than 10 rules were actually reviewed by the SBRAC in the short time that it met regularly.  
During that time period, over 800 rule actions took place.”13

Since no review structure really exists in New Mexico, not surprisingly its Guiding Principles 
Grade is a D-.
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New York

Historically, some have perceived New York’s powerful executive rule review office as the place 
where regulations go to die, and the office has had little success motivating agencies to prepare 
detailed, balanced cost-benefit analyses.  Last year, the state began an experiment with a new, 
aggressive retrospective review process.

New York’s Process on Paper

Impact Analyses: Public notice of a proposed rule must include a regulatory impact statement, a 
regulatory flexibility analysis, and a rural area flexibility analysis.  With a few exceptions,1 regulatory 
impact statements must contain a statement of needs and benefits, a statement or best estimate of 
compliance and administrative costs, a statement indicating whether any significant alternatives 
were considered, and an explanation if the rule exceeds existing federal standards.2  Agencies 
must assess and respond to any public comments received that project significantly different cost 
estimates.3

Generally, agencies are instructed to “avoid undue deleterious economic effects or overly 
burdensome impacts” on the government or any citizens, particularly citizens in rural areas.4  
Agencies must conduct regulatory flexibility analysis for small businesses and local governments, 
as well as for rural areas.  Adverse economic impacts on such groups should be avoided by creating 
exemptions, “so long as the public health, safety, or general welfare is not endangered.”5  Analysis 
must estimate the number of affected entities, estimate their compliance costs (in quantitative 
terms if quantification is practicable and reliable), and assess the economic and technological 
feasibility of compliance.6

Agencies must also conduct a jobs analysis, minimizing any unnecessary impacts on employment, 
and describing any substantial adverse impacts (defined as a loss of more than one hundred full-
time jobs).  The Commissioners of Labor and Economic Development may review rules and, if 
they both concur, may require an agency to delay its rulemaking for up to ninety days to perform 
additional analysis or consider recommendations to minimize impacts.7

The Governor’s Office of Regulatory Reform (see below) can require any agency to prepare a 
cost-benefit analysis, risk assessment, jobs analysis, or impact analysis for public health, safety, or 
welfare.8

Legislative Review:  A joint Administrative Regulations Review Committee can examine any 
adopted or proposed rule for its statutory authority, legislative intent, impact on the economy, 
impact on the government, impact on affected persons, or any other appropriate issues.9  From 
time to time, the committee should report its findings to the governor and the legislature, and 
make recommendations to agencies.10

Executive Review:  Governor George Pataki made regulatory reform a top priority and so created 
the Governor’s Office of Regulatory Reform (“GORR”) in 1995 with Executive Order 20.11  Each 
successive governor so far has renewed the Order.12

Before proposing a new rule, agencies must submit the regulation and all analyses to GORR.  If 
GORR determines a submission is not complete, it can return the rulemaking package to the 
agency with directions to amend or prepare additional analysis.  GORR also reviews submission 
according to substantive criteria, including consistency with authority and legislative intent, clarity, 
inclusion of flexible compliance methods, minimization of regulatory burdens, and whether public 
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benefits will outweigh the costs.

There is no deadline for GORR’s pre-proposal review.  GORR can recommend that the governor’s 
senior advisors (the Secretary to the Governor, the Counsel to the Governor, the Director of State 
Operations, and the Director of the Division of the Budget) either approve or disapprove the rule; 
those officials have authority to allow or prohibit the proposed rule’s publication in the Register.  
Before a final rule is published, GORR can again review the rulemaking for new information or 
new factors.  This second review period does have deadlines, and GORR can temporarily suspend 
a rule’s adoption to allow the same group of senior executive officials the chance to consider 
whether the rule should be finalized.

GORR may also issue an advisory determination on whether any agency guidance documents 
actually constitute rules that should be proposed and adopted through regular administrative 
procedures, and GORR can request that an agency initiate a policy dialogue with interested parties 
to start a rulemaking process.

In 1996, a New York state trial court ruled that requiring GORR’s approval did not interfere 
with the separation of powers or the legislature’s authority to prescribe the rulemaking process 
by statute.  Three years later, the New York Court of Appeals found that plaintiffs did not have 
standing to sue, and the court did not address the constitutional merits of the case.13

Periodic Review:  Every five years, agencies must either modify or justify the continuation of their 
existing regulations, after analyzing the continued need and legal basis, soliciting public comments, 
and considering changes in technology, economic conditions, or other factors.14

Under Executive Order 20, GORR is also empowered to make recommendations for simplifying 
regulations, to request the preparation of additional impact analyses on any existing regulation, and 
to propose that any agency consider amending any rule that is obsolete, harmful to the economy, 
or excessive in view of state and federal law.

In 2009, Governor Paterson issued Executive Order 25.15  The Order creates a “Review Committee,” 
consisting of GORR and the Secretary to the Governor, the Counsel to the Governor, the Director 
of State Operations, and the Director of the Division of the Budget.  The Review Committee 
carries out the “Review Program,” an initiative established to “evaluate, reform, or repeal, where 
necessary, rules and paperwork requirements in order to reduce substantially unnecessary 
burdens, costs and inefficiencies.”  State agencies are required to invite public comments on 
whether any of the agency’s existing regulations are “unnecessary, unbalanced, unwise, duplicative 
or unduly burdensome.”  Agencies must identify between two and ten rules that generated the 
“most widespread or substantive criticism and opposition.”  Agencies then consider possible 
amendments, and the Review Committee may direct an agency to alter, reappraise, or repeal any 
rule.

New York’s Process in Practice

Legislative review:  Despite the intention to create a joint rule review committee, in practice each 
house of the Legislature has its own Administrative Regulations Review Commission.16  Legislative 
review is advisory only17 and operates sporadically, with long periods of inactivity.18

GORR:  GORR has ten analysts and four lawyers on staff.19  There are no deadlines for GORR’s 
pre-proposal review, and GORR determines the length and depth of its review on a case-by-
case basis.20  In 2010, the Times Union, an Albany newspaper, analyzed 776 rules submitted to 
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GORR over a five-year period, and found that most rules took about five months to go through 
the executive review process (though under Governor Paterson, the average rule’s review time 
climbed up to eight months).  But some politically contentious rules get caught in the review 
process for over a year, sometimes held on the governor’s desk even after receiving approval from 
GORR staff.21  Agencies do complain about delays and recommend that GORR adopt mandatory 
time frames for its reviews and triage the process so non-controversial rules move through more 
quickly.22

Some agencies feel that GORR focuses more on clarifying regulatory language than on substance,23 
or that GORR’s comments almost always address the contents of impact analyses and not the 
regulatory proposal.24  Others report that GORR does inquire about statutory authority,25 and 
GORR will substantially modify substance if they spot a legal vulnerability.26  Characterizations 
of agency interactions with GORR run the gamut, from “cordial”27 communications that mostly 
“seek approval,”28 to more informal29 or substantive collaborations earlier in the rule-drafting 
process.30  Some agencies are reluctant to let GORR participate early in the rule-drafting process.31  
GORR’s communications with agencies are not publicly disclosed, nor are its recommendations 
to the governor’s senior advisors.32

Some advocacy groups feel that GORR “has been the killing field for good regulations,”33 and at one 
point GORR did brag that it had led to a fifty percent decline in the issuance of new regulations.34  
But at least some agencies feel that the review process “works quite well.”35

As of 2000, GORR claimed to have saved the regulated community over $800 million in annual 
compliance costs, through interventions such as rejecting a proposed rule to make buildings more 
earthquake resistant (on the grounds that scientific data did not support the stricter building 
code) and repealing archaic existing rules (like restrictions keeping hearses off certain roads).36

Case Study:  Hotel Evacuations

According to Robert Hahn, GORR “repealed a 1994 regulation requiring the installation of 
reflective signs on the bottom of hotel and dorm room doors to indicate the room number.  The 
rule was a result of a suggestion from a concerned sixth grader who believed the signs would aid 
people crawling through the halls during an evacuation.  The agency implemented the rule without 
any scientific evidence to show its dedication to improving safety.  The repeal of this rule produced 
a one-time compliance cost savings of $340,000 and annual savings of $11,000.”37

Impact Statements:  In 2008, GORR determined that many agency analyses were “skimpy, anecdotal 
and variable in quality and clarity.”38  Consequently, GORR revised its guidance to agencies on 
cost-benefit analysis, attempting to clarify when and how agencies should consider costs and 
benefits.  Though not perfect,39 the updated guidelines do instruct agencies on how to assess and 
quantify the direct and indirect costs and benefits of a range of regulatory alternatives.40

GORR feels a few agencies are starting to incorporate more analysis into their regulatory decisions, 
but most New York agencies either do not believe they have the capacity to conduct cost-benefit 
analysis,41 or else do not believe that cost-benefit analysis is a useful decisionmaking tool.42  For its 
part, GORR has not been very aggressive in pushing for additional analysis: from 1996 through 
2008, GORR only ever required one supplemental risk assessment.43

Mostly agencies only prepare the statutorily required regulatory impact statements, and GORR 
works with agencies to ensure compliance with all requirements.  The breadth and depth of 
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analysis is left up to agencies’ discretion, though GORR 
will look for more rigorous analysis for proposals that 
impact the economy, public health, or the environment.44  
Agencies analyze costs and benefits “as best we can, but 
we are scientists and policy experts, not accountants or 
statisticians.”45  Indeed, most agencies have few or no 
economists, and economists are rarely involved in the 
preparation of impact statements.46  Agencies report 
that while GORR “sometimes asks for more numbers, 
they don’t tell [us] what to do, they don’t challenge our 
numbers—they aren’t statisticians either.”47

Regulatory impact statements do not normally compare 
the costs and benefits of alternative options.  For example, 
the Department of Environmental Conservation’s impact 
statement on the regulation of outdoor wood boilers 
discussed in very broad terms the negative health effects 

of smoke and pollution, but then concluded the “primary benefit” of reducing emissions would be 
“that the number of complaints regarding the operation of [boilers] will be significantly reduced 
as existing [boilers] are replaced with new, cleaner [boilers].”48  The possible health effects of the 
regulation were not discussed.  A more stringent regulatory option was rejected without analysis, 
simply “because the Department believes that the provisions of [the proposal] are [sufficiently] 
protective of public health.”49

In 2010, the Public Health Council proposed new regulations requiring all public and private surf 
beaches and swimming facilities to maintain an on-site automated external defibrillator (“AED”) 
and ensure the supervision of a lifeguard trained in the use of AEDs.  Benefits were simply stated 
as improved emergency response to sudden cardiac arrest; the agency was uncertain how many of 
the ninety-five surf beach operations already had AEDs.50  In general, the Department of Health 
reports that health benefits are “difficult” to analyze and are quantified “very rarely at the most.”51  
The rule proposal also mentioned that some beaches may voluntarily choose to provide more than 
one AED, but did not analyze the possible benefits of requiring multiple AEDs, nor did it analyze 
whether the requirement of one AED was really justified.52

Executive Order 25:  While Governor Paterson’s executive order won praise from the business 
community,53 advocacy groups felt the new review process was bound to be biased in industry’s 
favor, giving them a second bite at the apple on every environmental and health regulation they 
originally opposed—according to Robert Moore, executive director of Environmental Advocates 
of New York, “This is going to be an unpopularity contest.”54  And though some advocacy groups 
have tried to use Executive Order 25 to encourage agencies to review regulations they feel are not 
stringent enough or do not promote public welfare,55 agencies understand the Order’s focus to be 
on streamlining, not expanding regulations.56  Agencies also worry the new review process will 
waste resources, since they will “just be hearing from the same parties that we already hear from, 
they’re the only ones with the staff and resources to participate; the review is not going to bring 
new people in to the process.”57

Analysis and Grade

Agencies seem to lack the resources necessary to produce the thorough, balanced analyses that 

“In the past, and 
despite some 

guidance. . ., agency 
drafts analyzing 

costs and benefits 
have at times been 

skimpy, anecdotal and 
variable in quality and 

clarity.”
—Governor’s Office of 

Regulatory Reform
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GORR envisions and technically requires.  Part of the problem may be that agencies are already 
over-burdened with multiple regulatory flexibility analyses and job impact analyses.  Whatever the 
cause, the result is an inattention to benefits and alternatives, which makes it difficult for GORR to 
exercise its review of whether benefits justify costs.

Historically, the focus of regulatory review in New York has been blocking burdensome rules, not 
calibrating regulation.  Executive Order 25 is the latest incarnation of New York’s biased regulatory 
review process.  Instead of substantive standards or analysis, the Order prioritizes rules for review 
based on how loudly the public or regulated community has complained.  Under Executive Order 
25, rules are targeted for repeal, not for improvement.

While GORR does have clear, consistent criteria for the review of new rules, the absence of 
deadlines has sometimes delayed and politicized the review process.  A lack of transparency about 
GORR’s recommendations compounds the problem.  GORR also does not have much authority 
to combat inter-agency conflicts.  But GORR can request the initiation of a rulemaking.  Though 
there is not much evidence of its practice, that potential to fight inaction is built into GORR’s 
powers, and New York will get the benefit of the doubt in satisfying that guiding principle.

Through executive orders, New York has granted its executive branch tremendous review powers.  
GORR has undeniably had some positive influences on the rulemaking process, helping to 
repeal or block rules that were unsupported by science and economics.  Unfortunately, GORR’s 
promising guidance on cost-benefit analysis has not translated into consistent analytical practices, 
and the newly created retrospective review regime is riddled with biases.  New York scores a D+.

New York should consider revising its review structure by adopting a new executive order.  This 
report’s specific recommendations to New York have been distilled into a new Draft Executive 
Order on Government Effectiveness, featured in the Appendix.
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North Carolina

North Carolina’s regulatory review process is run by a unique entity that is not quite executive, not 
quite legislative, not quite independent, and of debatable constitutionality.

History of North Carolina’s Process

In 1977, the North Carolina General Assembly established an Administrative Rules Review 
Committee, composed of nine legislators.1  That original incarnation could only recommend 
legislation to fix issues in proposed regulations.2  After several more iterations of legislative oversight, 
in 1985 the legislature created an appointed body, the Rules Review Commission (“RRC”).3  The 
RRC’s creation was supposed to be contingent on an opinion from the North Carolina Supreme 
Court approving its constitutionality, but no opinion was ever issued,4 and the General Assembly 
soon stepped over conditional approval and permanently established the RRC.5

Despite an opinion from the state’s Attorney General that augmenting the RRC’s authority—for 
example, letting it indefinitely delay rules—would violate the separation of powers,6 the General 
Assembly did expand the RRC’s authority, essentially giving it veto power in 1995.7

In 2006, the state Supreme Court heard a case challenging the constitutionality of the structure 
but decline to rule on it, claiming challengers were estopped from raising the issue because they 
had not presented constitutional objections at the appropriate time in the proceedings.8

North Carolina’s Process on Paper

Fiscal Notes:  Different fiscal notes are required in different circumstances; in all cases, the Office of 
State Budget Management (“OSBM”) plays a role in approval.

If a proposed rule would change the expenditure or distribution of state funds, an agency must 
submit a fiscal note on such effects to the OSBM, which certifies whether the necessary funds 
are available.9  If a proposed rule would have financial impacts on local government, an agency 
must submit a fiscal note on such effects to the OSBM, the governor, and local government 
associations.10  The governor reviews these rules, weighing potential costs against the risks to the 
public of inaction.11

If a proposed rule would have a substantial economic impact—defined as an aggregate financial 
impact on all persons of more than $3 million over a twelve-month period—agencies can either 
obtain a fiscal note from the OSBM (which is given ninety days to prepare the statement) or can 
submit a fiscal note to the OSBM for approval (which is given fourteen days to review submitted 
statements). These fiscal notes must describe all affected people, estimate the compliance costs, 
and describe benefits.12

Rules Review Commission:  The RRC consists of five members appointed by the Senate and five 
appointed by the House.  Commission members can be officers or employees of the state,13 but 
cannot be legislators.14  The statute is silent on grounds and process for dismissal of members.15  
Though in some respects the RRC is treated as an executive agency, and it is staffed by the Office 
of Administrative Hearings, the appointment process has led to some debate over whether the 
RRC is an administrative or a legislative body.16  Given this debate and the fact that Commission 
members tend to be drawn from the public, for these purposes the RRC will be labeled as an 
independent review body.

Final rules must be submitted to and approved by the RRC before they can take effect.17  The RRC 
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reviews rules for whether they are within delegated authority, clear and unambiguous, necessary 
to implement the law, and adopted according to required procedures.  The RRC does not review 
the quality or efficacy of the rule.18  The RRC does not perform any economic analysis, but can ask 
the OSBM to determine if a rule has a substantial economic impact and so requires a fiscal note.19

Within certain deadlines,20 the RRC must either approve a rule, object to a rule, or extend its 
review period for seventy days to gather more information.21  If the RRC extends its review, it can 
call for a public hearing, which extends review by an additional seventy days.  Ultimately, the RRC 
must either approve or object to every rule.22

If the RRC objects to a rule, the agency must either amend the rule and submit a revised version, 
or else inform the RRC that it refuses to change the rule.23  If an agency explains its refusal but the 
RRC still objects, the agency can ask the RRC to return the rule, but the rule cannot go into effect.  
The RRC must report such objections and returned rules to the Joint Legislative Administrative 
Procedure Oversight Committee.24

Legislative Review:  The public can also submit “objection letters” to the RRC, requesting review 
of a rule by the General Assembly.  If, by the day after the RRC approves a rule, it has received 
ten objection letters, the rule is sent to the legislature for review.25  The rule’s effective date is 
delayed until either: the thirty-first legislative day of the next session; the day of adjournment; 
a bill introduced to disapprove the rule fails;26 or the governor issues an executive order finding 
the rule is necessary to protect public health, safety, or welfare.27  Any member of the General 
Assembly can introduce a bill during the first thirty legislative days to disapprove a rule that has 
been approved by the RRC.28  Agencies may try to adopt a rule as temporary during this period.29

North Carolina’s Process in Practice

Fiscal Notes:  The vast majority of fiscal notes are prepared by the agencies themselves, though 
the OSBM consults during the process.30  The OSBM also provides agencies with very detailed 
instructions.31  In particular, the OSBM requires more rigorous analysis of any “significant” 
rule, including rules with a significant effect on the economy, but also rules that may cause an 
inconsistency with another agency’s actions or that create novel policy issues.  For “significant” 
rules, fiscal notes must do more than just describe costs and benefits; they must include a cost-
benefit analysis that finds the discounted, net present value of the regulatory proposal; they must 
detail small business impacts; they must include a risk analysis; and they must consider policy 
alternatives.32

While the OSBM only certifies whether fiscal notes correctly assess costs and benefits, and does 
not judge policy or determine whether the benefits justify the costs, the OSBM does hold agencies 
to a high standard.  Agencies are instructed to make assumptions and estimate all costs and 
benefits, and are strongly discouraged from claiming that impacts cannot be determined.  Benefits 
must be quantified in dollars to the greatest extent possible, but all non-monetized benefits must 
be listed as well.  The OSBM does believe that health impacts cannot be quantified, and so instead 
encourages use of cost-effectiveness analysis (dollars per life saved) and recommends agencies 
always present benefits as “$Quantifiable Benefits + Qualitative Benefits.”  The OSMB applies a 
7% discount rate for calculating net present values.33

Though not always consistent or perfect, at least some fiscal notes do meet the OSBM’s high 
standards.  Notes quantify benefits where possible, discuss intangible benefits, try to identify 
alternatives, and present net social benefits.34
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RRC Review:  The power of the RRC has created concern both in the public eye and among 
former administrative officials.35  Critics accuse the RRC of susceptibility to political pressures.  
In particular, the RRC is not subject to restrictions on lobbying, which normally apply to agency 
officials.36  Though the public has no formal right to comment at RRC meetings, meetings are open 
to the public, and the RRC’s practice has been to accept comments, “within limits.”37  Still, not all 
members of the public are aware of the RRC’s role:  the review process has been called “archaic”38 
and “obscure.”39

Although the RRC approves most proposed rules, the RRC has vetoed several controversial 
rules.40  For example, the RRC objected to stormwater regulations after a trade group, the North 
Carolina Builders Association, vigorously protested the rule.  The RRC believed the rules were 
vague and lacked statutory authority, even though the Attorney General issued an opinion on the 
rule’s validity.41  Courts have sometimes overturned 
the RRC’s objections.42  In particular, one court case 
showed how long the review process can delay a rule:  
after RRC objections and litigation, the debate on 
rules from the North Carolina Board of Pharmacy 
took over eight years to resolve.43

Even if a rule wins the RRC’s approval, it still may 
attract enough objection letters to trigger legislative 
review.44  Though the General Assembly does 
sometimes use its power to override regulations, 
more often legislative review is a time for brokered 
compromises rather than outright rule rejections.45

Analysis and Grade

North Carolina’s regulatory review process is 
reasonable given resources.  Fiscal notes are only 
prepared for rules with substantial economic impacts, 
and the OSBM only rigorously reviews significant 
rules.  Though RRC has been criticized for delays, 
and its constitutionality and appropriateness may be 
debated, there is nothing inherently unreasonable 
about the independent review entity.

Both the OSBM and the RRC have the potential 
to help calibrate rules.  The OSMB encourages 
agencies to consider the net benefits of alternatives 
to significant rules, and the RRC process allows for 
amendments and public hearings.  The preparation 
and review of fiscal notes is consistent, and while the 
RRC has been accused of partisanship, it does apply the same review process to all rules.  However, 
the RRC’s review criteria are somewhat vague (for example, “necessary”), and the Commission has 
been accused (and found in court) to have erred in applying its criteria.  Increased transparency, 
especially with more formal rules on public participation and ex parte meetings, might help the 
RRC combat the perception of partisanship.

“The [RRC] will be asked 
to pass upon rules about 
heavy metals in fish flesh, 
cadmium exposure in the 

workplace, conductive 
hearing loss and the 
appropriate space 

between beds in migrant 
housing to avoid the 

spread of tuberculosis.  
With practically no 

review of their decision 
to veto, the members 
of the Rules Review 

Commission wield more 
power than most elected 

officials.”
—Harry E. Payne, Jr., former 

North Carolina Commissioner of 
Labor46
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North Carolina lacks a process to deal with the periodic review of existing regulations,47 agency 
inaction, or inter-agency coordination.

North Carolina scores high on its analytical requirements.  Monetary thresholds to trigger analysis 
help conserve resources, and the OSBM uses its guidance to encourage agencies to consider the 
costs and benefits of alternatives early in its decisionmaking process.  The state would benefit 
from a more official push for agencies to maximize net benefits and from more support on the 
quantification of benefits, but the only element really lacking is systematic distributional analysis.

North Carolina features strong analytical requirements with an appropriate scope, but its regulatory 
review process needs to work on transparency and delay.  As such, the state earns a C+.  That grade 
does not reflect any judgment on the constitutionality or propriety of the RRC’s basic structure.
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North Dakota

North Dakota’s legislature keeps expanding its rule review authority, with a backup plan in place 
just in case the courts ever declare the structure unconstitutional.

North Dakota’s Process on Paper

Attorney General Review: Every proposed rule must be submitted to the attorney general to 
determine its legality.  The attorney general may not approve a rule if it exceeds the statutory 
authority of the agency or is ambiguous.1

Impact Statements:  Agencies must issue a regulatory analysis if the governor or any legislator 
requests one,2 or if the proposed rule is expected to have an impact on the regulated community in 
excess of $50,000.3  The regulatory analysis must contain:

•	 a description of the classes of persons affected by the rule;

•	 a description of the impact, including economic impact, of the rule;

•	 the costs to the agency of the rule and any anticipated effect on state revenues;

•	 a description of alternative methods and why they were rejected;4  and

•	 quantification of the data to the extent possible.5

If a proposed rule will affect small entities (small businesses, small organizations, or small political 
subdivisions), the agency must minimize such impacts to the extent consistent with public health, 
safety, and welfare, and must prepare an economic impact statement.  This statement details 
the entities subject to the proposed rule, the compliance costs, the costs and benefits to private 
persons and consumers, the effects on state revenues, and any less intrusive alternative methods of 
achieving the purpose of the rule.6

Agencies must also assess the likelihood that their proposed rule will result in a regulatory takings. 
The takings statement must identify the purpose of the rule, explain why it is necessary and no 
alternative action is available, estimate the cost to government if a court finds that the proposed 
rule constitutes a taking, and certify that the rule’s benefits exceed any such court-ordered 
compensation costs.7

Legislative Review:  The main rules review body in North Dakota is the Administrative Rules 
Committee (“ARC”).8  The ARC generally can review administrative rules to determine whether 
agencies are implementing legislative intent, whether “there is dissatisfaction with administrative 
rules,” or whether the statutes relating to the rules are unclear or ambiguous.9

More specifically, proposed rules cannot take effect until the ARC has had a chance to meet.10  The 
ARC can hold a rule’s consideration for one additional meeting, but otherwise the rule can then 
take effect if the ARC has not voided it.  The ARC’s failure to review does not prevent rules from 
taking effect.11  The ARC can consider oral and written comments.12

The ARC can object to any proposed rule as unreasonable, arbitrary, capricious, or beyond 
statutory authority.  Agencies are given fourteen days to respond to objections, but afterwards, the 
burden of proof shifts to the agency at any subsequent judicial proceeding on the rule’s validity.13

The ARC also received veto power in 1995.14  The ARC may void a rule if it lacks of statutory 
authority, does not comply with legislative intent or required procedure, or conflicts with law, 
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or if there is an emergency relating to the public health, safety, or welfare.15  If the ARC voids a 
rule, the agency has fourteen days to petition the Legislative Management to review that decision; 
if Legislative Management does not disapprove the ARC’s motion after sixty days, the rule is 
voided.16 

Because the legislature recognized the constitutionality of this structure may be questionable, if 
the state Supreme Court ever rules that the ARC’s veto power is unconstitutional, an alternative 
structure automatically takes effect, under which the ARC may instead suspend rules pending 
review by the full legislature.17

Inaction:  Agencies only have nine months to implement by rule any statutory changes, but they 
can apply to the legislative council for an extension.18

Ex-Post Review: In 2001, Governor John Hoeven vetoed legislation that tried to expand the ARC’s 
veto authority to cover existing rules as well.19  The bill only passed the legislature by a slim margin 
in the first place, and many agencies came out against the bill.20  Hoeven rejected it, saying, “I 
believe we are on the right track regarding administrative rules.  I do not want to inject uncertainty 
into the private sector, that needs confidence in the rules upon which it makes decisions.”21

Agencies are required to brief the ARC on existing rules and point out any parts that appear to 
be obsolete or where statutory authority has changed.22  The ARC can generally review rules for 
“dissatisfaction,” and can make recommendations.23

North Dakota’s Process in Practice

North Dakota’s impact analyses do not require much 
beyond basic cost estimates, 24 and agency statements 
conform to the statutory criteria.25  

The ARC does not have formal authority to return rules 
to agencies for further consideration, but it can carry over 
consideration of a rule for one additional meeting, and in 
the interim it is expected that the agency will reconsider 
its proposal.26  The ARC also can informally negotiate 
with agencies in advance of meetings, to work things out 
before having to resort to objecting to or voiding rules; 
however, negotiations are not always collaborative, and 
some agency officials are frustrated by what they perceive 
to be legislative interference.27

The ARC has very infrequently exercised its veto power 
since 1995.28  From 2003 to 2008, only two rules were 
voided by the ARC.29

Analysis and Grade

North Dakota does conserve agency resources by using a monetary threshold to trigger analytical 
requirements.  But those requirements need to encourage more consistent attention to regulatory 
benefits, alternatives, and distributional impacts.

The ARC only meets once each calendar quarter, giving it little time to consistently and 
meaningfully review rules, and increasing the chance for delays.  Behind-the-scenes activity has 

“I believe we 
are on the right 
track regarding 

administrative rules.  I 
do not want to inject 
uncertainty into the 
private sector, that 

needs confidence in 
the rules upon which 
it makes decisions.”
—Governor John Hoeven 

(2001), vetoing legislation to 
expand regulatory review
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reduced transparency and frustrated agency officials.  North Dakota’s lack of a regularly published 
administrative register also significantly reduces transparency.30

The ARC’s statutory criteria are vague (for example, “dissatisfaction”), and the review process 
is geared more toward objecting to rules than allowing agencies to reconsider and recalibrate.  
Though North Dakota has some protections against agency inaction and some requirements for 
periodic review,31 periodic review is ad hoc and focused mostly on repealing obsolete rules instead 
of on improving regulations and maximizing net benefits.32

Overall, North Dakota scores a D as its Guiding Principles Grade.
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Ohio

Fiscal analysis and a legislative committee have been the cornerstones of Ohio’s regulatory review 
process for decades.  But with a recent executive order and bills passed by both chambers of the 
state legislature in 2009, “regulatory reform” is the motto of the moment, and Ohio’s process is 
bound to undergo more changes in the near future.

Ohio’s Process on Paper

Rule Summary and Fiscal Analysis:  A new rule’s proposed and final text, summary, fiscal analysis, 
and other documentation must be filed with the Legislative Services Commission for publication 
in the Register of Ohio, as well as with other entities like the legislature’s Joint Committee on Agency 
Rule Review (“JCARR”).1  By statute, the fiscal analysis must include, among other things:2

•	 a dollar estimate of any change in government revenues or expenditures;

•	 a summary of estimated compliance costs to all directly affected persons;

•	 for any rule with fiscal effects on school districts, counties, townships, or municipal 
corporations, additional details on costs, the government’s ability to pay, and impacts on 
economic development;3 and

•	 any other information JCARR considers necessary to understand the fiscal effect.

JCARR has authority to prescribe the form of the rule summary and fiscal analysis.4  JCARR has 
used that authority to require agencies to disclose their sources for estimated compliance costs.5

Joint Committee on Agency Rule Review (“JCARR”):  Ten members of the Ohio legislature serve 
on JCARR, assisted by a small staff.6  Created in 1977, JCARR has no power to approve or veto 
regulation; instead, JCARR may only recommend that the full legislature pass a concurrent 
resolution to invalidate a proposed or effective rule, or any part thereof.7  JCARR can only make 
such a recommendation if a rule fails a four-part test: (1) does the rule exceed the agency’s 
statutory authority?; (2) does the rule conflict with another rule?; (3) does the rule conflict with 
legislative intent?; or (4) has the agency “failed to prepare a complete and accurate rule summary 
and fiscal analysis,” or to file required text and incorporated material?8

JCARR is given a limited window of time to hold a public hearing and make its recommendation 
on a rule, and then the legislature has a similarly limited period to adopt any concurrent resolution 
that JCARR might recommend.  If the legislature invalidates a rule, the regulatory agency cannot 
try to adopt any version of that rule for the duration of the current two-year legislative session.9  

JCARR generally meets every three weeks to review rules; agency contacts and technical experts 
are expected to attend.10  Though JCARR recommends that the public direct comments principally 
to agencies, it does allow the public to submit oral or written comments on a rule under review.11

In certain cases, JCARR has additional power to order an agency to revise an incomplete fiscal 
analysis, in lieu of recommending invalidation.12  In addition to reviewing a rule upon its initial 
proposal, JCARR also has an opportunity to review any rule that an agency has “substantially 
revised” between proposal and final publication.  But notably, JCARR cannot review the 
completeness or accuracy of the fiscal analysis for a substantially revised final rule.13  

Five-Year Review:  Agencies must review all their existing regulations about every five years (with 
some exceptions).14  Applying four factors—the original statute’s purpose and scope, the need 
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for local flexibility, the desire to eliminate unnecessary paperwork, and the goal of preventing 
duplicative or conflicting regulations—agencies are to assess whether each rule should be 
left in place, amended, or rescinded.15  During this review process, agencies must consider the 
rule’s continued need, any complaints or comments received about the rule, and any relevant 
circumstances that may have changed.16  If an agency chooses to leave the rule intact, it must file 
its determination with JCARR, along with an accurate rule summary and fiscal analysis.17  JCARR 
can recommend invalidation of the rule if it finds by a two-thirds vote that the agency improperly 
applied the criteria for review; but the agency must first be afforded an opportunity to show cause 
to keep the rule.18  JCARR gives the public a four-week notice of the review process.19

Executive Order:  In 2008, Democratic Governor Ted Strickland ordered all agencies to implement 
a new “Common Sense Business Regulation approach.”20  Under the Executive Order, proposed 
rules should not impose any more costs on business than necessary to achieve the regulatory 
objective.  Agencies must consider whether the proposed rule “and the cumulative effect of related 
rules” impact Ohio’s economic competitiveness.  If appropriate, agencies must propose a sunset 
date for new rules and must create exemptions for small businesses.  Each agency’s chief legal 
officer must review compliance with the Order before a rule is submitted to JCARR.

The Order also requires agencies to apply its principles to all existing rules, adding a new layer to 
the standard five-year review process.21  Agencies are instructed to determine “as if for the first time” 
the rule’s need, and to amend or rescind any rules that are “unnecessary, ineffective, contradictory, 
redundant, inefficient, needlessly burdensome, that unnecessarily impede economic growth, or 
that have had unintended negative consequences.”  A worksheet prepared by the governor’s office 
to guide agencies through this process advises them to prioritize for review those rules that have 
received the most complaints or that impose the highest costs.22

Other Reviews:  If an agency reasonably believes a new rule will affect small businesses, it must file 
the rule and fiscal analysis with the Office of Small Business sixty days before proposing the rule.  
The Office of Small Business, the chair of a legislative committee on small business, or any other 
interested person may then submit comments to the agency or to JCARR about how the rule will 
affect small business; the agency must consider such comments.23

The Department of Aging has thirty days to review and comment on any rule primarily affecting 
people over sixty years old.  If the Department recommends changes that the rulemaking agency 
ignores, the agency must give the Department written notice of its reasons.24

The Legislative Services Commission’s Administrative Rules Unit is statutorily required to review 
all adopted rules; though not formally required to do so, the Unit also reviews proposed rules 
when it has the time and resources.  The Unit is given thirty days to recommend corrections for 
technical or formatting errors, and to identify substantive errors for JCARR’s review.25

Environmental protection rules must be accompanied by a special form, which JCARR reviews 
for completion.26  The form requires agencies to consult with stakeholders and to “[c]onsider 
documentation relevant to the need for, the environmental benefits or consequences of, other 
benefits of, and the technological feasibility of the proposed rule.”27

Ohio’s Process in Practice

JCARR members and staff communicate informally with agencies about questions and potential 
problems in advance of JCARR’s public hearings on proposed rules.28  Agencies may work closely 
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with JCARR to shape a rule’s scope, substance, and timing.29  Agencies are “usually” warned if 
JCARR might a recommend invalidation of a rule, and agencies are encouraged to withdraw a 
rule or agree to refile it to avoid such an outcome.30  When it becomes apparent during the course 
of a meeting that JCARR members have lingering concerns with a rule or its fiscal analysis, the 
agency often announces its intentions to withdraw and refile.31  JCARR staff director William Hills 
believes that keeping most deliberations and decisions out of the public spotlight helps reduce 
partisan sparring and improve the quality of decisionmaking.32

Most rules are either not controversial or are addressed informally and, as such, do not generate 
much discussion at JCARR meetings.33  However, when a rule is debated at a meeting, quite often 
business interests, advocacy groups, or members of the public testify, and agency representatives 
are always present.34  JCARR meetings are typically “serene affairs that don’t get much notice.”35  
But controversial rules can occasionally elicit political rancor and voting along party lines.36

JCARR membership may rotate from legislative session to session, and sometimes substitutions 
are made for absences.  As a result, not every legislator on JCARR is always familiar with the 
committee’s precise and limited scope of review.37  Generally, members do recognize that the 
committee “is very limited in its oversight.”38  That said, JCARR exercises considerable discretion 
in deciding what constitutes a complete fiscal analysis.39  For example, Ohio courts will not second-
guess JCARR’s judgment on the adequacy of a fiscal analysis.40

Historically, agencies have not completed their fiscal analyses with a high level of thoroughness, 
detail, or consistency.41  JCARR has been active recently in reminding agencies that “answering 
‘no’ on the fiscal analysis is not sufficient, even if the departments are unable to determine an exact 
amount; they have a responsibility to provide the Committee with the scenarios that could result 
in a fiscal impact.”42  Still, quality varies greatly from agency to agency, with Ohio’s Environmental 
Protection Agency often submitting the most detailed fiscal analyses.43

While the fiscal analysis forms do not require agencies to analyze a rule’s benefits, JCARR 
sometimes uses its discretion to examine benefits.  Agencies might caution JCARR “not [to] lose 
sight of the consumer side of the argument” when reviewing a rule’s fiscal analysis and potential 
impacts on business.44  Similarly, some members of JCARR interpret the scope of the fiscal analysis 
requirements more broadly.45  For example, on a rule that would have caused school districts to fire 
certain employees, Senator Tim Grendell interpreted “cost of compliance” to include not just the 
cost to school districts, but the impacts “for those individuals that will lose their jobs as a direct 
result of the rule.”46  Another time, Senator Grendell sharply asked “if benefits to the consumer in 
water quality were worth the cost.”47  More often, however, benefits are ignored or at best hidden in 
the fiscal analysis.  For instance, when a Department of Natural Resources regulation would have 
required fishermen to buy new equipment, the agency still reported no compliance costs because 
the agency expected other elements of the rule “should result in an [overall] operational savings to 
commercial fisherman.”48

Though JCARR has no official authority to review compliance with Governor Strickland’s new 
Executive Order, the committee does sometimes remind agencies of its existence and principles.49  
According to the governor’s website, the Order has resulted in over 2800 reviews so far, leading to 
220 rule rescissions and over a thousand amendments.50

Outlook for the Future

The heightened attention to small business costs could become further enshrined into Ohio’s 
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laws and regulatory processes if recent recommendations for reform are finalized.  In December 
2008, a bipartisan government task force on regulatory reform issued a report based on testimony 
gathered mostly from business interests.51  The report found that costs of some regulations 
exceeded the benefits, and that excessive regulation especially burdened small businesses.  The 
task force recommended instituting a formal economic impact analysis for all proposed rules, to 
determine the costs to business, along with a regulatory flexibility analysis of all existing rules, to 
make compliance easier.  Such analyses would be reviewed by a new Regulatory Advisory Board, 
represented by small business interests and the general public.  The task force also suggested 
allowing judicial review of the failure to consider small business impacts.52

In 2009, each chamber of the state legislature 
unanimously passed its own bill on regulatory 
reform.53  Senate Bill 3 would require a cost-
benefit analysis specifically to determine if a rule’s 
effects on small business outweigh benefits, and 
to ensure the analysis of less intrusive alternatives 
and small business exemptions.  A small business 
ombudsperson would collect public comments, 
and a small business regulatory review board would 
review the analysis and file with JCARR any findings 
of non-compliance.  JCARR could recommend 
invalidation based on failure to comply.54

House Bill 230 would require an agency’s head or 
chief legal officer to ensure each rule proposal had 
formally considered many of the principles set forth in Governor Strickland’s Executive Order.55  
Failure to conduct such a review would be grounds for JCARR to recommend invalidation.  The 
bill would also establish semiannual meetings for the public to comment on any agency regulatory 
process that causes unreasonable impediments for small business.

Though the two chambers continue to bicker over who gets to take credit for such initiatives (the 
Republican-controlled Senate or the Democrat-controlled House),56 some legislative package 
could pass soon.  Moreover, this flurry of legislative activity suggests that in today’s political climate, 
both parties are eager to take up the mantle of regulatory reform—a political phenomenon likely 
to continue shape the future of regulation in Ohio and across the nation.

Analysis and Grade

Ohio’s current process for regulatory review focuses almost entirely on costs—especially costs 
to local government and small businesses.  Little attention is given to a rule’s benefits, with the 
exception of the supplemental form for environmental protection rules (which interestingly does 
mention all “other” benefits in addition to environmental consequences, but which nowhere 
requires rigorous analysis or quantification).57  Still, agencies have had difficulty complying with 
even those minimal, cost-centric analytical requirements.  On the other hand, the limited analytical 
burdens, together with the deadlines for JCARR review, probably help prevent delays.

Though JCARR on occasion looks into benefits, mostly the legislative review process is oriented 
toward rejecting, not calibrating rules.  JCARR suffers from turnover problems and so its reviews 
lack consistency.  Politics sometimes creeps in to JCARR deliberations, but more or less there 

With a recent executive 
order and bills passed 

by both chambers of the 
state legislature in 2009, 
“regulatory reform” is the 

motto of the moment, 
and Ohio’s process is 

bound to undergo more 
changes in the near 

future.
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are clear standards for review.  JCARR appears to at best tolerate, rather than seek out, public 
comment.  There is no process for interagency coordination or to combat agency inaction.

The original five-year review process set up by statute had standards, but as modified by executive 
order, periodic review in Ohio now features an anti-regulatory bias.  Governor Strickland’s Executive 
Order provides a good example of the unequal emphasis on costs versus benefits.  Agencies are 
instructed to amend or rescind existing rules that have “unintended negative consequences.”58  Yet 
many if not all rules will have unintended consequences, and some of those will be negative.  It 
is just as likely that a rule will have unintended positive consequences, or that the rule’s intended 
benefits will outweigh even some additional unintended costs.  Similarly, the Governor’s worksheet 
on the Order asks agencies to examine whether a rule reasonably balances costs and benefits, but 
only advises agencies to rescind burdensome regulations,59 not to strengthen regulations where 
improvements could increase net benefits.

Largely because of its persistent inattention to benefits, Ohio scores a D+ as its Guiding Principles 
Grade.
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five-year review “so as to minimize the economic impact.” ORC § 121.24(D).

15 ORC § 119.032(C).

16 ORC § 119.032(D).

17 ORC § 119.032(E)(2).
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Oklahoma

Oklahoma’s governor and legislature have both been granted strong veto powers over regulations.

Oklahoma’s Process on Paper

Rule Impact Statements:  Agencies must issue a rule impact statement within fifteen days of 
publishing notice of a proposed rule, unless the governor waives the requirement because the 
analysis is unnecessary or contrary to the public interest, or because the rule is a straightforward 
implementation of law without any agency interpretation or discretion.  Statements must include:

•	 a description of the rule’s purpose;

•	 a description of the classes of people who will bear costs or will benefit;

•	 a description of probable economic impact on those classes or political subdivisions, as 
well as the probable costs and benefits to state government;

•	 a determination of whether implementation will have an economic impact on political 
subdivisions or small business;

•	 an explanation of the measures taken to minimize compliance costs, and a determination 
of whether any less costly or non-regulatory alternatives would achieve the purpose; and

•	 a determination of effects on public health, safety, and environment, as well as detrimental 
effects on the public health, safety, and safety if the proposed rule is not implemented.1

Before adopting any rule, agencies must consider the possible effects on various types of businesses 
and government entities.  Except where prohibited, agencies may exclude adversely affected types 
from compliance or may “tier” requirements according to size.  For business entities, agencies 
must describe probable quantitative and qualitative impacts, economic or otherwise, taking 
into account both short- and long-term consequences.2  In the notice of proposal, agencies are 
specifically required to call for business entities to submit comments on compliance costs, in 
dollars.3

Before adopting any rule, agencies must consider possible effects on various consumers.4

Executive Review: All adopted rules must be filed with the governor,5 along with the rule impact 
statement, a statement of need, a summary of supporters and opponents, and any other information 
requested by the reviewer.6  The governor then has forty-five days to approve or disapprove the 
rule.  Failure to approve a rule within the specific review period constitutes disapproval.  Rules not 
approved by the governor cannot become effective unless otherwise approved by a joint resolution 
of the legislature (which is subject to the governor’s veto).7

Legislative Review:  At the beginning of the state Administrative Procedure Act, the legislature 
explicitly reserves for itself powerful rights:

•	 By joint resolution, to approve, delay, suspend, veto, or amend any existing or proposed 
rule at any time;

•	 By concurrent resolution, and without any approval from the governor, to disapprove any 
proposed rule during the legislative review period; and

•	 To disapprove any permanent or emergency rule at any time as either creating imminent 
harm to the health, safety, or welfare of the public, or as inconsistent with legislative 
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intent.8

All adopted rules must be filed with the legislative leadership,9 along with the rule impact statement, 
a statement of need, a summary of support and opposition, and any other information requested 
by the reviewer.10  Each legislative chamber may establish a rule review committee or designate 
standing committees to review.  Each committee may review any rule and make recommendations 
to the agency or to the legislature.11

The legislature has thirty days to review adopted rules after they are filed.  By concurrent resolution, 
the legislature may disapprove a proposed rule during the thirty-day period.  Concurrent resolutions 
do not require the governor’s signature, and they can void rules even if the governor has approved 
them.12  The legislative review period, during which time rules are effectively suspended, can be 
carried over into the next legislative session.13

Generally, failure to disapprove within the review period constitutes approval.14  (In 2010, the 
legislature unsuccessfully tried to switch from default approval to default disapproval in the case of 
no action.15)  But no rule can take effect until the legislature has had an opportunity to review it.16  
And even after a rule takes effect, the legislature can disapprove it at any time by joint resolution 
(which is subject to the governor’s veto).17

Independent Review Bodies:  If an agency identifies a possible economic impact on any political 
subdivision, it must file a copy of the rule with the Oklahoma Advisory Committee on 
Intergovernmental Relations.  That committee can make recommendations on proposed rules to 
the governor or the legislative leadership during their review periods.18

The Small Business Regulatory Review Committee, established within the Department of 
Commerce, consists of members appointed by the governor, the lieutenant governor, the 
Senate, and the House, drawn from the small business community (plus legislators sit as ex 
officio members).19  The Committee can review rules and make recommendations to the agency, 
governor, or legislature within the public comment period.20

Existing Rules:  The governor (by executive order), either legislative chamber (by resolution), 
a small business, or the Small Business Regulatory Review Committee may request an agency 
review its rules.  Agencies must respond to requests from the governor or the legislature within 
ninety days.21

Adversely affected small business may petition an agency to amend or repeal a rule if:  the actual 
effects on small business significantly exceeded the estimate in the rule impact statement; small 
business impacts were not considered; or conditions changed.  The agency must respond within 
sixty days; denials can be appealed to the Small Business Regulatory Review Committee, which 
submits a report of its findings to the legislature.22

Oklahoma’s Process in Practice

Legislative Review:  In the House, a dedicated Administrative Rules and Agency Oversight Committee 
reviews every rule, usually meeting once a week during the legislative session.  The committee 
assigns individual members to review new rules and report back,23 but recommendations to the 
House are advisory only, and the legislature may choose not to take up a committee objection.24  
Any legislator may, during the review period, file a resolution to disapprove a rule for any reason; 
for the committee’s part, its primary concern is consistency with legislative intent.25
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The House committee will occasionally hold public hearings, but more generally engages in 
open communication with agencies, working with agency staff to correct deficiencies before 
the legislative review period ends.  If a committee member indicates intent to seek legislative 
disapproval, it is not uncommon for the agency to withdraw the rule and attempt address the 
committee’s concerns.26

The Senate has no dedicated review committee and uses standing committees instead.27  Action in 
one chamber to disapprove a rule does not guarantee action in the other: in April 2010, the House 
passed a resolution to disapprove a proposed fee increase on groundwater permits, but the Senate 
never scheduled a hearing, and so the fee will take effect.28

Executive Review:  The governor and his staff do review rules before approving them,29 and the 
review is not necessarily just a rubber stamp.30  Reportedly, the governor has one staff person who 
reviews rules for content and legality.31  But overall, the executive review lacks transparency.

Independent Review:  Though Oklahoma was hailed by the U.S. Small Business Administration for 
being among the first states to adopt a regulatory flexibility act,32 the activity and impact of the 
Small Business Regulatory Review Committee are unclear.33

Rule Impact Statements: Rule impact statements are prepared for virtually all rules, since the 
governor almost never waives the requirement.  Non-regulatory alternatives and non-economic 
costs and benefits are supposed to be considered, but agencies are given little guidance.34  

Generally, impact statements contain little detail.  One recent rule impact statement from the 
Department of Agriculture on bovine trichomoniasis did not analyze any health, safety, or 
environmental benefits, only concluding “No adverse effect upon the public health, safety, or 
the environment will occur through the implementation of these rules.”35  Another from the 
Department of Transportation provided only single-sentence answers to most questions, analyzed 
no alternatives, and concluded in part, with no elaboration, “The new rule will affect public heath 
and safety by allowing the movement of extra legal oversize or overweight vehicles without routing 
or authorization for each move.”36

Analysis and Grade

Though clear deadlines apply to both the executive and legislative reviews, Oklahoma has given 
multiple actors tremendous powers to veto regulations.  Impact requirements apply to too 
many rules, resulting in little detail and no real treatment of alternatives or distributional effects.  
Reviews come late in the rulemaking process and are not informed by any analysis of net benefits, 
making it unlikely for review to help calibrate rules.  The executive review process in particular 
lacks substantive standards, transparency, and consistency.  Periodic review of existing regulations 
occurs only ad hoc.37  Oklahoma fails to meet nearly all of this report’s guiding principles, and so 
earns a D.
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Oregon

Though Oregon is committed to assessing the ongoing effectiveness of its rules, there is little 
analysis or review for proposed rules.

Oregon’s Process on Paper

Notice and Analysis: Notice of a proposed rule must include: a statement of need; a list of documents 
or studies relied upon; a statement of fiscal impact, including economic effects on government, the 
public, and small businesses; and a request for public comment on alternatives to reduce business 
impacts.1  “Economic effect” means the economic impact on affected businesses by and the costs 
of compliance with a rule.2

Agencies are encouraged to convene public advisory committees to assist in drafting rules.3  If an 
agency does not do so, and if at least ten people object to the agency’s fiscal impact statement, the 
agency must appoint a fiscal impact advisory committee to provide recommendations on the rule’s 
potential economic effects.4

If a significant adverse effect upon small businesses is discovered, “to the extent consistent with the 
public health and safety purposes of the rule,” the agency must reduce that impact by tailoring the 
rule or exempting small businesses.5

If at least five people make a request, an agency must also identify how it will determine if the rule 
is, in fact, accomplishing its objective once it takes effect.6

Legislative Review:  Agencies must submit rules to the Legislative Counsel after their adoption.7  
The Counsel may review any rule on its own motion or at the request of any affected person, and 
must review a rule if requested by a legislator.8

The Counsel may issue a “negative determination” only if it finds a rule is unconstitutional or 
not within the intent or scope of the enabling legislation.9  The negative determination is then 
sent to the agency, asking for a response within thirty days.10  If concerns are not resolved, the 
Counsel sends the rule to an interim committee of the Legislative Assembly with jurisdiction over 
that agency, which holds a hearing.  If the committee agrees with the Counsel’s determination, 
the determination is accepted and posted online;11 but the rule is not repealed or invalidated 
and remains in effect unless the Oregon Court of Appeals, upon petition, determines the rule is 
invalid.12

Ex Post Review:  Agencies review their own rules every five years.13  In particular, and relying on 
any available information, an agency must review whether the rule has had its intended effect, 
whether the anticipated fiscal impact was underestimated or overestimated, and whether there 
is continued need for the rule.14  If petitioned by the public to amend or repeal an existing rule, 
the agency must invite public comments, specifically on ways to minimize economic burdens on 
business, and must consider the rule’s continued need, public complaints received, and changes in 
technology, economic conditions, or other relevant factors.15

By Executive Order, Governor Kulongoski directed agencies to assess, on an ongoing basis, ways 
to streamline regulations and reduce burdens on businesses “without compromising regulatory 
standards.”16
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Oregon’s Process in Practice

The legislature rarely reviews proposed rules.17  “Only a small portion of the rules reviewed 
annually by Legislative Counsel result in a negative determination that a rule is not authorized by 
the enabling legislation or raises constitutional concerns.  The vast majority of rules are found to 
be in compliance with these requirements.”18  Legislative Counsel does not generally review for 
procedural compliance or for reasonableness.19

If an interim committee meets to consider the proposed negative rule determination, presentations 
are made by Legislative Counsel and the agency.  The committee may request subsequent meetings 
with agency representatives.20

At last check, there were three negative rule determinations pending that had not been resolved by 
a change in the rule, a change in the legislation, or a court determination.21

Analysis and Grade

While there is nothing inherently unreasonable about Oregon’s current review structure, the 
system fails to help calibrate rules by providing no real opportunity for constructive legislative 
input and by ignoring benefits in the economic analysis.

Legislative review is consistent and guided by substantive standards, but there is not much chance 
for public input.  The public can comment on fiscal analyses (which might help integrate analysis 
into the decisionmaking), but otherwise the analytical requirements focus on little besides costs.  
The only reason the system presents no threat of delay to rulemakings is because review is so 
discretionary and rare.  Oregon does not provide for inter-agency coordination or help prevent 
agency inaction.

There are promising elements to Oregon’s periodic review requirements.  For example, analyzing 
whether the original fiscal analysis over- or under-estimated impacts is a balanced approach, and 
the public can force agencies to set clear criteria to evaluate the ongoing effectiveness of their 
regulations.  Unfortunately, the Executive Order review establishes a biased system, focused more 
on minimizing business impacts than on maximizing net benefits, and the practical effects of the 
review structure remain unclear.  Overall, Oregon earns a C.
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21 Id. (last visited July 15, 2010).
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Pennsylvania

An independent commission is largely responsible for regulatory review in Pennsylvania, even 
though its constitutionality and its independence have been questioned since it was first created.1

Pennsylvania’s Process on Paper

Goals of Pennsylvania’s Regulatory Review: The legislative statement of intent for the Regulatory 
Review Act is worth quoting in full:

The General Assembly has enacted a large number of statutes and has conferred on [agencies] 
authority to adopt rules and regulations to implement those statutes.  The General Assembly 
has found that this delegation of its authority has resulted in regulations being promulgated 
without undergoing effective review concerning cost benefits, duplication, inflationary 
impact and conformity to legislative intent.  The General Assembly finds that it must establish 
a procedure for oversight and review of regulations adopted pursuant to this delegation of 
legislative power in order to curtail excessive regulation and to require the executive branch 
to justify its exercise of the authority to regulate before imposing hidden costs upon the 
economy of Pennsylvania.  It is the intent of this act to establish a method for ongoing and 
effective legislative review and oversight in order to foster executive branch accountability; to 
provide for primary review by a commission with sufficient authority, expertise, independence 
and time to perform that function; to provide ultimate review of regulations by the General 
Assembly; and to assist the Governor, the Attorney General and the General Assembly in 
their supervisory and oversight functions.  To the greatest extent possible, this act is intended 
to encourage the resolution of objections to a regulation and the reaching of a consensus 
among the commission, the standing committees, interested parties and the agency.2

Independent and Legislative Review:  Pennsylvania’s Independent Regulatory Review Commission 
(“IRRC”) is composed of five members:  one appointed by the governor who serves at the 
governor’s pleasure, and one each appointed by the Senate majority leader, Senate minority leader, 
House majority leader, and House minority leader.  These last four members serve three-year 
terms and may not be removed except for cause.  No legislator or government employee may serve 
as a commissioner.3  Though some have argued its composition is skewed toward the legislative 
branch,4 the IRRC was designed as an independent reviewer:  it may not always live up to that goal 
of non-partisanship, but it will be categorized as an independent entity for purposes of this report.

The IRRC and standing legislative committees are authorized to convey comments to agencies 
early in the rulemaking process, especially right after the public comment period.5  Agencies then 
submit their final proposals to the IRRC for review.6  Agencies may not promulgate their final 
regulations until completion of the review process.7  The IRRC has up to thirty days to approve or 
disapprove the regulation; lack of action constitutes default approval.8

Statute spells out the IRRC’s criteria for review.  “First and foremost,” the IRRC must review 
statutory authority and legislative intent, considering comments from legislators and the attorney 
general.  The IRRC then can determine whether the regulation is in the public interest, assessing 
such factors as economic or fiscal impacts (including the impact on the public interest of exempting 
small businesses from the regulation); the protection of public health, safety, welfare, and natural 
resources; the rule’s clarity, feasibility, and reasonableness; whether the regulation deserves 
legislative review; and procedural compliance.9  The IRRC accepts public comments during its 
review.10
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If the IRRC disapproves of a regulation, it must specify which review criteria triggered the 
disapproval.  The IRRC’s objection temporarily bars promulgation of the regulation, unless the 
attorney general certifies that the regulation is required by court order or federal law, or if the 
governor certifies that the regulation is required to meet an emergency.11

If the IRRC disapproves, the agency may decide to withdraw the rule, revise it, or move forward 
notwithstanding the objection.  If it wants to move forward or revise the rule, the agency has forty 
days to submit a report to the IRRC and the relevant standing committees.12  The IRRC then has 
fifteen days to approve or disapprove of the agency’s response (reports are approved by default if 
the IRRC does not act) and report to the committees.13

The legislative committees then have fourteen days to consider introducing a concurrent 
resolution.  If a resolution is introduced, the legislature then has about thirty days to adopt it.  If 
the resolution is adopted by majority vote in each chamber, it is presented to the governor.  If the 
governor does not veto the resolution within ten days, it is approved; if the governor does veto, 
the general assembly may override by a two-thirds vote.  If concurrent resolution does not pass, 
the agency may promulgate its original rule.  The General Assembly may also adopt a concurrent 
resolution that does not bar promulgation but simply indicates its disapproval.14 

Executive Review:  By statute, the attorney general must review the form and legality of proposed 
rules.  If the agency disagrees with the attorney general’s assessment, it can still move forward, but 
the attorney general can appeal by filing a petition for review in court and requesting a stay.15  The 
governor’s general counsel also has a similar statutory role for the review of regulations issued 
by all non-independent executive agencies.16  The Department of Aging can also review rules for 
effects on the elderly.17

But most of Pennsylvania’s executive review process is specified by Executive Order.18  Under 
Executive Order 1996-1, regulations must address a definable risk and a compelling public interest, 
and their benefits must outweigh their costs.  The Order details some pre-drafting guidelines, and 
senior officials in the governor’s office review agencies’ regulatory agendas.19

Before proposing a rule, agencies must submit a regulatory analysis to the General Counsel, 
Secretary of Budget, and Governor’s Policy Director.  The General Counsel reviews the rule’s 
legality and whether it exceeds federal standards; the Policy Office reviews the rule’s public 
interest, possible policy alternatives, and whether the proposed costs reasonably relate to benefits; 
and the Budget Office evaluates the cost analysis.  Approval is mandatory, and the review must be 
conducted in fair and timely manner.20

Periodic Review:  The IRRC may, on its own or by petition, review any existing regulation that has 
been in effect at least three years.  The IRRC must give high priority to the review of regulations 
requested by a legislative committee.  The IRRC may recommend changes, according to the 
same review criteria outlined above.21  The IRRC also acts as clearinghouse for complaints on 
regulations, and publishes the complaints it receives in an annual report.22 

By executive order, agencies must develop a plan to review existing regulations, but they are 
given flexibility to construct this program.  Agencies make recommendations for the repeal of 
regulations to senior officials in the governor’s office.23

Regulatory Analysis:  When publishing notice of a proposed rule, agencies must submit to the IRRC 
and designated standing committees a regulatory analysis.  The analysis must include a statement 
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of need; estimates of direct and indirect costs to the government and private sector (or a fiscal note 
prepared by Office of the Budget);24 identification of the financial, economic, and social impact 
on individuals, businesses, and organizations; when practicable, an evaluation of the benefits; 
details on special provisions to meet the needs of particular needs groups, including minorities, 
elderly, small businesses, and farmers; a description of rejected alternatives; a statement that the 
least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected; and a plan for evaluating continued 
effectiveness.25  By Executive Order, agencies must also generally conduct a cost-benefit analysis, 
identify the individuals likely to benefit or required to comply with the rule, and submit the 
analysis to senior officials in the governor’s office.26

Pennsylvania’s Process in Practice

IRRC Reviews:  The IRRC has a staff of rule analysts, but none are economists, and the commission 
wishes it had more resources.27  IRRC staff sometimes tours farms, mines, industries, and other 
parties effected by Pennsylvania’s regulations, in order to gather more information about the issues 
they are reviewing.28  Similarly, staff may attend the meetings of agencies where regulations are 
being developed.29  The staff also holds seminars on rule analysis and review for the public and 
government officials.30

From 2003 through 2008, the IRRC claims to have approved about 99% of the final regulations it 
considered, “a reflection of the considerable work and cooperation between IRRC and the agencies 
during the review of the proposed regulation.”31  Recently, however, the IRRC may have started 
disapproving more regulations.  In 2009, the IRRC held 17 public meetings and reviewed 60 final 
regulations:  it voted to approve 47 of them, filed disapproval orders for 6, and the remaining 12 
were “deemed” approved.32

While the IRRC cannot directly modify rules, 
agencies report that its comments and objections 
are highly influential, and agencies often follow its 
recommendation to “toll” a regulation and allow time 
to make changes.33  Often the IRRC focuses on issues 
of clarity, but at least one agency reports that the IRRC 
“most frequently recommends changes based on the 
costs of the regulations.”34

Though it has been called an “obscure commission” 
that “ordinarily do[esn’t] get much attention,”35 over 
500 members of the public and government officials 
attended the IRRC’s various meetings in 2009.36  Indeed, 
the IRRC has been criticized for attracting too much 
attention, from special interests in particular: “Despite 
its name, the IRRC is by no means ‘independent.’  It is 
well known that special interests lobby IRRC in order to 

influence decisions concerning which regulations are challenged.”37  Both the IRRC and agencies 
report that the review commission routinely reaches out to consult with stakeholders.38  However, 
at least one environmental group criticizes the IRRC for never reaching out to it, and believes the 
review commission gives industry “disproportionate influence.”39

Some agencies are pleased with the current review system, noting that the IRRC’s comments 

 “Despite its name, the 
IRRC is by no means 
‘independent.’  It is 

well known that special 
interests lobby IRRC 
in order to influence 

decisions concerning 
which regulations are 

challenged.”

—David Pascal 
Zambito (1997)
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are “consistently insightful”40 and that the process “generally results in a better product than 
was originally submitted by the agency.”41  However, other agencies feel that the process is “too 
burdensome and complex and time consuming,” and, as a result, agencies may try to avoid 
rulemaking and use non-regulatory alternatives whenever possible.42

Legislative Review:  The General Assembly often just acts 
as a conduit for comments received from the public, and 
the legislature rarely, if ever, uses concurrent resolutions 
to disapprove rules.43  Still, some agencies consult with 
the legislature on as many as one in five regulations, 
and legislative feedback “quite often” impacts final rule 
content.44  

Executive Review:  The governor’s general counsel may 
question any aspect of a proposed rule as a matter of 
policy or law, including the correctness of the regulatory 
analysis.  No time limits apply to this review.45  Agencies 
report that the governor’s policy office reviews rules 
“in great depth,” and effectively wields a veto power.46  
Others feel that the governor’s office usually only gets 
involved in the most controversial regulations.47

Periodic Review: “Regulations are reviewed on a rolling 
basis, but resource limitations prevent there from being 
a formal schedule for this review.”48

Regulatory Analysis:  Regulatory analyses are not 
typically published in the state Bulletin, but they are available for public inspection.49

Most agencies report having no economists on staff,50 and one agency acknowledges that “[o]ur 
cost/benefit analyses are not that sophisticated.”51  Some advocacy groups criticize agency analysis 
as “minimal” and “politically influenced,”52 and agencies generally do not quantify benefits.53  
Nevertheless, as the following two case studies demonstrate, analysis and regulatory review in 
Pennsylvania can influence final rule content.

Case Study #1:  Hypodermic Needles

In 2007, the State Board of Pharmacy proposed regulations to allow pharmacists to sell up to 
thirty hypodermic needles without a prescription to anyone over the age of eighteen.  The Board 
generally cited studies showing that better access to clean needles reduced the spread of hepatitis 
C and HIV without increasing drug use.  But, in its regulatory analysis, the Board did not quantify 
the public health benefits or health cost savings, and only generally noted “it is difficult to estimate 
the costs and savings to the regulated community . . . [and] to the government.”54  The Board 
broadly concluded that the benefits would outweigh any minimal adverse effects.

At one point the Board considered not placing a limit on the number of needles sold, and did note 
that several other states had different or no limits.  However, the Board dismissed such options 
and selected a thirty-needle limit because “each time someone comes to a pharmacy to purchase 
hypodermic needles and syringes is a teachable moment where counseling can be provide for drug 
rehabilitation.”55  The Board did not analyze the costs and benefits of various alternatives or the 

 “Pennsylvania’s 
regulatory review 
process, although 

somewhat convoluted 
appears to have all the 
appropriate checks and 
balances necessary to 
make it effective.  The 
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and most times without 

a hitch.”

—Sherri DelBiondo, 
Public Utility 
Commission
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possibility of formally implementing a counseling requirement.

The attorney general objected to the regulation’s policy, but did not oppose the rule based on legal 
concerns.56  In its initial comments on the proposal, the IRRC questioned how keeping the sale 
of needles without a prescription off-limits to Pennsylvanians under the age of eighteen would 
protect the health of citizens.  The review commission also questioned whether the proposal would 
really have no negative fiscal impact, and urged the Board to work with the regulated community 
and study how the rule might affect current prescription needle sales and insurance provisions for 
the coverage of diabetes and other diseases.57

Two years later, the Board’s revised regulation was finally approved by the IRRC.58  In its final rule, 
the Board eliminated both the age limit and the needle limit, noting “commentators convinced the 
Board that the limit served no compelling public health interest.”59 

Case Study #2:  Raw Milk

In 2009, the Department of Agriculture proposed new regulations on milk sanitation.  The 
federal Food and Drug Administration had warned Pennsylvania that its regulations were out of 
sync with best practices and with other states; the agency had also noticed a dramatic rise in the 
amount of raw milk sold for human consumption.  The department felt that both public health 
and milk producers would greatly benefit from better regulation, but those benefits “are not readily 
quantifiable.”60  The agency “d[id] not expect that there will be adverse effects,” but did quantify 
some slight additional testing costs for a small group of dairy processors, at most about $120 per 
year per processor.61  The agency strongly believed the “benefit far outweighs any costs.”62

The IRRC objected in its early comments, criticizing the agency for failure to quantify the fiscal 
impacts to raw milk producers specifically.  The IRRC also questioned the need, legal authority, 
and clarity of various provisions.63

The agency issued a final regulatory analysis in 2010, this time quantifying the potential testing 
costs to raw milk producers, using a high estimate of $740 per raw milk permit holder per year.  
The department again noted that testing will help reveal and avoid public health problems, but did 
not quantify such impacts.64

At a hearing before the IRRC, small farmers testified that the testing requirements were “excessive” 
and would run small producers of raw milk out of business.65  One legislator observed: “Heck, raw 
milk is all people drank until they started pasteurizing milk.  Some small farmers can only keep 
their farms going with the revenue from raw milk sales.”66  The IRRC voted 3-2 to disapprove 
the rule, indicating that public comments had led it to believe that the agency’s cost estimate for 
raw milk producers was inaccurate and low.67  One legislator, pleased with the outcome, declared 
“Liberties and freedoms are at stake when government regulations attempt to tell us what to do in 
every aspect of our lives.  Today, freedom won.”68

Analysis and Grade

Overall, Pennsylvania scores well, earning a B-.  But its review process could be streamlined, and 
the consistency and balance of its analytical statements should be improved.

The IRRC meets regularly and has clear standards for review.  It promotes public participation, 
accepting and responding to public comments, and it can sometimes help calibrate regulations.  
But agencies feel the process is burdensome and subject to delays; similarly, there are no time 
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limits on the reviews conducted by the General Counsel.

Periodic review in Pennsylvania has clear standards, but is conducted on a somewhat ad hoc basis.  
Pennsylvania lacks an effective procedure to combat agency inaction coordinate inter-agency 
conflicts.

Pennsylvania’s analytical mandates could be improved by setting a threshold, so that full analysis 
is only required for the most significant rules.  As things stand, analysis is somewhat inconsistent, 
perhaps due to limited resources.  In particular, benefits are only analyzed “when feasible,” and 
in practice there is not much or consistent quantitative attention to benefits.  On the other hand, 
Pennsylvania’s requirements for distributional analysis are balanced, agencies do sometimes look 
at alternatives (especially the policies of other states and alternatives proposed by commenters and 
reviewers), and analysis does seem to be integrated into both the review process and the agency’s 
regulatory decisions.
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53  See, e.g., Survey from Dutton, supra note 38 (“The agency does not weigh the value of mortality risk reduction.”).
54  State Board of Pharmacy, Regulatory Analysis on the Sale of Hypodermic Needles (2007), available at http://www.

irrc.state.pa.us/Documents/SRCDocuments/Regulations/2625/AGENCY/Document-5450.pdf (but also noting 
that there would be no costs or cost savings).

55  Id.
56  Id.
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57  Comments from IRRC on State Board of Pharmacy Regulation on the Sale of Hypodermic Needles (2007), 
available at http://www.irrc.state.pa.us/Documents/SRCDocuments/Regulations/2625/IRRC/Document-5982.
pdf.

58  Approval form IRRC on State Board of Pharmacy Regulation on the Sale of Hypodermic Needles (2009), available 
at http://www.irrc.state.pa.us/Documents/SRCDocuments/Regulations/2625/IRRC/Document-12757.pdf

59  State Board of Pharmacy, Final Regulatory Analysis on the Sale of Hypodermic Needles (2009), available at http://
www.irrc.state.pa.us/Documents/SRCDocuments/Regulations/2625/AGENCY/Document-12651.pdf.

60  Department of Agriculture, Regulatory Analysis on Milk Sanitation (2009), available at hptt://irrc.state.pa/us/
Documents/SRCDocuments/Regulations/2777/AGENCY/Document-12746.pdf.

61  The agency also estimated about $180,000 per year in new government costs. Id.
62  Id.
63  Comments from IRRC to Department of Agriculture on Milk Sanitation (2009), available at http://www.irrc.state.

pa.us/Documents/SRCDocuments/Regulations/2777/IRRC/Document-14505.pdf.
64  Department of Agriculture, Final Regulatory Analysis on Milk Sanitation (2010), available at http://irrc.state.pa/

us/Documents/SRCDocuemnts/Regulations/2777/AGENCY/Document-19651.pdf.
65  Press Release, Pennsylvania House of Representatives, Republican Caucus, Roae, Local Resident Help Defeat 

Burdensome Milk Overregulation, Oct. 7, 2010.
66  Id. (quoting Rep. Brad Roae, republican).
67  Disapproval Order from IRRC, Department of Agriculture Regulation on Milk Sanitation (2010), available at 

http://www.irrc.state.pa.us/Documents/SRCDocuments/Regulations/2777/IRRC/Document-20357.pdf.
68  Press Release, supra note 65 (quoting Rep. Brad Roae, republican).
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Puerto Rico

In 2000, Puerto Rico adopted a regulatory review structure for rules with substantial economic 
impacts on small businesses.  Agencies must prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis for such 
rules, providing a statement of need; an account of the potential impacts on small businesses; 
an opportunity for public comment on the potential small business impacts; and an explanation 
of alternatives adopted or rejected that might minimize significant financial impacts for small 
businesses.1  Ideally, the analyses also discuss non-economic costs and benefits as well as ancillary 
costs and benefits, but approaches may vary among agencies.2

Those regulations and analyses are then reviewed by the Procuranduría de Pequeños Negocios 
(“PPN,” or Small Business Advocate), a special branch of Puerto Rico’s Ombudsman Office.  PPN 
has discretion to interpret the term “substantial economic impact” and chooses which regulations 
it will scrutinize.3  PPN reviews concentrate on the regulations’ language, legality, and compliance 
with statutory intent, and in particular are focused on promoting small business development; the 
reviews are, to some degree, less concerned about compliance with administrative process.4

PPN is also involved in the review of existing regulations.  Every five years, agencies must review 
their existing regulations with potential impacts on small businesses, assessing the regulations’ 
continued need in light of public complaints and changed circumstances.5  PPN can, at its 
discretion, participate in such reviews—a decision that is “highly influenced by focal group’s 
complaints.”6

PPN can only recommend changes during its reviews,7 but it has been active and has achieved 
substantive regulatory changes through its reviews.  In one example touted by the U.S. Small 
Business Administration’s Office of Advocacy, PPN helped small businesses in Puerto Rico address 
their concerns about a Department of Health regulation that barred the printing of company logos 
on bagged ice (on the theory that transparent bags facilitate health inspections).  Through PPN’s 
advocacy, small businesses convinced the agency to allow some printed logos, which would not 
only let businesses advertise their product but also could help the Department of Health identify 
the ice’s source and so crack down on black market ice manufacturers.8

Still, overall Puerto Rico’s regulatory review structure is rather limited by its focus on only small 
business impacts.  The Commonwealth might benefit from a more rigorous review process that 
builds on its required regulatory flexibility analyses and environmental impact analyses,9 and that 
applied broader and balanced economic analysis and review to all major regulations.  Based on its 
current and limited review structure, Puerto Rico scores a C+.
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Notes
1 P.R. Laws Ann. tit. 3 §§ 2254, 2258.

2 Survey from Edison Negrón Ocasio, Acting Small Business Ombudsman (2010, on file with author).

3 Id.

4 Id.

5 P.R. Laws Ann. tit. § 2559.

6 Survey from Negrón Ocasio, supra note 2.

7 Id.

8 U.S. Small Business Administration’s Office of Advocacy, An Example of the Value of Reviewing Existing 
Regulations Periodically 2 (2007), http://www.sba.gov/advo/laws/pr_example.pdf.

9 Puerto Rico also requires Environmental Impact Statements for governmental actions with substantial 
environmental impacts. 12 LPRA § 1124.
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Rhode Island

Though Rhode Island’s legislature until recently retained unusually broad authority over the 
appointment of agency directors and has been criticized for not treating the executive as a co-
equal branch of government,1 the state has never experimented with extensive regulatory review 
powers. 

Rhode Islands’ Process on Paper

Prior to adoption of a rule, an agency must give public notice and demonstrate that “there is no 
alternative approach among the alternatives considered during the rulemaking proceeding which 
would be as effective and less burdensome.”2

Agencies must also notify the governor’s office and the 
Economic Development Committee (“EDC”) of any 
proposed regulations.  If either entity believes the proposal 
may have a significant adverse economic impact on small 
businesses, the agency must submit to EDC a regulatory 
flexibility analysis.  The analysis must, consistent with 
“health, safety and environmental and economic welfare,” 
consider methods of minimizing those burdens;3 yet, at 
the same time, agencies are told to consider such methods 
“without limitation.”4

EDC helps supply the agency with data and advises the 
agency on possible policy alternatives.5  EDC’s small 
business advocate conveys to the agency specific concerns 
raised by small businesses and, when appropriate, acts 
as an advocate for those concerns.6  The Department of 
Administration’s Budget Office also reviews proposals 
and issues fiscal notes, outlining any financial impacts on 
state coffers.7

Since the start of 2009, agencies must review regulations 
every five years to ensure they are still necessary, agree 
with recent changes to state law, and do not pose undue 
burdens on small businesses.  Agencies are to consider 

the nature of public complaints received and any changes in economic conditions, technology, or 
other relevant factors.8

Rhode Island’s Process in Practice

Although the Secretary of State is involved in the filing of rules and refilling during the five-year 
review, it does not review an agency’s determinations regarding a rule’s necessity.9  Any review 
of legality, statutory authority, or procedural compliance is left up to various agencies’ legal 
counsels or, ultimately, to the courts.10  Agencies seem to set their own standards for complying 
with statutory requirements on the proposal of regulations.  For example, while agencies might 
technically consider other policy alternatives, as required by statute, sometimes the only alternative 
considered is maintaining the status quo.11

The Economic Development Committee (“EDC”) tries to help agencies complete thorough and 

Beyond the 
“rigorous” and 

sometimes “tedious” 
requirements for 

public comment and 
filing in Rhode Island, 
“there is no provision 
for any review of an 
agency’s adoption 
or amendment of a 
regulation by some 
other governmental 

body or official.”
—Marcy Coleman, Dept. 
of Administration Legal 

Counsel
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accurate regulatory flexibility analyses, and “agencies rely on guidance and input from EDC.”12  
Often, EDC sets up meetings between the agency and industry representatives.13

Still, not every agency is necessarily aware of the regulatory flexibility requirements and may not 
always conduct such reviews.14  For example, a recent Senate task force commented on the need 
to “establish[ ] a formal process to study the impact, effectiveness, and necessity of any proposed 
or existing rule and regulation affecting small businesses,”15 even though such a process already 
technically exists.  Testimony received by the task force suggested that budget cuts might have 
made it difficult for EDC to always coordinate the small business impact reviews effectively.16  And 
some agencies have difficulty complying with the requirements.  The Department of Health, for 
instance, testified that balancing regulatory flexibility analysis with its mandate to protect health 
and safety is “challenging.”17

Analysis and Grade

In 2003, Rhode Island amended its constitution to formally incorporate the doctrine of separation 
of powers.18  The legislature and governor may still be feeling out the boundaries of their new 
relationship, but they could take this opportunity to rethink the appropriate division of roles for 
the oversight of administrative regulations.   Additionally, Rhode Island should review whether 
its agencies have the necessary resources to fully analyze policy options and whether its statutory 
instructions are clear and balanced (particularly on how agencies are to balance regulatory 
flexibility review with the protection of “health, safety and environmental and economic welfare”).

Interest in safeguarding and promoting small businesses has recently surged in Rhode Island,19 and 
it is possible that either the governor or the legislature may move soon to enhance the regulatory 
flexibility requirements.  Rhode Island should ensure that any such requirements are balanced and 
focus on maximizing net social benefits, not just minimizing compliance costs.

Given that Rhode Island struggles to consistently carry out even its limited review structure, the 
state earns a D as its Guiding Principles Grade.
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Notes
1 See Carl Bogus, The Battle for Separation of Powers in Rhode Island, 56 Admin. L. Rev. 77 (2004).

2 R.I. Gen. Laws § 42-35-3(a)(3).  Agencies must also demonstrate the rule’s need and justify any 
overlap with existing state regulations. Id.

3 Id. § 42-35-3.3.

4 See id. § 42-35-3.3(b) (instructing agencies to consider such means “without limitation”).

5 Id. § 42-35-3.3(c).

6 Id. § 42-35-3.3.

7 Survey from Marcy Coleman, Dept. of Admin. Legal Counsel (2010, on file with author); R.I. Gen. Laws 
§ 22-12-1.1.

8 R.I. Gen. Laws § 42-35-3.4. Agencies must also refile rules with the Secretary of State every five years, 
although refilling does not require repeating the entire rulemaking process. Id. §§ 42-35-4.1 to -4.2.

9 Survey from Coleman, supra note 7.

10 Id.

11 E.g., Dept. of Envtl. Mgmt., Fact Sheet on Proposed Air Pollution Control Regulation No. 48 (2010).

12 Survey from Coleman, supra note 7.

13 Id.

14 See Survey from Jim Lee, Division Chief, Attorney General (2009, on file with author); Interview by 
Maggie MacDonald with Asst. Attorney General Paul Roberti, Mar. 9, 2009.

15 Senate Task Force on Small Business Growth and Development, Final Report 6 (2010). The 
governor has also recently convened a task force to study ways to simplify and streamline the 
regulations and licensing requirements that small businesses face. See Minutes from Governor’s 
Regulatory Review Task Force, June 2, 2009.

16 Senate Task Force, supra note 15, at 9.

17 Id. at 12.

18 Bogus, supra note 1.

19 See supra note 15.
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South Carolina

Most of South Carolina’s new regulations must go through legislative review.  However, substantive 
regulatory review is usually discretionary, except that small business impacts are scrutinized with 
more regularity and intensity.

South Carolina’s Process on Paper

Notice Requirements:  To propose new regulations, agencies must first post a drafting notice in the 
State Register,1 containing a synopsis of the rule and its statutory authority.  If requested by two 
legislators, the Budget and Control Board (a special institution that brings together both executive 
and legislative officials)2 will conduct an assessment report on the effects of the proposed rule.3

The second step is for agencies to give the public more detailed notice and an opportunity to 
comment.  Specifically, the agency must publish the rule’s full text and a narrative preamble that 
includes a statement of need and reasonableness,4 as well as a preliminary impact statement.5   

BCB Assessment Reports:  If requested and if the regulation has a “substantial economic impact,”6 
the Budget and Control Board (“BCB”) will provide a report that must include, among other 
things:

•	 a description of the rule, its purpose, its legal authority, and a plan for its implementation;

•	 a determination of the rule’s need and reasonableness based on these factors and on the 
expected benefit;

•	 a determination of the costs and benefits and an explanation of why the regulation is the 
most cost-effective, efficient, and feasible means for achieving the stated purpose; and

•	 a statement of effects on the environment and public health, as well as any detrimental 
effects that may result if the regulation is not implemented.7

The report may also address the following topics:

•	 effects on employment, competition, cost of living, or cost of doing business;

•	 sources of revenue for implementing and enforcing the rule;

•	 short- and long-term economic impacts on all persons substantially affected, including a 
description of which persons will bear costs and which will benefit, directly or indirectly.8

Statutory mandates exclude the consideration of benefits or burdens on out-of-state governments 
or business.  Qualitative terms are acceptable for any factor the BCB finds not precisely quantifiable.  
Indeed, the BCB is not required to perform “numerically precise cost-benefit analysis.”9

General Assembly Review:  After the notice requirements have been met, the enacting agency 
will submit the full text and narrative preamble for the proposed regulation (as well as the BCB 
assessment report, if requested) to the General Assembly for review.  The leaders of the House and 
Senate delegate further review to the appropriate committees of jurisdiction in each chamber.10  
The Legislative Council makes preliminary studies and recommendations on proposed regulation 
when requested by committees or members of the Assembly.11

Legislative committees then have 120 days to act before the regulation takes effect by default.  A 
committee may choose to introduce a joint resolution approving or disapproving the regulation.12  
A committee cannot disapprove a regulation by itself, as only the full General Assembly can vote 
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on a joint resolution of disapproval (which requires the governor’s signature).  But a committee 
may request that an agency withdraw its proposed regulation and resubmit it with recommended 
changes; such requests for modification are not binding on the agency.  Any introduction of a joint 
resolution or the issuance of a request for modification temporarily tolls the 120-day count before 
a regulation becomes effective by default.13

Small Business Regulatory Review Committee:  Since the 2004 passage of the “South Carolina Small 
Business Regulatory Flexibility Act,” the state has prioritized minimizing the regulatory burden on 
small businesses.14  The Small Business Regulatory Review Committee (“SBRRC”) may direct an 
agency to submit an economic impact statement including an estimate of the number of businesses 
subject to proposed regulation, the costs of compliance, the economic impact on small businesses, 
and a description of less intrusive alternatives.15  The SBRRC may request an assessment report 
from the BCB if it needs more information.16 

Five-Year Review:  On a five-year basis, agencies must conduct a general review of all regulations 
that they administer, and then inform the Legislative Council of which regulations they intend to 
repeal, amend, or maintain.17  Additionally, each regulation that took effect after 2004 is subject to 
a five-year review specifically to ensure that it minimizes economic impacts on small businesses.18  
A reviewing agency must consider:

•	 the continuing need for the regulation in light of changing technology and conditions;

•	 the nature of feedback on the regulation from the public;

•	 the complexity of the regulation;

•	 the extent of regulatory overlap or conflict with other federal or local rules.19

South Carolina’s Process in Practice

General Assembly Review:  There are seventeen legislative committees available to review regulation, 
and in practice, each has different standards of review. Although reviewing committees do not 
technically have the power to force an agency to withdraw and revise its regulation, agencies 
usually comply with requests to do so.20

Committees do frequently consider joint resolutions both approving and disapproving of 
regulations (for example, five joint resolutions of disapproval and dozens of joint resolutions 
of approval were introduced during the most recent legislative session), but joint resolutions of 
disapproval rarely pass into law (two against Department of Health and Environmental Control 
rules passed in 2004).21

Legislative Council:  Agencies must file all notices and regulations with the Legislative Council, in 
its role as maintainer of the State Register.  The Legislative Council checks for compliance with 
certain procedural requirements and general filing information,22 and it can decline to publish a 
regulatory notice if an agency fails to comply with procedural requirements.23

Impact Analyses:  The legislature has little experience reviewing assessment beyond the fiscal impact 
statements on costs to governments.24  Assessment reports from the BCB are rarely requested by 
the appropriate legislative committee, in part because most of the subject matter in the assessment 
reports is already provided by the agency in its narrative preamble.25

Agency narrative preambles vary in quality and detail, but do not typically quantify costs or 
benefits, or assess alternatives.  When amending the design and construction requirements for 
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public swimming pools, the Department of Health and Environmental Control reported no fiscal 
costs to government, no operation costs to pool facilities, an undefined amount of “add[itional] 
capital costs to some projects,” and general “positive impacts on pool water quality, safety, and 
emergency response” that will “protect public health through bather safety.”  The agency did not 
quantify any impacts or assess any alternatives, though it admirably did acknowledge that the 
uncertainty of its estimates was “moderate.”26  Other statements are even sparser.  When updating 
school nutritional standards to require healthier milk choices and allow state programs to qualify 
for federal subsidies, the State Board of Education listed no fiscal impacts to government and no 
public health impacts and, under “determination of costs and benefits,” simply wrote “N/A.”27

Analysis and Grade

Delegating review authority to multiple legislative committees has resulted in standardless, 
inconsistent, and opaque regulatory review.  While some discussion of environmental and 
public health effects is mandatory, the explicit lack of a requirement for “numerically specific 
cost-benefit analysis” seems to invite agencies to present to their legislative reviewers only 
abstract assessments of a regulation’s costs, benefits, and efficiency.  South Carolina earns a D. 
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Notes
1 S.C. Code Ann. § 1-23-110.

2 The Budget and Control Board (“BCB”) is composed of the Governor, Treasurer, Comptroller General, 
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, and Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee.  
BCB, About the BCB, http://www.bcb.sc.gov/BCB/BCB-about.phtm.

3 S.C. Code Ann. § 1-23-115(A).  The assessment is prepared by the BCB’s Division of Research and 
Statistical Services.  No assessment report may be requested for regulations controlling hunting and 
fishing. Id. § 1-23-115(E).

4 Id. § 1-23-110(A)(3)(f) (mandating that the statement of need and reasonableness must be based 
on the analysis of the factors listed in S.C. Code Ann. § 1-23-115(C)).  These are the same factors 
addressed in the BCB assessment report.

5 Id. § 1-23-110(A).

6 Id. § 1-23-10 (defining “substantial economic impact” as any financial impact on commercial 
enterprises, retail businesses, service businesses, industry, customers, tax payers, or small businesses).

7 Id. §§ 1-23-115(C)(1)-(3) & (9)-(11) (describing the factors which must be included in  the assessment 
report).

8 Id. §§ 1-23-115(C)(4)-(8) (describing the factors which may be included at the discretion of BCB).

9 Id. § 1-23-115(C).

10 Id. §§ 1-23-120(B)-(C). Any regulations proposed to maintain compliance with federal law and certain 
revenue rulings are not subject to General Assembly Review. Id. § 1-23-120(H); but see id. § 1-23-
115(E)(1) (holding that regulations promulgated to comply with federal laws that are more stringent 
than federal laws are not exempt from assessment reports).  However, agencies are still required to 
post notice on these regulations with the State Register. See Lynn P. Bartlett, South Carolina State 
Editor, The Regulatory Process in South Carolina, available at http://childcare.sc.gov/main/
docs/laws/regflow.pdf.

11 S.C. Code Ann. §§ 1-23-50, 2-11-50.  The Legislative Council is also responsible for maintaining the 
State Register.

12 If the committee takes no action on the regulation for 30 of the 120 days, any member of the General 
Assembly may introduce a joint resolution to approve or disapprove of the regulation. Id. §§ 1-23-
120(D), (F).

13 Id. § 1-23-125.  The clock resumes when the resolution is voted on or when the modification is made 
or rejected by the agency.

14 29-2 S.C. Reg. 13 (Feb. 25, 2005).  Small businesses are defined as a retail service, industrial entity, or 
nonprofit corporation with less than one hundred full-time employees or annual revenues of under 
five million dollars. S.C. Code Ann. § 1-23-270.  The act further allows a special cause of action for 
small businesses adversely impacted or aggrieved by new regulation to seek judicial review as soon 
as the new rule is enacted. Id. § 1-23-270(E).

15 Id. § 1-23-270(C).
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16 Id. § 1-23-280(A)(2)(b).

17 Id. § 1-23-120(J).

18 Id. § 1-23-270(F)(2).

19 Id. § 1-23-270(F)(3).

20 Survey from Anne Cushman, Staff Attorney, Editor of the State Register (2009, on file with author).

21 South Carolina Legislative Multi-Criteria Search, http://www.scstatehouse.gov/cgi-bin/Multi_Search.
exe?screen=FIRST.

22 Id.; see S.C. Code Ann. § 1-23-10.

23 Survey from Carlisle Roberts, Jr., General Counsel, S.C. Dept. of Health and Environmental Control 
(2009, on file with author).

24 Survey from Cushman, supra note 20 (noting that the legislature has more experience using fiscal 
notes in various contexts).

25 Id.

26 Dept. of Health & Evntl. Control, Proposed Regulations to R.61-51 Public Swimming Pools, 32 S.C. 
State Register 25 (Oct. 24, 2008).

27 State Bd. of Ed., Proposed Regulations to R. 43-168 Nutrition Standards for Elementary (K-5) School 
Food Service Meals and Competitive Foods, 32 S.C. State Register 10 (Dec. 26, 2008).
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South Dakota

With authority to make agencies repeat any step in the rulemaking process, South Dakota’s 
legislative review committee effectively has veto power over regulations.

South Dakota’s Process on Paper

Impact Statements:  In order to propose a new rule, an agency must hold a public hearing.1  At 
least twenty days before the hearing, the agency must serve the director of the Legislative Review 
Council (“LRC”) and the commissioner of Bureau of Finance and Management with a copy of 
the rule, a fiscal note, and a statement of the impact of the regulation on small businesses.2  The 
fiscal note must enumerate the effect of the proposed rule on revenues, expenditures, or financial 
liability of the state, and explain how these effects were computed.3  If the regulation will have an 
impact on small businesses, the agency must make a statement including:

•	 a narrative explanation of the rule in plain language;

•	 the type and quantity of businesses subject to the proposed rule;

•	 a statement of the probable effect on impacted small businesses; and

•	 a description of less costly alternatives of achieving purpose of the proposed rule.4 

In preparing the small business impact statement, the agency is required to use only “readily 
available information and existing resources.”5

Case Study: Adoption of Regulatory Flexibility Act

In 2004, Republican Senator Eric Bogue introduced legislation to require agencies to consider 
small business impacts when proposing regulations.  As a member of the Interim Rules Review 
Committee, Bogue often received complaints from the business community and felt “[t]here’s 
a hidden side effect to many of the rules.”6  Industry agreed that it lacked an effective vehicle to 
influence agency decisionmaking:  Bob Riter, lobbyist for the National Federation of Independent 
Businesses, complained that “[t]here’s not much give and take” with agencies once a rule is 
proposed.7

Governor Mike Rounds initially opposed the new law, concerned it would place more burdens 
on agencies.  A spokesman for the governor argued “It looks like a good idea, but I’m not sure 
everybody realizes how complicated it is.”8  But eventually, Governor Rounds did sign the bill 
into law.9  Perhaps the governor was influenced by arguments from lobbyists like Jerry Wheeler, 
executive director of the South Dakota Retailers Association, who claimed the law would not be 
an undue burden on regulations, because ultimately it is not difficult to come up with numbers for 
analysis—“They’ve either got some numbers they can pull out of a drawer, or somebody just snaps 
them out of the air.”10

At the public hearing on a new rule, the agency must allow all interested persons reasonable 
opportunity to submit amendments, data, opinions, or arguments concerning the new regulation.  
The hearing must be attended by a majority of the members of the agency authorized to pass the 
rules under discussion.  After the hearing, the agency must fully consider all input from the public 
on the proposed rule.11

Interim Rules Review Committee:  The legislative Interim Rules Review Committee (“IRRC”) 
is a group of congressmen that reviews proposed rules.12  The IRRC exists to review and make 
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recommendations on all proposed rules.  All meetings of the IRRC are open to the public, and 
the public must have an opportunity to be heard and present evidence on proposed regulations.13

The IRRC has the power to remand a proposed rule for a new public hearing or additional 
rulemaking procedures if the committee finds that the rule is deficient in any of the following 
respects:14

•	 a rule has been substantially changed since the initial public hearing, in ways that are not 
the result of input from the public;

•	 the rule does not follow the intent of the agency or the relevant legislative authority;

•	 the rule should be rewritten to meet the recommendations of  the IRRC;

•	 the rule is not in proper form; or

•	 the rule is unreasonable because it inconveniences those it affects.15

The IRRC may also suspend rules that have not yet been adopted.  To suspend a rule, the IRRC 
must hold a hearing, with at least two weeks’ notice for the promulgating agency.  At that hearing, 
the agency carries the burden of proof to show that the rule is necessary and does not violate its 
legal authority or the legislative intent.  After the hearing, the IRRC will file resolution of the 
action with the Secretary of State, and the rule is suspended until July of the following year.16

Legislative Research Council:  The Legislative Research Council’s (“LRC”) executive board appoints 
a director,17 who assists in regulatory review.18  The director of the LRC (or his delegates) reviews 
proposed rules for compliance with requirements for form, style, clarity, and legality.19  The 
director must give the agency notice in writing prior to hearing if dissatisfied with some aspect of a 
proposed rule.20  If the agency does not like the director’s corrections, it may appeal to the IRRC.21

Adoption:  After the public hearing and review by the LRC of the proposed rule have occurred, the 
rule must be signed by the appropriate representatives of the agency and the director of the LRC.  
For a permanent rule, the rule must be presented to the IRRC.  The rule will then be effective 
twenty days after filing with the secretary of state.22  A rule may only be adopted if filed with the 
secretary within seventy-five days of its public hearing.  If the IRRC fails to meet on the proposed 
rule within that period, the agency may complete the process by skipping IRRC review.23

South Dakota’s Process in Practice

Agency Reporting:  The procedure and necessary forms for agencies to adopt rules are available 
through the website of the Legislative Research Council (“LRC”).24   The form for the determination 
of fiscal impact has small boxes where agencies can report the cost and revenue changes for various 
state agencies, local subdivisions, and small businesses.  The form gives little specific guidance for 
determining how the effects should be computed.25  The small business impact statement form is 
a two-page series of checkboxes and questions about the justifications for the rule.  Any rule that 
does not have a “Direct Impact” on small businesses needs no additional information.26  Agencies 
are not required to consider regulatory alternative, include qualitative costs in the analysis, or to 
use cost-benefit analysis generally.  Distributional impacts of regulation (beyond small businesses) 
are not considered.  Indirect or ancillary costs of regulation are not considered.  Doug Decker of 
the LRC reports that “agency analysis is not consistent.”27 

Legislative Research Council:  The LRC plays an active role in advising agencies on proposed rules.28
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IRRC Review:  The minutes of all meetings of the IRRC are posted on the LRC website.29  These 
minutes reveal that most rules are disposed of quickly, and that regulations are unanimously 
approved when no public testimony is present, though minutes do not reflect informal 
negotiations.30  In a recent meeting, Senator Hunhoff commissioned a study to discover a better 
way for agencies to give notice of their public hearings, so that more interested parties would 
attend the IRRC meetings.31

IRRC has only occasionally ever used its constitutionally-granted suspension powers.  Instead, 
IRRC is much more likely to require agencies to 
revert to earlier steps in the rulemaking process, 
and especially to hold additional public hearings.32  
This remand authority is powerful and essentially 
operates as a second suspension or quasi-veto 
authority.  For example, requiring additional 
hearings can effectively delay a proposed rule for 
months or years.33

The IRRC has the authority to designate any agency 
for comprehensive review and evaluation of the 
agency’s rules and rule making authority,34 but this 
power is rarely used.35

Analysis and Grade

The IRRC’s ability to remand rules for additional 
public hearings does hold the promise of helping 
agencies to calibrate regulations.  But the same 
power can also be wielded to delay regulations or as a back-door veto.

South Dakota has great agency transparency and standardization of its rulemaking process, with 
an abundance of forms available on the LRC website for agencies, wide requirements for public 
notice, opportunity for public comment, and open access to the reviewing minutes of the IRRC.  
However, the requirements of the fiscal impact statement and corresponding small business impact 
statements are brief, and agency valuations of risks and benefits are not consistent.  Efficiency 
could be improved by subjecting new rules to something closer to cost-benefit analysis.

South Dakota earns a D.

“When the Legislature 
grants rulemaking 

authority to the executive 
agencies, it is delegating 

a quasi-legislative 
power.  In spite of this, 

few legislators have 
had much opportunity 
to learn about the rules 
promulgation process.”

—Legislative Research Council
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Notes
1 S.D. Codified Laws § 1-26-4.1.

2 Id. § 1-26-4.

3 Id. § 1-26-4.2.

4 Id. § 1-26-2.1.  The agency is also required to explain the basis for the rule and the reason the rule is 
needed, as well as the types of professional skills necessary for preparation of the rule.

5 Id.

6 Joe Kafka, Bill Would Help Small Businesses, AP State & Local Wire, Feb. 4, 2004.

7 Id.

8 Id. (quoting Dustin Johnson).

9 Senate Bill 112 History, http://legis.state.sd.us/sessions/2004/112.htm.

10 Kafka, supra note 6.

11 S.D. Codified Laws §§ 1-26-4(5) & (7).  Some types of agencies must accept further comments for a 
ten-day period after the public hearing.  Id. § 1-26-4(6).

12 The IRRC consists of three members each from the South Carolina Senate and the House of 
Representatives, appointed by the heads of the respective chambers.  No more than two members 
from each chamber may be of the same political party.  Id. § 1-26-1.1.

13 Id. § 1-26-1.2.

14 The statute actually gives the IRRC the right to remand the agency to any step in the initial rulemaking 
process.  Id. § 1-26-4.7.

15 Id.

16 Id. § 1-26-38.

17 The Legislative Research Council consists of all members of the South Dakota Legislature.  Id. § 2-9-1.  
The executive board of the LRC consists of fifteen members of the legislature, chosen as described in 
id. § 2-9-2.

18 Id. §§ 2-9-4 & 2-9-8.

19 Id. § 1-26-6.5; see also Legislative Research Council, The Administrative Rules Promulgation 
Process:  A Primer (2009), available at http://legis.state.sd.us/IssueMemos/IssueMemos/im96-15.
pdf.

20 S.D. Codified Laws § 1-26-6.5.

21 Id. § 1-26-4(4).

22 Id. § 1-26-6.
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23 Id. § 1-26-4.3.

24 South Dakota Legislature, Procedure for Adopting Permanent Rules, available at http://legis.
state.sd.us/rules/RulesForms.pdf.

25 Id. at 49.  The form enjoins the user to “Attach: Copy of proposed rules; separate sections for: 1) 
explanation of rules effect, i.e., what procedures, schedules, activities, etc. will change with its 
adoption 2) statistics used, and their source, 3) assumptions that were made to arrive at fiscal impact, 
4) computations that were made, and 5) small business impact statement.”

26 Id. at 60.

27 Survey from Doug Decker, Code Counsel, Legislative Research Council (2009, on file with author).

28 See Kevin Woster, Game Agency Lets Road Hunting Stand, Argus Leader, Jun. 6, 2006, at 1A (LRC 
informs Game, Fish, and Parks Commission that it did not have the authority to establish which rights-
of-way are open to hunting).

29 E.g., South Dakota Legislature, 2009 Interim Minutes and Agendas, available at http://legis.
state.sd.us/interim/2009/documents.aspx?Committee=62 (containing links to the rules review 
agendas and meetings from 3/13/2009 through 12/21/2009); South Dakota Legislature, 2008 
INTERIM MINUTES AND AGENDAS, available at http://legis.state.sd.us/interim/2008/documents.
aspx?Committee=62 (containing links to the rules review agendas and meetings from 1/7/2008 
through 3/13/2009).

30 See e.g. Legislative Research Council, Rules Review Committee Minutes: Three hundred 
first meeting, (Nov. 18, 2009) available at http://legis.state.sd.us/interim/2009/minutes/ 
MRUL11182009.pdf.

31 Id. at 7.  See Legislative Research Council, Rules Review Committee Minutes: Three hundred 
second meeting, (Dec. 21, 2009) available at http://legis.state.sd.us/interim/2009/minutes/
MRUL12212009.pdf for the staff report in response to Senator Hunhoff’s request.

32 The Administrative Rules Promulgation Process:  A Primer, supra note 19.

33 E.g., Chet Brokaw, Legislative Panel Approves Taxidermy Rules, AP State & Local Wire, Aug. 7, 2003 
(noting rules were first proposed by agency a year earlier, but initially remanded by IRRC).

34 S.D. Codified Laws § 1-26B-2.

35 Survey from Decker, supra note 27.
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Tennessee

Despite a potentially powerful, quasi-veto authority, Tennessee’s legislative review process has—
at least until recently—been “plagued by squabbling or indifference.”

Tennessee’s Process on Paper

Impact Statements:  When an agency files a final rule with the Secretary of State, it must submit: a 
brief summary; an identification of persons, organizations, corporations, or government entities 
most directly affected (and whether they support or oppose the rule); and an estimate of the 
impact on government revenues and expenditures.1

Before initiating a rulemaking, agencies must review the possible effects on small business and 
minimize any adverse impacts, consistent with public health, safety, and well-being.2  If there is a 
small business effect, agencies must prepare an economic impact statement detailing the types and 
numbers of businesses that will benefit or be burdened; the compliance costs; the impact on small 
business and consumers; any less burdensome alternatives; a comparison with any comparable 
federal or state regulations; and an analysis of effect of creating any small business exemptions.3

Attorney General:  No rule can be filed with secretary of state until Office of the Attorney General 
and Reporter reviews the legality and constitutionality.4

Effective Date: Rules that are proposed without a rulemaking hearing cannot take effect until 
about 150 days after they are filed with the Secretary of State.  Rules that are proposed with a 
rulemaking hearing become effective ninety days from when they are filed, but the House or 
Senate Government Operations Committee may stay the running of that period for up to sixty 
days.5

Legislative Review and “Sunset”:  Despite an Attorney General opinion from 2001 finding that 
giving legislative review committees too much veto authority could violate the state constitution’s 
separation of powers,6 Tennessee has granted its legislative review committees substantial power, 
most recently amending the authority in 2009.7

The committees’ review powers are partly tied to a short and automatic sunset period for all new 
rules.  All new rules expire on June 30 of the year after they were finalized, unless legislation is 
enacted to continue a rule.  Expiring rules can be continued for another short period or indefinitely.8

All rules can be reviewed by the House and Senate Government Operations Committees.  
Committees are supposed to try to review rules within ninety days of their submission to the 
Secretary of State (during which time rules are still not yet in effect).9  Committees must hold 
at least one public hearing, at which the agency has the burden of justifying the rule’s continued 
existence.10  The Committees are given a list of factors to consider:  authority, clarity, consistency, 
justification (defined as “the diligent, knowledgeable, zealous and timely efforts of the agency . . . to 
produce all pertinent and relevant documents . . . needed to justify continuation”), and necessity 
(defined as “need for and usefulness of a regulation as dictated by public policy considerations”).11

Based on those factors, a Committee may disapprove a rule and vote either to allow it to expire or 
to request the agency repeal, amend, or withdraw it.  If the agency does not comply with a request 
to repeal, amend, or withdraw its rule within a reasonable time, the Committee may vote to request 
the General Assembly suspend, by legislative enactment, any of the agency’s rulemaking authority 
for a reasonable period of time.12   Committees can also recommend that the General Assembly 
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terminate any rule that imposes environmental requirements on local government that are more 
stringent than federal requirements.13

Tennessee’s Process in Practice

Some of Tennessee’s legislative review powers are relatively new,14 and until recently the House 
and Senate Government Operations—“[p]lagued by squabbling or indifference”—had some 
trouble scheduling joint meetings to review rules.15  However, the review committees are now 
“back on course”16 and have begun meeting regularly to review rules.17  As such, it remains to be 
seen exactly how Tennessee will exercise its legislative review powers going forward.18

But historically, Tennessee has not aggressively used its power to sunset rules.  In the 1990s, the 
legislature voted to extend nearly all rules beyond the expiration date of the sunset provision, 
“defeating its original purpose.”19  From 2005 through 2010, only one rule has not been extended 
by the annual legislation on sunsetting rules.20

Analysis and Grade

Though it remains to be seen how Tennessee will use some of its new and recently reorganized 
review powers going forward, based on recent practices, Tennessee earns a D.

Tennessee’s structure is not reasonable.  The effective date for regulations is delayed for quite 
a long period, even for routine or non-controversial rules.  Reviewing rules by forcing them to 
expire after one year is not the most straightforward or efficient approach to regulatory review.  
The system also only gives the legislature the binary choice of letting a rule expire or not, instead 
of helping to calibrate regulations.  Though there are some substantive standards for review, 
historically review has been inconsistent and not transparent.  There is no effective periodic 
review, inter-agency coordination, or protection against agency inaction.  Analytical requirements 
are extremely weak, though at least the regulatory flexibility analysis looks at the consequences of 
creating small business exemptions.

Tennessee seems ready and willing to reinvent its regulatory review structure.  The state should 
take this opportunity to ensure that, going forward, its process is transparent, consistent, and 
focused on maximizing net benefits.
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Notes
1 Tenn. Code Ann. § 4-5-226(i). The statement must also include a simple declarative sentence on 

whether rule may have a financial impact on local government. Id. § 4-5-228.

2 Id. § 4-5-402.

3 Id. § 4-5-403.

4 Id. § 4-5-211.

5 Id. §§ 4-5-207, 4-5-215.

6 Op. of the Attorney General 01-086 (May 23, 2001). 

7 2009 Tenn. Session Laws, ch. 566 § 25.

8 Tenn. Code Ann. § 4-5-266(a).

9 Id. § 4-5-226(c).

10 Id. § 4-5-226(d).

11 Id. §§ 4-5-226(e)-(f).

12 Id. 4-5-226(j).

13 Id. 4-5-226(l).

14 2009 Tenn. Session Laws, ch. 566 § 25.

15 Andy Sher, Two Legislative Oversight Panels Reassert Themselves, Chattanooga Times Free Press, 
Oct. 11, 2009.

16 Id.

17 Committees sometimes meet independently, sometimes jointly. See schedules, available at http://
www.capitol.tn.gov/joint/committees/gov-opps.  Committees also have many other duties, including 
sundown reviews of entire agencies.

18 Tennessee’s Government Operations Committee, unfortunately, did not complete a survey.

19 Robert W. Hahn, State and Federal Regulatory Reform: A Comparative Analysis, 29 J. Legal Stud. 873, 
883, n.17 (2000) (“In 1997, for example, the legislature allowed only seven rules adopted in 1996 to 
expire.  Six of the rules were regulations regarding fees by various medical boards, and the seventh 
was a regulation of book-keeping procedures for the Registry of Election Finance.”).

20 In 2010, ch. 1085 § 1, extended all but one rule (liens for child support); all rules were extended in 
2009 Tenn. Session Laws ch. 560 § 1, 2008 Tenn. Session Laws ch. 1071 § 1, 2007 Tenn. Session Laws 
ch. 546 § 1, 2006 Tenn. Session Laws ch. 918 § 1, and 2005 Tenn. Session Laws ch. 464 § 1.
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Texas

The review process in Texas is decentralized and largely non-existent.

Texas’s Process on Paper

Legislative Review:  Agencies submit proposed rules to the Lieutenant Governor and Speaker 
of the House of Representatives, who refer the rules to the appropriate legislative standing 
subcommittees for review.  By a majority vote, a subcommittee can submit a statement of support 
or disapproval to the relevant agency.1

Notice and Impact Statements:  Public notice of proposed rules must include, inter alia,2 an 
explanation of the rule, a fiscal note, a note about public benefits and costs, and a local employment 
impact statement (if required).3 

The fiscal note must include the foreseeable government costs, revenues, or savings from 
enforcement of the regulation for at least five years.4  The note on public costs and benefits must 
include the public benefits expected from adoption of the rule as well as the probable compliance 
costs.5  If a localized impact is forecasted, a local employment impact statement is required, to 
describe in detail the effect on employment for the first five years in each geographic area affected.6 

House Bill 3430, adopted in 2007, requires agencies to assess the impact of regulations on small 
businesses.  Agencies must prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis that considers alternative 
methods of achieving the purposes of the rule if it will have adverse economic consequences on 
small or “micro” businesses, but exemptions must be consistent with the public health, safety, and 
environmental and economic welfare of the state.7

Major environmental rules undergo special review.8  Such proposals must identify the problem 
the rule is intended to address; determine whether a new rule is necessary to address the problem; 
and consider the benefits and costs of the proposed rule in relationship to state agencies, local 
governments, the public, the regulated community, and the environment.  Agencies must prepare 
a “draft impact analysis,”9 which requires a description of costs and benefits “in as quantitative a 
manner as feasible, but including a qualitative description when a quantitative description is not 
feasible or adequately description.”  The analysis must also describe reasonable alternatives that 
were considered, and identify the data and methodology used.10 

Review of Existing Rules:  Every four years, agencies must determine whether the reasons for 
initially adopting the rule still exist.11

Texas’s Process in Practice

Though legislative subcommittees have authority to review rules, this decentralized review process 
has rarely, if ever, been activated.12

While major environmental rules have officially been singled out for additional scrutiny (a 
requirement pushed through, in part, by lobbying from the Texas Chemical Council),13 Texas 
agencies typically try to avoid the additional analytical requirements for major environmental 
rules.14  Determinations about whether the additional analysis is required have sometimes 
attracted criticism.15  Generally, the discussion of costs and benefits for environmental rules is 
brief.  For example, in a 2010 proposal from the Commission on Environmental Quality to allow 
the continued use of pesticides in the Highland Lakes area, the section on public benefits and costs 
found no fiscal impact and that “the public benefits anticipated . . . will be continued protection of 
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the public health and the environment in the Highland Lakes area”—the proposal did not assess 
any potentially negative environmental consequences from the ongoing pesticide use.16 

Most other rule proposals include only the standard fiscal impact statement.  For example, when 
the Department of Health and Human Services submits rules, it fills out forms providing a rule 
summary, an estimate of costs or revenues to state and local government, a statement on impacts to 
small and micro businesses, a list of other cost impacts, and an assessment of impacts to property 
and local employment—but no benefits estimate.17

The attorney general’s office has released guidelines instructing agencies on compliance with 
the regulatory flexibility analysis requirements.  In detailing how agencies should balance small 
business exemptions against public health, safety, and environmental and economic welfare, the 
only concrete example given is that agencies should not creation exemptions to fees or standards 
mandated by state statute or federal law.18  

Analysis and Grade

Though the idea of a single oversight authority with the power to return regulations has been the 
subject of proposed legislature, currently there is no single oversight authority in Texas.19  Moreover, 
the individual legislative subcommittees with authority to review rules rarely exercise that power.  
Periodic review requirements exist, but without clear standards or meaningful enforcement.  
Even for rules with environmental effects, where statutory requirements are theoretically more 
stringent, in practice costs, benefits, and alternatives are not rigorously analyzed.  Further, singling 
out environmental rules is not an appropriate way to tailor analytical requirements: all significant 
rules, regardless of their subject matter, could benefit from economic scrutiny.  Texas should look 
beyond the compliance costs to small businesses and the compliance costs for environmental 
rules.  Texas scores a D-.
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Notes
1 Tex. Gov’t Code § 2001.032.

2 Id. § 2001.024(a). 

3 Id. § 2001.022. 

4 Id. § 2001.024(a)(4).

5 Id. § 2001.024(a)(5).

6 Id. § 2001.022. 

7 Id. § 2006.002.

8 Id. §§ 2001.0225(a)(1)-(4).  Major environmental rules are with the specific intent to protect the 
environment or reduce risks to human health from environmental exposure and which may adversely 
affect in a material way the economy, a sector of the economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the 
environment, or the public health and safety of the State or a sector of the State; analysis is required 
if such rules: (1) exceed a standard set by federal law, unless the rule is specifically required by 
state law; (2) exceed an express requirement of state law, unless the rule is specifically required by 
federal law; (3) exceed a requirement of a delegation agreement or contract between the state and an 
agency or representative of the federal government to implement a state and federal program; or (4) 
were adopted olely under the general powers of the agency instead of under a specific state law.  Id. 
§ 2001.0225(g)(3).

9 Id. §§ 2001.0225(c)(1)-(6).

10 Id. § 2001.0225(g)(1). 

11 Id. § 2001.039.

12 Dennis O. Grady & Kathleen M. Simon, Political Restraints and Bureaucratic Discretion: The Case of 
State Government Rule Making, 30 Pol. & Pol’y 646, 659 (2002) (noting that, as of 2002, legislative 
review authority had never been used).

13 Jim Morris, Chemical Council Counts on Relationships with State Lawmakers to Safeguard Industry, 
Houston Chronicle, Oct. 25, 1998.

14 See, e.g., Texas Comm’n on Envtl. Quality, Rule Proj. No. 2007-003-080-LS (2007), available at http://
www.tceq.state.tx.us/assets/public/legal/rules/hist_rules/Complete.07s/7003080_ado_clean.pdf 
(“even if the adopted rule is a major environmental rule, a draft regulatory impact assessment is not 
required . . .”).

15 See Michael Hofrichter, Texas’s Open Beaches Act: Proposed Reforms Due to Coastal Erosion, 4 
Envtl. & Energy L. & Pol’y J. 147, 154 (2009) (noting that Galveston County questioned the Land 
Commissioner’s finding that no major environmental rule analysis was required).

16 Texas Comm’n on Envtl. Quality, Rule Proj. No. 2010-055-311-OW (2010), available at http://www.
tceq.state.tx.us/assets/public/legal/rules/rule_lib/proposals/10055311_pro.pdf.

17 HHS, Rulemaking Fiscal Impact Form (2005).
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18 Texas Attorney General, Small Business Impact Guidelines (2008). 

19 Survey from Dan Proctor, Texas Register (2009, on file with author).
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Utah

Utah features an aggressive sunset clause, under which no rule lasts longer than one year without 
reauthorization from the legislature.1

Utah’s Process on Paper

Proposal and Impact Analysis: Before filing a proposed rule, agency heads must consider and 
comment on any possible fiscal impact on businesses:2 the legislature intended for a politically 
accountable official at each agency to review such regulatory effects.3

If the agency reasonably expects a proposal will have a measurable, negative fiscal impact on 
small businesses, the agency must consider means of reducing that impact.  Public comment can 
also trigger such analysis, if the agency receives testimony that the proposed rule will cost small 
business more than one day’s average gross receipts.4  These additional small business safeguards 
were adopted in 2008, at the urging of the U.S. Small Business Administration.5

Agencies must file proposed rules and rule analysis with the Division of Administrative Rules.6  
Rule analyses must contain a summary of the rule and its purpose, and a description of anticipated 
costs or savings to government, small businesses, and other persons.7  By Executive Order, agencies 
are also supposed to examine the “non-fiscal impact” to “citizens, businesses, state government, and 
local political subdivisions.”8  The Division of Administrative Rules assists agencies in rulemaking 
and may make (after notifying the agency) non-substantive changes to rules.9   Agencies must 
work with the Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget (“GOPB”) to implement executive 
review of all rules.10

Legislative Review:  When notice of a proposed rule is published, agencies simultaneously submit 
the rule to the legislature’s Administrative Rules Review Committee (“ARRC”).11  ARRC consists 
of ten permanent members, five appointed from each legislative chamber.12  ARRC is authorized 
to examine rules for their statutory authority; their compliance with legislative intent; their impact 
on the economy and government operations; and their impact on affected people.13

ARRC can examine any issues it considers related to its duties and may have the Office of the 
Legislative Fiscal Analysts prepare a fiscal note on any rule.14  ARRC prepares written findings of 
its reviews, where it may recommend changes to the agency or legislative action.15

Sunset and Reauthorization:  Except rules mandated by federal law or authorized by the state 
constitution, all rules sunset every year unless reauthorized by the legislature.16  ARRC prepares 
omnibus legislation generally reauthorizing all rules, but listing those select rules that it determines 
should expire.17  If the legislation is passed, ARRC sends a letter to the governor and the relevant 
agencies explaining why it believes certain rules should expire.18  If an agency disagrees and insists 
a sunsetting rule is necessary and authorized by statute, it may petition the governor to extend the 
rule.  The governor has power to make such declarations,19 and may extend all rules should the 
legislature fail to pass the omnibus reauthorization bill.20

Ex Post Review and Deadlines: Every five years, all agency rules are reviewed.21  If the agency 
continues or amends a rule, it must file a reasoned justification, including why the agency disagrees 
with any comments received in opposition to the rule.22  Agencies can file for extensions of the 
review deadline, but if an agency fails to meet a deadline, the rule expires and the Division of 
Administrative Rules will remove it from the state code.23
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If an agency does not initiate rulemaking proceedings on a statutorily required rule within certain 
deadlines, the agency must explain its delay to the legislative Administrative Rules Review 
Committee.24

Utah’s Process in Practice

Rule analyses focus on costs, and the regulatory experts at each individual agency are responsible 
for estimating compliance costs.25  As such, analytical approaches may vary from agency to 
agency,26 even though the Division of Administrative Rules holds training sessions for agency staff 
on rule analysis preparation.27  Benefits are not discussed in rule analyses, and no discount rate is 
applied to the cost estimates.28  Costs must be monetized, unless data is unavailable and obtaining 
it would entail a “substantial unbudgeted hardship,” in which case the agency may substitute a 
narrative description of costs.29

The Governor’s Office of Policy and Budget (“GOPB”) has one rules analyst.30  GOPB reviews 
focus on a rule’s impacts, costs, purpose, and legality,31 and the office reviews both proposed and 
effective rules.32  GOPB aims to work collaboratively with agencies and ARRC, and may review 
early rule drafts or assist in rule development.33

ARRC meets about a dozen times each year,34 and is involved at all points of the regulatory 
process: from helping to draft authorizing statutes,35 to substantive review of agency regulation,36 
to recommending the suspension of problematic rules.37

Neither ARRC nor GOPB can veto or change a proposed rule, but both “exercise a good deal 
of political pressure if they believe something should be changed.”38  ARRC especially can 
also use the sunset structure to wield influence.  In most years, the vast majority of rules are 
reauthorized by the legislature.  In 2010, all but one rule—the Department of Human Services 
rule on related-parties conflict investigation procedure, for which statutory authority had been 
amended—was reauthorized;39 in 2009, all but three were reauthorized,40 and in 2008, all but 
two were reauthorized.41  But ARRC can use the reauthorization process to encourage agencies to 
reconsider issues raised by ARRC’s review.42

ARRC may sometimes investigate and make recommendations on broader regulatory issues, 
such as the use of the phrase “liberally construed” as it appears throughout Utah’s statutes and 
regulations,43 or the criminal penalties for violating administrative rules.44

Analysis and Grade

Early efforts by both GOPB and ARRC to work collaboratively with agencies gives Utah’s review 
process hope of calibrating regulations, and both reviewers consistently apply substantive criteria.  
Utah’s review structure has also achieved transparency, in large part thanks to the Division of 
Administrative Rule’s comprehensive website.  But Utah’s annual sunset provision is likely wasteful 
and burdensome, not the optimal way to periodically assess regulations.

The design of Utah’s small business review process may conserve agency resources better than 
some other states.  Instead of requiring a detailed quantitative analysis of impacts unique to 
small businesses, agencies simply consider means of reducing impacts if it reasonably expects a 
measurable, negative impact.  This structure may reduce analytical burdens, but it alone does not 
rectify Utah’s overall biased focus on compliance costs and neglect of regulatory benefits.  Utah 
should look at reinvigorating its Executive Order’s call to consider non-fiscal impacts to citizens, 
businesses, and government.  Meanwhile, Utah earns a C.
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Notes
1 The sunset provision passed in 1989 as part of an agreement between the legislature’s review 

committee and the governor. See Admin. Rules Review Comm., Committee Overview, http://le.utah.
gov/asp/interim/Commit.asp?Year=2010&Com=SPEADM.

2 Utah Code Ann. §§ 63G-3-301(5)-(7).

3 Division of Admin. Rules, FAQ: Completing the Rule Analysis, http://www.rules.utah.gov/
agencyresources/faqs/faq-proposed.htm#Q12.

4 Utah Code Ann. §§ 63G-3-301(5)-(7).

5 Division of Admin. Rules, Rules News, http://www.rules.utah.gov/rulesnews/?p=185.

6 Utah Code Ann. § 63G-3-301(4).

7 Id. § 63G-3-301(8).

8 Executive Order signed March 22, 1988 by Gov. Bangerter, available at http://www.rules.utah.gov/
law/eo1988-03-22.htm.

9 Utah Code Ann. § 63G-3-402(1)(l), (2).

10 1988 Executive Order, supra note 8; see also Executive Order signed Feb. 3, 1986, directing agencies 
to significantly reduce the volume of their rules (by 25% if possible), available at http://www.rules.
utah.gov/law/eo1986-02-03.htm.

11 Utah Code Ann. § 63G-3-501(2).

12 Id. § 63G-3-501(1).  Five permanent members appointed by the Senate president (including two from 
the minority party); five permanent members appointed by the House speaker (including two from 
the minority party); and four ex officio members.

13 Id. § 63G-3-501(3)(b).

14 Id. §§ 63G-3-501(3)(c), (4). ARRC may also refer matters to legislative interim committees with 
jurisdiction over the agency and rule in question. Id. § 63G-3-501(3)(c).

15 Id. § 63G-3-501(6).

16 Id. § 63G-3-502(2) (“every agency rule that is in effect on February 28 of any calendar years expires 
on May 1 of that year unless it has been reauthorized”).

17 Id. §§ 63G-3-502(3)(a),(b), (d).  ARRC can list any rule, provision, or paragraph.  Reauthorization does 
not constitute approval, nor is it admissible in any proceeding as evidence of legislative intent. Id. § 
63G-3-502(4).

18 Id. § 63G-3-502(3)(c).

19 Id. § 63G-3-503(5).

20 Id.; see Exec. Order signed May 21, 1997, available at http://www.rules.utah.gov/execdocs/1997/
e1997-05-21.htm (reauthorizing all rules).
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21 Utah Code Ann. § 63G-3-305(1).

22 Id. §§ 63G-3-305(3)(a), (c).

23 Id. §§ 63G-3-305(5)-(8).

24 Id. § 63G-3-301(13).

25 Survey from W. Hunter Finch, Analyst, Governor’s Office of Policy & Budget (2009, on file with author).

26 Id.

27 See Division of Admin. Rules, Rules News, http://www.rules.utah.gov/rulesnews/?p=766.

28 Survey from Finch, supra note 25.

29 Utah Admin. Code r. 15-4-10(1), (4).

30 Survey from Finch, supra note 25.
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Vermont

Vermont uniquely requires a greenhouse gas impact statement in addition to its economic impact 
statements.

Vermont’s Process on Paper

Impact Statements:  Proposed rules must be filed with the Secretary of State, along with an 
economic impact statement.  The statement generally analyzes anticipated costs and benefits.  The 
statement must list categories of people, enterprises, and government entities potentially affected, 
and estimate their costs and benefits; compare the economic impact of the rule with the economic 
impact of alternatives (including small business exemptions); explain how the rule was crafted 
to reduce direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions; and conclude that the rule is the most 
appropriate method of achieving the regulatory purpose.1  Agencies are instructed to prepare 
statement using their own employees and only information available at a reasonable cost.2

If a rule regulates small businesses, agencies should consider ways to reduce their compliance costs, 
so long as such actions would not significantly reduce the effectiveness of the rule, be inconsistent 
with statutory language or purpose, increase risk to the health, safety, or welfare, or compromise 
environmental standards.3

If a rule regulates public education, agencies must evaluate cost implications to local school 
districts and school taxpayers, and evaluate alternatives.4

Executive Review:  The governor appoints executive branch staff to an Interagency Committee on 
Administrative Rules (“ICAR”).  Rules must be “pre-filed” with ICAR fifteen days before notice of 
a proposed rulemaking.5  ICAR can review any proposed or existing rule for style or consistency 
with other laws, legislative intent, or the governor’s policies.  ICAR principally works with agencies 
to develop strategies to maximize public input into the rulemaking.6

Legislative Review: The Legislative Committee on Administrative Rules (“LCAR”), a joint 
committee of the House and Senate, meets as often as necessary and can hold public hearings 
on both proposed and existing rules.7  All proposed rules must be filed with LCAR, and relevant 
legislative standing committees can also review and make recommendations to LCAR.8  LCAR 
has forty-five days to review a rule, unless the agency consents to an extension.  Within that time 
LCAR may vote to object to a rule as lacking authority, inconsistent with legislative intent, or 
arbitrary, or for not adhering to ICAR’s recommendations on public input.9 

If LCAR objects, the agency has fourteen days to respond.  After that, if the objection stands, the 
burden of proof shifts to the agency at any subsequent judicial proceeding on the rule’s validity.10  
LCAR may also object to a rule if the economic impact statement failed to recognize a substantial 
economic impact, but that kind of objection does not shift burdens of proof, and the agency can 
still finalize the rule.11 LCAR may also object to any proposed rule if the local school cost statement 
is inadequate.12

Periodic Review:  LCAR can review and object to existing rules.13  Upon a request from LCAR, any 
existing rule that has not been substantially changed in the last six years is given one more year, and 
then expires.  But the agency can readopt the same rule during that final year.14 

Vermont’s Process in Practice

Impact Statements:  The Secretary of State’s forms on the preparation of economic impact 
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statements advise agencies that “Costs and benefits can include any tangible or intangible entities 
or forces which will make an impact on life without this rule.”15  The form offers even more 
detailed instructions on the greenhouse gas impact section, requiring sector-by-sector analysis of 
transportation, land use, building infrastructure, waste generation, and other emissions.16  Still, 
the greenhouse gas requirements are new, and ICAR may have to remind agencies to include this 
analysis.17

Many economic impact statements are sparse and much more likely to identify affected groups 
than to actually estimate their costs and benefits.  For example, one characteristic economic impact 
statement from the Department of Labor listed broad categories of affected parties, but ignored 
instructions to estimate their specific costs and benefits: “Employees and employers, insurance 
carriers and their agents, attorneys, vocational rehabilitation providers, and interested groups 
representing labor, business and insurance interests. . . . This rule is expected to have minimal 
economic impact, overall, however, it is anticipated that the vocational rehabilitation dollars that 
are spent will be better utilized.”18

However, other statements, most notably from the Department of Environmental Conservation, 
do contain more analysis.  For example, that agency commissioned a study on impacts from its 
proposed rule on outdoor wood-fired boilers in 2006.  And while it found an aggregate benefits 
estimate was not feasible, “it is useful to consider the benefits required to exceed the estimated 
costs of the proposed emissions standard.”  The agency found that its rule would breakeven on 
costs if benefits included at least three to fifteen fewer cardiovascular hospitalizations, ten to fifty 
fewer respiratory hospitalizations, or a 7% decrease in the risk of premature mortality for a single 
individual.19

Reviews:  ICAR does meet regularly to review rules,20 and will especially look at whether the 
rulemaking has solicited enough public input.  ICAR may also play some role in reviewing public 
petitions for rulemaking.21

LCAR is staffed by one attorney and one assistant, who split their time working for other 
committees as well; additional Legislative Council attorneys may help review rules.22  LCAR meets 
regularly to review rules,23 and will object to rules as arbitrary, poorly written, or not in compliance 
with public hearing policy.  But, reportedly, LCAR approves most rules.24

Case Study: ATVs on State Lands

In 2009, the Department of Natural Resources proposed allowing the use of all-terrain vehicles  
(“ATVs”) on state lands.  The agency’s economic impact statement spent little time identifying 
possible environmental costs and focused on economic benefits.  Specifically, the statement 
discussed increased ATV sales, increased business for establishments offering goods and services 
to ATV riders, and increased registration fees.  The agency also mentioned possible government 
costs from increased demands on staff time and resources.  None of these costs were quantified.25

The only environmental effects discussed were those required by the greenhouse gas statement.  
Here, the agency wrote: “This rule has the potential to impact the emissions of greenhouse gases if 
a statewide trail system results in greater ATV use.  Conversely, it may allow Vermont residents the 
opportunity to ride ATVs instate and not have to travel for ATV riding opportunities.”26 

After months of public debate, the agency finalized the rules and filed them with the legislature in 
late 2009.   When the rule came before LRAC, the committee’s chair expected a vote against the 
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rules, and so released draft findings first to give the agency and the public time to respond before 
taking a formal vote.  But the agency did not amend or withdraw its rules, and soon the committee 
unanimously voted to object.27  LRAC based its objection not on the underlying policy question, 
but on the process through which the rule was promulgated.  The media commented that the 
action reflected the frequent clashes between a Republican governor and a Democrat-dominated 
legislature.28

LRAC members speculated that the full legislature would consider enacting a bill to overturn 
the rule as soon as it reconvened in early 2010.29  The new rules took effect in January 2010, but 
the agency predicted there would be no immediate consequences and no ATV trails planned for 
approval in the near future.30  No legislation on ATVs was passed before the legislature adjourned 
its session in 2010.31

Analysis and Grade

Though many agencies have some trouble meeting the full analytical requirements, the statute 
does advise agencies to limit their analysis to information available at reasonable costs.  And while 
LRAC may face resource constraints as well, it can extend its timeline for review when necessary.  
Overall, Vermont’s structure does reasonably fit the state’s resources.

Vermont’s review process also has the potential to help calibrate rules.  Both reviewers meet 
regularly.  IRAC reviews for administration-wide policy (which also helps coordinate inter-agency 
conflicts) and to increase public input (which also helps increase transparency and participation).  
LRAC reviews according to clear substantive standards, including whether the analytical 
statements missed an important economic impact.

Those analytical statements show promise, but the requirements could still be improved.  Treatment 
of benefits and costs is roughly balanced.  For example, small business exemptions are weighed 
against health, safety, welfare, and environmental effects.  In fact, if anything, environmental effects 
may be given too much weight, with greenhouse gas impacts singled out for special attention.  
But without consistent quantification, even a requirement to analyze alternatives and select the 
most appropriate option will not help agencies integrate analysis into their decisionmaking and 
maximize net benefits.  Agencies at best wave their hands at distributional impacts.

Vermont lacks a process to combat agency inaction, and any periodic review is ad hoc and lacks 
substantive standards.

Vermont has many redeeming and unique features in its regulatory review structure, and so scores 
a B as its Guiding Principles Grade.
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Virginia

In recent years, Virginia has tried to streamline its regulatory process and make it easier for agencies 
to deregulate.

Virginia’s Process on Paper

Impact Statements:  In the 1990s, Virginia agencies complied with the statutory requirements on 
regulatory cost estimates for fewer than twenty percent of their proposed rules.  Consequently, the 
legislature amended the requirements and gave a centralized entity the primary responsibility for 
the production of impact statements.1

Before proposing a new rule, agencies must submit a copy to the Department of Planning and 
Budget (“DPB”).  The DPB then has forty-five days to determine the rule’s public benefits and 
prepare an economic impact analysis, assessing the number of regulated parties, the impacts to the 
use of private property, and the projected compliance costs, including fiscal impacts to localities.2

If the regulation may have an adverse effect on small businesses, the DPB’s economic impact 
analysis must also detail the compliance costs to small businesses and describe any less intrusive 
methods of achieving the regulatory purpose, consistent with “health, safety, environmental, and 
economic welfare.”3 

Public notice of the proposed regulation must contain the agency’s justification for the rule, 
the primary advantages or disadvantages for the public, and the agency’s response to the DPB’s 
economic impact analysis.4  A family impact statement is also required.5

Executive Review:  Statute requires each new governor to adopt an executive order on regulatory 
review.  The order must provide for review by the attorney general of statutory authority, and 
the governor must judge each proposed rule to be necessary to protect public health, safety, 
and welfare.  By statute, agencies can initially ignore comments submitted by the governor, but 
the governor has some authority to formally object and, in conjunction with the legislature, to 
suspend the effective date of regulations.6

On June 29, 2010, Governor Bob McDonnell issued Executive Order 14 on regulatory review.7  
The Order specifies that only regulations necessary to interpret laws or protect health, safety, and 
welfare should be issued, and the policies chosen should represent the most efficient, most cost-
effective, and least intrusive options from among the reasonably available alternatives.  The DPB 
enforces compliance with these guiding principles and can start reviewing proposals early, during 
the notice of intended regulatory action.  Later, when the rule is ready for proposal, agencies must 
get the attorney general’s certification, the DPB’s economic analysis, and the governor’s approval.  
The attorney general and the DPB can again review the rule before finalization.

Legislative Review:  The Joint Commission on Administrative Rules (“JCAR”) consists of five 
members from the Senate and seven from the House.8  JCAR can review rules for their statutory 
authority and legislative intent, impact on the economy, protection of natural resources, and 
impact on government operations or affected persons.9  Any legislative standing committee or 
JCAR can meet and object to proposed regulations; agencies must respond to objections within 
twenty-one days.  The legislature may, with the governor’s concurrence, suspend the effective date 
of a regulation through the end of the following legislative session.10  JCAR also has authority to 
review the failure to adopt a rule, and can recommend adoption of a new rule.11
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Periodic Review:  By statute, each new governor must issue an executive order on the periodic 
review of existing regulations.  The attorney general must review to ensure ongoing statutory 
authority, and the governor may require agencies to analyze whether new regulations should be 
adopted or old regulations should be repealed, to protect the public health, safety, or welfare.12  
Governor McDonnell’s Executive Order 14 specifies that this review process must occur every 
four years.13

Agencies must also review all existing regulations for small business impacts.  At least every five 
years, regulations with small business impacts must be reassessed based on their continued need, 
public complaints, complexity, and changed technology or economic conditions.14

Recent Procedural Innovations:  Virginia has adopted some innovative practices to increase 
transparency in their rulemaking and regulatory review procedures.  Agencies must annually file in 
the Register a list of their guidance documents.15  Virginia has also developed an interactive, online 
portal called the Regulatory Town Hall: agencies communicate with the Department of Planning 
and Budget through the Town Hall, and the website serves as a conduit for public comments.16

Virginia has also been active recently trying to streamline its rulemaking process and reduce 
regulatory burdens.  Agencies can use an expedited procedure to make amendments to rules 
to allow regulated parties to submit documents or payments electronically.17  Agencies are 
also encouraged to develop pilot programs to study and reduce regulatory mandates on local 
governments.18

Finally, Virginia has been expanding the categories of proposals available for fast-track rulemakings.  
Non-controversial rules can be issued through a fast-track procedure, with concurrence of the 
governor and written notice to the legislature and JCAR.19  In 2007, on the recommendation of 
then-attorney general Bob McDonnell, the Virginia legislature expanded the fast-track process to 
allow for the repeal of certain regulations as well.20  Executive Order 14 has further defined the 
review process for fast-tracked regulations.21

Virginia’s Process in Practice

Attorney General’s Task Force:  Starting in 2006, Attorney General Bob McDonnell’s task force 
on regulatory reform reviewed 8,700 pages of regulations and made 350 recommendations for 
amendments or repeals.  The task force was looking for regulations that no longer made sense in the 
twenty-first century, lacked legal authority, were redundant, were not necessary to protect health, 
safety, or welfare, or posed unreasonable costs.  Concerned that “it is much easier to promulgate 
regulations than it is to repeal them,” the task force helped push through legislation to expand use 
of the “fast track” process to repeal regulations.  Since 2007, over forty-five percent of all regulatory 
amendments have been accomplished by the fast track process.22

Though agencies generally report compliance with the attorney general’s recommendations,23 
some non-government organizations felt the task force “never really gained much traction”24 and 
was “business- and politically-driven.”25

Economic Analysis by the DPB:  Six employees work in the DPB’s economic and regulatory analysis 
division.  The DPB claims to use thorough cost-benefit practices, for example including health 
and recreation benefits as non-monetized benefits with detailed qualitative descriptions, and 
addressing differential effects by socioeconomic status.26

The DPB can withhold regulations, but prefers to work collaborative with agencies.27  Agencies 
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report that sometimes the DPB will make suggestions on how “to lessen[ ] impact based on 
overly burdensome economic costs to the regulated community.”28  When the DPB determines a 
proposal’s costs exceed its benefits, it attempts to have the agency change the proposed language 
before the analysis is published.29 “Thus, in practice, much of the benefit of review (increasing the 
benefit-cost ratio) is invisible to the public.”30

Robert Hahn found that, in the late 1990s, only five percent of the DPB’s economic analyses 
quantified benefits, and only four percent monetized benefits.31  Hahn felt that many analyses 
had sufficient information given their scope and purpose, but some analyses were “obviously 
inadequate,” and the DPB lacked resources to given significant rules the more sophisticated 
analysis they deserved.32

Mostly, Hahn’s observations still hold true today.  Though some agencies feel that the  
“[c]entralization of economic expertise in DPB is an economical and effective way of creating 
and maintaining specialization,”33 others believe that the DPB lacks sufficient staff economist 
resources to consistently meet the statutory requirements for economic analysis.34  For example, 
deregulations are no subject to the same level of economic analysis.35   DPB analyses still tend not 
to include much quantification of benefits. 36

Executive Review:  There is no deadline for the governor’s reviews, and “[l]engthy regulatory delays, 
intentional or unintentional, can occur in the reviews conducted by the Governor’s Office.”37

Legislative Review:38  JCAR is largely inactive.39

Town Hall:  Non-governmental organizations are generally pleased with the Regulatory Town 
Hall.40  Some agencies report that the website has facilitated public input41 and “dramatically 
improved the management of the state regulatory process,”42 but others feel its impact has been 
limited so far.43

Analysis and Grade

Though some think the DPB should hire more economists, consolidating analytical expertise 
in one review entity likely makes the best use of limited resources.  But there are multiple steps 
in Virginia’s review process, and some complain about delays.  The Regulatory Town Hall holds 
promise to increase transparency and public participation, and perhaps even to help streamline 
the process.

Excluding the largely inactive JCAR, regulatory review in Virginia is consistent and substantive.  In 
particular, the DPB claims it helps to calibrate rules, increasing the benefit to cost ratio.  Analysis 
does seem well integrated into the decisionmaking process, but there is no real consistent analysis 
of benefits, alternatives, or the full range of distributional impacts.

On the other hand, much of Virginia’s overall process is too focused on deregulation as an end goal, 
instead of more generally on improving the efficiency of regulations (which would entail, from 
time to time, identifying areas where regulation is missing as well).  For example, while there are 
standards for periodic review, the attorney general’s task force set the tone in prioritizing regulations 
for repeal.  With Bob McDonnell now bringing his deregulatory agenda to the governor’s office, 
Virginia will have to be careful to maintain balance in its regulatory review structure.  Currently, 
Virginia scores a B-.
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Washington

Washington agencies conduct among the most thorough cost-benefit analyses of proposed rules.  
Lately, controversial economic analyses may have rekindled the legislative review process.

Washington’s Process on Paper

Agencies must publish notice of proposed rules, giving a short explanation of the rule, its purpose, 
and its anticipated effects, and including—if required—a small business economic impact 
statement and information on obtaining the preliminary cost-benefit analysis for significant rules.1

Cost-Benefit Analysis for Significant Rules:  Additional analysis is required of any “significant 
legislative rule”—defined rather broadly—from listed agencies,2 as well as of any rule from any 
agency if so requested by the Legislature’s Joint Administrative Rules Review Commission.3  
Before an agency can adopt any such rule, it must, inter alia:

•	 state, in detail, the rule’s goals and determine the rule’s need;

•	 analyze policy alternatives and the consequences of not adopting the rule;

•	 determine that probable benefits exceed probable costs, accounting for both qualitative 
and quantitative effects and any statutory directives, and make such analysis available;

•	 determine that, after considering alternatives and the cost-benefit analysis, the rule is the 
least burdensome means of achieving the intended goals; and

•	 justify any difference from analogous federal regulations and coordinate, to the extent 
possible, with other federal, state, and local laws.4

In making those determinations, the agency must produce documentation of sufficient quantity 
and quality as to persuade a reasonable person.5  The agency must also develop an implementation 
plan that describes the expected resources needed to enforce the rule; the agency’s intended 
efforts to educate the public about the rule and to promote voluntary compliance; and any interim 
milestones and measurable outcomes that can be used to assess the rule’s progress.6

The Office of Financial Management is instructed to prepare biennial reports on the effects of 
these requirements on the regulatory system, particularly on the administrative costs and whether 
agencies notice any improved acceptance of their regulations by the public as a result.7

Small Business Economic Impact Statements:  If a proposed rule will impose more than minor 
costs on businesses, an agency must prepare a small business impact statement.8  Specifically, 
agencies must compare small business compliance costs with the compliance costs for the largest 
ten percent of businesses,9 and then (where feasible and legal) adopt measures to reduce a rule’s 
disproportionate impacts on small business.10

Agencies must also periodically review all existing rules with economic impacts on more than 
twenty percent of industries or on more than ten percent of businesses within a single industry.  
The periodic review determines whether the agency should continue, amend, or rescind rules in 
order to minimize small business impacts, considering the rule’s ongoing need, public complaints 
received, and changed circumstances.11

Legislative Review:  The Joint Administrative Rules Review Committee (“JARRC”) is a bipartisan 
body composed of four senators and four representatives.12  By selective review, the JARRC may 
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review any proposed or existing rule for consistency with legislative intent and administrative 
procedure; it may also review any interpretative statement or guideline for whether an agency 
should have proposed a formal rule instead.13  The JARRC’s review is not mandatory.  Anyone can 
also petition the JARRC to review a specific proposed or existing rule or policy statement.14

The JARRC sends it findings to the promulgating agency, which must then hold a hearing and 
notify the JARRC of any intended actions.15  If the JARRC is not satisfied with the agency’s 
response, it can file a formal objection, recommend that the governor move to suspend the rule, or 
recommend that the legislature amend a rule’s authorizing statute.16

Other Regulatory Review Procedures:  Agencies must publish semiannual regulatory agendas and 
distribute them to interested stakeholders, the Director of Financial Management, the JARRC, 
and any other relevant agencies.17  Agencies must also maintain a rulemaking docket.18

Anyone can petition an agency to adopt, amend, or repeal a regulation.  If an agency denies a 
petition, the petitioner may appeal to the governor.  If an agency denies a petition to amend or 
repeal (but not one to adopt a new regulation), the petitioner may appeal to the JARRC to review 
the rule’s compliance with legislative intent and administrative procedure.19

In 1997, Governor Gary Locke signed Executive Order 
97-02, to provide a “systematic review of [existing 
regulations’] need, effectiveness, [and] reasonableness.”  
Each agency was to begin review of rules with 
significant effects on business, labor, consumers, and 
the environment, concentrating on rules that drew 
public complaints and petitions.  The Executive Order 
mostly encouraged agencies to amend or repeal rules 
that were no longer necessary or that could be replaced 
with more efficient means of achieving the same goals.  
But the Order also had agencies investigate whether 
the qualitative and quantitative benefits of a rule had 
been considered in relation to costs, and whether a 
rule should be strengthened to provide additional 
protections.  Agencies were instructed to provide for 
an ongoing review process after the Order’s initial 
requirements had been satisfied.20

Washington’s Process in Practice

Economic Analysis:  In general, Washington agencies 
produce cost-benefit analyses quite consistently and 
thoroughly.  Agencies try to quantify costs and benefits 
as best they can and report that they only rely on 

qualitative analysis when benefits are impossible to quantify without “significant and expense 
studies.”21

Most agencies agree that, while it is difficult to determine whether such analysis directly affects 
the substance of rules, the additional administrative process required for significant rules helps 
make staff more “thoughtful and deliberative” and creates a framework for public dialogue.22  
Some agencies also report that Executive Order 97-02 has had an enduring impact on their 

Washington agencies 
only turn to qualitative 

analysis when 
quantification is near 

impossible.  “An 
example of a rule 
that required the 

department to rely on 
qualitative data was the 

rule that established 
an endorsement for 

massage practitioners 
to offer animal 

massage.”
—Department of Health 

(2006)
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decisionmaking.23  But the additional procedures do cost staff time and resources,24 and agencies 
are unsure “whether the delay in rule-adoption [is] an equitable trade for the improved quality of 
the rule.”25

Others are less convinced about the value of Washington’s administrative process requirements.  
The Office of the Insurance Commissioner insists public acceptance of a rule depends not on 
perfunctory compliance with statutes, but rather on an agency’s real commitment to making the 
process fair and open.26  The Office believes the statutory requirement do more to confuse rather 
than enlighten the public.27  Some public stakeholders agree with this negative interpretation.  The 
Washington Chapter of the National Federation of Independent Business feels “state agencies 
have become experts at conjuring analyses justifying their preconceptions,” and that they conduct 
only superficial efforts, leaving the public seek recourse from the legislature and the courts.28

Though most agencies do not track costs of the rulemaking process, the Department of Health 
found that significant rules cost about ten times as much money to develop as non-significant 
rules.29  Similarly, the Office of Insurance Commissioner found statutory requirements added 
about $235,000 to its annual costs and increased the time spent on rule development by twenty-five 
percent, largely because conducting cost-benefit analyses required hiring a full-time economist.30  
More specifically, the Office explained:

Performing a cost-benefit analysis that meets generally accepted economic analysis standards 
as set out in the statute requires access to an economist.  The Office now has an economist on 
staff, but notes that without the requirements of the statute, it might not have retained one, 
which would have had a negative impact on its rule-making analysis.31

JARRC Review:  Washington’s legislature only sits part-time, and the JARRC does not typically meet 
during the legislative session, instead meeting only during the interim.32  Even then, the JARRC 
holds formal hearings quite infrequently:  since 1996, it has met less than a dozen times (although 
recently has been more active, with three hearings in 2009).33  In fact, when the JARRC met in 
June 2008 for an “orientation meeting,” the purpose was to re-familiarize Committee members 
with their basic powers and responsibilities.34  When the JARRC does meet, the adequacy of the 
small business economic impact statement or the cost-benefit analysis is often a central topic.35

Nevertheless, the legislative review process does have a broader impact through informal reviews.  
The JARRC’s staff—which it borrows from other legislative committees36—tries to review all 
proposed and adopted rules for consistency with legislative intent (although workload conflicts 
during the legislative session can result in some rules going un-reviewed).37  The JARRC’s staff 
often make informal agency contacts as they prepare to advise the JARRC on whether to invoke 
its selective review authority,38 and the JARRC uses those contacts to work “collaboratively”39 and 
“seek negotiations” with agencies, resolving potential problems without holding formal hearings.40

Theoretically, the JARRC is not supposed to make policy judgments, and its “authorization does 
not include testing or validation of economic impact methodology.”41  But JARRC staff and 
members alike find it difficult to draw a bright jurisdictional line and sometimes cross over into 
the realm of policy review,42 as perhaps demonstrated in the following case study.

Case Study: Building Energy Codes

In 2009, the State Building Code Council proposed a set of code amendments aimed at improving 
energy efficiency.  The Council is not one of the statutorily listed agencies that normally prepares a 
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full cost-benefit analysis.  But the Council did prepare a small business economic impact statement 
and compiled data on costs.43  The Council’s initial small business statement said the “number of 
jobs created or lost as a result of compliance with the proposed rule is unknown.”44

Some republican lawmakers worried that implementing the proposals in the near future would 
hurt the state’s construction industry, already on unstable footing.45  Consequently, a rare JARRC 
meeting was held at the request of House Republican Caucus Chair and JARRC Vice-Chair, Rep. 
Dan Kristiensen, who was formerly a small business owner of a construction company.46

At the October 1, 2009 hearing, Vice-Chair Kristiensen spoke of his concern that the Council’s 
small business statement and costs data were “theoretical,” not based in “on-the-ground” facts, 
and possibly inaccurate.  He wanted to ensure that the code was not modified too quickly, and 
that ultimately the energy savings of any new regulations would offset the up-front capital costs.47

On October 14, by a unanimous vote, the JARRC instructed the Council to expand its preliminary 
small business economic impact statement.  In particular, the JARRC wanted a “rigorous cost 
analysis of the cumulative impact of all the changes,” as well as a “reasonable estimate of how 
many jobs will be lost or created.”48  The JARRC felt the Council needed more real-world data 
and advised the Council to solicit industry for “cost estimates based on current market rates.”49  
The JARRC also exercised its authority to require the Council to complete a formal cost-benefit 
analysis.50

The Council held additional hearings on the JARRC’s concerns, but responded on November 19 
that its original small business statement was a reasonable estimate of costs.51  On November 20, 
the Council adopted the proposals, with some additional amendments to mitigate small business 
impacts.52  But generally, the Council felt it would have been irresponsible to “guess” about job 
impacts and include any additional or different economic analysis.53

At a December 2 meeting, JARRC Chair Rep. Hasegawa wondered whether the Council’s 
documentation really showed that benefits outweighed costs.  The Council felt its submissions 
fully addressed that.54  The JARRC ultimately disagreed, found that the Council had failed to 
submit sufficient impact statements, and recommended that the governor and the full legislature 
move to suspend the regulations.55  Some Council members felt that the JARRC had an honest 
complaint over procedural requirements; but many other Council members felts the JARRC’s 
objection was mostly a disagreement with the data and with the policy.56

At first, the governor’s office backed the Council in its decision to resist the JARRC’s request to 
suspend the regulations until more economic analysis could be produced.57  But on June 8, 2010, 
after meeting with her Council of Economic Advisors and with some regret, Governor Christine 
Gregoire determined that the state’s economic climate and condition of the construction industry 
simply could not currently support the added pressures of the regulations, and she instructed the 
Council to suspend the code modifications.58  On June 11, the Council enacted an emergency rule 
to suspend the new rules, and it plans to revisit the issue in the future.59

Analysis and Grade

Washington’s cost-benefit analyses are among the more thorough and balanced in the nation, 
attending to both qualitative and quantitative impacts.  Still, it is not clear whether all agencies 
have the resources to hire the economists that at least some feel are necessary to comply with 
the statutory requirements. Though some agencies question whether the analysis actually has an 
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impact on rule content, most agree it does contribute to useful public dialogue.

By contrast, the formal legislative review process is quite inconsistent and sporadic.  While the 
JARRC has begun to meet more regularly, it is unclear whether this trend will continue.  If the 
JARRC does continue to meet and review rules, it may need to revisit the thorny issue of how to 
draw its jurisdictional line between reviewing legality and procedure and reviewing policy choices.  
If the JARRC does continue to review the sufficiency and adequacy of economic data, it should 
be careful not to make recommendations that might actually unbalance an agency’s cost-benefit 
analysis.  For example, the JARRC advised the State Building Code Council to base its compliance 
cost estimates on industry projections using current market rates:  yet such an approach would be 
insensitive to the fluctuating energy market and to the ability for industry to adapt to and bring 
down costs over time.

Even the legislature’s informal review procedures seem to lack sufficient staff resources.   On the 
other hand, Washington does feature periodic review requirements with at least some balanced 
standards, and the state’s requirements on regulatory agendas and public petitions should help 
promote inter-agency coordination and combat inaction. 

Largely on the strength of its analytical requirements, and in spite of its inconsistent legislative 
review, Washington earns a B.
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Notes
1 Wash. Rev. Code § 34.05.320.

2 Id. § 34.05328(5).  The requirement applies automatically to significant rules from the Departments 
of Ecology; Labor and Industries; Health; Revenue; Social and Health Services; Natural Resources; 
and Employment Security, as well as to the Forest Practices Board, the Insurance Commissioner, and 
select Fish and Wildlife rules.  A “significant” rule is “is a rule other than a procedural or interpretive 
rule that (A) adopts substantive provisions of law pursuant to delegated legislative authority, the 
violation of which subjects a violator of such rule to a penalty or sanction; (B) establishes, alters, 
or revokes any qualification or standard for the issuance, suspension, or revocation of a license or 
permit; or (C) adopts a new, or makes significant amendments to, a policy or regulatory program.” Id. 
34.05328(5)(c)(iii).

3 Id. § 34.05.328(5). JARRC has forty-five days from the rule’s notice to make such a request.

4 Id. § 34.05.328(1).

5 Id. § 34.05.328(2).

6 Id. § 34.05.328(3).

7 Id. § 34.05328(6).

8 Id. § 19.85.030 (also required if JARRC requests an impact statement within forty-five days of the 
rule’s notice). Instead of complying with the regulatory fairness act, if certain conditions are met, an 
agency may instead test the feasibility and efficiency of policy alternatives through volunteer pilot 
projects. See id. § 34.05.313.

9 Id. § 19.85.040.

10 Id. § 19.85.030.

11 Id. § 19.85.050.

12 Id. § 34.05.610.

13 Id. §§ 34.05.620-.630

14 Id. § 34.05.655.

15 Id. § 34.05.620-.640.  For proposed rules, agencies consider JARRC’s comments during their regular 
public hearings on the proposed rule.

16 Id. §§ 34.05.640-.650.  JARRC’s determinations and review procedures do not establish a presumption 
of legality on constitutionality at a subsequent judicial proceeding. Id. § 34.05.660.

17 Id. § 34.05.314.

18 Id. § 34.05.315.

19 Id. § 34.05.330.

20 Exec. Order No. 97-02 (1997).
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21 Office of Financial Mgmt., Regulatory Reform Under ESHB 1010, 2004-05, at 22-23 (2006) 
(statement of Dept. of Health); see also Dept. of Ecology, Final Cost Benefit Analysis for the Electronic 
Product Recycling Program (2007), available at http:// www.ecy.wa.gov/biblio/0707040.html.

22 Regulatory Reform Under ESHB 1010, supra note 21, at 15 (citing statement of Dept. of Ecology); 
id. at 4 (saying stakeholders comment more often and better understand agency decisionmaking); see 
also Office of Financial Mgmt., Impacts of Significant Legislative Rule-Making Requirements 
2006-09, at 3 (2010).

23 See Regulatory Reform Under ESHB 1010, supra note 21, at 36 (statement of Dept. of Social and 
Health Services).

24 Id. at 3.

25 Id. at 17 (statement of Dept. of Ecology).

26 Id. at 72.

27 Impacts of Significant Legislative Rule-Making Requirements, supra note 22, at 126.

28 Id. at 14 (letter from Patrick Connor, NFIB/WA, Dec. 30, 2009); see also id. at 15 (letter from Christian 
McCabe, Association of Washington Businesses) (noting the quality of cost-benefit analyses varies 
between and even within agencies, especially on the Department of Ecology’s consideration of 
alternatives).

29 Id. at 4.

30 Id. at 123, 125.

31 Id. at 6.

32 Survey from Kathryn Leathers, JARRC counsel (2009, on file with author); JARRC, Rule Review 
Process, http://www.leg.wa.gov/JointCommittees/JARRC/Pages/Process.aspx (meets only during 
interims “except in rare instances”).

33 See Wash. State Public Affairs TV Network, http://tvw.org/search/SiteSearch.cfm (documenting 
only seven JARRC meetings); Video of JARRC Meeting, June 28, 2008, available at http://tvw.org/ 
(statement of Kathryn Leathers) (discussing two additional hearings, in 2000 and 2005).  JARRC was 
created in 1981. Id.

34 Video of JARRC Meeting, June 28, 2008, supra note 33 (statement of JARRC Chair Rep. Hasegawa).

35 See id. (Kathryn Leathers discussing reviews of analysis during JARRC’s 2000 and 2005 hearings); 
Minutes of Economic and Regulatory Assessment Committee of the State Building Code Council, Oct. 
23, 2009 (statement of Brian Minnick, Building Industry Association of Washington) (discussing 
JARRC hearings in the 1990s on Department of Health septic system rules, when the adequacy of the 
small business statement became a key issue).

36 JARRC has no separate budget or staff, Survey from Leathers, supra note 32, even though JARRC is 
authorized to hire staff. Wash. Rev. Code § 34.05.671.

37 Survey from Leathers, supra note 32.

38 JARRC, Rule Review Process: Petition for Review (2002).

39 Video of JARRC Meeting, June 28, 2008, supra note 33 (statement of JARRC Chair Rep. Hasegawa).

40 JARRC, Rule Review Process, supra note 32; Video of JARRC Meeting, June 28, 2008, supra note 33 
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(testimony of staff that there is a lot of behind-the-scenes review work that Committee members may 
never directly see).

41 JARRC, Request for Review of Administrative Rule Form, http://www.leg.wa.gov/JointCommittees/
JARRC/Pages/ReviewReport.aspx.

42 Video of JARRC Meeting, June 28, 2008, supra note 33 (statement of Kathryn Leathers that the line 
between policy, procedure, and legislative intent is not a bright one, and staff feels sometimes it is 
crossed).

43 The Council’s economic statements combined its own findings with Department of Commerce analysis, 
NW Energy Efficiency Alliance materials, and data collected from meetings with stakeholders; the 
Office of Financial Management also weighed in, sending an e-mail to the Council and the governor 
on the potential costs to businesses and homebuyers. SBCC Dec. 18, 2009 Minutes; Kretz, Kristiansen 
Agree with Governor in New Building Energy Code Delay, State News Service, June 15, 2010 (describing 
Nov. 20, 2009 e-mail from Office of Financial Management).

44 Video of JARRC Meeting, Oct. 1, 2009, available at http://tvw.org/ (testimony of Kathryn Leathers); 
Kretz, Kristiansen Agree with Governor in New Building Energy Code Delay, State News Service, June 
15, 2010.

45 Kretz, Kristiansen Agree with Governor in New Building Energy Code Delay, State News Service, June 
15, 2010.

46 Legislative Committee Approves Motion for Detailed Analysis of Proposed Building Code Changes, U.S. 
State News, Oct. 12, 2009.

47 Video of JARRC Meeting, Oct. 1, 2009, supra note 44.

48 JARRC, Notice of Action to the Washington State Building Code Council, Oct. 14, 2009.

49 Id.

50 Id.

51 Minutes of State Building Code Council Meeting, Dec. 18, 2009.

52 Video of JARRC Meeting, Dec. 2, 2009, available at http://tvw.org/ (testimony of the State Building 
Code Council).

53 Minutes of State Building Code Council Meeting, Dec. 18, 2009.

54 Video of JARRC Meeting, Dec. 2, 2009, supra note 52.

55 JARRC, Motion on Energy Codes, Dec. 2, 2009 (passed 5-0-2).

56 See Minutes of State Building Code Council Meeting, Dec. 18, 2009.

57 See Nathalie Weinstein, Builders Fight Washington Energy Code Changes, Daily J. Commerce, Jan. 19, 
2010.

58 Letter from Gov. Gregoire, to SBCC, June 8, 2010.

59 State Building Code Council, http://sbcc.wa.gov; Kretz, Kristiansen Agree with Governor in New 
Building Energy Code Delay, State News Service, June 15, 2010.
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West Virginia

West Virginia’s regulatory review scheme concentrates virtually all regulatory power in the hands 
of the legislature.  While the arrangement is designed to ensure that regulatory decisions are made 
by democratically accountable legislators, the system often seems to take regulatory power away 
from independent agencies experts and exposes the rulemaking process to political influence.

West Virginia’s Process on Paper

Legislative Review:  West Virginia has perhaps the most legislatively-focused regulatory review of 
any state.  When an agency proposes a new rule, it in fact is merely “applying to the legislature for 
permission . . . to promulgate such a rule.”1  The power to determine the rule’s substance and to 
authorize its promulgation rests ultimately with the legislature.2

Agencies must submit proposals to the Legislative Rule-Making Review Committee (“LRMRC”), 
a joint committee consisting of six members of the Senate and six members of the House of 
Delegates.3  The LRMRC evaluates the proposed rule, not only for legality and compliance 
with legislative intent, but also for substantive factors such as whether the rule is necessary and 
reasonably constructed.4  The LRMRC then issues its recommendation to the full legislature:  
either to adopt the rule, adopt parts of the rule, adopt the rule with amendments, or reject the 
rule.5  If the full legislature authorizes the rule’s adoption, the agency then must promulgate the 
rule within sixty days.6  If the legislature rejects all 
or part of a rule, no regulatory agency may take any 
action along the lines of the rejected rule, other than 
to resubmit another proposal to the LRMRC.7

The centralization of rulemaking authority in the 
legislature raises significant separation of powers 
questions, and the West Virginia Supreme Court 
of Appeals has twice struck down key rulemaking 
provisions as unconstitutional legislative vetoes.8  
Both times, however, the legislature responded by 
making only minor changes to the process:  the first 
time by placing the authority to reject a rule in the 
full legislature, rather than with the LRMRC; the 
second time by changing the law so that agencies 
are stopped from promulgating rules only if the 
legislature explicitly disapproves them, rather than if 
the legislature simply fails to act.9

This review structure is the product of deliberate 
design.  Rather than delegate authority to 
independent but unelected agencies, West Virginia 
is committed to keeping rulemaking power in the 
hands of legislators who can be held accountable by 
voters.  Former LRMRC Chairman Brian Gallagher 
explained:  “The way other states do it and the way 
the federal government does it, is they allow bureaucrats to make law without any oversight by the 
legislature. . . . [West Virginia may have a] much more difficult and cumbersome process, but it 

“The way other states do 
it and the way the federal 

government does it, is 
they allow bureaucrats 
to make law without 
any oversight by the 
legislature. . . . [West 
Virginia may have a] 

much more difficult and 
cumbersome process, 
but it does not allow 

people who have never 
been elected to anything 

to make law.”
—Former Legislative Rule-
Making Review Committee 
Chairman, Brian Gallagher
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does not allow people who have never been elected to anything to make law.”10

Economic Analysis:  West Virginia law does not require formal cost-benefit analysis, although 
agencies must prepare fiscal notes summarizing the costs and economic impacts of proposed rules 
on the state and its residents.11  However, the fiscal note forms supplied by the LRMRC and the 
Secretary of State for agency use do not even require that much, instead focusing only on the 
financial and revenue impacts for state government.12  

Executive Order 20-03 requires additional economic analysis for any proposed rule that may 
adversely impact small business.  Agencies must submit details to the Small Business Development 
Center (a part of the Department of Commerce) on the estimated number of small businesses 
affected, a projection of direct impacts, and whether any less intrusive regulatory alternatives 
exist.13  The Order also proposes a regular review of existing regulations for effects on small 
businesses.14

West Virginia’s Process in Practice

Legislative Review:  On paper, the West Virginia process emphasizes decisionmaking by accountable, 
elected officials.  But in practice, the process tends to result in politicized decisionmaking often 
dictated by the policy agendas of interest groups.

The LRMRC begins its review process early, encouraging informal submissions by agencies for 
preliminary reviews, “to anticipate problems which might otherwise arise during the formal 
review process.”15  LRMRC staff primarily review legal questions, but they may also gather factual 
information and point out policy alternatives to committee members.16  The LRMRC “may” hold 
public hearings and may allow public comment.17

A few examples demonstrate how agency intentions sometimes clash with industry interests 
during LRMRC review:

•	 In 2001, the LRMRC abandoned a rule about water purity that had been carefully negotiated 
by industry, environmental, and agency representatives, and instead substituted a rule 
drafted by industry groups like the state’s Chamber of Commerce and the West Virginia Coal 
Association.18

•	 In 2004, during its review of limits on aluminum in West Virginia waterways, the LRMRC 
instructed the regulatory agency to reach out to coal, business, and manufacturing groups, but 
not environmentalists.19

•	 In 2008, the state Ethics Commission proposed restrictions on how law enforcement 
associations like the Fraternal Order of Police could raise money.  The LRMRC voted to adopt 
instead amendments written by a regulated party, the West Virginia Troopers Association.20

•	 The LRMRC sometimes uses its authority to kill a rule through delay.21  For instance, when 
the LRMRC considered rules that would require pharmaceutical companies to disclose 
their marketing expenditures, PhRMA exerted influence to delay and then scuttle the 
rule.22  Emergency rules are sometimes used as temporary measures while the LRMRC and 
legislature review the proposed permanent rule.23

Notably, the legislature does not always follow the LRMRC’s recommendation and sometimes 
votes to restore the agency’s original proposal.24  But there is a tendency for both the LRMRC and 
the legislature to get overwhelmed by the politics and technical details of regulations.  Former 
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LRMRC chair Virginia Mahan once noted that competing scientific claims from agencies and 
industry were too difficult to wade through, asking “How do you make policy on things you don’t 
understand?”25

Similarly, Rita Pauley, general counsel for the Senate Judiciary Committee, recently explained:

[S]ome [legislators] become confused by the process.  I will let you in on the secret.  
There are between 100 and 125 bills of authorization for rules each year.  Those bills will 
be introduced within the first 20 days of the session.  The bill does not provide you with 
any of the substance of the rule, nor does it have the rule attached to the bill. . . . When 
the rule is being discussed, some committees provide copies of the rule and the bill to 
the members while some do not. . . . The Legislature is a political creature, not a scientific 
peer review group.  Neither is it a full-time legislative body with unlimited resources like 
Congress.  It is not designed nor equipped to establish scientific evidence to support 
amendments to science-based standards.  [For example, one recent set of controversial 
rule amendments] were the result of political compromise and negotiation, not scientific 
study.26

Economic Analysis:  Though fiscal notes are required 
for proposed rules, there is no standard procedure for 
how economic impacts should be measured.27  Recent 
editions of the State Register suggest that fiscal notes 
and another rulemaking questionnaire required by the 
LRMRC are at least inconsistently included in published 
materials; very likely, they are inconsistently filed by 
agencies; and almost certainly they are inconsistently 
filled out by agencies.28  For example, a few recent fiscal notes admitted that proposed rules would 
result in some administrative costs, but simply estimated the costs at zero because “we do not 
know how much those costs will be.”29

Though Executive Order 20-03 technically remains on the books, the Small Business Development 
Center has not conducted any reviews since 2005, when the Center’s point person for reviews 
retired.30  One member of the committee that helped design the small business review process 
commented that he was unsure whether most agencies ever really cooperated with the process, 
and he questioned whether the new governor’s administration was aware of the process or had any 
plans to revive it.31 

Analysis and Grade

By keeping most regulatory power with the legislature, West Virginia may ensure greater 
democratic accountability, but the state risks exposing the regulatory process to politics.  The state 
has no significant requirement for cost-benefit analysis, so regulatory decisions are often made in 
a vacuum, with much of the information (and sometimes even the regulation itself) coming from 
lobbyists.  While some hail the state’s regulatory review process as the most accountable in the 
nation,32 others fear that the process has left West Virginia as the country’s “political backwater.”33  
Speculating about the future of West Virginia’s regulatory review process, one key legislative staffer 
recently wondered:  “What will be the next challenge facing rule-making?”34  West Virginia’s 
legislative review committee does meet and work consistently, but the state fails to meet any other 
guiding principles.  West Virginia earns a D.

“How do you make 
policy on things you 
don’t understand?”

—Virginia Mahan, 
Legislative Reviewer
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Notes
1 W. Va. Code § 29A-3-9.  This provision applies to all non-emergency “legislative” rules.  Procedural 

or interpretive rules do not generally go through the same legislative review. See id. §§ 29A-3-4, 29A-
3-8, 29A-3-16 (authorizing LRMRC review of procedural and interpretive rules); but see Survey from 
Debra A. Graham, Chief Counsel of the West Virginia Legislative Rule-Making Review Committee 
(2009, on file with author) (noting that procedural and interpretive rules are generally excluded from 
review).  All non-emergency rules—along with accompanying fiscal notes and any alternative drafts 
the agency chooses to file—must also be submitted to the Secretary of State for publication in the 
State Register. W. Va. Code § 29A-3-5.  Agencies must also submit to the LRMRC a statement of the 
circumstances which require the rule, a copy of any relevant federal laws, and any other information 
the committee may request. Id. § 29A-3-11(a).

 Though contacts with the LRMRC suggest that deregulatory rules are not subject to review, see Survey 
from Graham, supra, the state code’s definition of “rule” clearly includes amendments and repeals, W. 
Va. Code §29A-1-2.

 The LRMRC has authority to review existing regulations, id. § 29A-3-16, but as a general matter does 
not do so, see Survey from Graham, supra.

2 W. Va. Code § 29A-3-9.

3 Id. § 29A-3-10.  The Senate President and the House Speaker sit on the committee as nonvoting 
members.  No more than four of the voting members of the committee from each house can be from 
the same political party. Id.

4 Id. § 29A-3-11(b).  The LRMRC’s review of reasonableness is to “especially” consider how the rule 
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Wisconsin

Wisconsin’s legislature has enjoyed the power to review and suspend existing regulations since 
1965, and the authority to review all new rules since 1979.1  According to the state’s Supreme 
Court, “As a matter of public policy, it is incumbent on the legislature . . . to maintain some 
legislative accountability over rulemaking . . . so that the people of this state, through their elected 
representatives, will continue to exercise a significant check on the activities of nonelected agency 
bureaucrats.”2

Wisconsin’s Process on Paper

Scoping Statements and Impact Reports:  An agency begins the rulemaking process by publishing a 
statement of the scope of a proposed rule.  That statement must analyze policy alternatives, describe 
all entities who might be affected by the potential 
rule, and estimate the amount of time and resources 
the state expects to spend on the development of the 
potential rule.3

After the statement of scope has been published, but 
before a rule is officially proposed, a municipality, 
association, or group of five citizens can petition 
the Department of Administration to require an 
economic impact report from certain (but not all) 
regulatory agencies.4  Petitioners must be directly 
and uniquely affected by the potential rule, and 
economic impact reports can only be requested if 
compliance costs would exceed $2 million during 
each of the rule’s first five years, or if the rule 
would adversely affect the state’s economy or jobs, 
the environment, public health or safety, or local 
governments.5

If those criteria are satisfied, the Department of 
Administration can require the rulemaking agency 
to report on the effects on business and the state’s 
economy; to analyze and quantify the problem being 
addressed, including risks to health or the environment; to analyze and quantify the rule’s impacts, 
including costs; and to analyze the benefits.6  The Department of Administration then reviews 
the economic impact report, and must approve it before the agency can submit its proposed rule.  
The review covers whether the report’s findings are well documented and support the regulatory 
approach chosen, as well as whether the rule is consistent with statutory authority and existing 
laws.7

Legislative Review:  When an agency is ready to propose a rule, it must include in its notice:

•	 a comparison with similar federal rules and rules from Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and 
Minnesota;

•	 a summary of the data and methodologies that support the rule;

•	 any required small business or economic impact analyses;8 and

“As a matter of public 
policy, it is incumbent 

on the legislature . . . to 
maintain some legislative 

accountability over 
rulemaking . . . so that 
the people of this state, 

through their elected 
representatives, will 

continue to exercise a 
significant check on the 
activities of nonelected 
agency bureaucrats.”

—Wisconsin Supreme Court 
(1992)
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•	 a fiscal estimate, detailing fiscal effects on the government, any significant private fiscal 
effects from anticipated compliance costs, and the assumptions used in the analysis.9

The rule is then submitted to the Legislative Council for an initial review.10  The Council acts as a 
“clearinghouse,” reviewing a rule for statutory authority, procedure, format, and potential conflicts, 
and maintaining a searchable website for all proposed rules.11  The Council also prepares an annual 
report with recommendations for streamlining the overall rulemaking process and for eliminating 
obsolete regulations.12

After a rule has been cleared by the Legislative Council, a final draft can be submitted to the 
legislature, along with a detailed statement of purpose, an explanation of how the rule advances 
statutory goals, and the agency’s responses to public comments and to the Legislative Council’s 
recommendations.13  The rule is then referred to at least one standing committee in each house of 
the legislature.  The committees can review the rule, meet with the agency, hold hearings, or enter 
into rule modification agreements with the agency.14

The committees may object to any portion of the rule for lack of statutory authority, for an 
emergency, for inconsistency with legislative intent, for a legal conflict, for a change in circumstances, 
for arbitrariness, or for undue hardship.15  If a committee objects, the rule is referred to the Joint 
Committee for the Review of Administrative Rules (“JCRAR”).  JCRAR can object to a rule on 
those same grounds, or it can seek rule modifications from the regulatory agency.16  If JCRAR 
objects to a rule, it must introduce bills designed to prevent the enactment of the regulation;17 such 
legislation requires the governor’s signature to take effect.

JCRAR also has authority to review existing regulations.18  JCRAR holds public hearings to 
investigate any meritorious public complaints about existing rules, and it can introduce legislation 
based on those hearings.19

The legislature reserves the right to delay or suspend any existing or proposed rule while under 
legislative review.20  More specifically, an agency cannot promulgate any portion of a proposed 
rule that a legislative committee objected to during its review, until either JCRAR has formally 
disagreed with the objection, or else the bills introduced to prevent the rulemaking have failed.21  
Also, JCRAR can temporarily suspend any rule on the basis of sufficient public testimony that 
JCRAR would have statutory grounds to object to the rule.  If an existing rule is temporarily 
suspended, JCRAR must introduce legislation to achieve a permanent suspension.22  Wisconsin’s 
Supreme Court has upheld these suspension powers as constitutional.23

Other Impact Analyses:  If a proposed regulation may affect small businesses, the proposing 
agency must consider alternative options to reduce that impact.  When the rule is proposed, the 
agency must submit the proposal and analysis to the Small Business Regulatory Review Board.  
The Board is an independent review entity composed of six representatives of small business, 
eight state agency representatives, one Senate representative, and one Assembly representative.  
Administratively, the Board is attached to the Department of Commerce.24

The Board is authorized to use cost-benefit analysis to determine the fiscal effects on small 
businesses.  The Board submits its suggestions to the agency and to the Legislative Council.25  If 
a rule is expected to affect a substantial number of small businesses, a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis must be submitted to the legislature for review before the rule can be adopted.  The final 
analysis must include as much information as the agency can feasibly obtain and analyze with 
existing staff and resources.  The analysis covers such topics as potential costs, public comments, 
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reasons for rejecting alternative policy options, and the costs and benefits of any proposed 
exemption for small businesses.26  The Board may also review existing rules and guidelines for 
unnecessary burdens, and may submit reports to JCRAR.27

If a proposed regulation affects housing, the Department of Commerce prepares a housing impact 
report before the rule is submitted to Legislative Council.28  By request of the legislative leadership, 
the Public Service Commission will prepare a report to determine a proposed rule’s impact on the 
cost and reliability of electricity.29

Wisconsin’s Process in Practice

The state’s provisions for the preparation of various impact reports may have little practical effect 
on the rulemaking process.  Through 2009, the Department of Administration has never ordered 
the preparation of an economic impact report.30  And while the Small Business Regulatory Review 
Board produced a great deal of review documentation and guidelines during its early years, 
including a detailed handbook for regulatory agencies on cost-benefit analysis,31 it is unclear how 
active the Board has been since 2008.32

Meanwhile, the legislature continues to exercise its review powers regularly and intervenes 
on “numerous” rulemakings.33  For the 123 rules submitted in 2009, the Legislative Council 
commented on 14 occasions regarding statutory authority; on 5 occasions on potential conflicts; 
and 83 times for clarity.34  Also in 2009, legislative committees held hearings on 16 rules, sought 
modifications on 4 rules, and issued no formal objections (resulting in no JCRAR reviews).35  But 
since 1979, over the course of 5,883 rules, 699 have been subject to modification by legislative 
recommendation; 103 have been objected to by committee review; 34 have been objected to by 
JCRAR review; and 13 have been barred by legislation (another two dozen such bills failed to pass, 
and one bill was vetoed).36

Those numbers testify both to the legislature’s formal 
powers to object to rules, as well as its ability to win rule 
modifications without formal objection.  Once JCRAR 
objects to a rule, an agency cannot move forward until the 
bills introduced to block the rule have failed—a prospect 
that can serve as a powerful motivator for agencies to 
compromise with the legislature.  For example, minutes 
from a Department of Natural Resources meeting reveal 
that agency board members worried that if they did 
not comply with JCRAR’s wishes, JCRAR would have 

to introduce a bill in the next legislative session, and that bill “could sit untouched the entire 
legislative session, which would prevent [the agency] from starting the rule process until June of 
2008 [nearly two years later].”37  One board member said, “if we don’t try to work with them, it’s 
asking for no rule at all”—although not all agency officials agreed with that sentiment.38

JCRAR hearings can be quite active and contentious affairs, with large numbers of industry 
representatives and members of the public showing up at times to testify.39  Politicians have also 
accused JCRAR members of being influenced by partisan concerns and of “using JCRAR to 
accomplish what they can’t accomplish through the [regular] legislative process.”40

“If we don’t try to 
work with them, it’s 
asking for no rule at 

all.”
—Agency board member, 
on the need to cooperate 

with JCRAR
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Analysis and Grade

The tremendous detail of Wisconsin’s analytical requirements belies the frequency with which 
they are invoked:  taking great pains to specify precisely when and how economic impact reports 
must be prepared accomplishes little when no impact report has ever, in fact, been prepared.

By contrast, the state’s legislative review process is quite active and consistent.  Wisconsin’s 
review process gives the legislature several chances and significant power to win regulatory 
changes  from agencies—perhaps most notably through the threat of delaying or suspending a 
rule.  The Legislative Council may consider devoting one of its annual reports to investigating if 
the legislative review process might be streamlined without losing its effectiveness, and whether 
modifications might increase the transparency of the review.  Wisconsin’s structure has been 
criticized as demonstrating “undue complexity.”41  Nevertheless, using legislative committee 
objections to trigger JCRAR review is a unique process for trying to conserve legislative resources.

The legislative review process also might benefit from increased and more balanced use of impact 
reports.  For instance, it may currently be difficult for a legislative committee or JCRAR to assess 
whether a rule imposes an “undue hardship” without a full accounting of both costs and benefits; 
the rule’s fiscal estimate may reveal the private compliance costs, but assessing whether such 
burdens are “undue” is impossible without a full accounting of the rule’s benefits.  Until Wisconsin 
better integrates analytical requirements into the rulemaking process, the state earns a C.
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Wyoming

After years of relatively little inter-branch tension—because the state’s part-time legislature did not 
forcefully compete for power with a full-time executive from the same political party—conflicts 
between Wyoming’s governor and its legislature multiplied in the 1970s, as different political 
parties took control of the two branches.1  One response to the new political dynamic was passage of 
the Administrative Regulation Review Act in 1977: a compromise to divvy up oversight of agency 
rulemaking authority, and the nation’s first joint executive-legislative rule review procedure.2

Wyoming’s Process on Paper

Except for explanatory statements for when proposed rules exceed minimum statutory 
requirements,3 Wyoming does not require agencies to substantially justify or analyze new 
regulations.  Regulatory review focuses more on legality and authority than on policy choices.

Legislative Review:  Agencies must submit notice of an intended rulemaking to the Legislative 
Service Office (“LSO”), but the legislature’s formal review does not begin until an agency actually 
adopts a rule and submits the final version to the LSO.4  An adopted rule can be—and often is—
filed with the Secretary of State and becomes effective (with the governor’s approval) before the 
legislature has completed its review.5

The LSO conducts the initial rule review on behalf of the legislature’s Management Council, a body 
compromised primarily of the legislative leadership from each party.  The LSO reviews all new 
rules to determine if they implement legislative intent, are within the scope of statutory authority, 
and were lawfully adopted.6  The LSO submits its rule review reports to the Management Council, 
as well as to the agency, the governor, and the attorney general.  The LSO also compiles comments 
on the rule from other legislators.7

Since 1995, the Management Council has used an expedited procedure to review rules by mail, 
rather than waiting for its next official meeting.  If the LSO does not identify a potential legal 
problem, rules are approved by default, though Council members can always object to a rule.  
If the LSO identifies a potential problem, Council members vote by mail either to recommend 
the LSO’s changes, to approve the rule as is, or to postpone action until their next meeting.8  At 
Council meetings, agency officials are called forward to answer questions about their rules.

The Council submits its final rule review reports to the relevant legislative committee, the 
rulemaking agency, and the governor.9  If the Council recommends changes, the governor must 
respond in one of three ways:

•	 If the rule has not yet been approved and filed, the governor can use his line-item veto 
powers to excise the problematic portions of the rule before giving his approval;

•	 If the rule has already been approved and filed, the governor can direct the regulatory 
agency to amend or rescind the rule; or

•	 The governor can submit written objections back to the Council.10

If the governor does not implement the recommended changes, the Council can introduce 
legislation to nullify the regulation or change the statutory authority; such legislative orders 
require the governor’s approval to become law.11

Executive Review:  The attorney general advises agencies in drafting regulations.12  The governor 
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must approve a rule before it can be filed with the Secretary of State and become effective; the 
governor may disapprove any individual portion of a rule for exceeding statutory authority, for 
inconsistency with legislative purposes, or for failure to comply with procedural requirements.13

Sunset Periods and Ex Post Review:  Wyoming’s legislature has only applied sunset periods to a few, 
very limited regulatory cases;14 the main statute on sunset periods was repealed in 1988.15  The 
Management Council may choose to review any existing rule on its own initiative or the request of 
any legislator,16 but the LSO reports there is no formal review of existing regulation.17

Wyoming’s Process in Practice

The LSO does not typically review rules until after they have been adopted, partly because the LSO 
believes its statutory duty is one of oversight and not drafting.  But equally limiting is the LSO’s 
constrained resources:  the LSO simply lacks the staff to review rules more than once and worries 
a rule might change substantially between the initial proposal and final adoption.18  Indeed, there 
is no dedicated rule review staff in Wyoming; the LSO attorneys spend only about 3% of their time 
on rule review.19

But the LSO will work with the governor’s office 
and agency staff in limited instances to provide early, 
informal review of controversial issues.20  The LSO 
staff also often speaks informally to agency officials 
and the attorney general’s office while preparing their 
rule review reports.21  As one former LSO analyst 
said, “[b]ehind and between the official steps, a great 
deal more goes on.”22

The governor may choose to delay his approval and the rule’s filing until receipt of the LSO and 
Management Council review reports, but often he does not wait.23  Even though most rules are 
already filed and effective when the LSO and Management Council review them, the legislature 
still believes the review process is beneficial.24  Future review and the threat of a legislative response 
may make agencies more careful during the drafting process.  While legislative responses are 
subject to the governor’s veto, the threat of a legislative response is real: the Management Council 
has in the past successfully proposed legislative orders in response to problematic regulations.25  
As such, agencies often voluntarily comply with LSO recommendations,26 and the governor 
often exercises his veto authority in response to a legislative recommendation.27  Early, informal 
discussions between agencies and LSO staff also have resolved “numerous” potential problems 
with rules.28  And rule review helps to identify administrative difficulties, policy concerns, and 
statutory deficiencies:  the Management Council has at times adopted legislation to correct 
problematic statutes identified during the rule review.29

In addition to strict legal questions of statutory authority, legislative intent, and proper procedure, 
the LSO will also review for reasonableness, in terms of a rule’s susceptibility to litigation for 
arbitrariness or capriciousness.30  In theory, the LSO and the Management Council are not 
supposed to substitute their policy judgments for an agency’s choices;31 but historically, the 
Management Council has not always been successful in quarantining its review from policy 
and political considerations.32  One former LSO analyst thought that the Management Council, 
composed of party leadership, was in fact more vulnerable to the influence of partisan politics than 
a more independent review committee might be.33

“Behind and between the 
official steps, a great deal 

more goes on.”
—T. Thomas Singer, former 

Legislative Service Office 
analyst (1980)
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Analysis and Grade

Wyoming’s regulatory review structure does not reasonably use resources.  There are no analytical 
requirements, and the Legislative Service Office has few resources to perform its duties.  Some 
have criticized Wyoming as demonstrating “undue complexity. . . . [T]heoretically, the rule may 
be reviewed six times, three times by the governor alone.”34

When Wyoming first began experimenting with regulatory review in 1977, “[n]either the legislature 
not the Governor [were] completely comfortable with the rule review process.”35  The basic 
review structure has not substantially changed in the last thirty years: Wyoming’s Administrative 
Regulation Review Act consolidates most rulemaking and review powers in the executive branch, 
leaves the legislature with few direct review powers, and requires little in the way of justification or 
analysis of new and existing regulations.  Wyoming likely has grown more comfortable, or at least 
more accustomed, to the rule review process since 1977, and the review process does sometimes 
impact the substance of rules.  But too much may occur behind the scenes, without clear standards, 
public input, or deadlines.

Wyoming’s regulatory review structure may be overdue for an update:  currently, it scores a D.
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8 LSO, Explanation of Administrative Rules Review Process, supra note 5.
9 Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 28-9-105.
10 Id. § 28-9-106(b).
11 Id. § 28-9-107.  Any legislative power to veto or hold a rule in abeyance without the governor’s 

approval was given up as part of the original compromise to enact the Administrative Regulation 
Review Act. Singer, supra note 1, at 209 (explaining that the sponsor of the legislation gave up such 
power to bring the governor on board, who was not eager to cede agency oversight authority to the 
legislature).

12 Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 16-3-102(c); Survey from Gruver, supra note 6.
13 Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 16-3-103(d).
14 Survey from Gruver, supra note 6.
15 1988 Wyo. Sess. Laws ch.58 § 2.
16 Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 28-9-104(b).
17 Survey from Gruver, supra note 6.
18 Administrative Rules Review Handbook, supra note 6, at 13.
19 Survey from Gruver, supra note 6.
20 Administrative Rules Review Handbook, supra note 6, at 14 (if the attorney general requests 

review of specific portions of a rule).
21 LSO, Explanation of Administrative Rules Review Process, supra note 5.
22 Singer, supra note 1, at 221.
23 See Administrative Rules Review Handbook, supra note 6, at 18.
24 LSO, Explanation of Administrative Rules Review Process, supra note 5.
25 Singer, supra note 1, at 222 (noting at least two such orders passed early in the rule review process’s 

history).
26 See, e.g., Legis. Serv. Office, Administrative Rule Review Report #AR08-068 (2008), available 
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at http://legisweb.tate.wy.us/ARULES/2008/AR08-068.htm (pointing out a rule exceeded 
statutory authority and noting that “[t]he agency has been contacted and is in agreement with this 
recommendation” to remove the offending provision).

27 Administrative Rules Review Handbook, supra note 6, at 12-13.
28 LSO, Explanation of Administrative Rules Review Process, supra note 5.
29 Singer, supra note 1, at 225.
30 Administrative Rules Review Handbook, supra note 6, at 16.
31 Id. at 16-17, 20.
32 Singer, supra note 1, at 229.
33 Id. at 229 n.108.  The Management Council can refer rules to the relevant legislative committee 

for assistance in the review, but that power is seldom exercised. Administrative Rules Review 
Handbook, supra note 6, at 20.

34 David S. Neslin, Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes?: Gubernatorial and Legislative Review of Agency 
Rulemaking under the 1981 Model Act, 57 Wash. L. Rev. 669, 686 n.105 (1982).

35 Id. at 213 n.31.



Part Three
Where To Go and How to Get There

[A]dministrative reform does not occur in a vacuum.  Federal reformers 
may be able to learn some lessons by examining administrative law 

reform in our veritable laboratories of democracy, and state reformers 
might learn from glancing horizontally at their neighbors rather than 

above.

—Jim Rossi1
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This chapter does not contain an exhaustive list of every innovative practice in every state, nor are 
all listed practices necessarily recommended for adoption in other states.  Instead, this chapter 
simply highlights some states that are experimenting with regulatory review.

Training and Transparency:  In Arizona, the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council hosts 
regular seminars on rule-writing, periodic reviews, and preparing impact statements.2  Arizona’s 
Administrative Procedure Act also features a “regulatory bill of rights.”  Though it may not add 
any substantive rights, it may improve the public’s ability to understand their options and role in 
the process.3

Well-designed websites can similarly help both agencies and the public understand the nuances 
of the regulatory review process.  Utah’s Division of Administrative Rules website is a model of 
transparency.4

Balance in Analysis:  Vermont’s impact analyses are particularly thorough when it comes to 
environmental effects.  The state’s Department of Environmental Conservation sometimes 
employs “breakeven” analysis when benefits are hard to quantify, calculating at what point 
benefits would at least equalize known costs, and then assessing whether benefits are likely to 
exceed that point.  Vermont also requires a greenhouse gas impact statement, which is certainly 
unique and singles out a particular category of impacts.

The analytical requirements of Iowa and Washington are also praiseworthy.  Alabama instructs 
agencies to attend to the uncertainties associated with the estimation of particular benefits 
and burdens and the difficulties involved in the comparison of qualitatively and quantitatively 
dissimilar benefits and burdens.

While Washington’s executive order on periodic review largely focuses on eliminating 
burdensome and obsolete rules, it does require agencies to ask, under the “fairness” criterion, 
whether a rule “should be strengthened to provide additional protection.”

Regulatory flexibility analysis is one area where balance is crucial and all too infrequent.  But 
some states have structured their small business reviews to focus slightly less on just reducing 
costs and more on maximizing net benefits.  Delaware, Wisconsin, and Michigan all requires 
consideration of any additional costs created by small business exemption.  In Rhode Island, 
Vermont, and a few other states, alternatives to minimize small business impacts must be 
consistent with health, safety, and environmental welfare.  Washington and Utah restrict the 
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number of rules for which a full quantification of small business impacts must be performed.

Preliminary Analysis and Triggers:  Wisconsin requires a preliminary statement of the amount 
of time and resources that will be spent developing the rule, as well as a preliminary analysis of 
policy alternatives.  While many states do not require publication of a regulatory agenda, a few 
states, like Maine and Michigan, allow for their regulatory reviewers to comment on agendas.

Wisconsin is also among the few states that requires an economic impact report only upon 
petition.  This tactic is perhaps too effective in conserving agency resources:  it has never been 
used.  Arkansas uses another approach, letting each agency decide whether the development of 
a financial impact statement will be so speculative as to be cost prohibitive.  A more traditional 
route is taken by North Carolina: a substantial economic impact of $3 million triggers analysis, 
and the executive reviewer reserves its more rigorous review for “significant” rule changes, 
meaning rules creating a significant economic impact, conflict, or novel policy.  Washington 
proposes a meta-analysis to assess the costs and benefits of requiring cost-benefit analysis.

Periodic Review of Rules and Process:  A few states require agencies to evaluate the effectiveness of 
their rules when conducting their periodic reviews.  Washington agencies must develop a plan 
for all significant rules to identify interim milestones and assess measurable outcomes to judge 
the rule’s progress.  Every five years, Oregon agencies, relying on any available information, must 
review whether the rule has had its intended effect, and whether the anticipated fiscal impact was 
underestimated or overestimated.  If at least five people make a request, Oregon agencies must 
also identify how they will determine if the rule is, in fact, accomplishing its objective once it 
takes effect.

Maryland’s system is among the most thorough.  Every eight years, agencies must submit to 
the Governor and the legislative review committee a schedule of regulations to be reviewed.5  
Based on those schedules, the Governor, by executive order, provides for review of regulations.  
Agencies then develop a work plan that describe their intentions to solicit input from public, 
stakeholders, and other agencies, as well as their procedures for studying recent scientific 
information and comparative regulatory structures.  The legislative review committee can 
comment on agency work plan.

Finally, some states, like Maine, have procedures whereby the Secretary of State reports annually 
to the governor on the agencies’ experiences with procedural requirements for rulemakings and 
reviews.

States may want to emulate some of these best practices as they work to reform their 
own regulatory review structures.  The next chapter outlines more specific, step-by-step 
recommendations on how all states can start moving down that path.
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Notes
1 Jim Rossi, The 1996 Revised Florida Administrative Procedure Act: A Rulemaking Revolution or 

Counter-Revolution? 49 Admin. L. Rev. 345, 369 (1997).

2 Governor’s Regulatory Review Council, Council Seminars, http://grrc.az.gov/mainpages/grrcsem.
asp.

3 But actual, sophisticated public participation, like petitioning to object to economic analysis, may be 
rare. See supra, Arizona.

4 Division of Admin. Rules, http://www.rules.utah.gov.
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Based on the guiding principles developed in this report, no state earns a perfect score.  In every 
state’s regulatory review structure, at least some areas could stand improvement.  Each state faces 
different legal and resource constraints on their options, and even if they did not, there still is no 
one-size-fits-all solution to regulatory review.  Yet every state could take a few simple steps toward 
reassessing and redesigning its review structure.

Step-by-Step Recommendations

#1: Low-Hanging Fruit
•	 Transparency: post more impact statements and agendas online
•	 Training: host seminars for rule writers, rule reviewers, and the public
•	 National Professional Association: create a body to facilitate interstate communication
•	 Inter-State and Intra-State Sharing: share resources and best practices

#2: Research and Resource Prioritization
•	 Conduct deeper survey of individual state practices
•	 Prioritize agencies or reviewers that would benefit most from additional resources

#3: Stroke of the Pen Changes
•	 Adopt off-the-shelf recommendations, like the Draft Order featured in the Appendix
•	 Or design original guidance documents, promoting balance in analysis and reviews

#4: Process-Intensive Changes
•	 Update the state’s Administrative Procedure Act
•	 Reform the state’s Regulatory Flexibility Act to promote balanced analysis

#5: Continual Reevaluation
•	 Monitor individual state practices
•	 Support academic, empirical research into what works

Step #1—Low-Hanging Fruit: Transparency, Training, and Sharing

Some key improvements can be made without expending many state resources, and may help 
states make the most of their limited resources.

Transparency:  In many states, the full text and underlying data for regulatory impact statements 
are only available upon request:  state Registers may include only summaries, and internet access 
may be sporadic.  With minimal resources, every state can move toward making more information 
publicly and automatically available online.  With time, states should move to indexed, searchable, 
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and linked databases of their regulatory impact materials.

Similarly, more states should explore posting regulatory agendas online.  Most states still do not 
require agencies to publish annual agendas of their planned activities, but doing so would increase 
transparency and aid the review process.  Both the public and reviewers could help agencies 
brainstorm regulatory alternatives earlier in the process, before agencies lock in their preferred 
choice.

Training:  Especially with high rates of turnover among both rule writers and rule reviewers, not 
everyone involved in a state’s rulemaking process necessarily understand all its analytical and rule 
review features.  Central review entities should host regular training sessions, to guide new agency 
analysts and rule reviewers through the process.  Some training materials could also be placed 
online, to increase understanding among the general public and non-governmental organizations 
of the role of regulatory review.  Trainings should in particular walk agency analysts through 
how to keep analytical requirements manageable but meaningful.  For example, trainings could 
introduce default values for key costs and benefits, explain how to tailor the level of analytical 
detail to the significance of the rule’s anticipated effects, and teach how to employ “breakeven 
analysis” to compare impacts when benefits are hard to quantify.

Inter-State Sharing and Training:  States should share resources and best practices.  The National 
Association of Secretaries of State has an Administrative Codes and Register Section (“ACR”), 
which holds meetings on substantive regulatory review.1  ACR members include rule filers and 
editors, rule reviewers (both legislative and executive), legal counsels, and agency rule writers, 
from the states, territories, and federal government.  Many agency employees report a keen interest 
in learning more about what other states are doing,2 but despite the efforts of the ACR and other 
organizations, inter-state contact has been minimal.  The Executive Director of Florida’s legislative 
review body, for example, has only had “limited contacts with other states.”3  There is a strong need 
to either expand the capacities, memberships, and substantive training opportunities provided by 
organizations like the ACR, or else create a new national entity.

The literature supports that interstate professional associations play a valuable role in the diffusion 
of new policy ideas across the states.  A recent survey of state government policymakers confirmed 
an obvious truth:  state officials are overwhelmed by the volume of information they receive, and 
so seek out concise presentations from trusted sources.  Forty-eight percent of respondents named 
professional associations like the National Conference of State Legislatures as a trusted source, 
because they “don’t have a stake in the outcome” and can provide state-to-state comparisons.4  
Indeed, state officials often rely on analogy to make policy choices, which helps explain the 
regional diffusion of policy innovations across neighboring states.5  Professional associations 
can encourage the diffusion of policy innovations by providing the institutional foundations and 
resources (research, hearings, recommendations) that give officials the opportunity to learn, and 
by facilitating communication among states that do not share borders.6  Empirical evidence bears 
out that participation by states in professional associations can increase the likelihood of adopting 
innovative policies.7

The first problem to overcome in interstate sharing is non-commensurable terminology.  Not 
every state—and perhaps not even every entity within a state—means the same thing when it says 
it performs a “substantive review” of “fiscal notes” that measure “direct costs.”  Without a common 
language, it is difficult for states to begin communicating and sharing ideas.
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A national organization of rule reviewers can most importantly take a lead in developing default 
values for use in regulatory assessments, as well as recommendations on simplified procedures 
for tailoring the level of analytical detail to the significance of the rule’s anticipated effects.  The 
creation of a national organization would thus help conserve and maximize the potential of states’ 
limited analytical resources.

States can also directly share data, tactics, and analyses with each other.  Of course, not all data 
would seamlessly apply from one state to another, but states could better share both predictive 
estimates and hard information about the potential costs and benefits of various regulatory 
alternatives.  A national organization could help coordinate the sharing of information, so that not 
every state has to reinvent the wheel.  Some states already require a comparison of new regulatory 
proposals with the existing regulatory requirements in surrounding states.8  In such cases, it would 
undoubtedly be beneficial if states had access to all the regulatory analyses and underlying data 
used when those surrounding states developed their regulations.

Intra-State Sharing:  Finally, individual states could better coordinate the sharing of data, economic 
models, and economic resources among their own agencies.  Part of this effort will be conditioned 
on assessing the state’s current resources.

Step #2:  Research and Resource Prioritization

Once the low-hanging fruit have been picked, states need to start making critical choices about if 
and how they want to reform their regulatory review processes.  This decision should start with 
gathering more information.  The central review entity—or, if none exists, the governor’s office—
should undertake a survey of its state’s current regulatory review and impact analysis requirements.  
This report can serve as a jumping off point, but states should conduct their own surveys of 
reviewers, agencies, and non-governmental stakeholders to get a more complete picture of what 
works and what does not.  As discovered while researching and interviewing for this report, the 
promise of some anonymity may encourage more candid responses.

Part of this assessment should be identifying available resources.  Which agencies have economists 
on staff or have relationships with academic centers that could assist in economic analysis?  What 
data do agencies have on file that can help assess costs and benefits?  Do reviewers have sufficient 
staff to assist their efforts, and how often are deadlines missed or are rules not substantively 
reviewed?  No agency is likely to possess all the resources it ideally would want, but recent budget 
cuts have strained the resources of many states (which were already in short supply).  States will 
therefore need to prioritize which agencies or reviewers are most in need of additional resources, 
where the benefits of better analysis and review would have the largest impact.

Step #3:  “Stroke of the Pen” Changes

Once states have identified the changes they want to pursue, they must decide how best to 
accomplish those improvements.  On the assumption that the legislative process in most states 
can at times move excruciatingly slow and succumb to political squabbling, it will typically make 
sense to pursue first those tactics that can achieve change with the stroke of the pen:  namely, 
guidance documents and executive orders.  That said, no significant change to a state’s regulatory 
review process should ever be made covertly.  Even if public comment is not normally required for 
guidance documents or executive orders, states should make every effort to include a meaningful 
comment process when using “stroke of the pen” changes.
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In designing reforms to the regulatory review process, states should first look to what works in other 
states.  Iowa, for example, may offer a useful template for constructing a new executive order.  The 
recommendations of this report are also enshrined in a sample executive order developed based 
on New York’s structure and needs.  See Appendix A for a Draft Executive Order on Government 
Effectiveness as well as an explanatory chart justifying the choices made.  States with the resources 
and inclination may want to adopt such executive orders off the shelf.  Others will need to modify 
the recommendations to fit their particular needs.  But any new design for regulatory review 
should consider such improvements as:

•	 Limiting requirements for detailed economic analysis to the most significant proposals;

•	 Balancing treatment of costs and benefits, with the goal of selecting the regulatory 
alternative that maximizes net benefits;

•	 Facilitating inter-agency coordination through inter-agency reviews of agendas and 
regulations, or else through regular meetings convened by a review entity;

•	 Combating agency inaction, by developing a review mechanism for denied public 
petitions for rulemakings; and

•	 Making periodic reviews more meaningful and balanced.

Step #4:  Process-Intensive Changes

Depending on a state’s existing legal structure, not all desired changes can be achieved with the 
stroke of a pen.  Other changes will require new regulation or even legislation.  For states interested 
in new legislative options, the latest version of the Model State Administrative Procedure Act 
provides an excellent template.  States should also consider how to tailor that template to their 
needs and to better achieve the recommendations of this report.

Adopting or expanding regulatory flexibility statutes should not be a high priority.  If the entire 
regulatory process is designed to take into account distributional consequences, no additional 
analytical burden is necessary to protect the interests of special groups like small businesses—
their impacts will already be accounted for.  But if a state does wish to pursue new or amended 
regulatory flexibility statutes, the process should be as balanced as possible.  Agencies should 
not be forced to adopt any alternative that lowers the costs to small business, unless the benefits 
outweigh the potential public harm and administrative costs of such small business exemptions.

Step #5:  Continual Reevaluation

Reform is only the first step.  States, assisted by a national organization, should continually 
reevaluate whether their regulatory reviews are being practiced consistently.

Academics also need to continue their research.  More quantitative work is necessary—in the 
mode of researchers like Neil Wood, Stuart Shapiro, Marcus Ethridge, and others—to assess the 
actual impacts of various review requirements on the content and quality of regulation.  The central 
theme of this report is that state regulatory review structures are powerful and poorly understood, 
and therefore deserve much more attention than they have received to date.
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Notes
1 E.g., Agenda for Meeting of the ACR, Feb. 2008, available at http://www.administrativerules.org.
2 See various interviews conducted with state rule reviewers, cited supra.
3 Follow-Up Survey with Scott Boyd, JAPC Executive Director (2009, on file with author).
4 Richard Sorian & Terry Baugh, Power of Information: Closing the Gap Between Research and Policy, 21 

Health Affairs 264, 268 (2002).
5 Steven J. Balla, Interstate Professional Associations and the Diffusion of Policy Innovations, 29 Am. Pol. 

Res. 221, 221 (2001).
6 Id. at 223.
7 Id. at 235.
8 For example, Wisconsin.
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Appendices
Appendix A—Draft Executive Order on Government Effectiveness

(tailored to New York’s structure and needs)

WHEREAS, a responsive and balanced regulatory system is vital to promote the State’s economy 
and the welfare of its citizens;

WHEREAS, agencies should prioritize the use of evidence-based programs and promote the 
rigorous evaluation of programs in a variety of settings;

WHEREAS, an efficient and effective regulatory process should maximize net benefits, ensure the 
fair distribution of regulatory costs and benefits, foster sustainable private sector development, 
facilitate public input, encourage innovation and experimentation, and direct agency resources to 
the most pressing public problems while ensuring that old or outdated regulations or programs are 
continually evaluated and updated;

WHEREAS, the State Administrative Procedure Act establishes procedures for the adoption of 
regulation and directs agencies to examine the positive and negative consequences of their rules; 

WHEREAS, appropriate additional procedures and substantive standards can improve the 
decisionmaking of agencies for the benefit of all New Yorkers;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, [NAME], Governor of the State of New York, by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by the Constitution and the laws of the State of New York, do hereby establish the 
position of State Director of the Office of Government Effectiveness and order as follows:

A. Definitions

1. “Director” shall mean the Director of the Office of Government Effectiveness.

2. “Agency” shall mean any agency as defined in Section 102(1) of the State Administrative 
Procedure Act.  

3. “Rule” shall have the same meaning as defined in Section 102 of the State Administrative 
Procedure Act.

4. “Significant rule” shall mean any rule that may:

a.   Have an annual economic effect of $50 million or more or will substantially affect the 
environment, public health or safety, local or tribal governments, an important economic 
sector, or employment;
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b.  Raise novel legal or policy issues, or create an inconsistency with action taken or planned 
by another agency.

Significant rules may consist of actions that impose additional compliance costs or stricter 
regulatory standards, as well as those that relax protections or reduce compliance costs.  Annual 
effect should be calculated on an aggregate (rather than net) basis and should include all 
quantifiable and non-quantifiable effects, including effects on well-being, public health, safety, or 
the environment.

B.  Evidence-Based Decisionmaking

1.   Agencies shall engage in an ongoing program of self-evaluation to ensure that state resources 
are directed toward achieving programmatic goals in the most efficient and effective manner 
possible.

2.   To understand what policy approaches work, for whom, and under what conditions, it is vital 
to increase the knowledge base on effective government, to develop metrics and measurement 
tools, and to carry out rigorous testing of state programs;

3.   All agencies shall develop an evidence-based decision plan that identifies all programs whose 
effectiveness can be subject to rigorous testing, and establishes a procedure for integrating 
evidence-based decisionmaking into all relevant program areas.  The Director shall review this 
information and compile a unified evidence-based decisonmaking plan and make it available 
to the public in an easily accessible electronic format.

4. The definition of “evidence-based” shall be determined by applying established scientific 
criteria.

5.   In applying scientific criteria, agencies shall consider the following standards:

a.   Evidence for efficacy or effectiveness of programs should be based on designs that provide 
significant confidence in the results.   The highest level of confidence is provided by 
multiple, well-conducted randomized experimental trials, and their combined inferences 
should be used in most cases.  Single trials that randomize individuals, places, or time, can 
contribute to this type of strong evidence for examining intervention impact.

b.   When evaluations with such experimental designs are not available, evidence for efficacy 
or effectiveness cannot be considered definitive, even if based on the next strongest 
designs, including those with at least one matched comparison.   Designs that have no 
control group (e.g., pre-post comparisons) are even weaker.

c.  Priority should be given to programs with evidence of effectiveness in real-world 
environments, reasonable cost, and manuals or other materials available to guide 
implementation with a high level of fidelity.

6. The Director shall from time to time establish procedures and guidelines on evidence-based 
decisionmaking to provide clarity for agencies on the requirements of this section.

7. To the extent consistent with law, all agency programs that distribute subsidies, award grants, 
or provide waivers must be designed and implemented to promote effectiveness, efficiency, 
and fairness, and to advance the general public good.  The Director may from time to time 
require agencies to evaluate such programs for their compatibility with the principles of this 
Part and of the Order generally.  Agencies must report such evaluations to the Director, 
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in a time and manner chosen by the Director.  The Director may then recommend to the agency 
such changes consistent with this Order, and may recommend to the Secretary to the 
Governor, the Counsel to the Governor, the Director of State Operations, and the Director of 
the Division of the Budget that the agency be directed to adopt such changes.

C.  Regulatory Principles and Standards

1.   Agencies shall promulgate rules that are required by law, that are necessary to interpret the law, 
or that advance the public good by:  correcting failures of private markets, improving public 
health or the environment, promoting economic growth, protecting public safety or security, 
or otherwise enhancing the well-being of New Yorkers.  In deciding whether and how to 
regulate, agencies shall assess the costs and benefits of feasible regulatory alternatives.  Costs 
and benefits shall be understood to include both quantified and unquantified effects on the 
economy, environment, public health and safety, and overall well-being.  In choosing among 
alternative regulatory approaches, agencies should select those approaches that maximize net 
benefits, unless a statute requires another regulatory approach.

2.   When choosing between regulatory alternatives, agencies shall take due account of 
distributional impacts, including impacts on future generations, and equity.  Agencies should 
consider how tailoring regulatory requirements to protect vulnerable populations, geographic 
regions, or economic sectors would augment net benefits.

3.   New York businesses and interested individuals and groups will be given ample opportunity to 
comment on regulatory alternatives, and the regulatory process will be conducted expediently, 
without unnecessary delay, and with sufficient coordination between state agencies and with 
federal, local, and tribal governments.

4.   Agencies shall base their decisions on the best reasonably available scientific, technical, 
and economic information.  Each agency shall pursue an agenda of research and training to 
ensure that its staff has the background, knowledge base, and relevant data to make accurate 
regulatory decisions.

5.   Agencies shall take account of the effect of regulation on technical change and innovation and 
shall ensure that estimates of compliance costs and anticipated benefits reflect the ability of 
market actors to adapt to new regulations.  

6.   Agencies shall consider regulatory approaches that encourage innovation, utilize economic 
incentives (such as user fees or marketable permits), achieve regulatory goals through 
disclosure of information, and allow for flexibility in achieving performance objectives, rather 
than specifying the precise manner of compliance that regulated entities must adopt.  

7.   Agencies shall identify the purpose of proposed rules and, where possible, create metrics or 
other tools to facilitate the evaluation of their effectiveness in achieving regulatory objectives.

8.   Agencies shall draft rules to be simple and easy to understand to minimize the potential for 
uncertainty.

9.   Agencies shall favor rules that are straightforward to enforce, that maximize the efficient 
deployment of state enforcement resources, and that minimize the risk of non-compliance.  

10.   Agencies shall avoid rules that are inconsistent, incompatible, or duplicative with the agency’s 
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other rules or those of other state or federal agencies.

D. Planning, Regulatory Impact Analysis, and Review

1.   Any person may petition any agency for the adoption, amendment, or repeal of any rule 
by submitting a form prescribed for that purpose by the Director.  Not later than 60 days 
after submission of a petition, the agency must either (1) initiate rulemaking proceedings in 
accordance with the State Administrative Procedure Act, or (2) deny the petition in a written 
statement explaining the reasons for denial.  All petitions, denials, and other documents 
relating to the review of petitions must be submitted to the Director at regular intervals as 
specified by the Director, and made available to the public in an indexed, searchable, and 
easily accessed electronic format.

2.   In order to identify efficient new regulatory proposals, update and revise regulations on a 
timely basis, and provide for coordination between agencies, the following procedures shall 
be followed:

a.   Each agency shall prepare an agenda of all rules under development or review, at a time 
and in a manner specified by the Director.  The description of each rule shall contain a 
brief summary of the action, the relevant legal authority and any appropriate deadlines, 
and the name, telephone number, and means of electronic communication with a 
knowledgeable agency official.  The Director shall compile this information into a unified 
regulatory agenda and make it available to the public in an indexed, searchable, and easily 
accessed electronic format.

b.   At a time and in a manner specified by the Director, each agency shall prepare a list of all 
petitions for rulemaking that are currently pending before it and all rules that are due for 
periodic review in the coming year under the State Administrative Procedure Act or other 
law or administrative procedure.  Included in this list shall be all relevant administrative 
materials, including prior regulatory impact analyses, which shall complied by the 
Director into a unified list that is made available to the public in an indexed, searchable, 
and easily accessed electronic format. 

c.   At a time and in a manner specified by the Director, agencies will open a comment period 
and accept public comments on their regulatory agendas, pending petitions, actions 
on petitions in the past year, and rules undergoing periodic review.  Public comments 
received during this period will be made available by the Director to the public in an 
easily accessed electronic format.  The Director will also establish an opportunity for all 
agencies to comment on the regulatory agendas of other agencies.

3.   In order to facilitate rational agency decisionmaking, these procedures, which augment the 
requirements of section 202-a of the State Administrative Procedure Act, shall be followed 
prior to proposal and adoption of a rule:

a.  The agency shall identify the problem that it attends to address as well as assess the 
significance of that problem.

b.   The agency shall identify and assess all feasible regulatory alternatives identified by 
the agency or the public, especially the use of economic incentives and information 
disclosure.
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other rules or those of other state or federal agencies.

D. Planning, Regulatory Impact Analysis, and Review

1.   Any person may petition any agency for the adoption, amendment, or repeal of any rule 
by submitting a form prescribed for that purpose by the Director.  Not later than 60 days 
after submission of a petition, the agency must either (1) initiate rulemaking proceedings in 
accordance with the State Administrative Procedure Act, or (2) deny the petition in a written 
statement explaining the reasons for denial.  All petitions, denials, and other documents 
relating to the review of petitions must be submitted to the Director at regular intervals as 
specified by the Director, and made available to the public in an indexed, searchable, and 
easily accessed electronic format.

2.   In order to identify efficient new regulatory proposals, update and revise regulations on a 
timely basis, and provide for coordination between agencies, the following procedures shall 
be followed:

a.   Each agency shall prepare an agenda of all rules under development or review, at a time 
and in a manner specified by the Director.  The description of each rule shall contain a 
brief summary of the action, the relevant legal authority and any appropriate deadlines, 
and the name, telephone number, and means of electronic communication with a 
knowledgeable agency official.  The Director shall compile this information into a unified 
regulatory agenda and make it available to the public in an indexed, searchable, and easily 
accessed electronic format.

b.   At a time and in a manner specified by the Director, each agency shall prepare a list of all 
petitions for rulemaking that are currently pending before it and all rules that are due for 
periodic review in the coming year under the State Administrative Procedure Act or other 
law or administrative procedure.  Included in this list shall be all relevant administrative 
materials, including prior regulatory impact analyses, which shall complied by the 
Director into a unified list that is made available to the public in an indexed, searchable, 
and easily accessed electronic format. 

c.   At a time and in a manner specified by the Director, agencies will open a comment period 
and accept public comments on their regulatory agendas, pending petitions, actions 
on petitions in the past year, and rules undergoing periodic review.  Public comments 
received during this period will be made available by the Director to the public in an 
easily accessed electronic format.  The Director will also establish an opportunity for all 
agencies to comment on the regulatory agendas of other agencies.

3.   In order to facilitate rational agency decisionmaking, these procedures, which augment the 
requirements of section 202-a of the State Administrative Procedure Act, shall be followed 
prior to proposal and adoption of a rule:

a.  The agency shall identify the problem that it attends to address as well as assess the 
significance of that problem.

b.   The agency shall identify and assess all feasible regulatory alternatives identified by 
the agency or the public, especially the use of economic incentives and information 
disclosure.
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directives of this Order.  In carrying out these responsibilities, the Director shall adhere to the 
following guidelines:

a.   The Director shall carry out review within the following time periods:

A.   For all non-significant rules, within 45 calendar days after the date of submission.

B.   For all significant rules, within 90 calendar days after the date of submission.

C.   The review process may be extended once by no more than 30 calendar days upon 
the written approval of the Director.

D.   When the specified time periods expire, the Director’s review of a rule will be deemed 
complete for purposes of subsection (b) of section 6 of this part. 

b.   No regulation may be proposed or adopted until review by the Director is complete.  
If the Director finds that the rule or supporting documents fail to meet the principles 
and requirements of this Order, the Director may return the rule to the issuing agency 
for further consideration.  At that time, the Director shall provide the issuing agency a 
written explanation for such return, setting forth pertinent provisions of this Order where 
appropriate.

c.   During the review period, the Director may solicit comments on the proposal from 
relevant state agencies, local and tribal governments, or legislative committees.  This 
process does not restrict the ability of any state agency, local or tribal government, or 
legislator to otherwise participate during any period of public comment under this Order 
or the State Administrative Procedure Act.

d.   To ensure greater transparency, accessibility, and openness in the regulatory review 
process, the Director shall be governed by the following disclosure requirements:

A.   Only the Director (or a designee) shall receive oral communications from persons not 
employed by the executive branch of the state government regarding the substance 
of a rule under review;

B.   A representative from the issuing agency shall be invited to any meeting between the 
Director (or designee) and any such persons;

C.   The Director shall forward to the issuing agency, and publish in an easily accessible 
electronic format, all written communications between the Director and such 
persons within 10 days, and the dates, subject matters, and names of individuals 
involved in all substantive communications.

D.   The Director shall maintain and publish a log, in an easily accessible electronic 
format, of the status of all rules currently under review and a notation of all written 
communications forwarded to the issuing agency pursuant to paragraph C of section 
(6)(d).

E.   After a rule has been adopted, or the agency has announced its decision not to issue a 
rule previously under review, the Director shall publish in an indexed, searchable, and 
easily accessible electronic format, all documents exchanged between the Director 
and the issuing agency during the period of regulatory review.

7.   Annually, the Director will review currently pending petitions for rulemakings to determine 
whether there are appropriate regulatory actions that should be undertaken.  The Director 
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directives of this Order.  In carrying out these responsibilities, the Director shall adhere to the 
following guidelines:

a.   The Director shall carry out review within the following time periods:

A.   For all non-significant rules, within 45 calendar days after the date of submission.

B.   For all significant rules, within 90 calendar days after the date of submission.

C.   The review process may be extended once by no more than 30 calendar days upon 
the written approval of the Director.

D.   When the specified time periods expire, the Director’s review of a rule will be deemed 
complete for purposes of subsection (b) of section 6 of this part. 

b.   No regulation may be proposed or adopted until review by the Director is complete.  
If the Director finds that the rule or supporting documents fail to meet the principles 
and requirements of this Order, the Director may return the rule to the issuing agency 
for further consideration.  At that time, the Director shall provide the issuing agency a 
written explanation for such return, setting forth pertinent provisions of this Order where 
appropriate.

c.   During the review period, the Director may solicit comments on the proposal from 
relevant state agencies, local and tribal governments, or legislative committees.  This 
process does not restrict the ability of any state agency, local or tribal government, or 
legislator to otherwise participate during any period of public comment under this Order 
or the State Administrative Procedure Act.

d.   To ensure greater transparency, accessibility, and openness in the regulatory review 
process, the Director shall be governed by the following disclosure requirements:

A.   Only the Director (or a designee) shall receive oral communications from persons not 
employed by the executive branch of the state government regarding the substance 
of a rule under review;

B.   A representative from the issuing agency shall be invited to any meeting between the 
Director (or designee) and any such persons;

C.   The Director shall forward to the issuing agency, and publish in an easily accessible 
electronic format, all written communications between the Director and such 
persons within 10 days, and the dates, subject matters, and names of individuals 
involved in all substantive communications.

D.   The Director shall maintain and publish a log, in an easily accessible electronic 
format, of the status of all rules currently under review and a notation of all written 
communications forwarded to the issuing agency pursuant to paragraph C of section 
(6)(d).

E.   After a rule has been adopted, or the agency has announced its decision not to issue a 
rule previously under review, the Director shall publish in an indexed, searchable, and 
easily accessible electronic format, all documents exchanged between the Director 
and the issuing agency during the period of regulatory review.

7.   Annually, the Director will review currently pending petitions for rulemakings to determine 
whether there are appropriate regulatory actions that should be undertaken.  The Director 
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also review petitions rejected over the course of the past year.  On the basis of these petitions, 
public comments, or other sources, the Director may issue written recommendations to any 
agency requesting regulatory action.  Within 30 days of receipt of a written communication 
under this paragraph, a receiving agency must issue a written reply.  The Director shall publish, 
in an indexed, searchable, and easily accessible electronic format all communications issued 
and received under this paragraph.

8.   Annually, the Director will review whether agencies have proposed the regulations necessary 
to implement recently enacted or amended statutes.  The Director will also review any 
egregious cases of agency non-compliance with statutory or judicial deadlines for rulemaking, 
and whether agencies are undertaking the regulatory actions scheduled by their annual 
agendas.  Giving due consideration to agencies’ resources and their discretion to prioritize 
their own rulemaking dockets, the Director may issue written recommendations to any 
agency requesting regulatory action on the basis of these reviews.  The Director must also 
send such recommendations to the Secretary to the Governor, the Counsel to the Governor, 
the Director of State Operations, and the Director of the Division of the Budget.

E.  Duties of the Director of Office of Government Effectiveness

1. To carry out the provisions of this Order, the Director shall have the following 
responsibilities:

a.   To encourage agencies to eliminate, consolidate, simplify, expedite, or otherwise 
improve permits, permitting procedures, and paperwork burdens affecting business and 
local government undertakings and to offer permit assistance to businesses and local 
governments;

b.   To analyze or require agencies to analyze the impact of proposed and existing rules;

c.   Within available amounts, and subject to the approval of the Director of the Budget, to 
enter into contracts and expend money, and to employ such personnel as the Director 
of Government Effectiveness deems necessary and desirable to carry out the powers 
and responsibilities provided for in this Executive Order, and provide them with 
compensation and reimbursement of their expenses;

d.  To entertain requests for and to issue determinations regarding whether any action taken 
by an agency should be taken pursuant to a rule;

e.  Consistent with parts C and D of this Order, to direct any agency not to adopt on a 
temporary basis any rule that is the subject of a notice of proposed or revised rulemaking 
published in the State Register that, as proposed or revised, in the Director’s judgment 
does not meet the criteria contained in Parts C and D of this Order. Any such action 
pursuant to this paragraph shall be in writing and shall be binding on such agency unless 
subsequently superseded pursuant to Part F of this Order;

f.  To propose to any agency that it consider for amendment or repeal any existing rule 
which may be obsolete in view of State or federal law or otherwise inefficient, and to 
recommend to the Secretary to the Governor, the Counsel to the Governor, the Director 
of State Operations, and the Director of the Division of the Budget that any agency be 
directed to develop a rulemaking to amend or repeal any such rule;
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g.   To propose to any agency that it consider adoption of a rule to address a significant risk 
that is not regulated, or is regulated through overly lax standards, and to recommend 
to the Secretary to the Governor, the Counsel to the Governor, the Director of State 
Operations, and the Director of the Division of the Budget that any agency be directed to 
develop a rulemaking to adopt such rule;

h. To convene inter-agency meetings to discuss coordinated approaches to proposed 
regulations, to significant risks that are not regulated or are under-regulated, and to 
paperwork requirements;

i.  To exclude a particular rule or category of rules, at the Director’s initiative or at the 
request of an agency, from all or part of the requirements contained in this Order, based 
on a determination by the Director that the application of the requirements of this Order 
to such rule or category of rules lacks a substantial public benefit; and

j.  To develop procedures for the conduct of activities and the discharge of responsibilities 
established in this Order. 

2.   From time to time, the Director shall issue guidance documents to provide further clarity 
for agencies on the regulatory process, regulatory impact analysis, and compliance with the 
provisions of this Order.  Such guidance documents should include default values for use in 
regulatory assessments, as well as recommendations on simplified procedures for tailoring the 
required level of analytical detail based on the significance of the rule’s anticipated effects.

3.  From time to time, the Director should make recommendations to agencies on sharing 
information and rulemaking resources for purposes of complying with this Order and with 
the requirements under the State Administrative Procedure Act.  The Director should also 
identify agencies that lack the necessary resources or personnel to comply consistently with 
such requirements, and should report recommendations on the need for additional agency 
resources to the Secretary to the Governor, the Counsel to the Governor, the Director of 
State Operations, and the Director of the Division of the Budget.  The Director must offer 
agencies technical advice and must, at regular times, hold training sessions for agency staff on 
compliance with this Order and the preparation of regulatory assessments.

F. Determinations on Rule Adoptions

Upon issuance of a notification pursuant to subsection (1)(e) of Part E of this Order, the Director 
shall promptly advise the Secretary to the Governor, the Counsel to the Governor, the Director 
of State Operations, and the Director of the Division of the Budget so they may consider the 
matter in consultation with the Director.  Agencies should be given an opportunity to justify and 
explain the proposed rule.  After consideration of the Director’s determination and any additional 
information presented by the agency, the Secretary to the Governor, the Counsel to the Governor, 
the Director of State Operations, and the Director of the Division of the Budget may confirm or 
modify the Director’s determination or authorize the agency to adopt the rule in whole or in part.

G. Construction

The powers and responsibilities provided by this Order to the Director of Government 
Effectiveness, the Secretary to the Governor, the Counsel to the Governor, the Director of State 
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Operations, and the Director of the Division of the Budget shall be construed and exercised 
consistently with the duty of the Executive to ensure that the laws of the State are faithfully 
executed.

Nothing in this Order shall be deemed to require agencies or to authorize the Director of 
Government Effectiveness, the Secretary to the Governor, the Counsel to the Governor, the 
Director of State Operations, or the Director of the Division of the Budget to act in contravention 
of statutory or constitutional requirements.

Nothing in this Order shall affect any otherwise available judicial review of agency action.  This 
Order is intended only to improve the internal management of the State Government and does 
not create any right or benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law or equity by a party 
against the State, its agencies or instrumentalities, its officers or employees, or any other person.  
No determination or recommendation made under this Order as to the legality of agency action 
shall be given any weight in any judicial proceeding.

H.  Rescission of Previous Orders

The Executive Order revokes and supersedes the prior orders, promulgated on November 30, 
1995, and August 6, 2009.

Explanatory Chart for Draft Executive Order on Government Effectiveness

SECTION & 
CONCEPT

SOURCE MATERIAL POLICY JUSTIFICATION

Preamble
Adapted from current New York 
Executive Orders 20 (in effect since 
1995) and 25 (issued 2009).

States need a rational regulatory process that will 
emphasize efficiency, maximize the potential of their 
administrative resources, grow their economy, and 
deliver the most benefits to their citizens—all the more 
so during an economic downturn.

A(1)-(3): Basic 
Definitions

Adapted from current New York 
Executive Order 20 § I (in effect since 
1995).

All states can build upon current practices.  In New 
York, for example, a new Office of Government 
Effectiveness would build on the Office of Regulatory 
Reform’s 15 years of experience, preserving its most 
successful review powers while enhancing its abilities to 
rationalize government decisionmaking.

A(4): Definition 
of “Significant”

Adapted from Federal Executive Order 
12,866 § 3(d) (in effect since 1993) 
and informed by Federal Circular A-4 
(OMB’s guidance document since 
2003).

Moving from a nationwide to a state-
specific perspective, the threshold 
for economic significance is reduced 
from $100 million; but given the large 
economic footprint of states like New 
York and the need to protect agencies 
from overly burdensome analysis, the 
threshold is kept appropriately high, at 
$50 million.  (Smaller states should set 
lower thresholds.)

Rigorous analytical requirements and regulatory review 
should be reserved for the most significant proposals, to 
direct agency resources to those rules that will benefit 
the most from these additional processes.
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SECTION & 
CONCEPT

SOURCE MATERIAL POLICY JUSTIFICATION

B: Evidence-
Based 

Decisionmaking

Adapted from the National Research 
Council and Institute of Medicine 
Recommendation on Criteria for 
Establishing Strong Evidence of 
Effectiveness

All agencies programs should be based on evidence of 
what works.  Agencies must therefore pursue rigorous 
research into such evidence.

C: Principles 
and Standards

Adapted from Federal Executive Order 
12,866 §§ 1(a)-(b) (in effect since 
1993) and informed by current New 
York Executive Order 20 § III (in effect 
since 1995).

Agencies need clear, substantive standards to guide 
their decisionmaking, and the Director needs clear, 
substantive standards to review regulatory proposals.  
These principles promote efficient, effective, evidence-
based regulations that are responsive to the state’s 
electorate, economy, and overall welfare.

D(1): Public 
Petitions for 
Rulemaking

Adapted from Model State 
Administrative Procedure Act § 318 
(public right to petition dates back to 
the 1946 version of MSAPA).

Public petitions can prompt agencies both to regulate 
in long-ignored areas where regulation would be 
beneficial, and to modify existing regulations that are 
no longer up-to-date or efficient, given changed legal, 
technological, economic, or other factors.  New York 
state currently lacks a centralized mechanism for public 
petition.

D(2): Agendas, 
Periodic Reviews, 

Coordination, 
and Comments

Adapted from Federal Executive Order 
12,866 § 4 (in effect since 1993) 
and informed by current New York 
Executive Order 25 (issued 2009).

A unified agenda helps to rationalize agencies’ own 
regulatory plans and to harmonize inter-agency 
actions.  The periodic review of existing regulations also 
becomes more meaningful under a systematic process 
open to public comment.

D(3): Assessing 
Alternatives for 

All Rules

Adapted from Federal Executive Order 
12,866 § 1(b) (in effect since 1993) 
and informed by current New York 
Executive Order 20 § III (in effect 
since 1995).

Before proposing any regulation, agencies should think 
through the important impacts of various alternative 
options.  But to conserve resources, only significant 
regulations should be subject to more rigorous or 
formal analysis.

D(4): Analysis 
of Significant 
Regulations

Adapted from Federal Executive Order 
12,866 § 6(a)(3) (in effect since 1993) 
and informed by current New York 
Executive Order 20 § II (in effect since 
1995).

For “significant” proposals, the benefits (i.e., regulatory 
quality, efficiency, and fairness) will outweigh the 
burdens of more rigorous analysis of anticipated 
economic impacts, distributional impacts, and 
alternative options.

D(5): 
Proportionality 

of Analysis

Informed by current New York 
Executive Order 20 § III (in effect 
since 1995), Federal Executive Order 
12,866 § 1(a) (in effect since 1993) 
and Federal Circular A-4 (OMB’s 
guidance document since 2003).

Agencies should analyze rules based on the best 
reasonably available information; but sometimes the 
costs of developing additional information—including 
any harm from delay in protecting the public or 
correcting the market failure—would exceed  the value 
of that information.

D(6):  Regulatory 
Review

Adapted from Federal Executive Order 
12,866 § 6(b) (in effect since 1993) 
and informed by current New York 
Executive Order 20 §§ III-IV (in effect 
since 1995).

Regulatory review should be consistent, timely, and 
transparent, and should help coordinate between 
agencies.

D(7)-(8):  
Agency Inaction

Informed by the federal practice of 
prompt letters and the practices of 
several states on the review of agendas, 
petitions, and un-exercised statutory 
authority (e.g., Michigan).

Regulatory review should target agency inaction in 
areas where beneficial regulation is missing.
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SECTION & 
CONCEPT

SOURCE MATERIAL POLICY JUSTIFICATION

E(1): Office of 
Government 
Effectiveness 
Powers and 

Responsibilities

Adapted from current New York 
Executive Order 20 § II (in effect since 
1995) and informed by New York 
Executive Order 25 (issued 2009).

Regulatory review encompasses the analysis and 
review of existing regulations and the coordination of 
inter-agency efforts to make the regulatory regime and 
paperwork requirements simple and efficient.

E(2)-(3): 
Analytical 

Training and 
Resources

Informed by the practices of several 
states on analytical training (e.g., 
Arizona).

Agencies require sufficient resources, training, and 
guidance to conduct regulatory analysis in a meaningful 
way.

F:  Appeal of 
Review Decisions

Adapted from current New York 
Executive Order 20 § V (in effect since 
1995).

Agencies should be able to appeal regulatory review 
determinations; the final decisionmaking authority 
should rest with the Governor’s office.

G:  Legal 
Construction

Adapted from current New York 
Executive Order 20 § VII (in effect 
since 1995) and Federal Executive 
Order 12,866 § 10 (in effect since 
1993).

To ensure regulatory review is conducted honestly 
and transparently, no determinations made under the 
Order should create any judicially enforceable rights or 
otherwise influence judicial proceedings.

H:  Rescissions of 
Previous Orders

Adapted from current New York 
Executive Order 20 § VIII (in effect 
since 1993).

This Order will take the place of New York Executive 
Order 20 (in effect since 1993) and Executive Order 25 
(issued 2009).
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Appendix B—MSAPA Text and Comparisons

This appendix includes the relevant text of the various versions and drafts of the Model State 
Administrative Procedure Act.  Each subsequent draft is compared to the earlier version, with 
changes noted in red.

Relevant Text of the 1981 MSAPA

§ 3-105. [Regulatory Analysis].
(a)  An agency shall issue a regulatory analysis of a proposed rule if, within [20] days after 

the published notice of proposed rule adoption, a written request for the analysis is filed 
in the office of the [secretary of state] by [the administrative rules review committee, the 
governor, a political subdivision, an agency, or [300] persons signing the request]. The 
[secretary of state] shall immediately forward to the agency a certified copy of the filed 
request.

(b)  Except to the extent that the written request expressly waives one or more of the following, 
the regulatory analysis must contain:
(1)  a description of the classes of persons who probably will be affected by the proposed 

rule, including classes that will bear the costs of the proposed rule and classes that 
will benefit from the proposed rule;

(2)  a description of the probable quantitative and qualitative impact of the proposed 
rule, economic or otherwise, upon affected classes of persons;

(3)  the probable costs to the agency and to any other agency of the implementation and 
enforcement of the proposed rule and any anticipated effect on state revenues;

(4)  a comparison of the probable costs and benefits of the proposed rule to the probable 
costs and benefits of inaction;

(5)  a determination of whether there are less costly methods or less intrusive methods 
for achieving the purpose of the proposed rule; and 

(6)  a description of any alternative methods for achieving the purpose of the proposed 
rule that were seriously considered by the agency and the reasons why they were 
rejected in favor of the proposed rule.

(c)  Each regulatory analysis must include quantification of the data to the extent practicable 
and must take account of both short-term and long-term consequences.

(d)  A concise summary of the regulatory analysis must be published in the [administrative 
bulletin] at least [10] days before the earliest of:
(1)  the end of the period during which persons may make written submissions on the 

proposed rule;
(2)  the end of the period during which an oral proceeding may be requested; or
(3)  the date of any required oral proceeding on the proposed rule.

(e)  The published summary of the regulatory analysis must also indicate where persons may 
obtain copies of the full text of the regulatory analysis and where, when, and how persons 
may present their views on the proposed rule and demand an oral proceeding thereon if 
one is not already provided.

(f)  If the agency has made a good faith effort to comply with the requirements of subsections 
(a) through (c), the rule may not be invalidated on the ground that the contents of the 
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regulatory analysis are insufficient or inaccurate.
Comment: The preparation of such a regulatory analysis is clearly very burdensome.  It is also 
hazardous because of the large potential for disagreement about the accuracy of its contents.  
Furthermore, the right to require the issuance of such a regulatory analysis in particular 
instances of rule making could be subject to great abuse.  In light of this, states may want to 
require its issuance only upon demand by directly elected officials with general responsibility 
for state government.  The governor and/or a legislative committee specifically charged with 
administration agency oversight are the most obvious examples of politically responsible 
state officials of this type.  In subsection (a) the directly politically responsible state officials 
entitled to make the requirement operative in a given case of rule making are bracketed so that 
each state may determine independently how it wants to solve that problem.  Some states may 
also wish to permit members of the public and/or other agencies or political subdivisions to 
invoke this requirement even though there is a danger that such a power in the hands of those 
persons might be abused.  For these states, other bracketed alternatives are included.  In states 
desiring to permit members of the public to invoke this requirement, consideration might also 
be given to authorizing a waiver of the requirement in particular cases by the administrative 
rules review committee or the governor once it has been invoked by members of the public.  A 
waiver device of this kind might act as effective check on invocation of the regulatory analysis 
requirement by members of the public seeking only to delay issuance of a clearly justifiable 
rule or to harass the issuing agency.1

§ 3-201. [Review by Agency].
At least [annually], each agency shall review all of its rules to determine whether any new 
rule should be adopted. In conducting that review, each agency shall prepare a written report 
summarizing its findings, its supporting reasons, and any proposed course of action. For each 
rule, the [annual] report must include, at least once every [7] years, a concise statement of:
(1)  the rule’s effectiveness in achieving its objectives, including a summary of any available 

data supporting the conclusions reached;
(2)  criticisms of the rule received during the previous [7] years, including a summary of any 

petitions for waiver of the rule tendered to the agency or granted by it; and
(3)  alternative solutions to the criticisms and the reasons they were rejected or the changes 

made in the rule in response to those criticisms and the reasons for the changes. A copy 
of the [annual] report must be sent to the [administrative rules review committee and the 
administrative rules counsel] and be available for public inspection.

[§ 3-202. [Review by Governor; Administrative Rules Counsel].
(a)  To the extent the agency itself would have authority, the governor may rescind or suspend 

all or a severable portion of a rule of an agency. In exercising this authority, the governor 
shall act by an executive order that is subject to the provisions of this Act applicable to the 
adoption and effectiveness of a rule.

(b)  The governor may summarily terminate any pending rule-making proceeding by an 
executive order to that effect, stating therein the reasons for the action. The executive 
order must be filed in the office of the [secretary of state], which shall promptly forward 
a certified copy to the agency and the [administrative rules editor]. An executive order 
terminating a rule-making proceeding becomes effective on [the date it is filed] and must 
be published in the next issue of the [administrative bulletin].
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(c)  There is created, within the office of the governor, an [administrative rules counsel] 
to advise the governor in the execution of the authority vested under this Article. The 
governor shall appoint the [administrative rules counsel] who shall serve at the pleasure 
of the governor.]

[§ 3-203. [Administrative Rules Review Committee].
There is created the [“administrative rules review committee”] of the [legislature]. The 
committee must be [bipartisan] and composed of [3] senators appointed by the [president 
of the senate] and [3] representatives appointed by the [speaker of the house]. Committee 
members must be appointed within [30] days after the convening of a regular legislative 
session. The term of office is [2] years while a member of the [legislature] and begins on the 
date of appointment to the committee. While a member of the [legislature], a member of the 
committee whose term has expired shall serve until a successor is appointed. A vacancy on the 
committee may be filled at any time by the original appointing authority for the remainder of 
the term. The committee shall choose a chairman from its membership for a [2]-year term and 
may employ staff it considers advisable.]
 
§ 3-204. [Review by Administrative Rules Review Committee].
(a)  The [administrative rules review committee] shall selectively review possible, proposed, 

or adopted rules and prescribe appropriate committee procedures for that purpose. The 
committee may receive and investigate complaints from members of the public with 
respect to possible, proposed, or adopted rules and hold public proceedings on those 
complaints.

(b)  Committee meetings must be open to the public. Subject to procedures established by 
the committee, persons may present oral argument, data, or views at those meetings. 
The committee may require a representative of an agency whose possible, proposed, or 
adopted rule is under examination to attend a committee meeting and answer relevant 
questions. The committee may also communicate to the agency its comments on any 
possible, proposed, or adopted rule and require the agency to respond to them in writing. 
Unless impracticable, in advance of each committee meeting notice of the time and place 
of the meeting and the specific subject matter to be considered must be published in the 
[administrative bulletin].

(c)  The committee may recommend enactment of a statute to improve the operation of an 
agency. The committee may also recommend that a particular rule be superseded in whole 
or in part by statute. The [speaker of the house and the president of the senate] shall refer 
those recommendations to the appropriate standing committees. This subsection does 
not preclude any committee of the legislature from reviewing a rule on its own motion or 
recommending that it be superseded in whole or in part by statute.

[ (d)(1) If the committee objects to all or some portion of a rule because the committee 
considers it to be beyond the procedural or substantive authority delegated to the 
adopting agency, the committee may file that objection in the office of the [secretary of 
state]. The filed objection must contain a concise statement of the committee’s reasons 
for its action.]
(2)  The [secretary of state] shall affix to each objection a certification of the date and 

time of its filing and as soon thereafter as practicable shall transmit a certified copy 
thereof to the agency issuing the rule in question, the [administrative rules editor, 
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and the administrative rules counsel]. The [secretary of state] shall also maintain a 
permanent register open to public inspection of all objections by the committee.

(3)  The [administrative rules editor] shall publish and index an objection filed pursuant 
to this subsection in the next issue of the [administrative bulletin] and indicate 
its existence adjacent to the rule in question when that rule is published in the 
[administrative code]. In case of a filed objection by the committee to a rule that 
is subject to the requirements of Section 2- 101(g), the agency shall indicate the 
existence of that objection adjacent to the rule in the official compilation referred to 
in that subsection.

(4)  Within [14] days after the filing of an objection by the committee to a rule, the issuing 
agency shall respond in writing to the committee. After receipt of the response, the 
committee may withdraw or modify its objection.

[ (5) After the filing of an objection by the committee that is not subsequently withdrawn, 
the burden is upon the agency in any proceeding for judicial review or for enforcement 
of the rule to establish that the whole or portion of the rule objected to is within the 
procedural and substantive authority delegated to the agency.]

(6)  The failure of the [administrative rules review committee] to object to a rule is not an 
implied legislative authorization of its procedural or substantive validity.]

(e)  The committee may recommend to an agency that it adopt a rule. [The committee may 
also require an agency to publish notice of the committee’s recommendation as a proposed 
rule of the agency and to allow public participation thereon, according to the provisions 
of Sections 3-103 through 3-104. An agency is not required to adopt the proposed rule.]

(f)  The committee shall file an annual report with the [presiding officer] of each house and 
the governor.

April 2007 Draft Language

SECTION 305.   REGULATORY ANALYSIS. (Major, relevant changes compared to 1981 
version)

(a)  An agency shall prepare a regulatory analysis for a rule proposed by the agency having an 
estimated economic impact of more than [$         ]. (Automatic requirement added for rules 
with certain effects.)

(b)  An agency is not required to prepare a regulatory analysis for a rule proposed by the
 agency having an estimated economic impact of less than [$            ], unless, within [20] 

days after the notice of the proposed adoption of the rule is published, a written request 
for the analysis is filed in the office of the [publisher] by [the Governor], [a political 
subdivision], [an agency], [or] [a member of the Legislature].   The [publisher] shall 
immediately forward a certified copy of a request for regulatory analysis to the agency 
proposing the rule.  The agency shall then prepare a regulatory analysis of the proposed 
rule. (Political official may still request analysis of any rule; public request for analysis no longer 
recommended.)

(c)  A regulatory analysis must contain: (Portions of analysis no longer waivable by request.)
(1)  a description of any persons or classes of persons that would be affected by the rule 

and the costs and benefits to that class of persons; (Standard for distributional analysis 
changed from “probably will be affected” to “would be affected.”)

(2)  an estimate of the probable impact, economic or otherwise, of the rule upon affected 
classes; (Language on “quantitative or qualitative impact” deleted.)
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(3)  a comparison of the probable costs and benefits of the rule to the probable costs and 
benefits of inaction; and (Separate section on government costs and revenues deleted.)

(4)   a determination of whether there are less costly or less intrusive methods for 
achieving the purpose of the rule. (Separate section requiring description of seriously 
considered alternatives deleted.)

(Requirement to quantify data “to the extent practicable” deleted.)
(d)  An agency preparing a regulatory analysis under this section shall also prepare a concise 

summary of the regulatory analysis.  
(e)  An agency preparing a regulatory analysis under this section shall file the analysis with 

the [publisher] in the manner provided in Section 315 [and submit it to the [regulatory 
review agency] [department of finance and revenue] [other]]. (Submission to regulatory 
reviewers added.)

(f)  A concise summary of a regulatory analysis required under this section must be published 
in the [administrative bulletin] at least [20] days before the earliest of:
(1) the end of the period during which persons may make written submissions on the 

rule proposed to be adopted;
(2)  the end of the period during which an oral proceeding may be requested; or
(3)  the date of any required oral proceeding on the rule proposed to be adopted.
(Good faith exception for judicial review deleted.)

Comment: Regulatory analyses are widely used as part of the rulemaking process in the states.   
The subsection also provides for submission to the rules review entity in the state, if the state 
has one.

[ARTICLE 7] RULE REVIEW (Entire article made optional.)
NOTE: A state may choose one, two or all of the alternative forms of rule review in this article.
(Regular, ongoing review of rules by agencies deleted.) 

[SECTION 701.   GOVERNOR’S VETO. (Similar to 1981 version’s provision allowing the 
governor to terminate a pending rulemaking, though this draft more formally gives the agency a 
chance to respond.)

(a)  Upon receiving notice from the agency under Section 304(c), the Governor shall review 
a rule proposed to be adopted by an agency.  The Governor shall inform the agency of his 
or her intention to veto the proposed rule within [ ] days after receiving notice, and shall 
concisely state the grounds for the veto.  If the agency does not remedy the Governor’s 
grounds for veto by changes to the rule and give notice to the Governor of the remedial 
action taken within [ ] days after receiving notice from the Governor, the Governor by 
executive order may veto the rule.  

(b) Upon issuance of the executive veto order, the Governor shall transmit copies to the 
agency [Rules Review Committee] [Attorney General] [Speaker of the House of 
Representatives and President of the Senate] and the [publisher], which shall publish the 
veto in the [administrative bulletin].

(c)  A rule vetoed by the Governor is void and may not be published in the [administrative 
bulletin].

(Governor’s power to rescind or suspend any existing rule deleted.)
(Creation of governor’s advisory counsel on administrative rules deleted.)

[SECTION 702.  GOVERNOR’S OBJECTION. (Gives states another option for executive 
review procedures, by adapting the 1981 version’s legislative review powers, wherein a formal 
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objection shifts the burdens of proof during any subsequent litigation.)
(a)   Upon receiving notice from the agency under Section 304(c), the Governor shall review 

a rule proposed to be adopted by an agency.  The Governor shall inform the agency of his 
or her intention to object to the proposed rule within [ ] days after receiving notice, and 
shall concisely state the grounds for the objection.   If the agency does not remedy the 
Governor’s grounds for objection by changes to the rule and give notice to the Governor 
of the remedial action taken within [ ] days after receiving notice of objection from the 
Governor, the Governor by executive order may object to the rule. 

(b) Upon issuance of the executive order of objection, the Governor shall transmit copies 
to the agency [Rules Review Committee ] [Attorney General] [Speaker of the House of 
Representatives and President of the Senate] and the [publisher], which shall publish the 
objection in the [administrative bulletin] together with the rule to which it pertains.  

(c) If the Governor publishes objection to a rule or any part of a rule under this section, 
then the agency bears the burden of proving, in any action challenging the legality of the 
rule or portion of a rule objected to by the Governor, that the rule or portion of the rule 
objected to was not unreasonable, arbitrary, capricious, not adopted in compliance with 
Article [3], or otherwise beyond the authority delegated to the agency.] 

Comment: An agency may adopt Section 701 or 702, which provide for two different types 
of gubernatorial checks on agency rulemaking.   Section 701 creates a pure gubernatorial 
veto that invalidates a rule in the same fashion as a gubernatorial veto invalidates bills 
enacted by the legislature.   Section 702 creates a gubernatorial “objection” to a rule, which 
shifts the burden of proof to the agency to demonstrate that the rule meets the procedural 
and substantive requirements of Article 3 in subsequent litigation involving the rule.   This 
is a device that is used in several states, and may avoid the problems of unconstitutionality 
of the pure gubernatorial veto….[T]he supreme courts of several other states, in the course 
of deciding that legislative vetoes are unconstitutional, have indicated in dicta their belief 
that executive vetoes are unconstitutional.  The gubernatorial veto is an important potential 
check on agency rulemaking.  Several states have adopted the gubernatorial veto in order to 
exercise a check on agency action by a single elected official.  A gubernatorial veto creates a 
potentially efficient, unitary executive who is politically accountable.  That executive check on 
agency action is likely to reflect the wishes of the electorate.  Section 701 creates an executive 
veto in its purest form.  It is drawn from the Hawaii APA…and the Louisiana APA. [Indiana, 
Nebraska, and Arizona also have variations on the executive veto.] 

[SECTION 703.  LEGISLATIVE [RULES REVIEW COMMITTEE.]
(a)   There is created a joint standing [Rules Review Committee] of the Legislature designated 

the [Rules Review Committee].   
(b) The [Rules Review Committee] shall consist of six members, appointed as follows:  Three 

members of the House of Representatives, at least one of whom shall be a member of the 
minority party appointed by the Speaker of the House; and three members of the Senate, 
at least one of whom shall be a member of the minority party, appointed by the President 
of the Senate.   The [Rules Review Committee] shall elect a chair and vice chair from 
among its members.  

(c) Members shall serve for [  ] year terms or until their successor is appointed.  A vacancy 
shall occur when a member of the [Rules Review Committee] ceases to be a member of 
the Legislature or when a member resigns from the committee.  Vacancies shall be filled 
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by the appointing authority and the replacement shall fill out the unexpired term.
(d)  The [Rules Review Committee]:

(1)  Shall maintain continuous oversight over agency rulemaking; and
(2)  Shall exercise other duties assigned to it under this [article].

(e)   The [Rules Review Committee] may hire staff to carry out the duties and powers assigned 
to it.

(f) The [Rules Review Committee] shall have the power to adopt rules necessary for 
its organization and that of its staff, consistent with general law and the rules of the 
Legislature.

[SECTION 704.  [RULES REVIEW COMMITTEE] DUTIES.
(a)   The [Rules Review Committee] shall examine proposed agency rules and shall review 

existing rules on an ongoing basis to determine whether: (No longer directly states that 
review may be “selective[ ].”  Clarifies authority over existing rules.)
(1)  The rule is an invalid exercise of delegated legislative authority.
(2)  The statutory authority for the rule has expired or been repealed.
(3)  The rule is in proper form.
(4)  The notice given prior to adoption was adequate.
(5)  The rule is necessary to accomplish the apparent or expressed intent of the specific 

statute that the rule implements. (Explicitly gives Committee power to review for 
legislative intent, not just statutory authority.)

(6) The rule is a reasonable implementation of the law as it affects persons particularly 
affected by the rule. (Explicitly gives Committee power to review for reasonableness of 
rule’s effects on public.)

(7)  The rule does not impose cost on the regulated person which could be reduced by the 
adoption of less costly methods that substantially accomplish the statutory objective. 
(Explicitly gives Committee power to review costs and alternatives.)

(b) The [Rules Review Committee] may request from an agency such information as is 
necessary to carry out the duties of subsection (a).  The [Rules Review Committee] shall 
consult with standing committees of the Legislature with subject matter jurisdiction over 
the subjects of the rule under examination.]

(No longer gives the Committee the power to affirmatively recommend to agencies the adoption of 
new rules, or to require agencies to begin public proceedings pursuant to such recommendations.)

[SECTION 705.  [RULES REVIEW COMMITTEE] PROCEDURE AND POWERS.
(a) Within [     ] days of receiving notice of a proposed rule from an agency under Section 

304(c), the [Rules Review Committee] may object to a rule by giving notice of objection 
in writing to the agency with a concise statement of the reasons for the objection.  The 
[Rules Review Committee] shall also send notice of objection and reasons for the 
objection to the [Speaker of the House of Representatives and President of the Senate] 
[Governor] [Attorney General][standing committees of the legislature with subject 
matter jurisdiction] and publisher.   

(b)  In case of receipt of notice of objection from the [Rules Review Committee], an agency 
within [   ] days in writing shall notify the [Rules Review Committee] and publisher that 
the agency: 
(1)  withdraws the rule;
(2)  amends the rule; or
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(3)  refuses to amend or withdraw the rule.
(c)   If the agency withdraws the rule, it shall give notice of withdrawal to the publisher 

for publication in the [administrative bulletin] and shall notify the [Rules Review 
Committee] of withdrawal in writing at the same time.   The rule shall be withdrawn 
without public hearing.  Withdrawal is effective on the date of publication of the notice of 
withdrawal in the [administrative bulletin].

(d)  If the agency amends the rule to comply with the [Rules Review Committee] objections, 
it shall make only the changes necessary to meet the objections, and shall resubmit the 
rule, as amended, to the [Rules Review Committee].  The agency shall also give notice 
to the publisher for publication in the [administrative bulletin] of the change made to 
comply with the [Rules Review Committee] objection that shall include the text of the 
rule as changed and the objection to which it is directed.  The agency is not required to 
hold a public hearing on an amendment made under this subsection.

(e)  If the agency refuses to withdraw or amend the rule in response to the objection of the 
[Rules Review Committee], the agency shall give notice of the refusal to the [Rules 
Review Committee] and the publisher within [  ] days of receiving the [Rules Review 
Committee] objection.   If the agency fails to respond to the objection within [ ] days, 
or if an amendment that an agency makes in response to [Rules Review Committee] 
objections in the opinion of the [Rules Review Committee] does not correct the 
objection, the [Rules Review Committee]:
(1)  may post notice of the detailed objections of the [Rules Review Committee] to the 

rule in the [administrative bulletin] together with a reference to the location in the 
[administrative bulletin] where the full text of the rule can be found.  Posting notice 
of the detailed objections shall place upon the agency the burden of proving, in any 
later action challenging the legality of the rule or portion of the rule objected to by 
the [Rules Review Committee], that the rule or portion of the rule objected to was 
not unreasonable, arbitrary, capricious, not adopted in compliance with [Article] 3, 
or otherwise beyond the authority delegated to the agency; and  

(2)  may submit a recommendation to the Speaker of the House of Representatives and 
the President of the Senate that legislation be enacted to annul or modify the rule 
together with proposed legislation to accomplish it.

(3) Within [ ] days of recommending annulling or modifying legislation under 
this subsection the [Rules Review Committee] shall notify the agency of the 
recommendation and request that the agency temporarily suspend the operation of 
the rule.

(f)  Within [ ] days of receiving request for temporary suspension, the agency shall reply in 
writing to the [Rules Review Committee] either agreeing to temporarily suspend the rule 
or refusing to do so.  
(1)  If the agency agrees to temporarily suspend the rule, then it shall cause notice of the 

suspension to be published in the [administrative bulletin].
(2) If the agency refuses to temporarily suspend the rule, then the [Rules Review 

Committee] shall cause notice of the refusal to suspend operation of the rule in the 
[administrative bulletin].  Posting notice under this subparagraph shall suspend the 
operation of the rule for [[     ] days] [until the end of the next regular session of 
the Legislature]. (Gives Committee power, under certain circumstances, to temporarily 
suspend a rule, not just ability to recommend a suspension to the legislature.)
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Comment:  This is a type of veto that provides for cooperation between the Legislature and 
the Governor, and attempts to avoid the Chadha v. I.N.S. problem of unconstitutionality 
by delaying the effective date of the rule until the legislature has the opportunity to enact 
legislation to annul or modify it.  The governor may veto the act by which the legislature seeks 
to annul or modify the rule.  This type of veto provision is widely used in the states.

[SECTION 706.  ATTORNEY GENERAL REVIEW. (Adds review by Attorney General for 
legality and procedure.)
(a)  Upon receiving notice from the agency under Section 304(c), the Attorney General shall 

review a rule proposed to be adopted by an agency.
(b)  The Attorney General may not approve any rule as to legality when the rule exceeds the 

statutory authority of the agency, or when the procedural requirements for adoption of 
the rule in this [act] are not substantially met. 

(c)   The Attorney General shall advise an agency of any revision or rewording of a rule 
necessary to correct objections as to legality.]

July 2010 Update, Approved by NCCUSL

Section 305. (Comparison to April 2007 draft)
(a)  An agency shall prepare a regulatory analysis for a proposed rule that has an estimated 

economic impact of more than [$               ].  The analysis must be completed before the 
notice of proposed rulemaking is published. The summary of the analysis prepared under 
subsection (d) must be published with the notice of proposed rulemaking. (Changes 
timing of publication of analysis.)

(b)  If a proposed rule has an economic impact of less than [$        ], the agency shall prepare 
a statement of minimal estimated economic impact. (Removes ability of political officials to 
request a full analysis of minor rules.)

(c)  A regulatory analysis must contain:
 (The requirement to describe classes of people affected and to estimate impacts has been 

deleted.)
(1)  an analysis of the benefits and costs of a reasonable range of regulatory alternatives 

reflecting the scope of discretion provided by the statute authorizing the rule; and 
(Explicitly requires analysis of alternatives.)

(2)  a determination whether:
(A) the benefits of the proposed rule justify the costs of the proposed rule; and 

(Explicitly requires determination of whether benefits justify costs, not just a 
“comparison” of benefits and costs.)

(B) the proposed rule will achieve the objectives of the authorizing statute in a 
more cost effective manner, or with greater net benefits, than other regulatory 
alternatives. (Changes emphasis of the analysis of alternatives from minimizing costs 
to maximizing net benefits.)

 (Note: a draft from November 2008 had included a requirement to cite and summarize every 
scientific and statistical study, report, or analysis that served as the basis for a rule, a requirement 
adapted from New York law and federal practice.)
(d) An agency preparing a regulatory analysis under this section shall prepare a concise 

summary of the analysis.  
(e)  An agency preparing a regulatory analysis under this section shall submit the analysis to 

the [appropriate state agency]. Legislative Note: State laws vary as to which state agency or 
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body that an agency preparing the regulatory analysis should submit that analysis to. In some 
states, it is the department of finance or revenue, in others it is a regulatory review agency, or 
regulatory review committee.  The appropriate state agency in each state should be inserted into 
the brackets. 

(f)  If the agency has made a good faith effort to comply with this section, a rule is not invalid 
solely because the contents of the regulatory analysis of the rule are insufficient or 
inaccurate. (Reinserts good faith exception for judicial review.)

Comment:  Regulatory analyses are widely used as part of the rulemaking process in the 
states….States should set the dollar amount of estimated economic impact for triggering the 
regulatory analysis requirement of this section at a dollar amount as they deem appropriate 
or by other approach make the choice to prepare regulatory analyses carefully so that the 
number of regulatory analyses prepared by any agency are proportionate to the resources that 
are available.  (Recommends a high threshold to trigger analysis, consistent with resources.)  The 
subsection also provides for submission to the rules review entity in the state, if the state has 
one. States that already have regulatory analysis laws can utilize the provisions of Section 305 
to the extent that this section is not inconsistent with existing law other than this act. Agencies 
may rely upon agency staff expertise and information provided by interested stakeholders 
and participants in the rulemaking process. Agencies are not required by this act to hire and 
pay for private consultants to complete regulatory impact analysis. The concise summary 
of the regulatory analysis required by subsection (d) means a short statement that contains 
the major conclusions reached in the regulatory analysis.  Subsection (f) is based on 1981 
MSAPA Section 3-105(f).

[ARTICLE 7] RULE REVIEW
(Deletes options for separate executive review by governor.)
SECTION 701.   [LEGISLATIVE RULES REVIEW COMMITTEE].   There is created a 
standing committee of the Legislature designated the [rules review committee].   Legislative 
Note: States that have existing rules review committees can incorporate the provisions of Sections 
701, and 702, using the existing number of members of their current rules review committee. Because 
state practice varies as to how these committees are structured, and how many members of the 
legislative body serve on this committee, as well as how they are selected, the act does not specify 
the details of the legislative review committee selection process. Details of the committee staff and 
adoption of rules to govern the rules review committee staff and organization are governed by law 
other than this act including the existing law in each state.

SECTION 702.  REVIEW BY [RULES REVIEW COMMITTEE].
(a)  An agency shall file a copy of an adopted rule with the [rules review committee] at the 

same time it is filed with [the [publisher]]. An agency is not required to file an emergency 
rule adopted under Section 309(a) with the [rules review committee]. 

(b)   The [rules review committee] may examine rules in effect and newly adopted rules to 
determine whether the:
(1)  rule is a valid exercise of delegated legislative authority;
(2)  statutory authority for the rule has expired or been repealed; (Deletes separate power 

to review the rule’s form.)
(3)  rule is necessary to accomplish the apparent or expressed intent of the specific statute 

that the rule implements;
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Appendix C:  Survey Information

List of Completed State Surveys and Interviews

To protect the wishes of survey respondents who wanted to remain anonymous, as well as to 
respect those agencies and non-governmental organizations that could not complete a survey due 
to resource limitations, the following list is not comprehensive, and it does not include the names 
of the dozens of agencies, reviewers, and non-governmental organizations that were sent surveys 
but chose not to participate.

Alabama Legislative Reference Service
Alaska Department of Law; Legislature’s Administrative Regulation Review Committee

Arizona Multiple surveys from the Governor’s Regulatory Review Council; Department of 
Agriculture; Department of Health Services

Arkansas Bureau of Legislative Research, Administrative Rules Review Section

California

Multiple surveys from the Office of Administrative Law; California Environmental 
Protection Agency; Department of Housing and Community Development; 
Department of Insurance; Department of Public Health; Department of 
Transportation

Colorado Office of Legislative Legal Services; Office of Policy, Research, and Regulatory 
Reform

Connecticut Legislature’s Regulation Review Committee
Delaware State Registrar of Regulations
District of 
Columbia Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs

Florida

Multiple surveys from the Joint Administrative Procedures Committee; Agency for 
Health Care Administration; Agriculture and Consumer Services Department; Fish 
and Wildlife Conservative Commission; Education Department; Florida Medical 
Association

Georgia Office of Legislative Counsel
Hawaii Small Business Review Board; Department of Budget and Finance
Idaho Administrative Rules Coordinator

Illinois Joint Committee on Administrative Rules

Indiana Office of Management and Budget; Department of Homeland Security; Department 
of Health; Economic Development Corporation

Iowa Office of the Governor; Legislative Services Agency
Kansas Attorney General; Joint Committee on Administrative Rules and Regulations

Kentucky Administrative Regulation Review Subcommittee
Louisiana Legislative Fiscal Office

Maine Legislative Office of Policy and Legal Analysis; Secretary of State
Maryland Joint Committee on Administrative, Executive, and Legislative Review

Massachusetts Executive Office for Administration and Finance; Attorney General

Michigan
Joint Committee on Administrative Rules; State Office of Administrative Hearings 
and Rules; Department of Education; Department of Human Services; Department 
of Natural Resources and Environment
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Minnesota  Legislature’s Office of Revisor of Statutes
Mississippi Secretary of State

Missouri Secretary of State; multiple surveys from the Joint Committee on Administrative 
Rules

Montana Administrative Rules and Notary Services
Nebraska Secretary of State

Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau
New 

Hampshire Office of Legislative Services, Administrative Rules Division

New Jersey Office of Administrative Law
New Mexico Commission of Public Records, Administrative Law Division

New York
Governor’s Office of Regulatory Reform; Department of Health; Department of 
Labor; Department of Transportation; Office of Parks, Recreation, and Historical 
Preservation; Energy Consumers Council; New York Insurance Association

North Carolina Office of State Budget and Management; Office of Administrative Hearings Rule 
Review Commission

North Dakota Legislative Counsel
Ohio Joint Committee on Agency Rule Review

Oklahoma  Legislative Staff
Oregon Legislative Counsel

Pennsylvania  

Multiple surveys from the Independent Regulatory Review Commission; 
Department of Agriculture; Department of Health; Department of Public 
Welfare; Department of Transportation; Public Utility Commission; Sierra Club 
Pennsylvania Chapter

Puerto Rico Office of the Ombudsman, Small Business Advocate
Rhode Island  Attorney General; Budget Office; Governor’s Regulatory Review Task Force

South Carolina State Register and Legislative Council; Department of Health and Environment
South Dakota Legislative Research Council

Tennessee Secretary of State
Texas Secretary of State
Utah Governor’s Office of Policy and Budget

Vermont Secretary of State; Legislative Committee on Administrative Rules; Interagency 
Committee on Administrative Rules

Virginia

Department of Planning and Budget; Department of Mines, Minerals, and Energy; 
Department of Environmental Quality; Department of Criminal Justice Services; 
Department of Agriculture and Consumers Services; Department of Health; 
Department of Labor and Industry; Department of Conservation and Recreation; 
AARP Virginia; Virginia AFLCIO; Virginia Chamber of Commerce

Washington Joint Administrative Rule Review Committee
West Virginia Legislative Rulemaking Review Committee; Small Business Development Center

Wisconsin Legislative Counsel
Wyoming Legislative Services Office
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State Name: 
Respondent’s Name: 
Title & Affiliation:
Contact Information:

1. Regulatory Review Obligations

Does your state have a statute or an executive order authorizing or requiring review of regulations prior 
to their finalization?  If so, can you provide a name or citation for the relevant source or detail where a 
copy might be obtained?

Are there regulations implementing regulatory review statutes/executive orders or providing guidance for 
a regulatory review process, or otherwise of relevance to regulatory review? If so, where might a copy be 
obtained?

2. Oversight of Regulatory Review

Is there a specific government body that oversees that regulatory review process (legislative committee, 
attorney general, executive agency, etc.)?  Is information on that body’s staffing and budget available, and 
where might such details be obtained?

If oversight is not conducted by government officials (i.e. a committee of private individuals appointed to 
a regulatory review commission by the Governor or legislature) how are individuals chosen to serve on 
regulatory review commissions?  Are there minimum qualification requirements, such as representative-
ness of certain constituent groups (i.e. small businesses, public health organizations, etc.)?

Do good governance restrictions (i.e. limitations on ex parte contacts, restrictions on lobbying, conflict of 
interest policies) apply to the centralized oversight entity, and where might a copy of related policies be 
obtained?

If there is not a centralized oversight entity, who reviews proposed regulations (the agencies issuing those 
rules?)?  Are there minimum qualifications for reviewers within agencies?

What authority do oversight entities have?  Do they ensure that agencies comply with applicable require-
ments? 

Do overseers substantively examine agency analyses for informational omissions, miscalculations and 
errors, and other problems?

Template for Original Survey
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Is the oversight authority able to return regulations to agencies for further review or to veto a regulation?  
Is the exercise of such authority documented and publically disclosed, and where might such documenta-
tion be obtained?  

3. Scope of Review

Are all proposed regulations subject to the same level of review?  If not, what triggers regulatory review 
(cost to the agency or to private parties; department issuing the regulation; specific request of the Gover-
nor, the legislature, an agency, or the public)?

What types of regulations, if any, are excluded from review?

Are deregulatory actions subject to review?  

Are voluntary agency programs, guidance documents, or other non-binding agency actions subject to 
review?

Are all regulations for which review is available or mandatory actually reviewed?  If not, how are regula-
tions prioritized for review? 

What are the differences in the types of review (i.e. for guidance documents versus regulations)?

Are there deadlines or mandatory timelines for various phases of the review process?  If not, how does the 
reviewing entity decide how much time and resources to spend on each regulation?

4. Reviews for Legality

Are regulations reviewed to ensure that they contain non-ambiguous language?

Are regulations reviewed for conflicts with existing laws or rules, at either the state or national level?  Are 
regulations reviewed for redundancies with existing laws or rules, at either the state or national level?

Does review consider compliance with procedural requirements?

Does review consider observance of statutory authority or legislative intent?
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5. Regulatory Impact Analyses (RIA) 
Is preparation of a regulatory impact analysis (or other formal analysis, such as fiscal analysis) required 
for some or all proposed regulations? 

Who prepares regulatory impact analyses?

Beyond the statutes or rules mandating review mentioned above, are there guidelines, rules, or standard 
forms that guide regulatory evaluation/analysis?  If so, who establishes those guidelines, rules, or forms, 
and how might copies of relevant documentation be obtained?
 
Is consideration of regulatory or non-regulatory alternatives required in a regulatory impact analysis?  
Are there guidelines, rules, or standard forms on how to identify alternative regulatory and non-regulato-
ry options?  If alternatives must be considered, are baselines specified (i.e. full compliance with status quo 
regulations v. “current practice” or actual compliance)?

Are deregulatory proposals subject to the same regulatory impact analysis as newly proposed regulations?  

Must non-economic (qualitative) costs and benefits be included in a regulatory impact analysis?  If so, is 
their use in regulatory review governed or restricted by guidelines or law? 

Are approaches to regulatory impact analysis, and particularly economic analysis, consistent among 
agencies?  For example, might agencies assign different values to the same risks or benefits?

6. Economic Analysis

Does the RIA require the use of formal tools such as risk-assessment, cost-benefit analysis, or cost-effective-
ness analysis?  If so, please specify which analytical tools are required or commonly used.

Are the calculations of costs and benefits limited to impacts on state government, or do they cover costs 
and benefits to private industry and the public at large?  Are they limited to impacts within state borders, 
or do they cover effects on other states or on other nations?

Are indirect or ancillary costs of a regulation factored into the cost-benefit analysis?  Are indirect or ancil-
lary benefits considered?  

How do regulators estimate costs to industry?  Is the capacity of industry to innovate or adapt when faced 
with a regulatory mandate taken into consideration?  How so?
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For regulations that save lives, how is the value of mortality risk reduction or the “value of a statistical 
life” (VSL) calculated?

For regulations that harm or benefit the environment, are “existence values” covered?  If so, how are they 
calculated, and are procedures consistent across state agencies?

Do regulators apply a discount rate to future costs and future benefits?  If so, what discount rate is used?  
Is the same discount rate used for intragenerational and intergenerational benefits?

7. Distributional Impacts

Does the reviewing entity consider the distributional impacts of a proposed rule (varying impacts across 
different communities or populations within the state, such as minorities, small businesses, or local gov-
ernments)?

If distributional impacts are considered, how so, and what weight are they given?

8. Public Information

Is the final regulatory analysis available as a written document?

Are there opportunities for the public to review and comment on regulatory impact analyses before a 
regulation is finalized?  If public comment is ensured because of a statute, regulation, or some other au-
thority, where might those materials be obtained?

Is the underlying data for regulatory impact analysis available to the public?  If so, how is underlying data 
made available to the public?  Is there a state register that contains this information?  Is it available on a 
central web site?  Must it be requested from a state agency?

Are regulatory oversight authorities covered under freedom of information or similar laws?  If so, where 
might a copy of transparency requirements be obtained?

Are meetings of oversight authorities and members of those authorities documented, and if so, is related 
documentation publicly available?

9. Ex Post Review

Is there ex post review of existing regulations?  If so, how often are such reviews conducted and how are
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rules selected for review?

Who conducts ex post review of existing regulations and for what purpose?

Is there a state-level statutory sunset clause covering all or some state regulations?  If so, where might 
a copy be obtained?  If so, which regulations are covered?  If not, are sunset clauses frequently found in 
individual state statutes?

10. Additional Comments
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State name:  Virginia

Respondent’s name, title, affiliation, and contact information:

Preparation of Economic Analyses

Who on your staff is responsible for analyzing the economic impact of proposed regulations and responding 
to economic impact analyses prepared by the Department of Planning and Budget?  

How many economists do you have on staff?  Does your agency ever consult with outside economists in 
analyzing the economic impact of a proposed regulation or responding to the economic impact analyses 
prepared by DPB?  Are economists always, sometimes, or never involved in these tasks?  

Do you have any internal requirements or guidelines for economic analysis, beyond those general 
requirements applicable to all state agencies?  

Have you ever consulted the federal EPA’s economic analysis guidelines or the federal Office of Management 
and Budget’s guidelines in conducting your own economic analysis?  

Does your agency prepare economic impact analyses for all proposed new regulations and all proposed 
deregulations?  If not, which regulations are exempt, and what triggers the preparation of an analysis? 
 
Interactions with the Department of Planning and Budget

How often does your agency communicate with DPB before or outside of the official review process?   
Always, sometimes, or never?  Why or why not?  Would you characterize the communications as giving 
notification, as seeking approval, or as collaborative?  

Are all your proposed regulations subject to the same level of regulatory review?  If not, which types or 
regulations are excluded from review, and what triggers regulatory review?  

What powers—formal or informal—does DPB have to modify your regulatory proposals?  

For regulations subject to a review process, how often does DPB return comments to you?  Always, usually, 
sometimes, seldom, or never?  What is your agency’s responsibility in responding to those comments?  

For regulations subject to a review process, how often have you changed a proposal based on feedback 
from DPB?  Always, usually, sometimes, seldom, or never?  On what grounds does DPB most frequently 

Template for Rulemaking Agency Survey
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recommend a change?

What are your impressions of the Virginia Regulatory Town Hall website http://www.townhall.state.
va.us?  Has your agency received significant public feedback about proposed regulations via the website?  
Have such public comments led to changes in the proposed regulation?  

Contents of Economic Analyses

Do any statutes limit your ability to consider costs or benefits when proposing new regulations?  Do any 
statutes otherwise limit your ability to participate in the standard regulatory review process in your state?  
Please list the relevant statutes and briefly explain the limitation.  

In analyzing the economic impact of a proposed regulation or responding to the DPB’s economic impact 
analyses, how does your agency:

•	 determine which and how many regulatory or non-regulatory alternatives to consider?  
•	 incorporate and weigh non-economic or qualitative costs and benefits?  
•	 determine which and how many indirect or “ancillary” costs and benefits to consider?

How does you agency typically estimate the compliance cost for a regulation?  In consultation with industry, 
in consultation with academic experts, by examining existing peer-reviewed studies, by commissioning or 
conducing an independent study, or by another method?  How does your agency consider the capacity of 
industry to innovate or adapt when faced with a regulatory mandate?  

When calculating costs and benefits, which of the following regulatory impacts does your agency typically 
consider:

•	 impacts on state and local government, 
•	 impacts on Virginia’s private industry or economy, 
•	 impacts on Virginia’s citizens, 
•	 impacts on Virginia’s natural resources, 
•	 impacts on other states, 
•	 impacts on other nations.
 

For regulations that save lives, how is the value of mortality risk reduction or the “value of a statistical 
life” (VSL) calculated?  

For regulations with human health costs or benefits, does your agency ever consider impacts in terms of 
“life-years” or “quality-adjusted life-years”?   

For regulations that harm or benefit the environment, how does your agency consider “existence values”?  
How far into the future does your agency look when analyzing costs and benefits?   Does your agency 
apply a discount rate to future costs and benefits?  If so, what rate?  Is the same rate used for both intra-
generational and inter-generational benefits?  

Other Regulatory Procedures

Does your agency consider the distributional impacts of a proposed rule (varying impacts across different 
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communities or populations within the state, such as minorities, small businesses, or local governments)?  
If distributional impacts are considered, how so, and what weight are they given?   

Pursuant to statute or internal policy, does your agency conduct “ex post” review of existing regulations 
(e.g., a recurring review every so many years of the efficacy, efficiency, fairness, or legality of existing 
regulations)?  If so, how often are such reviews conducted and how are rules selected for review?  

Does your state have a centralized or agency-specific process through which the public can petition for 
rulemakings?  

Do you think your state would benefit from more or less centralized regulatory review?   Why?   What 
changes would you most like to see made to improve your state’s regulatory review process?  

What role does the Joint Commission on Administrative Rules play in reviewing your agency’s regulations?  
What powers does the Commission have to object to or alter a proposed regulation?  How often do you 
make changes to a regulation based on the response of the Commission?

What impact does the Attorney General’s Government and Regulatory Reform Task Force have on your 
agency’s regulations?  How often have you made changes to a regulation based on the response of the Task 
Force?

How well do the Department of Planning and Budget, the Joint Commission on Administrative Rules, 
and the Attorney General’s Government and Regulatory Reform Task Force work together?  How are 
their priorities and methods of analysis similar to or different from one another?

Thank you for your time and assistance!
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Instructions:  Please base your responses only on your experience with state-level regulatory 
review, as opposed to any federal-level experiences.  Also, please base your responses only on 
your experiences with regulatory review practices, as distinct from the broader rulemaking 
process.   (Refer back to our cover letter for more details on which practices constitute 
“regulatory review” in your state.)  Please specify if any of your responses are particular to 
individual state agency or agencies.

Organization name:

Respondent’s name, title, and contact information:

Which state agencies propose new regulations of the greatest interest to your organization?  

When a proposed regulation interests your organization, how often do you review the state government’s 
regulatory impact analyses or cost-benefit analysis for that proposal?  Always, usually, sometimes, seldom, 
never, or not applicable because such analyses are not publicly available?  

Has a state agency ever asked for your assistance in estimating the costs or benefits of a proposed 
regulation?  If so, please explain.  

Have you ever independently submitted to a state agency your own assessment of the costs or benefits of a 
proposed regulation?  If so, how was your submissions received by the agency? 
 
When a proposed regulation interests your organization, how often do you engage in the state regulatory 
review process (as distinct from the state rulemaking process)?  Always, usually, sometimes, seldom, never, 
or not applicable because there is no opportunity for public input?  

How do you normally engage in the state regulatory review process:
•	 submitting public comments to the reviewing body,
•	 submitting public comments to the regulatory agency about the impact analyses, 
•	 attending public hearings or meetings of the reviewing body,
•	 scheduling private meetings with the reviewing body, 
•	 scheduling private meetings with the regulatory agency about the impact analyses, 
•	 scheduling private meetings with another decision-maker, 
•	 or some other strategy? 

Have you ever criticized a regulatory proposal for failure to:
•	 accurately calculate costs or benefits?  

Template for NGO Survey
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Instructions:  Please base your responses only on your experience with state-level regulatory 
review, as opposed to any federal-level experiences.  Also, please base your responses only on 
your experiences with regulatory review practices, as distinct from the broader rulemaking 
process.   (Refer back to our cover letter for more details on which practices constitute 
“regulatory review” in your state.)  Please specify if any of your responses are particular to 
individual state agency or agencies.

Organization name:

Respondent’s name, title, and contact information:

Which state agencies propose new regulations of the greatest interest to your organization?  

When a proposed regulation interests your organization, how often do you review the state government’s 
regulatory impact analyses or cost-benefit analysis for that proposal?  Always, usually, sometimes, seldom, 
never, or not applicable because such analyses are not publicly available?  

Has a state agency ever asked for your assistance in estimating the costs or benefits of a proposed 
regulation?  If so, please explain.  

Have you ever independently submitted to a state agency your own assessment of the costs or benefits of a 
proposed regulation?  If so, how was your submissions received by the agency? 
 
When a proposed regulation interests your organization, how often do you engage in the state regulatory 
review process (as distinct from the state rulemaking process)?  Always, usually, sometimes, seldom, never, 
or not applicable because there is no opportunity for public input?  

How do you normally engage in the state regulatory review process:
•	 submitting public comments to the reviewing body,
•	 submitting public comments to the regulatory agency about the impact analyses, 
•	 attending public hearings or meetings of the reviewing body,
•	 scheduling private meetings with the reviewing body, 
•	 scheduling private meetings with the regulatory agency about the impact analyses, 
•	 scheduling private meetings with another decision-maker, 
•	 or some other strategy? 

Have you ever criticized a regulatory proposal for failure to:
•	 accurately calculate costs or benefits?  
•	 consider indirect/ancillary costs or benefits?   

consider qualitative costs or benefits?  
•	 consider regulatory and non-regulatory alternative proposals?  
•	 apply an appropriate discount rate?
•	 consider distributional impacts?  
•	 conduct a cost-benefit analysis or other impact analysis?  
•	 Or for any other reason?  
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